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Introduction

A
-*-li eminent psychologists and writers on human nature

agree that man possesses an urgefor ideals. This fact is, in my opinion,
the key to a scientific theory of human nature which, as the only
possible basis of a real and permanent solution of all social and
political problems and, consequently, of a real and permanent unity
of the human race, is needed so badly by the world today. All that
we need in order to formulate such a theory is to work out
correctly the full implications of this fact in the light of its relation
to human activity.

Unfortunately, while these psychologists and writers agree that
man has an urge for ideals they disagree as regards the source, the
meaning and the purpose of this urge in the nature of man and,
therefore, as regards its relation to his activities. According to
Freud, it has its source in the sex urge and its object is to provide
man with a substitute activity (in the form of Religion, Politics,

Morality, Art and Science) for the thwarted and obstructed activity
of the sexual instinct. Adler is of the opinion that it results from
the instinct of self-assertion. When an individual is unable to satisfy
a particular desire for power he creates the desire for a suitable
ideal and strives after it to compensate for his sense of inferiority.

McDougall thinks that the ideal impulse is the outcome of a
combination of all the instincts (known as the sentiment of the
self-regard) and sub-serves the particular instinct of self-assertion.
Karl Marx has advanced the view that ideals are rooted in the
economic urge of man and are no more than distorted reflections
of his economic conditions. Thus all these writers, in spite of their
deferences of opinion, agree on the following points:
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(a) That ideals are not the result of an independent urge of
human nature.

(b) That they arc derived from and sub-serve one or more of
those desires and impulses of man, known as the instincts,

which man shares with the animals and the object of
which is the maintenance of the life of the individual and
the race.

I believe that a critical examination of the theories of these
writers in the light of all the facts of human nature, reveals that
none of them is correct and that the proper place of the urge for
ideals rn the nature of man can be stated as follows:

(a) The urgefor ideals is neither derivedfrom nor sub-serves any ofthose
human impulses, known as the instincts, the object of which is the

maintenance of life. On the other hand, it is man's natural and
independent urge for Beauty and Perfection which rules and controls

all such impulses, in spite oftheir biological compulsion, for the sake

ofits own satisfaction,

(b) It is the real, the ultimate and the sole dynamic power ofall human
activity whether economic or otherwise.

The above statement constitutes the Central Idea of this

book. Naturally, it raises the following questions:

(1) If ideals determine all the activities of men what is it that

determines their ideals,

(2) The purpose or function of our instinctive and animal
desires having a biological compulsion is to force us to act
for the preservation of our life and race. What is the
purpose and function of our urge for ideals in the nature
of man?

(3) What is the relation of this urge to the economic
conditions of a society.

(4) How can the human urge for ideals be properly satisfied?

Are all ideals equally satisfactory? If not, what are the
qualities of the ideal that is most satisfactory to the nature
of man?
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(5) Does the ideal change in the life of the individual and the

society? If so, what is the cause of the change? In what
direction does the change take place? How does the

change find expression at various stages of the life of the

growing human individual and the history of the evolving

human society? What is the ultimate destination of these

changes in the life of the individual and the society? What
is the past history of ideals? What is their future course?

(6) What is the explanation of the varieties of ideals and
ideologies of human individuals and groups and their

mutual hostilities?

What is the relation of the human urge for ideals to the

animal instincts of the human being which have a

biological compulsion like sex, food, pugnacity, etc.?

What is the relation of this urge to various departments of
human activity, e.g., Politics, Ethics, Law, Art, Education,

Science, Philosophy and Religion?

(9) What is its relation to the Ultimate Reality of the Universe
and to the purpose of creation and evolution?

(10) How can we explain the following in relation to this urge

of man: Physics, Biology, Psychology (Individual and
Social), Unconscious Mind, Reason, Intuition,

Prophethood, History, Culture, Civilization, Socio-Cultural
Changes, Wars, Revolutions etc.?

I have endeavoured to provide in this book a connected
answer to all these questions.

The theory of this book, therefore, takes the shape of a

complete and coherent philosophy of life, a unified explanation of
the Universe or a Weltanschauung which correlates al] the facts of
existence. Incidentally, it derives support from the latest discoveries

in the spheres of Physics, Biology and Psychology. It reconstructs

the philosophies of Politics, Ethics, Economics, History, Law,
Education and Art and the Individual and Social Psychologies on a

single basis, and, therefore, takes the shape of a single Science of
Man.
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As a philosophy of History it is more definite than the theories
of Denilevsky, Spengler, Toynbee, Schubart, Berdyaev, Northrop,
Kroeber, Schwetzer and Sorokin since, unlike these theories it

starts from a definite idea of the smallest cuJture-civilixation area,
which is the human individual, and then goes on to explain out of
it the world culture-civilizations, the causes of their appearance and
disappearance as well as the conditions and characteristics of the
permanent and ultimate culture-civilization of the future aspects
of social philosophy which these philosophers have not even
touched.

It explains the process of evolution going on in the human
world, consistendy with the Bergsonian theory of Creative
Evolution, as a natural continuation of the process which had once
proceeded not only in the animal world since the appearance of the
first animal cell, but also in the world of matter, since the earliest
shape of the Universe came into existence. It explains how the past
and the future process of evolution is the unfolding of a single
scheme in the Universe. According to it, the evolution of human
societies follows a certain logic depending upon the immutable
laws of human nature governing the selection and rejection of
ideals. While the object of the Marxian theory of History is to show
that man lives for the sake of living, the theory of history outlined
in this book, suggests a definite purpose of human life which being
the purpose of the Universe itself, is being achieved gradually in the
process of evolution.

Instead of the class-war theory of Marx, it gives the view, that,
ever since man has become conscious of himself, there has
proceeded in the human world a war of ideal-groups which will go
on as long as humanity has not discovered and accepted the ideal
which is most satisfactory to their nature. To the extent to which
an ideal does not suit human nature it is unstable and contains the
germs of its own dissolution. Sooner or later, it must break up and
make room for a more satisfactory ideal. Every unsatisfactory ideal
is being disrupted from withm by the elements of its own
contradiction and is being attacked from outside by other ideals so
that ultimately the most satisfactory and the most Perfect Ideal
alone will prevail ousting all the other ideals. All imperfect ideals
mark transitory phases in the history of man and are only mistaken
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substitutes for the most Perfect Ideal of the future. Since the forces

of our nature are driving us towards this ideal every moment of our

life the total result of all progress of Science and Philosophy wdl

be to lend ever greater and greater support to it. As such it may be

called the theory of Dialectical or Historical Idealism in contrast with

the Marxian theory of Dialectical or Historical Materialism. But since

all its conclusions are derived, ultimately, from the nature of the

human self, it may be also called Selfism or the Philosophy ofSelf.

The theory accounts for many of those facts which could not

6t into the materialist philosophy of Karl Mane and which,

therefore he had overlooked or attempted to explain away, for

example 'the pursuit of art for its own sake or the disinterested love

of knowledge or the real ecstatic joy of religious or mystic

expenence, excelling by far any pleasure derived from even the

fullest satisfaction of economic needs. By explaining the urge ot the

unconscious mind as an urge for Beauty and Perfection, the theory

of this book reconciles the divergent schools of Psycho-analysis. It

gives the scientific foundauons of all the great religions of the

world and hence not only provides them with a rational and

intellectual support, which they need so much at present, but also

welds them into a single fundamental unity. -

II

As a refutation of Marxism, it deserves the particular attention

of those nations of the world who are now worried by the growing

political power of Communism, as a threat to their own existence^

The strenuous efforts of these nations to check the advance of

Communism, have not yet succeeded. The cause of their failure is,

that, thev have not yet completely realized that the real issue

between Communism and the rest of world is an intellectual one

and can be setded only on the intellectual plane. Communism is a

philosophy and can be met only by a philosophy. No amount of

economic aids or political alliances, armaments or atom-bombs,

prisons or bullets can stand against the force of ideas which

conquer the hearts of men. Unless they refute the Marxist

philosophy finally and completely, Communism will persist in the

world even after it has been defeated in the battle-field and wdl, in
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due course of time, recover its political and military power once
lost to its enemies.

Now what is the central idea in Marxism, the idea from which
Marx has started and on the foundations of which he has built the

whole of his philosophy? It is as follows:-

"The ideals of men are determined by their economic
conditions."

Marx has himself confessed that this idea has served him as the

"guiding thread of his studies" Indeed the entire philosophy of

Marx is but a logical development of this idea and it is to his credit

that he has worked out its philosophical implications so well, that,

the moment we accept it, it becomes impossible for us to disagree

with any of his subsequent conclusions. It is really this idea that a

fresh convert to Communism accepts the moment he enters his

new faith. And it is this idea the truth of which is challenged by a

man who believes intelligently that Communism is wrong.

"This is absurd!" he says. "It is, on the other hand, the

economic conditions of men that are determined by their ideals."

As a matter of fact the above statement is not only the

beginning and the end of the only possible refutation of Marxism
but also a profound scientific truth. But this statement is not

enough by itself. We cannot convert the modern intellectual man to

the view that it embodies, by merely stating it. If we assert that

ideals are not the result but the cause of economic conditions, we
must prove that it is so and our proof will never be complete and

will never convince anybody unless we answer all the questions

raised by our proposition and show its relation to all the other facts

of existence. This means that we must explain all the known facts

of existence and construct a complete philosophy of man and

Universe on the basis of our proposition (as Marx has done on the

basis of his own central idea) before we can hope that any

intellectual person will be converted to our view. Such a

Philosophy alone can be a complete and convincing refutation*—in

fact, any real or possible refutation—of Marxism. Unfortunately,

although Marx gave his challenge to the intellectual world more
than a century ago, no such Philosophy hat yet emerged. It is this
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fact alone, that has allowed Marxism tq flourish and grow to such
proportions.

Engels the friend of Marx and the co-creator of his philosophy
said a hundred years ago:

"Ideals are but the distorted reflections of economic
conditions."

Again he declared:

"Tdeals have no history, no evolution."

He could have said the same even today with none to
contradict him.

Unfortunately, the most eminent among the other writers who
have endeavoured to explain the causes and functions of ideals in
human nature, I mean, Freud, Adler and McDougall all of whom
belong to this century, have taken no notice of the Marxist stand-
point on the subject, to say nothing of their attempting to expose
his error. Far from refuting Marx, they have in a way supported
him by assuming that ideals are derived from and sub-serve one or
more of the lower animal impulses of man which have a biological

compulsion and the object of which is the maintenance of life.

Moreover, the reasoning of each of these writers is so faulty,

leaves so many facts of human nature unexplained and is so much
in conflict with the reasoning of the other two writers that while
the average intellectual man takes for granted the derived and
subservient character of the human urge for ideals (a point on
which all of them agree), he is led to conclude that there is more
argument and more system in the theory of Marx than there is in

the theoiy of any of these writers and that, in any case, the views of
these writers should, on account of their fundamental agreement
with Marx, somehow merge into his view.

In the absence of a complete and scientific refutation of
Micxism and in their desperation the so called "free nations" of the
world ase falling back upon religion as a refuge from Communism
and efforts are being made to revive or re-inforce the religious
impulse of men and women throughout the world and to utilize it

for defence against Communism. Here again it is- not being
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realized, that, not only the philosophy of Karl Marx, but also, the

writings of several intellectual heroes of the "free world" itself, like

Darwin, Freud, Adler and McDougall, have already undermined,

either intentionally or unintentionally, the foundations of the

religious belief to such an extent that it is not at all possible now to

revive the religious faith of the modern intellectual man unless we

explain the scientific basis of religion and make it rationally

powerful enough to hold its own against the intellectual challenge

of these philosophers.

Evidend'y, the opposite of the fundamental hypothesis of

Marxism, which constitutes its minimum contradiction, is already

merged in the central idea of this book and the questions raised by

it are, therefore, no other than those which T have detailed above

and answered in this book. This book, therefore, answers fully the

description of the only possible refutation of Marxism given above,

III

It is high time that the psychologists of the world examined

critically the position of Marx and other writers regarding the

source and purpose of ideals in human nature and settled once for

all the question whether it is economic conditions that determine

ideals or it is ideals that determine economic conditions. If Marx is

wrong, it is for them not only to tell the world how this is so but

also to give the alternative correct view of the place of ideals in human nature.

The challenge of Marx to the scholars of human nature has already

stood too long without an answer and the silence of these scholars

has already brought the world face to face with a huge catastrophe.

Whatever our creeds or ideals, whether we are Communists or

otherwise, we are all human beings and have a common irresistible

desire to follow Truth, wherever it may be found, provided it is

found in a form in which it is clear and intelligible enough to

enable us to recognize it If one half of the world believes in

Communism today and the other half is opposed to it and if the

two halves of the world appear to be ready to enter into the most

dreadful war of History against each other, the fault is that of the

psychologists who have hitherto failed to give a clear and scientific

explanation of the place of ideals in human nature.
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In view of this, I present my own thesis, which constitutes the

central idea of this book (viz. that the urge for ideals is the real, die

ultimate and the sole dynamic power of human action) for their

consideration. Tn case it is found to be true and there is a genial

agreement on it, I am sure it will not only create a world-wide

intellectual atmosphere in which Communism will soon wither

away of itself, without any body having to fire a shot, but also bring

peoples of different beliefs and ideals closer together for the

creation of a new, free, peaceful and prosperous world. If this idea

really explains and orders all die known facts of existence as no other

idea can do—I, on my part, have endeavoured all along to show that

such is actually the case—it will be, indeed, a definite proof of its

validity.

All eminent thinkers of this age agree that the existing chaos in

world affairs, fraught with the possibility of a total collapse of

ctvilization and even of a total extinction of ^the human race is

traceable to a single cause and that is the absence of our knowledge

of human nature, particularly of the principles of human

motivation. This is the cause also why human and social sciences,

which we need so badly now for our guidance in all social and

political problems, have not hitherto developed into real sciences.

Writes McDougall:

"Our ignorance of the nature of man has prevented and still prevents

the development of all the social sciences. Such sciences are the crying

need of our time; for lack of them our civilisation is threatened gravely

with decay and pcthaps complete collapse."

"We 1

talk of Psychology, of Economics and of Political Science, of

Jurisprudence, of Sociology and of many other supposed sciences; but the

simple truth is that all these fine names simply mark great gaps in our

knowledge—they vaguely indicate regions of vast wilderness hardly yet

explored yet regions winch must be reduced to order if our civilization

is to endure."

"My thesis is that in order to restore the balance of our civilization

we need to have far more knowledge (systematically ordered or scientific

knowledge) of human nature and of the life of society than we yet have/
1

"Here then is the only road to remedy the parlous and ever more

dangerous state of our civilization. We must actively develop our social

sciences into real sciences of human nature and its activities. . . The task
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Consciousness,

the Ultimate Reality

c'ommonsense regards the world as consisting ot two

different things, matter and mind. Matter is inert and lifeless. You

cm push a chair or take it back, remove it from one place to

another, divide it into parts or re-assemble it as you choose. It

offers you no resistance. It has no purpose of its own. Such is the

case with all "dead" matter.

But mind or consciousness is something that is vastly different

from matter. When matter is conscious in the ordinary sense of the

word, it is capable of movement and action, guided or commanded

by a purpose and controlled from within. Tf you want to control

\hc movements of an animal, you have to adopt a very intricate

process based on the study of animal behaviour in response to

external stimuli and even then the success is illusory. The animal

has its own ends to follow. Purposive action is, there tore,

considered to be a characteristic of consciousness, a quality which

matter does not possess.

In spite of this apparently radical difference between mind and

matter, philosophers and scientists, owing perhaps, to an

unconscious intuitive conviction that ultimately the Universe must

be a single reality, have endeavoured to prove the fundamental

identity of the two, holding either that mind is really a form of
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matter or that matter is essentially a manifestation of mind While
the scientists, at least those of the nineteenth century have
generally inclined to the former view, the philosophers have mostly
asserted the truth of the latter in one form or the other.

To the scientists of the nineteenth century matter was
something permanent and real and according to them, therefore
nothing could be real, the properties of which were not like those
of matter, i.e., which could not be seen or touched or subjected to
expenments in the laboratory like matter. It was only natural
therefore, that they regarded mind as a propertv of living matter
and disbelieved that anything like a mind could be the cause of the
Universe or could have any thing to do with the phenomena of
nature. Mind was, according to them, a characteristic of a peculiar
type of matter acquiring by chance a particular chemical
composition and subject to particular laws of Physics.

Among the old scientists the genius of Lord Kelvin (1824-
1907) came to the conclusion that nature was not without some
tlung of the attributes of a mind and that there was a creative and
directive force operating in the Universe. But Philosophy, never
content like Science with a sectional and fragmentary view of
Reality and to a large extent free from the restrictions of the purely
scientific method in its search after truth, always insisted that a
coherent and consistent explanation of the Universe so eagerly
desired by man was impossible without giving a prominent place to
consciousness.

Consciousness in God and Universe is the one great subject of
not only the mediaeval philosophy, the object of which was to
rationalize Christian theology but also of the great modern
philosophic theories of Descartes, Leibrtiz, Schopenhauer
Nietzsche, Kant, Spinoza, Hegel, Fjchte, Croce and Bergson in
which it is treated under the various tides of God, the Universal
Spirit, the Absolute, the Absolute Idea, Mental Activity, World-will
the Eternal Mind, Monads, Self, elan vital, etc. The first serious'
challenge of Philosophy to scientific materialism, however came
from Bishop George Berkeley of England who contended that the
material world cannot have an independent existence because we
can know it only with the help of our perception which is an
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expenence of the mind. Since the physical world, as we perceive it

h« no existence apart from mind what really exists is mmd and not

the physical world. What we perceive is not matter but certain

qualities of colour, form, shape, sound, hardness, etc., and m order

that these qualities should exist as we know them to exist they have

to be perceived by the mind. Without mind nothing would exist.

The reality of the physical world is, therefore, mind or

consciousness. In the light of his theory Berkeley argues the

existence of an Eternal Mind as follows:

"\11 the choir of heaven and furniture of earth, in a word, all those

bod.es which compose the mighty frame of the world have not any

substance wuhout the mind. . . So long as they are not actuaUy perce ved

bv me or do not exist in my mind or that of any other created spint, thej

nius. have either no existence at all or else subsist in the mmd of some

Eternal Spirit."
1

The subjective idealism of Berkeley has been strongly

supported in modern times by the school of Neo-Ideaksm of

which the chief exponents are wo Italian philosophers, Bencditto

Cfoce and Giovann, Gentile. Both of these philosophers hold that

the Universe is nothing but mind or spirit. Their system is not only

the most recent but, according to many philosophers also one ot

the most onginal and the most remarkable developments of

modern Philosophy. It is based on the hypothesis that the

experience of our mind is the only reality of which we can be

certam. It leads to the logical conclusion that the reality of the

Universe, if it is anything which can be known by the human mmd,

must be similar to our own mental expenence. As semi-

consciousness is the clearest and the highest mental expenence, the

reality of the Universe must be of the type of self-consciousness.

As already mentioned the scientists of the nineteenth century

could not accept any ideas of this kind, as they knocked out the

very foundation of their physical laws. When the axioms of

Newtonian Physics were first questioned by Berkeley he was met

bv a scornful dension by the scientists but who could have known

that in the controversy whether mind or matter was real the

I Quoted from James Jeans, The MysUriaus Urn*™ (Macmillan, Cambndge

University Press, 1948), p. 126.
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Thou hast destroyed

The beautiful world

With violent blow.

Tis shivered' tis shattered

The fragments abroad by a demi-god scattered

Now we sweep

The wrecks into nothingness

Fondly we weep

The beauty that is gone/'

But, if matter is not real and permanent, facts, point to the

existence of a better entity than dead matter as a substitute for it,

that is, a Living Creator. For how are we to account otherwise, for

all the rich variety of creation in which there is beauty, art, design,

purpose, harmony and accurate mathematical thinking. These are

surely the attributes of consciousness which must be the sole reality

of the Universe. It is evident, therefore, that the disappearance of

matter has not only cleared the way for a spiritual explanation of

the world but has also made ir indispensable. To assume a

metaphysical reality of the Universe is, today, at least as imperative

as it was in the nineteenth century to assume that the Universe was

nothing but matter. Philosophical thought generally had

emphasized all along in its history a spiritual explanation of the

Universe independently of science, rather in spite of it. Already this

explanation was in no way less convincing than the materialistic

explanation and now here was science offering a strong evidence in

support of it.

As matter has proved to be unreal, the physicists feel that they

are unable to solve the problems of Physics by confining

themselves merely to the realm of matter. They are compelled to

go beyond the world of matter in their search after truth because

now it is there that they hope to discover the reality of matter.

Thus we find quite a large number of them in England as wTell as in

Europe, for example, Eddington, Jeans, Whitehead, Einstein

Schrodinger and Planck, attempting to explain the material world
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from a spiritual point of view; from physicists they have turned
into metaphysicists. The reasoning of all these scientists attempts
to support the hypothesis that the reality of the Universe is a form
of consciousness. Professor Planck, the propounder of the

Quantum Theory, remarked in an interview with J,W.N. Sullivan

which appeared in the Observer of 26th January 1931: "I regard

consciousness as fundamental. I regard matter as derivative from
consciousness. We cannot get behind consciousness. Everything
that we talk about, everything that we postulate as existing requires

consciousness." Sir Oliver Lodge wrote: -

"The Universe is ruled by Mind and whether it be the Mind of a

Mathematician or of an Artist or of a Poet, or all of them, and more it is

the one Reality which gives meaning to existence, enriches our daily task,

encourages our hope, energizes us with faith wherever knowledge fails,

and illuminates the whole Universe with Immortal Love."3

Sir James Jeans argues that all matter can be reduced to

mathematical relations. Mathematics is involved in the constitution

of the atom as well as in the systems of heavenly bodies. Laws of
Mathematics are stricdy obeyed by the nearest physical objects as

well as by the most distant parts of the Universe. But all the

knowledge of Mathematics that we have, is acquired by us as a

result of logical reasoning carried on independently of any
reference to nature. Having formulated the laws of Mathematics as

a product of our own minds and being guided by our own
reasoning powers, when we turn to the physical world, we find not
only that it is built up in accordance with these laws but also that

these laws are its ultimate nature. Since matter is unreal, nothing
remains of the material Universe ultimately except the laws of
Mathematics, Mow could it be possible for us to discover these

laws all by ourselves and how could these laws become involved in

the construction of the material world unless it is a fact that the

material world is a creation of a mind like our own—a mind that is

capable of thinking accurately and mathematically, as we are? Both
the external world and our own minds must be the result of the

creative activity of this mind.

3 Francis Mason, Ed, The Great Design (Duckworth, 1934), p. 233.
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'The Universe", writes Sir James Jeans in his book, The
Mysterious Universe, "cannot admit of material representation and the
reason, I think, is, that it has become a mere mental concept......
Thirry years ago we thought or assumed that we were heading
towards an ultimate reality of a mechanical nature Today there
is wide measure of agreement which on the physical side of science
approaches almost to unanimity that the stream of knowledge is

heading towards a non-mechanical reality; the Universe begins to
look more like a great enough t than like a great machine. Mind no
longer appears as an accidental intruder into the realm of matter;
we are beginning to suspect that we ought rather to hail it as the
creator or the governor of the realm of matter—not of course our
individual minds but the mind in which the atoms out of which our
individual minds have grown exist as thoughts. The new knowledge
compels us to revise our hasty first impressions that we had
stumbled into a Universe which either did not concern itself with
life or was actively hostile to life. The old dualism between mind
and matter which was mainly responsible for the supposed hostility
seems likely to disappear, not through matter becoming in any way
more shadowy or unsubstantial than heretofore or through mind
becoming resolved into a function of the working of matter but
through substantial matter resolving into a creation and
manifestation of mind. We discover that the Universe shows
evidence of a designing and controlling power that has something
in common with our own individual minds—not so far as we have
discovered, emotion, morality or aesthetic appreciation but the
tendency to think in the way which for want of a better word we
describe as mathematicaL And while much in it may be hostile to
the material appendages of life; much also is akin to the
fundamental activities of life; we are not so much strangers or
intruders in the Universe as we at first thought. Those inert atoms
m the primaeval slime which first began to foreshadow the
attributes of life were putting themselves more and not less in
accord with the fundamental nature of Universe."4

Apart from the theories of the Idealist and the Neo-Idealist
philosophers and the evidence of new Physics which we have seen

4

fames Jeans, op cit, pp. 123, 136, 137, 138.
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to be strongly in favour of a spiritual interpretation of the world
there are some facts of B10logy which lead to the same conclus.ons'Some regular systems of Philosophy have developed around these
tacts. One of these philosophical systems is the theory of Creative
Evolution, evolved by Professor Henry Bergson of France. Thematcnaksts bekeve that life is nothing but a proper* of a particular
t} Pe of matter that comes to acquire a particular chcm.cal
composition. The organism that comes into existence in this way
reacts as a sensitive mechanism to the conditions of StT°7em and thVeSUlt 18 th3t » Und«g°" * modification in its
physical structure. The modification goes on accumulating in thecourse of ages on account of ever fresh condttions of environment
which the organism has to face, with the result that new spenes
continue to appear. But recent developments in the science ofBiology do not support this contention.

Serious students of Biology, according to Professor ISHaldane no longer entertain the view that life is merely the resultof a definite chemical constitution of matter. The experiments of
the German biologist Dnesch, in particular, have led to the
conclusion that the behaviour of a living organism in its reaction to
the external conditions of environment, is categorically different
from the working of a machine. A machine is controlled from
outs<de and is no more than the sum total of a number of parts Anorgamsm exhibits an internal drive to acquire and maintain a
particular form or structure of the body. It behaves as a whole withan inner drive which attends to the needs of the whole. When wecut off the leg of a crab, another leg appears in its place. Nomachine is capable of replacing its broken parts automaticallyDnesch cut an embryo into two parts in the earliest stages of itsgrowth that ,s, at a time when the tissues are yet plastic and before
die cells are irrevocably determined by chemo-differentiation, andfound that a portion developed into a complete animal. The result,
remain the same no matter where the cut is made or what happens
to be the relation of the part to the whole. Thus the cells that mayhave grown to form the head m an individual embryo may grow toform a leg. In fact, any part of the embryo may develop into anylimb m accordance with the needs of the whole organism The
question arises: How ls it possible for that which ,s a part to
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acquire the properties of the whole? The same principle is found to

govern the development of the embryonic tissue. If a newt's tail is

cut off another tail grows in its place; and, if the tail is cut off early

enough and grafted on to the freshly cut stump of a leg, the tail

grows into a leg and not into a tail.

Such facts cannot be explained in terms of the physical

categories of the Universe. Driesch, therefore, abandoned the

attempt to explain the development of the embryo on the

assumption that life results from the operation of definite laws of

Physics and Chemistry, It was necessary to assign a separate

category to processes of life and he, therefore, substituted for the

cherruco-physical theory a vkalistic theory of entelechies. Driesch

concluded that the organism was impelled by a spontaneous drive

to reach its appropriate form and to perform its appropriate

function. He assumed that there was an internal regulating

principle active in the organism which moulded and formed it in

the interests of the whole, changing and directing its purpose to

suit these interests. This regulating principle must be interested in

the growth and evolution of life. Bergson gives it the name of the

clan vital or the vital impetus and identifies it with consciousness.

The study of life reveals some other facts too which support

the conclusions of Driesch. These facts have been adduced by

Bergson in his book, Creative Evolution, to show that the inward

impulse of life is the cause of the first appearance of animal life on

earth and of its reproduction and evolution into higher forms.

Umarck explained the evolution of life as a result of the fact that

living bemgs must be adapted to the conditions of the

environment Adaptation causes a slight alteration in the form of

the animal, which alteration is inherited by the offspring, which

being itself subjected to the necessity of adaptation undergoes

further change. In this way modifications go on accumulating

gradually till we have a new species.

For one thing this explanation is incompatible with the facts

now well-established that variations may not only be due to an

accumulated effect but may also take place suddenly. This is

impossible unless there were a conscious or unconscious drive m

the organism itself causing it to develop a sudden change and
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improvement. Secondly, the necessity for adaptation to the
conditions of environment is a reason which explains why the
evolution of life should stop rather than why it should go on. As
soon as a creature has adapted itself to its environment sufficiently
to be able to maintain its life, it would not require to change or
evolve any further. Adaptation, in so far as it is determined by the
need of self-preservation, should explain the arrest of life rather
than its progress towards forms of ever higher and higher
organization. "A very inferior organism," says Bergspn, "is as well
adapted as ours to the conditions of existence, judged by its success
in maintaining its life. Why then does life which succeeds in
adapting itself go on complicating itself more and more
dangerously? Some living forms to be met with today have come
down unchanged from the remotest palaeozoic times, they have
persisted unchanged throughout the ages. Life then might have
stopped at some one definite form. Why did it not stop wherever it

was possible? Why has it gone on, why, unless it be that there is an
impulse driving it to take ever greater and greater risks towards its

goal of an ever higher and higher efficiency?"

Such facts lend support to the view that consciousness docs
not emanate from matter but has an independent existence of its

own, that it is fundamental and not a derivative from the properties
of matter. If consciousness is a reality by itself, it is but a step to
the inference that it is the sole reality of the Universe, matter itself
having emanated from it Matter, no less than organic life, has
evolved in the course of ages. That inner drive which has been
responsible for the maintenance and evolution of organic life must
be responsible for the evolution of matter as well, so that matter
too is a form of consciousness. And, we must recall, this
conclusion is eminently supported by the discoveries of modern
Physics.

What are the qualities of consciousness? Whatever may be the
qualities of consciousness, they are certainly expressed in the
creadon and we can deduce them by a careful study of the
Universe around us. The highest form of creation in which
consciousness expressed itself is man. We can, therefore, infer that
the qualities of the human being, at his best and in the state of his
highest evolution, should be akin to the qualities of consciousness,
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must be of the highest perfection. This point will be elucidated
further on in one of the chapters that follow.
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Creation and Evolution

T.he Universe is a creation of consciousness since we
have known that its fundamental nature is a conscious

process. The world did not come into existence suddenly as a
finished product but it was created to acquire us present shape
gradually by a process of evolution. Creadon took the form of
CTObtion because all creation, whether human or divme, takes this
form.

If we trace back the evolutionary process step by step we
reach a stage when there was only matter and no organic life,' and
then a stage when there was only energy and no matter in the
ordinary sense of the word and finally a stage when there was only
consciousness and nothing else besides it. Matter consists of
electrons and protons which are packets of waves of electric
eoagy All matter is thus reducible to energy and energy is
destructible according to modern views of Physics. 'Hie process of
creauon was, therefore, started by consciousness and kept in a state
of continuity by consciousness. Sir James Jeans came to the
conclusion that the reality of the Universe is the thought of a
Creator but it is evident that this thought must have its source in
the Creator's urge or desire for creation. This desire is realizing
Itself in the process of evolution exactly as the creative urge of an
itisi realizes itself in the form of a growing p1C ture. This desire has
appeared as a powerful current of consciousness or a stream of
creative activity flowing in the direction of its choice. It is the cause
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of evolution which manifests itself in the animal stage of evolution
in the form of the elan vital or the vital impetus of Bergson and in

the human stage as the unconscious urge or the libido of Freud.

Why did consciousness create the Universe at all?

The answer to this question is that the creative activity of
consciousness and the direction that it chose must be due to a

natural and automatic self-expression on its part, to a spontaneous
functioning of its qualities and attributes. It was in the nature of
consciousness to create and to create in the form and manner in

which it did. It does not mean that its nature does not permit the

creation of other universes of different kinds as well. Rather we can
assume very reasonably that other universes of the same kind as

this or of different kinds may have been created by it in the past

and may be created by it in the future. We should certainly suppose
that an artist who is able to paint one beautiful picture has the

talents to produce many other pictures of different kinds as well.

Like die Pantheists we cannot identify the Universe with the

creating consciousness. The.picture is different from the artist, the

speech is different from the speaker and the book is different from
the writer, each of whom is able to produce many pictures, deliver

many speeches and write many books. The Creator is apart from
the Universe which is His creation and manifestation as the artist is

apart from his picture which he creates and in which he manifests
his creative genius.

In the case of the present Universe, according to what science
has discovered so far, the first object of which we can have any
knowledge with the help of our senses, that came into existence
through the creative activity of consciousness, was energy in the

form of a kind of light known as cosmic rays, which filled the space
by its radiation. That there is nothing that can exceed the speed of
light is perhaps an indication that all material objects have evolved
out of energy. Energy formed itself into packets of waves of
positive and negative charges known as electrons and protons
which in their turn combined to form atoms of various complexity.
The simplest atom is that of Hydrogen and consists of one electron

and one proton. The atoms of other elements arc of various
degrees of organization and complexity. Tn the beginning the
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Universe was in a gaseous state and took the form of a huge
revolving doud or nebula. This mighty nebula split up, in the
course of rotauon, into a number of smaller nebulae. Each nebula
broke up again into a group of stars or a stellar system. The stellar
ystem which came into existence as a result of the splitting up of

the galactic nebula contains the sun around which revolves our
earth

Thus m the course of ages, matter was able to evolve into
higher and higher states through the creative activity or the driving
force of the desire of consciousness, till finally it developed all the
phvMcal laws which are known to us at present. The period of timedunng wh tch this development has taken place, that ,s, the period

a ^t
C

in?
nimg

°f^ l° the formadon ° f earth is es°™*d
at ZUU x 10 12 years.

We have seen that, although life and matter appear to us to be
different from each other, the reality of both is one-

Wer fixed and stereotyped it may be, and behaviour is a
Characteristic of life. Tbe German philosopher Liebniz believed
•hat matter cons,sts of conscious microscopic particles which he
called monads. Particular ev.dence of a sort "of consciousnes
charactering matter is afforded by the atomic activity that takes
place ,n the course of a chemical action when the atoms seem tobehwe as if they know what they should do, or in the course of the
process of crystallization when molecules of each substance form
rhcmselves automattclly into crystals of definite geometrical

As blood runs through the veins of a bvmg organism so a

o dead. U is alive because it has property on account of which

nd stimub as the animal or the human bemg does. Its activity no,ubt, follow, definite !aws which are studied by the physicisTandhe chemist. We cannot, however, take it to be dead but rathermjt ta ke lt bc al(ve for [h]s feason ^ Qf
-die

and of man also proceeds m accordance with definite princioleswh.ch are studied by the behaviounst and the psychologist^Tn a
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batsman hits a cricket ball, the ball bounds off to a distance. The

batsman has responded to a situation or stimulus and the ball has

done the same. If the ball had been utterly lifeless, the game of

cricket would have been impossible. Response to situations and

stimuli is a characteristic of lift It is because matter is alive,

conscious and intelligent that it is intelligible to us and we are 111 a

posmon to deal with it. Again, if growth may be considered to be a

distinctive property of life, then matter is not without this property

too since matter has grown out of its stage of material energy

(which may be regarded as its seed) into its present condition. The

present form of matter in all its varieties was implied in the original

material energy no less than the tree with its branches, leaves

flowers and fruit is implied in the seed out of which it grows and

no less than the various physical and psychological characterises

of an individual arc implied in the genes and chromosomes out of

which his development takes place. Matter is not dead. All that we I

can say is that the animal is at a higher stage of life than matter, just

as man is at a higher stage of life than the animal.

Matter is life from another point of view as well. There could

have been no organic life without matter and its laws. It is on

account of the operation of the physical laws that the sun shines,

the winds blow, the clouds rain, the rivers flow, the seasons change

and the days and nights alternate. The laws of matter seem to have

been designed, consciously or unconsciously, in order to make

possible the appearance and the evolution of life on earth tn the

form and manner in which it did, because we find that exceptions

to the general laws whenever they were of a vital importance have

not been ignored. It is a general principle, for example, that A

fluids contract when cooled but water expands when cooled below!

4°C with the result that ice is lighter than water and floats on its

surface. But for this apparently insignificant fact, which is a

departure from a general rule, organic life on earth would have

been impossible, as all the oceans and lakes on this planet would

have frozen from top to bottom. Such examples can be multiplied

We find, therefore, that matter, along with the urge of behaviourl

that it has evolved, forms the only suitable environment in which

life could have taken its birth, grown and evolved.
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Favourable environment is so indispensable to the life of an

organism, however small it may be, that Professor Haldane and a

few other biologists maintain that an organism must be considered

as a whole made up of the body and the environment which act

and react on each other in perfect co-ordination. Environment is

thus a part of life. When the first living cell came into existence, it

found a favourable environment for its continued existence and

evolution already prepared and finished. Although the amoeba was

directly affected by only a part of its surroundings, yet this part was

not isolated but existed within a big whole which was the Universe

itself Thus the whole of the Universe which confronted the

amoeba, when it came into existence, was its environment and

therefore a part of itself. The birth of the amoeba was due to the

fact that matter throughout the Universe had taken the shape and

evolved the properties that it had. The Universe evolved itself into

what it did in order to prepare the way for the appearance of this

tiny cell. The life process or the activity of consciousness which at

last centered itself in this little animal was at work even before it

came into existence and that was why it did come into existence at

ail. All activity of life in the past had no other purpose, conscious

or unconscious, except to create this little animal. The evolution of

life, therefore, dates from the very beginning of creation. The

ippcarance of the amoeba was not the beginning of life. It was only

the beginning of a new career of life of which the past was what we

understand as matter.

We do not know whether there is life anywhere else in the

Universe but, if there is, it must be fundamentally and with small

variations similar to life on this planet The reason is that life in the

first definite stage of its evolution i.e., matter, is the same

throughout the Universe.

Since the environment of organic life, i.e., matter, came into

existence first and the organic life afterwards as a natural growth

out of it we conclude that what we call Environment' is only life in

an earlier stage of its development. Between "life" and matter the

only difference is that of the stage of evolution of the same thing-

life The relation of matter to the organic life that came later on is

the same as that of the stem of a tree to its branch; and we know

thnt fundamentally the stem of a tree is not different from the
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branch that shoots out of it subsequently. The environment of life

at a particular stage is in fact always the whole of the past of life at

that stage. The most important part of the environment of life, at

any stage, is that stage of its evolution which has just preceded this

stage, because it is the most immediate determinant o\ the Stag

that comes next. The environment of life is the past of life and is

indispensable to the future of life. Life creates its own environment

and then outgrows it by acting and reacting upon it. The Universe

is like a living organism outgrowing every stage of its own growth.

Because matter offers resistance to life, it is not for this reason

a separate entity. Life that has grown always offers resistance to life

that has yet to grow; the resistance that life offers to its own future

growth is indispensable to its evolution and growth. Struggle with

itself is life's process of evolution. Life grows by breaking the

resistance of its own present- It is always outgrowing itself. Like a

tree it grows because every stage of its growth is superseded by a

stage of fresh growth.

Matter is primitive life and the laws governing it are fixed

tendencies developed by it just as instincts have been developed by

the animal. They represent the affinities of matter acquired by a

process of evolution, carried forward by the creative activity of

consciousness, The search for affinities is a characteristic of all life

It is to be found in matter, in the animal and in man. Physical laws

are victories won by consciousness in the course of its struggle to

evolve itself They are immutable, not because they were always so

but because they do not need to change now. They kept changing

and growing for a long time in the past and, when they had evolved

themselves into a form most suitable for the higher developments

of life, they became fixed and automatic, while change manifested

itself at higher levels of life. Life changes only at its growing point

When life has finished its growth in any direction, it becomes scp

and fixed wherever it has reached,

Bergson has shown by a series of highly ingenious arguments

that the evolution of life in various directions in the animal stage

was due to an internal push or drive of consciousness by means of

which consciousness wanted to realize all its potentialiues. The

efforts of the creature to the extent to which it was itself conscious
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brought this push or drive more and more into play so that

consciousness was able to extend its foothold, to establish itself

and express itself increasingly in the creature. Life that actually

evolved did so in spite of resistance as well as on account of it.

Whenever the creature was faced with resistance, it increased its

efforts and thereby also the force of the internal push or drive, so

that the obstacles were never able to check the drive of

consciousness but rather consciousness was always able to realize

its possibilities more and more on account of them. The direction

which the development of the creature takes, even when it is due to

us own efforts, is determined by the inherent possibilities or the

potenoalities of consciousness. When a creature is unable to

develop in a direction consistent with the aspirations of

consciousness, in other words, when it is unable to develop in the

nght direction, its progress comes to a stop; and, as it is no longer

wanted by life, it becomes gradually extinct. Many species that

came into existence disappeared from the face of the earth in this

way. To the extent to which consciousness has not been able to

express itself in matter at any stage of evolution it depends upon its

own powers for earning on the process of evolution and to the

extent to which it has expressed itself in matter in the farm of

living organisms and is represented by conscious creatures on

earth, it makes use of those creatures to serve its purpose of future

evolution. To the extent the creature serves it, the creature

prospers, improves, progresses, evolves, and draws into itself the

hidden powers of consciousness. It must be the same vital impulse,

the same current of consciousness which made possible the

evolution of life during the animal stage, that was passing through

matter in the material stage, changing it and carrying it forward till

the buth of die amoeba became possible.

The appearance of the amoeba was a momentous event in the

history of life because now life embarked on an entirely new career

which constituted the second definitely marked stage of its

evolution. At this point life broke the resistance of matter and its

laws tor the first time— laws which had no doubt helped its

evolution to the stage that it had reached but which were

nevertheless an obstacle to its future growth. The amoeba was able

to make movements which "dead" matter could not, because
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matter was hindered by an obstacle — that of the physical laws,

The drive of consciousness shattered this obstacle and the result

was the birth of the amoeba, a small organism in which life now

centred itself. This organism could move and act in opposition to

the physical law^s. It was, therefore, a wonder of creation when it

first came into existence. Life was going to make this animal a

passage in order to pass on to a fuller realization of itself. The

amoeba, therefore, developed tendencies of behaviour which we

call instincts, by means of which it was able to preserve its own life

as well as to continue it in the offspring. It was only in this way that

it could continue the efforts of life to realize its possibilities.

Life had yet much ground to cover. Aldiough it had broken

the resistance of matter it had not yet broken it completely and had

succeeded only at one point. The subsequent achievements of life

in the animal stage go to show that, when ir reached the unicellular

stage, heavy restrictions of matter were still clinging to it,

restrictions winch n was able to overcome only gradually. The

effort involved in the expression and exercise of the two

fundamental instincts of feeding and procreation enabled the tiny

creature to enlarge its powers in the course of time on account of

the impetus or drive of consciousness. This gradually brought into

existence more and more developed forms of life capable of

satisfying their fundamental instincts for the preservation of life

and race much more efficiently and made possible an increasing

differentiation of these fundamental instincts into a larger number

of other tendencies which were inherent in the nature of

consciousness.

It is an important point to remember that no tendency of life

could come into existence in the form of an instinct which did not

exist already in the nature of consciousness and which, therefore,

life could not express. The evolution of species is not caused

merely by the animal's struggle for existence as Darwin and

Lamarck have supposed. If this had been so, evolution would have

proceeded in any direction and every direction indefinitely. But

there are innumerable species that have ceased to evolve since long;

they are discovered to have come down to us unaltered from a

distant past. An animal, therefore, that is fit to survive is not always

fit to evolve- We can never hope the race of horses to evolve into a
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race of men or supermen. The evolution of such species has come

to a dead stop, no doubt, because their efforts to live do not favour

the aspirations of consciousness any longer. The evolution of

species is due more fundamentally to the push, the drive or the

urge of consciousness to express more and more of its own

possibilities. The efforts of the creature simply bring this drive

more and more into play and when they arc unable to favour this

drive no evolution results from them. In such a case the species is

left to continue in the form it has reached or else to perish

gradually.

When a gramophone record is playing, the voice is produced

by the vibrations of the diaphragm in the sound-box caused by the

movements of the needle. The needle is being pushed up and down

bv the undulations in the groove of the record in which a particular

voice singing a particular song exists in a potential form.

Supposing, a scientist from the Mars has such limited powers of

vision that, while he is able to see the sound-box and the needle, he

js unable to see the disc and, therefore, the groove and the

undulations in the groove over which the needle is moving. He will

explain the final cause of the sound as being the movements of the

needle. He will be unable to realize that it is only when the

movements of the needle conform to a particular plan that they are

able to produce the melody and that, if the movements were to

depart from that plan, the melody would be discontinued at once.

While he will be sure that the movements of the needle are causing

the melody, he will be unable to say why they are causing it. His

explanation will be correct, but it will not go far enough; it will be

incomplete,

Equally incomplete, though equally correct, must be the

explanation of that scientist who declares in the case of the

evolution of species that it is the efforts of the creature that cause

an increasing variation in its body-structure resulting in a new

species He does not explain why the creature's efforts cause

variations of form in certain cases and not in others. The fact is

that just as the movements of the needle produce the melody when

they are consistent with a particular scheme residing in the

gramophone record, so the efforts of the creature cause a variation

Of its physical form only when they are consistent with the
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possibilities latent in the nature of consciousness. Just as the

ultimate cause of the melody lies in the invisible potentialities of

the disc which is shaking the needle for their expression, so the

ultimate cause of evolution lies in the unseen potentialities of

consciousness which is pushing the process forward for its own

realization. Life is expressing only those tendencies in the instincts

of the evolving species which exist already in its nature.

As the instincts developed, consciousness was able to express

itself in matter more and more. Although the instincts multiplied

and thereby gave a greater and greater expression to life, as life

developed into higher and more organized forms, yet all of them

arose in the service of the organism, that is, in the service of its two

fundamental instincts of the preservation of life and race. As the

instincts multiplied, they simply enabled the creature to have more

and more complicated ways of maintaining its life and race. The

development of instincts took place as much on account of the

need and eftort of the creature to live as on account of the need

and effort of consciousness to express itself. Instincts are,

therefore, the expression of the inherent tendencies and qualities of

consciousness. Life, no doubt, complicated and organized itself and

gained new powers by developing new instincts but every new

instinct that it developed was only a fixed, inflexible tendency to

which the creature had to respond out of a necessity, whenever a

situation forming an adequate stimulus for that instinct was

created.

The tendencies involved in the instincts were all present

latendy in consciousness from the very beginning but some of

them developed more clearly and became more powerful in one

direction than in anodier, owing to the circumstances the creature

had to face and the consequent efforts that it had to put forth.

That gave rise to a very rich variety of life. Although in this way life

increased its powers, it was not able to use them as it pleased. In

other words, life was unable to oppose its own instincts. Life was

thus, owing to the instincts, under restrictions, akin to the

restrictions of the physical laws, although the former permitted a

far greater freedom to life than the physical laws did.
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As life had not yet obtained its complete liberation from

matter, its career was that of a hard struggle against the restrictions

imposed by it. In its efforts to realize its latent possibilities it turned

right and left and developed along various routes of evolution. As a

result of its struggle innumerable new species were always coming

into existence, sometimes suddenly and sometimes by a. prolonged,

gradual process. Although it met resistance at every step, yet, on

the whole, it succeeded in overcoming it and thus winning victory

after victory it pushed forward on the road of self-expression. It is

true that here and there a species was faced with a resistance that

proved too great for it, so that the species succumbed to it and

disappeared from the face of the earth. But the failure of life in one

direction was always more than compensated by its success in other

directions. Life never lost any of its achievements secured along

one route of evolution which it did not take care to preserve along

some other route, which means that life never met with a real

failure, It continued to evolve slowly and hesitatingly but steadily

and constandy.

The destination of life was far off, although it wTas approaching

nearer and nearer to it every moment. Long before it reached

anywhere close to it, its progress came to a dead stop along every

route of evolution except one—that which wTas leading to man. On
all these routes it developed certain tendencies of its nature more in

one direction than in certain others. Although in this manner it

dropped some of its achievements on the way, yet since it was

keeping up its progress along one route at least, it was sure to

realize them all soon in the course of its evolution along that route.

We can imagine that when man will reach perfection, he will

manifest in a harmonious combination the fundamentals of all

those tendencies which lite has developed in other species but not

yet in man.

It was after a struggle of millions of years (the period of time

between the appearance of the first organism and the appearance

of man is estimated at 500 x 10* years) that life succeeded in

installing itself finally in the human form.

Much waste for the sake of a precious gain seems to be a

characteristic of the process of evolution. Sometimes we
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misinterpret it as cruelty or purposclessness in nature but the fact is

that in this case the end justifies the means. There would be no

gain unless there is loss. Since the gain is valuable, it more than

compensates for the loss. Creation takes the form of choosing, out

of innumerable possibilities open to life to express itself, that

possibility which happens to be the most potent for its future

aspirations and die possibilities are ascertained by Nature to be

potent or otherwise in the actual experiment of creation. Life

expresses itself in innumerable forms and then favours one form

that is most promising for the future, permitting all other forms to

perish or to linger on without evolving. It does not follow a

chalked out programme. That would be imitation and not creation.

Its programme is made in action as it proceeds. Creation is free

acuon. It is similar to what happens in our own case. Before

choosing a line of action we think of several possibilities and reject

all but one. But, while we may think and reject without acting, for

consciousness thinking is acting and creating. Life is under no

restrictions as we are. It is free to express and create all its

possibilities out of which it chooses and preserves the one that is

most promising of all. Life has to reject that part of its creation

which lacks promise and fertility for the future and to support and

continue that part through which it can keep up its progress,

Freedom of action does not preclude the knowledge of future

events on the part of consciousness. Consciousness is above time

and for it future is as good as present. The fact that consciousness

has not chalked out programme of creation and yet knows the

details of future events looks like a logical contradiction. This fact,

indeed, cannot be grasped by reason in the ordinary sense of the

term; the self can realize it only direcdy and intuitively at a very

high stage of self-consciousness, a stage which we shall study later

on in this book.

Has life entered a new stage of evolution on reaching man or is

the human stage a continuation of the animal stage? In other

words, is the difference between a man and an animal a difference

of degree or a difference of kind, a difference as radical as one

finds e.g., between matter and animal? We believe that man is far

superior to the animal But in what does his superiority consist?

The special achievement of life when it stepped into the animal
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stage was to develop an urge of instincts by means of which it was

able to oppose the urge of matter, that is, the physical laws. It is

this achievement that makes the animal so different from matter.

What is it specially that life has achieved on entering the human

staged If we ascertain it, we ascertain what the object of life could

be in organizing and complicating itself ever more and more and

pushing itself ever forward through the animal stage in the course

of millions of years, in spite of innumerable hardships and

difficulties that it had to face. That object must include the object

of creation itself; it must provide us with a clue to understanding

the aim and the destination of life for the future.

Bcrgson rightly insists that the difference between a man and

an animal is not one of degree but of kind. You cannot say that an

animal is a lower kind of man or that man is a higher kind of

animal. Consciousness which remains still imprisoned in the forms

of life just below man gets its freedom all at once in the human

form. There is only a very small difference of complexity and size

between the brain of an ape and the brain of a man but the result

of this small difference is very great. "In the animal" writes

Bcrgson, "the motor mechanisms that the brain succeeds in setting

up or, in the other words, the habits contracted voluntarily, have

no other object nor effect than the accomphshmcnt of the

movements marked out in those habits, stored in these

mechanisms. But, in man, the motor habit may have a second

result out of proportion to the first; it can hold other motor habits

in check and thereby in overcoming automatism set consciousness

free/
1

To use a simile of Bergson again, imagine a mechanism which

requires the continuous attention of an operator to work it by

turning a handle. If the operator finds one day that the handle can

be moved automatically when it is tied with a chord to one of the

wheels in the mechanism, what a difference it must create. The

mechanism remains exactly the same in both cases but, while

formerly it engaged the continuous attention of the operator, it is

possible for the operator now to divert his attention from it to

other things that he may like to do.
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That in man consciousness has been liberated from the

constraint of matter means no more than this that it has become

free to look to itself, to know itself. It has achieved both freedom

and self-knowledge. For consciousness knowledge is freedom and

freedom is knowledge. Freedom and knowledge are two different

names of one and die same thing. While the animal is only

conscious, that is, it can know, feel and think, man is self-

conscious. He can not only know, feel and think but he can also

know that he knows, feels and thinks. This makes a huge

difference. On account of this superiority enjoyed by man over i

animal, man can oppose his instinctive desires, while an

cannot.

We conclude, therefore, that the goal of consciousness

undergoing a process of evolution was to become self-conscious,

that is, to obtain freedom and self-knowledge. Reaching man, life,

on account of its newly acquired gift of self-consciousness, was

enabled Go break the resistance of the instincts.

Is the forward movement of life to continue or has it come to

a stop having reached its goal in man?

The process of evolution must continue as long as the world

lasts. The vital impulse has reached many goals in the past. It

reached a new goal every day, every hour, and every minute of its

life. Each goal that it reached brought within sight another goal

which it again set out to achieve. It did not stop because it could

not stop; such is the nature of life. Its present goal too is a stepping

stone to innumerable other goals which lie ahead.

Life must continue to unroll and unfold itself for ever. Tt can

never come to a stop. The secret of consciousness is that it must

change and change always. The very fact that we live and that the

world continues, changing violently all around us, is an indication

that the expression of consciousness has not yet reached its

perfection and diat consciousness has yet to display much of its

latent splendour.

As soon as this Universe has reached its perfection, it must

vanish and then another Universe may come into existence. To
create is an eternal characteristic of consciousness and, having
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finished one Universe, the Creator, we assume, may begin another,

as an artist who has completed one picture may start another.

The aim of consciousness is to obtain freedom and self-

knowledge for itself and it has not yet attained to the maximum of

that freedom and that self-knowledge which it is possible for it to

attain. It has yet to know a lot of itself. When the first amoeba

came into existence, it was a wonder of creation- It could move,

however little, automatically, against the resistance of the physical

laws, unlike all other objects. It could feed itself, grow and

procreate. But, in spite of its wonderful powers, it represented but

a very small fraction of that power, latent in consciousness, which

it was able to display later on in monkeys and anthropoids even in

the course of its evolution during the animal stage. Similarly,

although man is a wonder of creation as compared with the animal,

he is but an animal as compared with the morally and spiritually

evolved superman of the future. Consciousness has expressed tut a

small fraction of itself in man as yet; life has innumerable

potentialities waiting to be revealed.

To say that man is a self-conscious animal means only that in

him matter cannot and does not obstruct the growth of self-

consciousness, such is the evolved construction of his brain, but

self-consciousness is yet to grow in him to tremendous dimensions.

If the forward movement of life is to continue indefinitely

what is going to be its future?

The following three facts about the future evolution of life are

evidenc-

Firstlv, that consciousness will press forward in future through

man and man alone. Its movement has already come to an end

along all other lines of evolution. At present the most highly

developed form of life is man. Man is, therefore, the only

thoroughfare along which life can continue its progress indefinitely.

Secondly, the future evolution of consciousness will consist in

its ever getting greater and greater freedom and self-knowledge.

What it will achieve for the future must be of the same nature as

that which it has achieved in the past. In order that die impulse of

life may be consistent with itself, its future must be in line with its
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past, that is, it must preserve its past achievements and go on

adding to them in future. What it has achieved so far is self-

knowledge and what it will achieve in future must be only in tM
nature of further additions to self-knowledge.

Thirdly, no new species are necessary for the future evolution

of life. What is known as the evolution of species is really the

evolution of consciousness, the evolving species with an ever

increasing complication of their brain, the organ of consciousness,

serving merely as an instrument of this evolution. And the

evolution of consciousness in its turn means the evolution of the

knowledge of consciousness about itself. Now that the material

instrument of consciousness, that is, the physical body and its

brain, no longer obstruct consciousness and allow it the freedom to

know itself, consciousness can add to this freedom as much as it

likes. No doubt the restrictions of matter, diat is, the physical body

and its fixed tendencies, the instincts, will still weigh on the

progress of consciousness, but they cannot stop it. Consciousness

having once regained some control over itself will know how to

make further additions to it.

Just as in the life of a human individual the brain develops

from childhood onwards up to a certain limit beyond which it is

not the brain but the individual's knowledge that develops,

similarly, in the history of life the appearance of new species with a

greater and greater development and organization of the brain goes

on up to a certain limit — which is the human form of life —and

beyond this limit it is not the species or the brain that we can

expect to evolve but the human self-consciousness. That man has

become self-conscious is an indication that the physical instrument

of consciousness, the brain, has reached its perfection m him. The

future evolution of man will, therefore, consist in the development

of his self-knowledge and not in a still greater development and

complication of his brain, or his physical body, as a consequence of

the formation of new species*
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The Urge of Instinct and
the Urge of Self

The coming of man was another momentous event in the
history of life because now life once again embarked on a fresh
career nf progress entirely different from that immediately
preceding it. On the appearance of the amoeba, life broke the
resistance of the physical laws; on the appearance of man it broke
the resistance of the instincts. Just as the physical laws had helped
the evolution of life but were nevertheless an obstacle to its future
growth so the instincts too by assuring the continuation of life and
increasing, by their own multiplication, the complexity of the brain
had helped its evolution but were nevertheless an obstacle to its

future progress. Instincts weighed upon the freedom of life no less
than the physical laws did. But with the appearance of man the
drive of consciousness at last forced the barrier of the instincts as
with the appearance of the amoeba it had forced the barrier of the
physical laws in the past. Consciousness was removing layer after
layer of its covering of matter in order to unfold its own innermost
meaning and here it scored the second great victory of its career.
Just as we are justified in regarding matter and its laws as a lower
fnrrn of life, so we are justified in regarding the animal and its

instincts as a higher form of matter. The fixed physical laws which
characterize matter are replaced in the animal only by a new variety
of fixed tendencies of behaviour which we call instincts.
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In man life has broken the resistance of instincts with the
result that man can oppose his own instinctive desires. The animal
too can oppose his instincts but its opposition is not the result ofvoluntary choice. It is always a case of one instinct opposing
another, the stronger instinctive impulse defeating the weaker Theopposmon of man to his instinctive destres is> however, the result

£f! . r
PPOSCS WS instinctive ^pulses * such a warthat the impulse of no particular instinct is found to be in theFoceSS of sausfacdon) during ^ opposidon Sq often ^would deliberately stance himself and even give up his life rather

than abandon a particular course of action chosen by him. In the
case of man we find free consciousness, free choice, opposing the
impulses of the instincts.

s

The animal was able to oppose the resistance of the laws ofmatter because it had developed and was impelled by the urge of
instincts. There must be some urge specially developed bv man by
Virtue of which he is able to oppose the resistance of the instinct,
It is only an urge that can oppose another urge, an impulse that cancheck another tmpulse. What is that urge or impulse which is the
special pnvdege of man? The philosophers have held so far that theonly distinctive capacity of man which gives him supenontv over
the animal is reason. But reason is not an urge, it is not a desire, notan impulse for action. It serves our urges and desires and mar
guide them but it cannot rule them or hold them in check since u
is not an urge or a desire itself. That urge, the special pnv.lege ofman by virtue of which he is able to oppose his instinctive destres

nt^T VT^" ?
deSlfablc

' " the UfSe °f -nsciousness
itself which the philosophers have sadly overlooked so far It is the
urge which consciousness manifests when it achieves its freedom
as lt has done in the human form of life. The cause of this urge ishe pull of attraction which consciousness feels for consciousness
that is, which free consciousness in the human being feels for is

r^v^rsalConsdousnew -

The urge of consciousness or, which is the same thing the
urge of self-consciousness or self, is as different from the urge of
instincts as the urge of instincts is different from the urge of
matter. Just as the urge of instincts is higher than the urge of
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matter, similarly the urge of consciousness is higher than the urge
o msr.ncts. Just as the urge of instincts needs to oppose, assert««lt and rule ovCr matter for its own satisfaction, similarly the urge
of consciousness need, to oppose, assert itself and rule over
instmcts for its own satisfaction. The urge which is higher and
•tach :s later to develop in the process of evolution rules over the
urge which is lower and which develops earlier in each case. The
utR which ls the last to develop, that is, the urge of consciousness
« the strongest and the most important of all and tends to rule
both matter and instinct for its own satisfaction.

We are now in a position to enumerate the three distinct stages

Z£££? w"

,th the special *ch— of ^ - 2*

(2)

(3)

The material stage, developing the urge of matter or the
physical laws.

The animal stage, developing the urge of the animal or the
instincts.

^1

Inhuman stage, developing the urge of consciousness in

^ there are three stages of evolution, so there are three

The science of matter or the Physical Science which
"Plains the laws of matter.

The science of the animal or Biology which explains the
laws of the animal body.

The science of man or Psychology which explains the laws
ot the human mind.

Philosophy is an attempt to understand the Psychology of the
° f ^ ^erse. That is why ,t ' endeavours tc

integrate all the sciences into a single whole.

Goal-seeking or striving for a purpose is a characteristic of

rtalit, of the IWerse ,s consciousness, we have to concede that
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the process of creation or evolution is following a purpose, the

causal sequence is not mechanical but teleological and the nature of

the laws of Physical Science, Biology and Psychology must be

explained out of the purpose of creation. Since all the laws of
Nature have developed around a single purpose, which is the

purpose of creation, all sciences are organically related to each
other and no science can be understood completely in isolation

from other sciences.

The urge of consciousness is to realize the purpose of creatkJ
The urge of matter and the urge of the animal are simplv the forna
in which the urge of consciousness manifested itself at vartouj
stages of its own expression. The uty. of consciousness achieves its

freedom and comes into its own in the human stage of evolution
for the first time. Life is more free in the second than in the first

stage and more free in the third than in the second stage. The third

stage of evolution continues at present and in this stage life wit
evolve by a greater and greater expression of the urge off
consciousness just as in die animal stage it evolved from the!
amoeba upwards by a greater and greater expression of the urgeoJ
instincts.

Instincts have been evolved by consciousness and their object
is the continuation of the life of the individual and the race. The
urge of consciousness cannot, therefore, be opposed to the urge of

instincts by its nature. It opposes the instincts only when it a
|

necessary to do so for its own satisfaction but frequently ir finds

that it is necessary to support the instincts rather than oppose them
for its own satisfaction. Normally, the proper sadsfacuon of the

instincts is essential for the continued satisfaction of the urge of I

consciousness because without their satisfaction it would not be
possible to preserve the individual and the species of that animal
(man) in whom free consciousness has made its appearance
Whenever the normal and necessary satisfaction of the urge of]
instincts is threatened, the urge of consciousness attends to the

problem in its own interests. Instincts are the means to the

satisfaction of the urge of consciousness and they have to be

satisfied as means and not as an end in themselves. If they become!
the end in themselves, they get more satisfaction than it il
necessary, defeat their own purpose and interfere with the urge oil
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consciousness. They are having their proper place only as long as

they do not thwart the urge of consciousness but help it by

maintaining the body of the individual and continuing his

offspnng.

The instincts serve another useful purpose. They help the

evolution of consciousness indirecdy by thwarting it and inducing it

to make effort. They represent the limitations of matter which

consciousness has no doubt broken at one point but which are still

clinging to it and retarding its freedom. When life had outgrown

matter, its primitive form, matter continued to serve it in two wTays.

firstly, it sustained life and made its continuation and evolution

possible. Secondly, it enabled life to express and evolve itself by

offering it resistance and thereby inducing it to make effort. Now
that in man life has outgrown the instincts, instincts still cling to

man and render an indispensable service to the evolution of life in

two ways. Firstly, they sustain life and make its growth possible.

Secondly, they enable life to express and evolve itself by offering it

resistance and inducing it to make effort.

Psychologists explain all the activities of man as due to the

instincts but it becomes difficult to concur with their view when we
consider that man only inherits his instincts from his animal

anccssrors and that the nature and function of the instincts in the

animal and in man must be the same. Instincts in the animal are but

fixed and unalterable tendencies to respond to particular internal or

external stimuli in such a way as to assure the continuation of life in

the individual animal as well as in its offspring. In man too, the

instincts serve the same purpose of the preservation of life and

race. Man inherits from the animal not only his instincts but also

their function. The higher activities of man, like those actuated by

the love of ideals, of aesthetic and moral desires are not due to the

instincts. They are due to the urge of consciousness alone. Instincts

cannot be expected to become suddenly capable of performing in

man any function higher than that for which they originally came
into existence, unless they change in character. But certainly they

have not changed their character in man. McDougall's definition of

an instinct is meant to be applicable equally to man and to the

animal. Thus he defines an instinct as "an inherited and innate

psycho-physical disposition which determines its possessor to
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perceive and pay attention to objects of a certain class

experience an emotional excitement of a particular quality upon

perceiving such an object and to act in regard to it in a parti

manner or at least to experience an impulse to such action."

We must equally rule out the idea that our higher activT

have their source in reason or that reason works a miracle with

instinctive desires and transforms them into desires of a higher

order. Reason is not a desire nor can it modify the instinc'

desires all by itself; it cannot and does not change our desire?

only helps their satisfaction. It discovers where our impulses co

into conflict with each other and help us to avoid that conflict, \

as to make possible the assertion of the strongest imp

Whenever an impulse is modified with the help of reason,

modification is due ultimately to some other impulse. It is really

urge of consciousness in us that modifies our instinctive des"

and fixes the manner and the limits of their satisfaction. Rea

holds the torch to the dimly observing urge of conscious-

guides it and enables it to see in what way it can best satisfy1
itself.

All our actions are the result of our impulses. Reason servo

every impulse equally without changing any one of them directly.

We always justify that impulse in us which is the strongest

wants to have mastery over all the other impulses at the time,

strongest impulse in us is ultimately the impulse for an ideaL It

its source in the urge of consciousness and not in the urge of

instincts. In fact it controls and modifies the instinctive desires,

is sometimes wrong and sometimes right. When it is wrong, it i

unable to get a free and continued expression. When it is right/

continues to have a smooth, unhampered and free expression,

this impulse is right, our reasoning will be right; if it is wrong,

reasoning will be wrong. Future evolution depends upon our
j

this impulse a free and continued expression. Unfortunately,

impulse has been hitherto ignored or misunderstood by

psychologists and the neglect or the misunderstanding of it

caused all the chaos that exists in the social sciences at present

well as many of the miseries which the human race has suifered

far.
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Uthough the activities of free consciousness are separate from

the activiues of the instincts, there is no doubt that the instincts

represent some of the tendencies involved in the qualities of

consciousness. The instincts developed and multiplied because

consciousness wanted to express itself. They are however, not free

tendencies and are, therefore, easily distinguished from the urge of

consciousness of which the characteristic is tree, unrestrained

activity. The activities of consciousness, characteristic of man

alone.' are for their own sake and not for the sake of the body

except as means to the ends of consciousness sometimes. The urge

of consciousness is not entirely absent in the animal. It is rather

present in him latently and sub-consciously in its full strength but,

on account of the undeveloped condition of his brain or whatever

instrument of consciousness he has, it is highly suppressed. It has a

negligible expression so that the behaviour ot the animal is

dominated entirely by his fixed tendencies, the instincts.

The development of consciousness from the humblest creature

upwards takes place from a limited and incomplete expression to a

more and more elaborate, fuller, ncher and freer expression of the

whole consciousness. The qualities of consciousness do not appear

m evolution one after the other. The animal never passes through a

stage of incoordmated separate expression of some qualities of

consciousness in exclusion to the rest of them but expresses all of

them at every stage in an integrated form. Only the expression ot

these integrated qualities becomes fuller and freer with the

evolution of the animal. As the psychological background of ever)'

action of man represents all the qualities of consciousness with one

quality being more dominant than others, so the psychological

constitution of an animal consists of all the qualities of

consciousness with one quality being more dominant than others.

The quality of pugnacity, for example, is dominant in the snake

while the qualm- of courage is dominant in the tiger. Consciousness

alwavs excesses itself as a whole. Only its expression becomes

clearer and clearer and more and more visible, as if the hole letting

out (he light of consciousness becomes wider and wider in the

course of evolution. As such there is an urge corresponding to the

urge for Beauty—over and above the urge of instincts which is

necessary for the maintenance of life—present in even" insect, bird
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or animal. This explains the attraction of animals for brillianceJ
flame or a colour, a moon or a star and for harmony m the sMi

notes of a music which holds insects and animals, e.g. snakes d
cows, spell-bound. The fact that some animals are attracted tom
unconsciously and irresistibly, without being urged by any of Act

instincts, indicates that light has a crude and imperfect resembbnai

to consciousness.

In spite of this, the automatism of instincts is relaxed in ma
so suddenly and the difference between man and the highest aril

the most developed animal becomes so radical that we cannot help

the conclusion that it is not a difference of degree but a differed

of land.

It the push of the urge of consciousness had not existed sub-)

consciously even in the meanest animal, no fresh development ofj

the nervous system or the brain and no fresh tendencies in the

form of instincts could have come into existence as a result of U
animal's effort. Fresh tendencies continued to appear in the amrai

in the course of evolution because the urge of consciousness in]

him was ever pressing for expression. Consciousness could neither

continue its progress nor achieve its freedom without developifii

the instincts. What gave rise to the instincts was rh.it die

obstruction of matter, in a way, took its toll of a part of the

freedom of consciousness in advance and the tendencies present

latently in consciousness became tagged on to the animal brain and

got fixed and rooted in it in the course of time, owing to the push

of the vital force. Consciousness, so to say, sacrificed a portion of

its freedom in order to make a passage for itself The gradual

multiplication of instincts in the course of evolution organized ad

developed the brain and thereby enabled consciousness to obtain

its freedom.

Consciousness could not be free unless the brain permitted a

free play for all the tendencies present in its nature. Consciousness

could be free only when it could function fully and freely as i

whole, that is, when the development of the brain could enable it

to function m this way. But consciousness is not the sum total of

instincts, nor is it the equivalent of the brain or its activity. It is not

possible to add up the instincts to each other. Each instinct has its
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own independent urge and objective and responds to a definite

situation or stimulus. The activity of each instinct is limited by the

need of the body, i.e., of the life of the organism, When an

instinctive impulse is aroused, it is capable of being completely

satisfied: the activity caused by each instinctive impulse comes to a

point—the point of satiety—beyond which it can not continue.

Instinct expresses itself in automatic action while consciousness

expresses itself in free action.

Consciousness is not the sum total of instincts also because it

can oppose them all, rule them and fix the limits of their

satisfaction. The urge of consciousness is satisfied for its own sake

while the urge of instinct has for its purpose the preservation of

tfc. There is no doubt an area in the human brain corresponding to

every instinct which serves as the physiological mechanism of the

instinct but, while the sum total of all these areas may form the

human brain, the sum total of instincts does not form the human

consciousness.

There is no parallelism between the brain and consciousness as

a Cartesian philosopher would have us believe. Dual personality,

sub-conscious mind and memory are mental phenomena which

cannot be explained on the parallelism hypothesis. Consciousness

must be regarded as a stream or a current and the brain as the

opening through which this stream is flowing. We cannot identify

the opening with the current although the opening and the current

must be closely connected with each other, so that the flow of the

current is sure to be retarded if the opening is not wide enough.

The slightest injury to the cereberum upsets the functions of the

self, of consciousness, not because consciousness is the equivalent

of the brain but because the current is unable to flow as a whole; it

is retarded and interfered with, because the opening has become

narrower. The imbecile or the idiot is unable to give a full

expression to the urge of his consciousness because of the

undeveloped condition of his brain.

Consciousness is not the equivalent of the brain just as a

stream is not the equivalent of the opening through which it has

been allowed to flow. The contents of the stream are independent

of the opening which only permits them a passage. In fact, in this
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case, the stream which is consciousness is not only independent oil

the opening which is the brain but the opening has been lisdfl

bored by the stream in its effort to find an outlet by a gradual I

process which continued till the opening was wide enough to let it I

through. It is this process, known as the evolution of species, 1

which the animal brain continued to evolve till conscious^ I

secured for itself a full passage, which we understand as the human

brain.

As all instincts are carved out of consciousness and the

tendencies involved in the instincts are similar to the tendencies <rf|

consciousness itself, it has misled many psychologists and

philosophers into the error of regarding one instinct or the other Of

all instincts as the urge of human life. Marx regards the instinct of]

feeding as the life dynamic. According to Freud the sex instinct aod i

according to Adler the instinct of self-assertion is the cause of &

human activities. McDougall holds the view that ail instinct}
1

together constitute the urge of human life. But the facts of human!

nature make it clear that far from the instincts being ti e urge of lite

they are themselves ruled and controlled by the urge of life which it )

the urge of consciousness. To sum up, on the view maintained in

this book, there are a number of human activities—the meat

important of them all, by the way—which are not due to the urge

of our psycho-physical dispositions but are direcdy caused by the

urge of self-consciousness which is the special privilege of man.

The psycho-physical dispositions respond to external situations or

stimuli automatically but the urge of self-consciousness, which

takes the form of an urge for an ideal, is so powerful that it ctt;<

control and check this response. It can obstruct or reduce the

activity of the cereberal mechanism of the instinct and stop or limit

the flow of its psychological channel for its own satis faction. Thett

is no specially located physiological mechanism in the brain

corresponding to this urge and, if it has got any physiological

instrument, it is the human bmin as a whole which itself has been

evolved on account of the pressure of this urge ever trying to come

to the forefront in the animal stage of evolution.

In whatever direction and number the instincts developed they

always centered themselves around one purpose—that of the

preservation of life in the individual as well as the race of species.
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Consequently, the instincts determine the organism to repel, or be

repelled by, those objects that are unfavourable to it and attract, or

be attracted towards, those objects that are favourable to it. All

instincts (and for this purpose we may impart the term a meaning

wide enough to include also what McDougall denotes as innate

tendencies) can, therefore, be divided into wo mam classes.

Firstly, those instincts which induce the animal to repel, or be

repelled by, unfavourable objects. These are for example, the

instinct of Flight and Concealment with the attending emotion of

fear and the instinct of Repulsion with the accompanying emotion

of disgust and the instinct of Pugnacity with its emotion of anger.

These instincts may be called the instincts ofrepulsion.

Secondly, those instincts and innate tendencies that cause the

animal to attract, or be attracted by, objects that are favourable to

it Among these may be mentioned the Parental, the Gregarious

and the Sex instincts and the instincts of Curiosity, Feeding, Self-

assertion and Self-abasement and the innate tendencies of

Construction, Acquisition, Sympathy, Sympathetic Induction,

Suggestion, Suggestibility and Imitation. These instincts and innate

tendencies may be classed as the instincts of attraction.

Play is the mock activity of consciousness as a whole and,

therefore, involves bodi attraction and repulsion. It exercises all the

instincts possessed by the animal whether they axe the instincts of

attraction or the instincts of repulsion.

If wc grant that no tendency could make its appearance in the

animal which was not present latently in consciousness and that

instincts are merely tendencies within consciousness that became

attached to matter, that is, to the brain of the organism, in order to

determine it to act automatically for the protection of its life and

race, then it becomes evident, even from a study of animal

instincts, that the principal function of consciousness or its central

tendency must be Love, which, of course, also includes Hatred,

Hatred is not a tendency apart from or opposed to love. It is an

attitude which results from love; it is simply a reaction of love and

always sub- serves the love that is the cause of it. Nobody can ever

love anything without hating something else in the very interests of
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his love. Hatred j therefore, a counterpart of love; it foam,
natural indispensable complement of love.

As the instincts in which consciousness expressed itself in Jammd stage became split up into two categories, the instincts*
atrracU d he m of ^ ^mm be the basic attributes of consciousness. One could h,
easily expected even before man appeared on this earth d«

.

soon as consciousness became fxee (as it has become free in ™j
t would exhibit these very tendencies of attraction and repdsuT*
die characteristics of its nature and such is actually the e*
Attraction and repuls.on are the fundamental character.st.es of fa
consciousness in the human being. Just as fixed consciousness inhe orm oi ,„r s tek a repulsion from everything opposed*!
die life of the organism and an attraction for every thing fafavoured it, so tree consciousness in man feels an attraction fordj
ideal and everything that favours the ideal and a repulsion fan,
everything that is opposed to the ideal.

AH those tendencies which consciousness expressed inform of instincts have taken a second b.rth or rather found
liberty in free consciousness. We find that, when a man lov
ideal, there are occasions when on account of the single inflof his love for it, he has a reason to feel angry, to fear
disgusted, to feel tender emotion, curiosity self-assertion
abasement and so on. He constructs, acquires, ZtM

comntTh "a?.***"
m 0thCI

<" *«compelled by his ins tineUve tendencies, freely in the service of his
.deal. But naturally because consciousness becomes free in man «must express in him many more tendencies than those whkhjneeded to express at the animal stage in the form of instincts' itmust eXpress in him all the tendencies present in its nature and «few that were.necessary for the animal for the continuation of hi,hfe and race. TTus explains why the emotional reaction of man to

anuT,
" mOI*:™d and complicated than that of fanimal. While the loves and hatreds entering into the functions of

JIT T m Cd WS fiXed hatIeds arld obm isimply the maintenance and the growth of the organism, th loveand hatred of free consciousness must be free love and free
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hatred—the result of voluntary choice—and its object must be the

maintenance and the growth of consciousness itself.

Love manifests itself as the principal tendency or the central

attribute of consciousness not only at the human or the animal

stage but also at the material stage of life. Like the instincts of the

animal, the laws of matter too can be divided into two classes, the

laws of attraction and the laws of repulsion. The attraction and

repulsion of the animal, that is the instincts, resemble the attraction

and repulsion of matter which take the form of the physical laws.

Let us now examine further the nature of the urge of

consciousness.

That man is a self-conscious animal creates a great difference

between him and the lower animals. Immediately as consciousness

becomes conscious of itself, it becomes conscious of its own
incompleteness; it becomes conscious of something that it has lost.

It feds a strong pull of attraction for something unknown. It feels

that it is missing something that was a part of itself. It, therefore,

wants to be itself, to regain itself and to come into its own by

reaching that missing object. It feels lonely and incomplete without

it and. therefore, begins to seek it at once. It is imvardly convinced

that the object of its desire is something great, beautiful and worthy

of every love and sacrifice; yet it does not know exactly what it is.

It, therefore, takes sometimes one object and at other times

another object for what is missed but finds frequently that it is

mistaken. Each time that it mistakes an object for the object of its

desire it bestows upon it the whole of that love and devotion of

which U is capable and continues to do so as long as the error is

not discovered. When the error is discovered, it turns its love to a

new object Although consciousness does not understand correcdy

the ob|cct of its desire, yet all the time that it is seeking this object,

it is really feeling a desire for itself, for its source from wThich it has

got separated, that is, for the Consciousness of the Universe. It is

feeling the pressure of the urge of love for the World-Self.

The conclusion follows from the very definition of the term

"love" Love is the lover's desire for completeness by means of

something which is or which appears to him to be apart from

himself and yet is a part of himself. If it is a fact that consciousness
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loves, then it can love only consciousness and nothing else. The

real can be completed only by the real and, it can, therefore, kwe

only the real. The unreal cannot complete the real and it, therefoie,

fails to satisfy the love of rhe real. In tact, since nothing dae

besides consciousness is real, nothing else besides consciousness %

there to be loved. The unreal is non-existent.

If the human consciousness loves anything different from the

Consciousness of the World, how is it that its yearning and U|

desire for love persists even after it has achieved the object of its

best desire at any time? A man may love position, power, richer

fame, wife or children but even w^hen he has had a share of lO

these cherished objects to his heart's desire, he still remain*

unsatisfied The standard of the object of his desire continues to

rise higher and higher always. When his highest desire is achi<

he finds that there is still a large surplus of unsatisfied desire

him. He even feels that he is as unhappy as he ever was. Why
His love is evidendy for something of unlimited excellence and
can be no other than the Consciousness of the World itself

All the loves of man, except his love for consciousness, aaj

either fixed loves of the instincts—those affinities of his animal

nature, similar to the affinities of matter, which satisfy the body but

leave the consciousness still thirsty—or else they are errors

committed by his consciousness in the search for its desired object,

errors which are bound to be realized and abandoned sooner or

later. In both cases these loves are unstable and unsatisfactory, h
the whole of this Universe everything else besides consciousness i
created by consciousness and belongs to one of the stages

evolution which consciousness has outgrown and left behind

conquered obstacles. How can it bring itself to love one of these

things except owing to an error? None of these things can be the

goal of consciousness because its goal must lie ahead of it and not

behind it

The sub-conscious attraction of human consciousness for the

Universal Consciousness may be compared to the attraction

between the opposite poles of two magnets or the opposite charges

of electricity. This attraction manifests itself on the human side in

various forms but the principal form of it is the urge for ideals. It is
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this attraction that we have described a> the urge of consciousness

or the urge of the self.

Wc may now consider some of the conclusions necessitated by

the hypothesis put forth above. Since the human self loves only

consciousness, it follows that consciousness alone is Beauty. It is

Ac safest and the most comprehensive definition of Beauty to say

that Beaut}' is that something which the human self loves. Tn this

definition the word self is important, for wc have seen that the

human self is consciousness in freedom and is distinct from the

human instincts and that the human instincts are also characterized

bjr 1 sort of love, forced and automatic, which is common to the

trumal and the human being and which has for its purpose the

maintenance of life. A sharp distinction must, therefore, be made

between the object of love of the human self and the object or

objects of love of the human insuncrs. Beauty is the object of love

of the human self and not that of the love of any of the human

instincts A mother may love her child compelled by the maternal

msunct, although the child may be devoid of all moral or physical

beauty from the point of view of other persons. A prostitute may

look beautiful to an immoral young man on account of the force of

has sex instinct. Her beauty is, however, marred in the eye of a man

who has learnt to discover beauty in morality or goodness.

Indeed, the urge of self and the urge of the instinct get mixed

up in the human being in such a way that it is often difficult to tell

what part of a person's love for an object or idea is due to the urge

of self or what part of it is due to the urge of the instinct. As

hitherto the philosophers have made no sharp and accurate

distinction between the urge of self and the urge of instinct; they

have found it difficult to define exactly the nature of Beauty. The

ipprcciabon and love of Beauty is a function of free consciousness

and not that of the insuncts. The greater the freedom of

consciousness, the greater its capacity to know, appreciate and love

Beaut)'

Ail the attributes of consciousness are lovable and beautiful

and, conversely, all the attributes and qualities that we can kr/~ are

ultimately the qualities of consciousness. Beauty belongs to no Ang

else except consciousness; it is, therefore, only another nam for
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consciousness. Beauty in concrete objects is a reflect of J
creating consciousness in all lts quaUtles

. \X.Wver „ J
admiring or loving an object, we are really admirme orJ
consciousness. An object that appears beautiful to us d«S

because it conveys to us an impression of the qualities
consciousness in their harmonious combination, although ,become aware of the presence of these qualities in I
comhmatoji only sub-consciously. No object can appear tobe beautiful if the impression conveyed by it misses or tu&
any one of the qualities of consciousness. The reason is t

consciousness is a harmonious whole and none of its qualms
be removed or separated from it or added to it inconsistently mthe rest of its qualities. What we consider as ugly ts, as a matterc
fact a mixture of the ugly and the beautiful; it contains so
qualities of consciousness and lacks others; it is, therefore, on

,

wl ole unattractive.

All the qualities that we consider beautiful are ultur
a stract qualities which belong to consciousness. Plato ryrhtly
t. at the more abstract the beautiful the more beautiful it «. T

srfsi ongina1, must needs bcc°me m°re «*
lerfect Whenever we are loving a concrete object for its beauty «
s our love for consciousness and its abstract qualities that th

i b,ect is simulating and it is beautiful to the extent to which i» it

< apable of stimulating this lov, and keeping up the stimulate*Tre more we are lost in the contemplation of these abstract
qi alities the more beautiful the object appears to us.

But although many objects in this world may be able to present
a- appearance of Beauty and arouse our love, vet, in spite of o»
-hes, nothing remains to us to be permanently lovable except

' onsaousness Nothing except consciousness can satisfy the whofc
< - our desire for Beauty. Nothing has the qualities of conscious**
tt a perfection except consciousness itself.

Whenever we love an object or an idea other thin
cor cousness, whole-heartedly, we commit an error wherebv we
subacute the object or the idea for conscousness. The missutgo ahties of consciousness in such an object or idea are supplied for
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us unconsciously by our desire for Beauty (which we call

imagination) in order to complete the error. This error is

nevertheless very sweet and consoling because* for the time being,

it satisfies the desire of self which is always pressing for

satisfaction. This error is also useful because it stimulates and gives

expression to our desire for consciousness. It gives a spur to life

and makes us act and exert ourselves. The error, in any case, brings

us a bit nearer to consciousness and, when the painful

disillusionment is reached, leaves us qualified for a better and a

more vigorous effort for our real ideal on account of our familiarity

with the joy that attends such an effort. We are, by our nature,

incapable of loving anything else besides consciousness, unless we

attnbute to that thing consciously or unconsciously the qualities of

consciousness. Of course, the word 'we' in this context means our

telfs and not our instincts, the man and not the animal in us. We
should not confuse the love of self with the love of instincts, for

the love of instincts has not the same result for us as the love of

self. Wlule the former leads to the fitness and the growth of the

body, the latter conduces to the fitness and the growth of the self.

The concrete objects appear beautiful to us if and when they

suggest the expression of consciousness in all its qualities. The

essential characteristic of consciousness on account of which it

grves expression to all its qualities is creative activity manifested in

the form of a free movement towards an end, a purpose or an

ideal. An object that is able to create a feeling of life, vigorous and

powerful, growing and creating fully and freely, appears to us to be

beautiful. Objects are beautiful to us when diey are able to impart a

feeling of growing and creating life.

It is not enough as an explanation of Beauty to say, as Plato

said, that Beauty resides in order. Why order is beautiful? Order is

the imprmt of consciousness; it suggests consciousness at work,

loving an ideal, approaching it, creating and evolving freely and

thereby expressing all its qualities uniformly. There is beauty in

harmony of colour, form, sound, word or movement because

harmony too is an impression of the creative activity of

consciousness Harmony is the absence of conflict and, therefore,

suggests a free and full expression of consciousness. There is

beauty in simplicity because it is a kind of harmony and order.
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The whiteness of death and disease is similar to the whiteness

of the skin of a beautiful young girl, but the former does not

appear to us to be beauuful because it is life and growth and not

death and decay which can suggest the creative activity of

consciousness, Whatever is able to convey a feeling of a creating

consciousness is judged as beautiful and the opposite is condemned

at uglv. The redness of a rose is similar to the redness of an

inflammation but, wliile the former is beautiful, the latter is not.

The reason is that the rose easily suggests a creating and evolving

lc. a loving consciousness on account of its association with

freshness, growth and harmony, the qualities which an

inflammation is lacking. W hen we see a rose, we feel unconsciously

that it is the creation of the loving care of a consciousness and this

is what makes it look beautiful. When Nature appears to us in a

form which we would have loved to impart to it ourselves and

which, therefore, appears to us to have been imparted to it by a

consciousness like our ow n, capable of loving and creating, we say

thai it is beautiful.

A thing is beauuful when it embodies the expression of the

bvc of a consciousness. We cannot appraise anything as beautiful

or love anything which does not appear to us to bear the imprint of

love, the central attribute of consciousness. The individual who
loves Nature must feel that it has a fotm in which he would have

himself loved to create it, a form which is the result of the love or

the creative activity of a consciousness like his own. The

appreciation of Beauty is only another name for die conscious or

unconscious presence of such a feeling- If we cannot actually create

Nature when it appears beautiful to us, the fact that we, at least,

attempt to recreate it in the form of a painting on canvas or paper,

when we have the ability to do so, is an evidence of the existence

of this feeling.

I
c, whether divine or human, takes the form of creation.

Nobody ever loved who did not create and nobody ever created

who did not love. It is in loving that all the qualities of

consciousness, Power, Goodness, Truth, Creativcncss, etc.,

become manifest. Love alone is the full expression of

consciousness and, therefore, love alone is the cause of Beauty. We
love whatever object appears to us to be the expression of the love
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of a consciousness, because there ir is that we aie able to feel U
presence of consciousness in all its qualities, that is, m Aa

harmonious combination in which alone all of them can exist i

each one including all. It only means that we can love nothing ta

consciousness and nothing but consciousness is Beauty.

If the human consciousness did not feel a natural pull fll

attraction for the source of consciousness, the word "BeauH
p

would have had no meaning for us. We feel the beauty of

and ideas because we are capable of loving consciousness. It

not have been possible for us to discover Beauty in anything'

had no desire for Beauty and this desire is no other than

of love for consciousness.

The strength of the desire for Beauty which seems to vary

different persons more or less in proportion to their mtcll
1

has very much to do with the amount of Beauty we attri

objects we see. This desire is always insisting on expression

finds an outlet in whatever object it can. Tr lends charm to

things with which it is thus able to form a habit of expressic

because of this fact that a negro woman looks beautiful to

African black and the farmer finds his rusuc surroundings

beautiful and attractive as the gay, decorated parks of a city a

to its inhabitants.

What kind of suggestion we shall be able to take

particular objects depends upon the way in which our

desire for Beauty has been guided by our environment, c

training and habit. The age-long controversy whether

subjective or objective is hardly necessary. Beauty is both sub

and objective. It is subjective because it belongs to conscio

and can be known by consciousness and it is objective in so far

objects reflect or suggest consciousness.

The fact that the human consciousness loves onhT
the

Universal Consciousness leads us to the further conclusion that so

far as man is concerned the word f

love
J

can be rightly used only

when the love of consciousness is meant. Every other love must be

a part ol this love, must subserve this love or must be only an error

waiting to be realized and corrected, thus making place for the nghl

love. No other love can bring a permanent satisfaction to the self
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Wc condude also that the desire for Consciousness or Beauty is the

sole urge of human life. It is the Right, the Perfect or the True
Ideal of man. It is the selfs own ideal When out of our love we are

Stiwering Beauty, we call it the pursuit of' saence and knowledge. When
wt arc expressing Beauty in colour, word, sound, brick, stone, voice
or movement, we call it art in all its varieties. When we are acting

Beauty, wc call it morality. None of these acdvities is due to
mstmcts. They are some of the activities in which we express the

urge of our consciousness. We indulge in them for their own sake
and for the satisfaction that they bring us. Tn so far as these
activities may have another aim besides themselves they are not the
activities of consciousness on its own.

But the urge of consciousness for Beauty is not so weak as our
fitful and leisurely expression in the above activities would suggest.

These activities are by no means binding on us and we may indulge
in them to a large extent at our own leisure or convenience. But the
desire of human consciousness for its source, the Consciousness of
the World, really takes the form of a very strong pull of attraction.

It is a very powerful and compelling desire being the strongest
desire that we have. It is this desire that has made man what he is.

It is the cause of all our joys and sorrows and all our acdvides from
one end of our life to the other. Its satisfaction causes ecstasies of
foy and its disappointment produces shocks, nervous diseases and
ailments. All the hustle and busde in the world are due to it. The
whole of the history of the human race has been made by it.

The most important manifestation of this desire of
consciousness is our attachment to ideals. We love ideals, act and
strive for them, impelled by this desire. All the other activities of
self in which we express our desire for Beauty i.e., worship,
morality or the pursuit of art or science and knowledge, although
indulged in for their own sake and for the satisfaction that they
bring us, are ultimately subservient to the ideal. The ideal satisfies

the whole of our desire for Beauty and these activities, therefore,
become a part of the ideal.

Lost in its material surroundings, the human consciousness is

unable to know what exactly it wants, although it knows that it

wants something extremely beautiful, great and good, capable of
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giving it perfect happiness and joy. Consciousness,

chooses out of all objects that are known to ti at a given

object that is most satisfactory to it and gives ir the whole

love, devotion and service. This object is its ideal. Ius t}

substitute for the real object that it desires but cannor find.

The standard of Beauty or the value of the ideal entj

the self at a particular time depends upon the knowledge of

at that time, because the self can do no more than 4
highest Beauty and the most satisfactory object that is

!

at any time. The ideal may itself be very low in the scale of

but the self tries to imagine that it contains all the attributes

desired object and when it cannot succeed in tins effoi

disappointed and immediately takes another object

satisfactory to it as its ideal Naturally, as the circle off

objects and ideas goes on extending, the selfs ideal goes i

in the scale of Beauty because the self can make its choice*

ever larger and larger number of such objects and ideas

becomes possible for it to discover ever more and more
1

and satis factory objects or ideas to love. As an ideal iW
way it approaches in its qualities nearer and nearer to the

Ideal, which is what the self really desires.

At each stage of its knowledge the self loves its ideal

of a better one and a still better one and not for its in

which remains imperfect as long as the self does not

Right Ideal But as long as the self loves an ideal it

oblivious of the elements of imperfection that it con"

ascribes to it for die time being, of course wronply. all the

that it desires. The reason is that it cannot wait for

knowledge. It must satisfy its urge for an ideal with whatever

or idea it can. That is why it is painful to a person to hear

;

in condemnation of his ideal His nature compels him to

that it contains all the beauty that he desires, that it possesses

attributes of consciousness in their perfection. We have kno

nothing is ever beautiful or lovable to us which does not a

reflect all the qualities of consciousness and we believe,

unconsciously sometimes, that the ideal, the most beautiful

or idea with us, is not merely an image of the quail

'

consciousness but their sole possessor.
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1

It is impossible for us to check or hold in abeyance safely any

one of our impulses for a single moment unless we do so for die

lake of a stronger impulse* If a hungry man cannot eat, he must act

with a view to reach food; if he cannot act, he must think of food.

The impulse to eat finds an expression in acting or thinking. The

impulse to love an ideal is similarly irresistible. A man who is

disappointed with his ideal but cannot find a better one tries to

create an ideal in his imagination and love it. This leads to reveries

and day dreams which pave the way for shocks and nervous

breakdowns. The urge of consciousness must find an outlet with

some object or another and the self, therefore, attaches itself to

something or another always. As soon as a higher beauty comes to

III knowledge, the self begins to consider inferior and unworthy of

its love the idea which it is loving already and then this idea is

abandoned cnurcly or retained to the extent to which it serves the

higher beauty upon which consciousness now bestows the whole

of its love.

VC'c may, therefore, define an ideal as that object or idea to

which the self ascribes the highest beauty and excellence known to

it at any time and to which, therefore, it attaches itself whole-

hcartedly. The knowledge implied in the word 'known
5

used in this

connection must be understood as a feeling and not as an

intellectual knowledge of logically demonstrated propositions or

merely a piece of information stored in memory-. Beauty can be

known only when it is felt. It is quite possible that we may generally

remember as beauty one thing, say on the authority7 of another

person, and feel as beaut}7 something else. We know something as

beauty only when we feel it as beauty.

Ideals evolve in the life of the individual as well as in the life of

the race. In the life of the individual they grow from childhood

onwards. To the child the most satisfactory objects arc those that

satisfy his instinctive desires e.g. delicious eatables. Hence the urge

of his consciousness finds an outlet in the attraction he feels for

such objects. Later on, as he grows in years, he comes to have an

admiration for his elders, parents and teachers. They impress him

on account of their superiority in all matters. He seeks their

approbauon, which becomes his ideal. In order to win it he is

prepared to regulate as much as possible his conduct and control
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his instinctive desires, which once formed his ideal If he is able to

win it, he feels happy; if not, he feels unhappy. Vrtieti b
knowledge and intellectual powers develop further, his standard of

Beauty undergoes further improvement. Me is able co compare ti

ideals which arc many in the beginning and choose one (hat is mo*

satisfactory. Ultimately, the self is incapable of loving more dm
one ideal at a time because it knows subconsciously that the olr

of its desire is only one. Jesus, the Christ, pronounced a great

of human nature when he said that no man can serve two
at the same time.

The ideal is the goal of the self, the final end of all its

As long as a particular object or idea remains the ideal of

the self loves it, lives for it and tries to achieve it in all

ways. It loves the ideal and loves all those objects that h
achievement and realization. At the same time it hates all

objects which interfere with its love and wants to get rid of

Mate and love as functions of consciousness thus go hand in

for the protection and evolution of consciousness.

The self can make its way to the object of the highest be

known to it, that is, to its ideal, only by a scries of actf

performed one after the other. Each of these actions has a goal

an end of its own, but all these minor ends or goals subserve

final end which alone is the ruling end. The subordinate en

innumerable but the ruling end is only one and this alone d,

to be called the ideal

The subordinate ends have no independent existence of tin

own since they are determined and created by the ideal. A
up educated man who thinks he has two ideals at the same ti

for example, his religion and his country—does not really

what his ideal is; he has had no chance of knowing it. His illr

due to a lack of self~exanimation. As a matter of fact one
professed ideals is sub-ordinate to the other. If he Hves

enough, a situation must arise in which his two ideals will

into a clear clash with each other and then one of them will

discovered to be ruling the other.

It is not possible for an Englishman to be a true Christian and

a true Nationalist at one and the same time, nor is it possible fort
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German to be a true Nazi and a true Christian simultaneously.

Ewy religion is an ideal by itself. If Christianity is an ideal,

Nationalism too is an ideal. No two ideals or ideologies can be

perfectly compatible with each other, unless they are identical in

which case they cannot have two names, or unless one becomes

subordinate to the other, in which case again only one remains. A
person mav no doubt find it expedient to conceal his views

•ometimes and may conceal them without knowing that he is doing

10 but that does not mean that he has two ideals. The ideal which

actually determines the actions of a man is only one because the

fdf is incapable of having more than one ideal at the same time as

t result of conscious choice.

A person who thinks he loves no particular ideal or loves many
ideals at die same time may be asked to give up, one by one, all

objects, or ideas that he loves, in such a way that the object or the

ideal that he loves the least may be the first to be abandoned every

Cane, This ptocess must bring him ultimately to one object or idea

that he will not be prepared to forsake at any cost because he

happens to feel that it is an indispensable part of himself. *"rhis

object or idea is his ideal and the love of it is really influencing all

ho actions, whether he is aware of it or not. The love of aU other

objects or ideas that he is prepared to abandon is subservient to his

love for this object or idea and is regulated and controlled by it.

An ideal takes many forms. It may be one of our instinctive

desires, e.g., eating, drinking or sexual pleasures. It may be a son, a

wife, a friend, a boss, riches, fame, honour, property, profession,

position, power or title. It may be narrowly altruistic e.g,, the love

of a tribe, a caste, a guild, a community, a race, a colour, or a

nation. It may be of the nature of an ideology e.g., Omsuanity,

Democracy, Nationalism, f lumanism, Socialism, Nazism or

Communism When a person comes to love the Right Ideal all his

other loves either disappear, in case they are entirely incompauble

with the Right Ideal, or else, assume their proper proportions. Me
knows up to what extent he should love his son, his wife, his

mend, his boss, his house or his profession or how far he should

care for money, position or power. Me knows the correct

importance of race, colour, caste, creed, community or nation. He
understands the real meaning of Democracy, Humanism and
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Altruism and also the points of weakness and strength in Socialism,

Communism and Fascism. The Right Ideal lifts him ro a

"Belvedere of common-sense" in the words of Stevenson, what
he can see every object and idea in its true perspective.

The nearer a person s ideal is to ihe Right Ideal and in

qualities, the higher we judge his culture to be, although it is radj|

that we understand in what exactly that high culture, which we

attribute to him, does consist. The qualities of a person's ideal can

be judged only by the actions which it induces and not by a verbal

profession of this ideal or that. An ideal is a felt beauty. It is not*

theory but an urge for action; it is something which is actuaty

determining or causing all the actions of a person; it is a pejH
intimate desire of his which is really dominating him in all to
activities. We may say to a person whatever we like, reason or argue

with him, but his ideal holds him in such a thrall that he follows

only his ideal and nothing else. He will modify his behaviour
when the ideal is modified and this depends not on our argum
and reasons but on his feeling a greater beauty else-where. He
helpless before the law of his nature which requires that all

activities be controlled by his ideal

Some of our activities—those meant to sustain the body
continue the race have no doubt their origin in the instincts

!

we must not forget that the urge for the ideal controls all

activities, specifies the manner in which we should indulge in

and determines the limits up to which they should be carried

very strictly. It is but the ideal, therefore, that is the control
force of our activities and the urge of our life. That these activt^
have their origin in the instincts which function automatically
only an important side-help to the urge of consciousness
(since the body is required by it) would have looked to the
performed by the instincts in their absence but which is

mosdy free to look to itself and to interfere or not to interfere „
the instincts to the extent to which it ls essentia] for its o
satisfaction and expression, The instincts and their desires meet
urge of consciousness half-way in its efforts to satisfy itself but
not control the life of the individual which is the privilege of
urge of consciousness alone.
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As an animal, man has to satisfy his urge of instincts and as a

idfconsaous being he has to satisfy his urge of consciousness.

The lower urge sub serves and is sacrificed for the satisfacuon of

(he higher one. All the activities of man which are due to the

initmcts arc also due to the urge of consciousness more or less

other because the urge of consciousness is finding expression

through one or more of the instinctive desires mistaking them for

the ideal or because it is interfering with them or not interfering

with them for the sake of an ideal which happens to be different

ftom the instinctive desires. When one of the instinctive desires is

itself the ideal, us force is enhanced immensely. Tn such a case,

itnee the desire of consciousness and the desire of the instinct

rrtnforcc each other and move the self in the same direction, the

itrcngth of the instinctive desire is equal to the sum of two forces

—the force of the urge of the instinct and the force of the urge of

A catch-phrase that the urge of hunger is the strongest urge in

man has gained much currency now-a-days on account of the

spread of Communist ideas. But hunger is not the strongest urge in

man by itself. It becomes strong only when it is supported by the

urge of consciousness or the urge for the ideal, that is, when the

ideal says to a person,
tfYou must live first of all". In that case,

attending to the business of living is one of the subordinate goals

or ends of the self to which a reference has been made above. It is

i means to an end and the end is the ideal. But when die ideal says

"You must die first of all
" we come to know which is the stronger

impulse, the urge for the ideal or the urge for hunger. The

willingness with which the Communists of Russia received German

bullets on their chests m the last World-War is a proof that the

impulse for the ideal is not only stronger than hunger but is also

stronger than all the impulses in man the object of which is the

preservation of life. Sometimes it may appear to us that in a

particular individual the impulse for the ideal is weaker than an

instinctive impulse, for example, when a soldier runs away from the

battlefield to save his life. But the soldier will do so only when the

ideal of which the beauty he feels is not the ideal of the politician

who has commanded him to fight but some other object or idea
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e.g., to live and enjoy life. You can know a man's ideal
his actions and in no other way.

Similarly, a Freudian will say that sex is the strongest
man. As a matter of fact, the sex impulse is strong only
impulse for the ideal is erroneously having its expression io

love (see chapter 7). When this is not the case, a man
more for his ideal than for his sex desire. Sometimes a
not marry at all and may have nothing to do with
throughout his life in spite of normal health and may devote
to religion or social service. Some psychologists call it sub"
and wrongly explain it as the diversion of the energy of
instinct into channels of higher desires. Why are some
higher than others, if, as these psychologists maintain, every
is due to one instinct or another? Really, it is a case of thefconsciousness, that is to say, the urge for ideals, dominating

'

desire and holding it in check by asserting itself. No diver
energy has taken place. The hypothesis of diversion is based
idea that we have no independent, natural desires of a higher
The energy of an instinct cannot be diverted safely into
channels. It is fixed and rooted to its own normal couise,
which alone it can have a normal expression. It has only
natural passage through which it can flow and that is marked'
the activity of the creature leading to the natural satisfaction «»

instinct. We cannot check an instinctive desire complete^
we do so for the satisfaction of a strong desire for the ideal,

satisfaction becomes a substitute for the abandoned satjslarv
the instinctive desire, for reasons which will be discussed later
kind of check on the instinctive desire is natural and „
When, however, we check it in an unnamral manner, that is,

,

no satisfaction of the urge for the ideal is intended thereby,
compel it to have an abnormal expression: we pervert it a

result is a mental derangement. The impulse of an instincl a
weakened by strengthening the impulse for the ideal. What
happened in the case of a person who has "sublimated" his

desire -is this: the impulse for the !deal has refused to support
sex instinct and has decided to have its own way and it has
found that it can have its own way and satisfy itself to the r

:extent only by avoiding mamage. As the urge for the ideal hi
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pined in strength and has captured the love of the self increasingly

bf finding a greater and greater expression in its own activities, the
tifge of sex has become weaker and weaker by disuse and by
getting less and less expression. When the urge of consciousness
gets its full expression, it becomes so powerful that the self is

enabled to dominate the instinctive desires very easily, because a

my small part of love at rhe disposal of the self remains for the
instinctive desires to make use of (see chapter 7).

Sometimes we indulge in acriviues which are to all appearances
contrary to the requirements of the ideal professed bv us. These
•DO are the result of some ideal of the past. They are due to the
force of habits contracted under the influence of a previous ideal

and which are having their way because new habits consistent with
ihe new ideal have not yet developed. Or else, they are due to a

Wok love for the new ideal, so that other ideals can still claim a
greater pornon of the love of self sometimes. The ideal is not
attracting the love of the self continuously and changes places with
Other ideals occasionally. The self cannot keep it in the focus of
attention, hi beauty fluctuates like the flickering flame of a candle
eiposed to the wind. The new ideal needs protection from the
dunce winds of inconsistent habits and ideals. This protection is

iflbrded bv suitable education and environment.

Just as the ideal evolves in the case of the individual ultimately
approaching in its qualities more and more the Right Ideal,

Similarly the ideals have advanced and will continue to advance in

the history of the race too in the direction of the Right Ideal So far

the ideals ol society have evolved somewhat in the following order;
the Familv, the Tribe, the King, the Nation, Democracy,
Communism, etc.

The change from one ideal to another is due to a
dtssaostacuon witSi the ideal and the dissatisfaction is caused by the
nature of the self 's desire which is an urge for the Right Ideal and
cannot be satisfied by anything except the Right Ideal. Each ideal
that the self entertains is taken by it, for the time being, as perfectly
sa&sfactorv to it. Intimacy with the ideal discloses its shortcomings
m the course of time. When the self is disillusioned, it adopts
another ideal which is free from the defects of the previous one but
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which, unless it is the Right Ideal, coruains some other defect
|

History is to the human society what memory is to the huofl

individual. By experience conserved in history mankind q|

becoming ever more and more familiar with the qualities of At I

Perfect Ideal The criterion within our nature is always operating.

We can know by experience what ideal is unsatisfactory butkH

is difficult to know what ideal will prove perfectly satisfactory toflfl

As our ideal evolves in Beauty, we know our inner desireM
criterion more and more, that is, we know ourselves more and!

more, we become more and more self-conscious. When we ufl

disappointed with an ideal because of its defects, we may not knot

what exactly we want but we try to avoid, in the next choice, iH
mistakes we have already committed. Consciousness is alwapl

pressing forward in search of Perfect Beauty—the object of ml

desire. It goes on taking in its ignorance now one tlung and nov 1

another for its beloved. Each time it chooses for its ideal an object !

or an idea which has the greatest resemblance with consciousness
|

to the best of its knowledge. Although the resemblance is par;i

is unable to see this fact and clings to it with a fervour of

which it would feel for consciousness itself but only 10

disillusioned after some time. Then it feels disappointed, miserable

and shocked and seeks another ideal at once. It does not tire 2nd

does not stop because it cannot stop. If it cannot love one thing,!

must love something else immediately because it must love

something always—such is the urge of its nature.

Loving or seeking is a function of consciousness

consciousness must perform unceasingly. Since it is a function

all consciousness, it is common to the World-Consciousness

the human consciousness. The World-Self and the human-self

both loving and seeking each other in such a way that it is oY

to tell who is seeking the other. Consciousness is, therefore,

Beauty and Love on either side. It is Love when it is see'"

consciousness and it is Beauty when it is being sought bf

consciousness. Love and Beauty are only two aspects of one and

the same thing, consciousness, wherever it may be,

consciousness is being attracted by consciousness, it is Love

when it is attracting it, it is Beauty and consciousness is s

attracting consciousness as well as being attracted by it Ct
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»d the whole course of evolution of the past and future if it
Beans anything, « means that the Universal Consciousness has
WO attracting and seeking the human consciousness in the past
WJ wiD continue to attract lt in future and o at the human
JOMOowness tn its potential form was seeking the Universal
Consciousness in the past and will continue to seek it m future.

The human self is no doubt beauty but this beauty exists
P*»JiiUy. waiting to be revealed and unfolded. Man has got to*wm it, unfold it and display it. The gradual unfolding of the
beauty of the human self is only the gradual realization of the
wenal Consciousness in man and it will come as an inevitable

Mult of the process of loving and seeking which continues on
00ft ades of consciousness and which we understand as the course
of history or the process of evolution.

The auricle will be wrought by love, that is, by man expressing
fteurgcof his consciousness for Beauty. He is seeking Beauty in
Older to become Beauty himself. To love Beautv is to be one with
Booty and to be Beauty itself. Perfect satisfaction and happiness
WD come to man only when he has successfully achieved this
Identity as much as it lies in his nature to achieve it in this life 1 lis
0MU« compels him to seek this happiness and he cannot rest
unless he has achieved it.

Of all ideals that the self may choose from time to time the
•dfs own ideal, the Right Ideal, of which the attributes we shall
««oy in a greater detail later on in this book, alone is capable of
jvuig « an endunng and perfect happiness and completeness
K«ry other ideal is an error committed by the self in its search for

i own ideal or its own happiness and completeness. When the self
boofes a wrong ideal, it does so because of its illusion that it will

l»d to its greatest happiness and satisfaction. It is an idea which
jpears to it to embody the highest possible beauty and excellence.
But since it can, by us very nature, love only the Universal
Unsciousness, it is forced to asenbe to the mistaken idea quite
unknowingly, all the qualities of the Right Ideal. It takes the idea
tofKealitv itself It becomes conscious of the presence, or rather
fte reflection, of certain qualities of consciousness in the idea and
then it is misled into thinking that it must have the other qualities
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of consciousness as well; it, therefore, attributes these

qualities to the idea unconsciously in order to complete its i

As a matter of fact, no wrong ideal has any of the qua

consciousness in iL When the self realizes that its ideal reaDy I

the qualities which it was attributing to it unconsciously, it 1

immediately conscious diat it has none of die qualities of thtl

Ideal or, which is the same thing, the qualities of the Right 1

that it appears to have become meaningless in the absence \

remaining qualities. Thar is the reason why the Self abando

ideal wholly. Rvery quality of consciousness, if it is genuine i

worthy of itself, must include all its other qualities. An ofafi

idea that really possesses one quality of the Right Tdeal

possess all its other qualities, otherwise that one quality too i

illusion.

The self deceives itself with a wrong ideal as long as it can, I

it cannot do so for long. The unreal or the pardally real ct

behave like the real and, therefore, in the life of the race, if i

the life of the individual, the wrong ideal reveals the presence c

own contradiction within itself. As the self's knowledge,™

intimacy with the ideal grows, it comes to know the elemental

untruth or the causes of dissatisfaction that lay concealed in it d
it is, therefore, compelled to seek another ideal which is

completely mistaken for the Right Ideal. If the second choi<

also wrong like the first one, it leads again to the m
dissatisfaction and disillusionment of the self. Sometimes the J

in which of course the knowledge of the self, whatever the St3

may have reached, continues to live for a long time may

centuries to discover the shortcomings of a wrong ideal

final disillusionment is inevitable, since the self *s desire for 1

or Reality is a criterion which never fails in the long run. The i

is never entirely unreal. It is rather invariably a combination \

real and the unreal. The unreal has innumerable varieties but 1

real is only one. A mixture of the real and the unreal cannot 1

The real is absolutely pure and free from all traces of the

The unreal elements in a wrong ideal begin to take effect as the s

develops intimacy with the ideal till at last they bring about

self s dissatisfaction with the ideal The change from one ideal 1

another has made the history of our race. Whenever we becon
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^satisfied with a wrong ideal, we are at once in a position to see a

W glimpse of the real, Then we rush forward to it with a

roendous force as if this was all that we had wanted. This

BUMS for social upheavals and revolutions. No fresh light is

table unless we are dissatisfied with the existing ideal. A new
il, however beautiful it may be, has no effect on the self, unless

jiclf is available to love it or see its beauty and it can be available

fafC tod see the beaut)- of the new ideal only when it is first

Msfied with the old ideal. The extension of the selPs

DWlcdgc and us introduction to new ideas (one of which may
Dome its future ideal) no doubt hastens this dissatisfaction but

! bet remains that the negauon of the existing ideal is essential

Ac affirmation of the next. The Communis! revolution of

Hit would have been impossible without a general

tt&sfaction with church, religion and capitalism.

It is important to note that dissatisfaction with ideals,

okioons and changes to new ideals are not really due to external

Hits. The outside happenmgs add to the selPs knowledge

ibting it to see where beauty lies but dissatisfaction with one

ll rod the choice of another is due to that norm or standard

tch the self carries in its nature. The external events, no doubt,

Kir to have caused our dissatisfaction but these events can have

meaning unless a meaning is given to them by our

Hoousness and our consciousness gives them a meaning only

rose it has a definite desire which craves for satisfaction. The
louse of all revolutions and changes of the political structure of

ieOes lies deep down in our nature and that cause is the selfs

ire for Beaut)'.

Every time that we choose a new wrong ideal we feel perfecdy

sfied with it for some time. Our hopes are high. But soon the

t idea! turns out to be a mistake no smaller than the previous

; because, while it incorporates into itself an aspect of the True

il which was long neglected and the neglect of which had

led our dissatisfaction, it ignores some other important aspects

t and thus carries in itself the seeds of its own contradiction as

t is of our future dissausfacuon. In due course of time, when
elements of the real lacking in the new ideal begin to tell upon
satisfaction of the self again, it seeks a new ideal in which the
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mistakes of the past are again avoided. Thus in the absence of«
knowledge of what we really want, we please ourselves«
substitutes which reveal their unsatisfactory nature in the course stf

time. Every time that we choose a new ideal, we> no doubt, vriM

the mistakes of the past but we make fresh mistakes wU|

necessitate a change again. This must continue till we reach id

Right Ideal

Supposing the Right Ideal, which is the real internal dermfldii

the self, has elements or qualities which can be represented by ttfl

first 7 letters of the alphabet, abedefg. Then, since

unable to sec all these elements in anything rhat is known to«
since there is no object or idea in this world winch has absoklfl

no qualm- bearing resemblance to the real, let us suppose trull

self takes for its ideal an object which has only the element VJ

common with the Right Ideal. Then 11 will erroneously J
unconsciously ascribe to it the six missing elements, so thatueJ

represent the ideal by a bi ci di ei U gi- But the substittfl

elements will gradually reveal their unreal character and I

dissatisfaction will ensue. The self will come to know that it J

absolutely nothing in common with the Right Ideal, h «it

therefore, abandon that object wholly and take to another obpfl

which may now be represented by a b c d2 a f2, & Since tk«

four elements in this ideal are unreal, it will also bring abooH

selfs dissatisfaction ultimately. The next ideal may be a b ciM

& . It will be a very near approach to the Right ideal fautij

elements h g^ will create a dissatisfaction with it too in thtfcJ

run. Therefore, the whole of it will have to be abandoned and4

may take to another ideal to be represented by a b4 c4 dt u1M
This ideal is an improvement on the previous ideal iu

respects but a deterioration in some other respects. WejH

abandoned some of the real elements contained in the prflB

ideal on account of our dissatisfaction with it as a whole. Nd^H
stable and permanendy satisfactory and acceptable to the*

unless it is totally good, however good it may be in many thfl

Although we cannot say that the last ideal chosen by us is ahrf

better than the previous one or the best of all those preceding

yet on the whole we continue our progress toward* an ideal of tn

beauty by a process of trial and error. In the last ideal thchl
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dements from b to f will reveal their unreal nature in the course of
lime and we may have another ideal expressed by a 5 b$ c d c f g5

It is evident diat in this way the experience of our race
Conserved ,n History musl bring us ultimately ro the Right Ideal,
fa History is the memory of the human society. The process is

very long and dangerous indeed. It is long because innumerable
combinations of the real and unreal are possible. It is dangerous
because even- change to a new ideal requires a painful adjustment
which may also prove ro be futile since the ideal necessitating it,

bang false, may have to change itself. It is dangerous also because
m the absence of the knowledge of the Right Ideal each section of
humanity will have its own ideal and, when many ideals exist side
by side, there must be strife, war and bloodshed. The Right Ideal is

the only refuge of mankind from these dangers. It would appear as
if the wrong ideals represented by the tetters of alphabet above
hive mil) some elements ot qualities in common with each other
and with the Right Ideal. But as a matter of fact no wrong ideal has
toy element or qualify in common with the Right Ideal. The
apparently common elements of these ideals are never identical
With each other. The character of each of these elements or
<jaaboes is influenced and altered by the rest of the ideal in every
case so that it becomes different for every ideal. Mo quality of the
Right Ideal is ever in its own unless it is a part of the Right Ideal
ittclt Therefore an ideal is either totally right or it is totally wrong.
hfoikw that then can bt no mil orpermanent basisfor even a partial unity
am*g different ideals and ideologies.

Even religion is not an ideal of total beauty unless it is rightly
understood, Whenever it contains an admixture' of unreal elements,
It fails to satisfy the urge of self. It is then similar to the ideal
represented by the letters a b c d c f3 3 g3i above. The present
hatred for religion in the West is due to the fact that religion had
itself deteriorated into a wrong ideal in the course of time or to the
fret that it was unable to meet all the requirements of our nature.
On account of this it had to be abandoned totally. 'The Right Ideal
* perfectly true to our nature. It gives us, therefore, an unlimited
scope for progress of all kinds. It satisfies all our needs, social or
perineal, and provides for the satisfaction of all our desires, mental,
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moral or physical, harmoniously and to the fullest extent it

neglects and suppresses nothing that is in our nature. It gives»
perfect and permanent happiness and, whenever it Fails to do <o

f
t|

is no longer the Right Tdeah Religion can be understood nghdyil

the light of self-consciousness alone- In the next chapter westfl

try to show what self-consciousness is. When religion is ngbn

understood, the distinction between one religion and another^

mostly vanish and there will be a single religion all over ihewoal

Croce and Gentile seem to be right generally when they say tkl

religion is a misunderstood form of Philosophy. But PhiloscM

gets die right direction from religion and without religion it

remain incomplete. Therefore, it would he equally correct 10m
that Philosophy in the present stage of its evolution is 1

misunderstood form of religion. Religion, rightly understood,

ultimate truth and all Philosophy and all knowledge are advanaJ

gradually towards it The highest religion and the higbfli

Philosophy cannot but be identical with each other.

When we have once concluded that the human urge for idea

is an urge for Beauty and Perfection, the qualities of the idealm
can satisfy this urge perfectly and permanently can be ofl

deduced from this conclusion. Since it must be an ideal ot id

highest and the most perfect beauty it must be free from em
defect or blemish that we can think of and must possess upcofl

highest perfection all the qualities that we by our nature lookups

as lovable, admirable and beautiful.

The awareness of the presence of the slightest defect oroflJ

absence of the smallest element of beauty in lus ideal suffices W

nu n the whole of a man's love for it into hatred Therefore, as

as he loves it, he attributes to it, consciously or, unconsciously,

the qualities of Beauty and Perfection that he can possibly destt»

imagine.

For example, man cannot take for his ideal consciously m
deliberately the idea of anything that is dead. lie is himself iH

and, therefore, cannot love, admire, adore and serve with sdf

sacrifice the idea of anything that appears to him ro be lifeless mi

therefore, inferior to himself. Moreover, the life ot his ideal mm
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k eternal, for if he is convinced that his idea) must die sometime in

the future, he must feel that it is potentially dead even today.

Further, his ideal must possess up to the highest degree all the

attributes of life with which man is familiar in his own case. In

other words, it must hear, see, understand, feel, love and respond,

Wit have a purpose to he achieved in the human world and must

hm the power to act for and to succeed in the realization of that

purpose In other words, it must have certain likes and dislikes and

possess the power to encourage and advance what it likes and

discourage and destroy what it dislikes, to reward its lovers,

devotees and friends and punish its enemies and opponents.

If a man s ideal lacks any one of these qualities, it becomes

impossible for him to love, admire or serve it. For, if it has no

purpose and no likes and dislikes in relation to human life, how can

a man know what he should do and what he should not do in order

to serve it? lie cannot love his ideal with a love that is incapable of

bang translated into action. And how can he turn his love into

action if he thinks that his ideal cannot hear, see, feel, know,

Understand or respond to what he does in its service. In such a case

he will denvc no satisfaction from his activities and will not

eouttnue them. What a man regards as virtue is strictly speaking

never in own reward. Irs nature is always specified by the ideal and

it IS ofays rewarded by the pleasing conviction that it is approved

bf the ideal. Moreover, if his ideal lacks such attributes of life^ it

wtD not know whether what is going on in the human world is

fcfourable to its purpose or otherwise and will, therefore, have no

purpose to be achieved in the human world at all. If a man thinks

that his ideal is not powerful enough to reward its supporters and

punish its enemies successfully or to realize its purpose generally,

he will feel that loving and serving it is a hopeless task and that it is

weak and helpless and utterly unworthy of his love, admiration or

devotion.

Again, the actions of his ideal for the realization of its purposes

must be in accordance with the highest moral qualities, because we

look upon these qualities as lovable, beautiful and admirable. The

perfect beauty of his ideal will necessitate that it possesses these

qualities up to the highest degree since these qualities are derived
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from Goodness which is an aspect of Beauty. Should he thinkm
his ideal lacks any one of these qualities or lacks any one of them*

the highest degree, he must consider it as a defect and must cat!

to love it.

Also, the qualities of his ideal must be unique and unparalleled,

For, if he thinks that there is something else which has the im
qualities as it has, he will have to love two ideals at the same m
and this is something which the nature of man does nut befiltt

to do. Man is so made that he can love only one idea) at a time

Last of all, it is necessary that the creation of the Universem
be completely subordinate to the purpose of hts ideal l or, if thai

not so, the laws operating in the Universe on the phvsi^,

biological and psychological planes may come into a clash wrihtk

purpose of his ideal and may never allow it to be realized TH
means that the laws operating in the Universe must be the creatKi

ot his ideal In other words, his ideal must he no less than tW

Creator of the Universe itself.

Since diese arc the qualities that man likes his ideal to possoJ

therefore, no matter what his ideal may be fit mav be a stone, J
idol, a nation, a race, a country, a creed or an ism;, he alum

attributes these qualities to it, some of them consciously and othai

unconsciously. Whenever people love a concrete object as an idalj

it is imagined to be the symbol of an abstract perfection possess^

all the qualities of Beauty. But the ideal that actually and real'

possesses these qualities is the Right Ideal and all other ideals at

wrong and imperfect and hence unsatisfactory and transient.

Now on the one hand man has a powerful urge to love thcidttl

of an all-powerful moral personality which may be rhe Creator of
|

the World, and on the other hand, there is no explanation of (he

Universe more satisfactory, more convincing and more to

accordance with all the known facts of existence than this that the

Reality of the Universe is an All-Powerful Creative Sdf

Consciousness which really possesses all the qualities of Goodnad
Beauty and Perfection. This means that the Right Ideal of mans
no other than the Consciousness of the Universe and that Dcautr

must be identified with this Consciousness.
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The Growth of

Self-Consciousness

" c nave seen that evolution has no other meaning
OCCpt the evolution of consciousness -and that no new species are

Mcrswy lor fururc evolution which can now be continued

Wmiteijr by man. Consciousness having once obtained its

HOOQI in the human form of lite is now able to add to this

ftwdora m much as it likes It is also clear that the evolution of
:ofl*oousness means the evolution of the knowledge of
OMooywics* about itself Whenever consciousness gams in

fcedoffl, it puns also in self-knowledge and vice versa. Self-

COttOoumess means the freedom of consciousness to know itself

I » COMCiousness, freedom is knowledge and knowledge is

Self-consciousness is, moreover, synonymous with the

Ovfcqge of Bcaut)r

, Consciousness knows itself in proportion as

Inovt Beauty and it knows Beauty in proportion as it knows
Wl Self-knowledge and the knowledge of Beauty progress

wrmltineauslv. With even Iresh knowledge of Beauty the self is

KMC to give a further expression to its urge of love, to gain in its

M freedom and to untold or evolve itself a htde more. The
(her the standard at Beauty of a person's ideal, the greater is his

PCOMCiousncss further evolution depends upon our giving a

ktMo fuller expression to the uige lor ideals.
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a v

Self-consciousness grows in man through a knowledge ofwk
is other than the self.

When a child comes mto the world he has but
knowledge of himself and his surroundings. Gradually, he
feel around him the presence of some objects and also

,

persons who come most into contact with him. It is then
knows of his own existence and can say "I". Tins knowledge
is the beginning of self-consciousness. With the first kno
"I" the urge of self begins to press itself. The child be
curious and inquisitive as if he is searching for something w
likes or loves but which is not visible to htm at the time.

*

surely something around here which is very good for me and
T shall like very much to have"—that is his attitude. He %know other things not really for the sake of those things
order to know himselfin relation to them, to know what is it

really likes or loves. As he gains in his knowledge of things
than himself, he gains in his knowledge of himself

In the beginning the child's urge of self finds an express
his attachment to objects capable of satisfying his ms
desires of which the most important is the desire for eating,
the first stage in the growth of his self-consciousness. After
time—and this marks the beginning of the second stage in

growth of his self-consciousness—he begins to appreciate, at

unconsciously and later on consciously, the greatness and goc
'

of some people around him, who are at the outset his parents
teachers. These people become the ideal of his self lie loves

become like them. He is happy when he is able to win
approval and love, and unhappy when he is unable to do so.

grows in years, the circle of his acquaintances is enlarged tn)j

able to get a more general notion of greatness and goodness
on the opinions of those people in the extended circle nf
society, whom he admires or loves consciously or unconjd
Then he begins to seek the approval of such persons and
happy when he achieves it and miserable when he is unable to

so. With every extension of social relations his idea of Beauty
refined, improved and enlarged a litde more and his

consciousness is correspondingly developed. This process of
growth of self-consciousness, with an improved knowledge
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toad relations, goes on for ever, sometimes slowly and at others
fBckly. At every step in the development of Ins self-consciousness
fktodmdua] has an ideal, which is at the same time the idea of the
k(h«t Beaut>' known to him. Bur no ideal is able to meet the full

,

ftftfements of the urge of self. Every ideal, therefore, yields place
ft mother one after some time. The individual really loves
«Wethmg the beauty of which excels that of every one of the
ideals chosen by him from time to time. For some time he
identifies the ideal chosen by him with the object of his real desire
hot he is soon disillusioned. As soon as one ideal loses its charm,
the individual chooses another ideal more beautiful, than the
previous one, in die hope that it will satisfy his desire completely,
to this wav his ideal rises in the scale of Beaut)' step bv step till he
wches the Right Ideal which is the real desire of his self The
knowledge of the Right Ideal, as we shall presently see, has also a

Course of evolution. This means that a person's idea of Beauty
continues to evolve for ever.

The evolution of ideals proceeds generally in accordance with
the following pnnci: !

The self has a tendency to discard all ideals except one. It has
miny ideals in the beginning. For the child even' instinctive desire
a in ideal It is only gradually that the approval of parents is valued
bf him in such a way that he feels the necessity of controlling some
of his instinctive desires not liked by them. When the child grows
k years, he feels that there are other persons besides his parents,
tg, his teachers, whom he can admire or love. A grown-up person
100 remains under the influence of many ideals for some time. In
Ae beginning, these ideals are contacting and inharmonious with
one another. Gradually, they come into comparison with each
othct in the light of his internal desire for Beauty with the ultimate
mdt that they are more and more superseded and controlled by a
Angle all-powerful idea, which becomes the ideal of the self. A
person feeling the influence of more than one ideal is very low in

the standard of hi* self-consciousness.

The ideal shifts from the concrete to the abstract The self
reams for something of which the beauty is permanent and
unlimited. A man whose ideal is his child, for example, must feel
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that he is sure to be miserable in case he should die. Thereto
his saner moments he tries to fix his attention on somethi
permanent as a source of joy or consolation for himself. This
consolation can never be complete unless the ideal b
completely abstract. In the above case the reason for the

dissatisfaction with his ideal is quite obvious but there is a
satisfaction in the case of all concrete ideals even if the
concrete-general, e.g. the love of children generally. The :

that a concrete ideal, however much we may extend it, still

limited. No ideal except the Right Ideal 'is completely
^uice the self is a social self and owes the knowledge of its

existence to its social relations, its ideal must always have a dH
vague, conscious or unconscious, reference to a person. Ulrimi
its ideal takes the form of an approval of some person or pent
The self cannot love anything outside its concrete social r
alrhough its tendency is to love the abstract and to love it

more, the more abstract it is. Plato was right when he said
more abstract the beautiful, the more beautiful it is. When _
persons, we really love their abstract qualities. When their qua
fail to satisfy us, we turn to other models with more pert
qualities. Thus even in the concrete the self loves the abstract

The ideal shifts also from the less perfect to the more perfe
An ideal must be perfecdy satisfactory to us whether it has mtntu
perfection or whether we attribute perfection to it owing to i

error, otherwise it will not be chosen bv us as an ideal at i

Whenever we are dissatisfied with an ideal, we turn our love
another idea, guided by our desire for perfection. Love H
funcuon of the self which the self musr always perform. The r
desires to love as permanently and as completely as it has I

capacity to love. It changes to a new ideal only when the existt

ideal is unable to give full scope to this craving of the sell that
when the ideal is found to be lacking in perfection. I.ove wants
persist and grow and the self is, therefore, compelled to ab^
an ideal which does not permit the continuous growth of
Permanence is also a quality of perfection. An ideal which
permanence lacks perfection.

Only that object or idea becomes the ideal of which the
'

is actually felt and realized by the self and not merely
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and dont's in order to achieve the ideal chosen bv him. He foBm I
diis code willingly urged by his love for the idea] which is intern*

He requires no external compulsion to submit to the rigid

discipline imposed by the ideal. As there is no escape from anuUj
so there is no escape from a moral code for any human being.

The nature of the law prescribed by the ideal dep
course, on the nature and the quality of the ideal In vain

us condemn Machiavelli and Lenin for their advocacy of
morality. Each one of them emphasises the moral code^_,
by his own ideal, Machiavelli favoured treachery, perfidy _
cruelty on the part of a king, because that alone could sen

adequately his ideal which was the state. Lenin belie*

Communism to be the greatest good for humanity, Hence i

correctness and incorrectness of human conduct were, accorcb

to him, determined by this one ideal. Cruelty and immorality, mi
ordinary sense of the words, were perfecdy right if they cob

facilitate a Communist revolution.

The change from one ideal to another is due to the intern

desire of consciousness for Beauty which serves as an ultim*

criterion of the ideal's beauty. If an ideal satisfies tins desti

perfecdy and permanendy, it is beautiful otherwise it is lacking
i

beauty. Sometimes, no doubt, it is the external events that prove I

the self that the ideal is unworthy of it. But what gives meaning I

the external events is the selPs desire for perfection whit

ultimately acts as an unfailing touchstone for testing the satis facta

or unsatisfactory character of an ideal. Gradually, as the n

relationship of the self and the ideal develops, the self is a

discover whether its companion is worthy of friendship or f.

the ideal is wrong, it contains its own contradiction whi
revealed to the self in the course of time.

The disillusionment of the self is caused by the urge

nature which cannot be satisfied with anything except perf<

The external causes, if there are any, determine the self in favour of

a change only because there is an internal attitude which gives then

an import.

The (bird stage promising an unlimited growth of self

consciousness begins as soon as the self begins to feel the presence
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Md beauty of its most important other, die World-Self. The way
I

! far it tt prepared by the second Mage in winch the tendencies of the

>l
j I df press already towards an abstract, single, universal and Perfect

' Weil and now by loving the World-Self the self finds it possible to

i
ptt i complete expression to all these tendencies and add to its

1 MtH&eaon thereby Trie selfs idea of its own existence is the

outcome of its relation with society; therefore, while it remains in

second stage of self-consciousness, it cannot have an abstract

deal of this kind because by having such an ideal it would at once

J
bft contact with tis social surroundings which is an impossibility.

The Wodd-Consaousness alone provides us with an ideal which is

[
ibftract, single, universal and perfect and at the same time social,

I personal and living. This is the only ideal which satisfies completely

I the uigc of the self. The self, if it remains true to its nature,

I dbcovers very soon that it is its own ideal, that it is the only ideal

I which is capable of giving it the greatest happiness and satisfaction.

I Because the World-Self is hidden from our view, it is not, for

Ab reason, the less knowable than other-selves known to us. The

tljr in which I can know it, is not essentially different from the way

I it which I can know, for example, one of my best friends. Every

self is invisible to the eyes of our physical body, eyes which can see

' the physical objects, and the World-Self is no exception to this rule.

Tic physical body of the human self is not the self; it is simply an

GBHtssion and an instrument or the self. 1 know my friend to be

whit he is not because 1 see him
y
that is, his self, with these eyes,

which I cannot do, but because I see the signs of the activity of his

idftndgct a feeling or an intuition (not a perfcedy rational, logical

or scientific knowledge) that he is a self like me, capable of

dunking, behaving, responding, creating, loving and hating and not

merely a robot or an automaton. Thus my friend is hidden from my
new as well as manifest to me; he is one and yet multiple by reason

of the multiple ways m which he expresses himself I know that

which is one and hidden by means of that which is manifest and

muloplc Such is the case with the World-Self too. It is one and

hidden, it is manifest and multiple, and we know the one and

hidden by means of that which is manifest and multiple in the form

of nature or Universe
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Our contemplation of nature, which is, of course unavouUfc

on account of our very close association with it, supplies us wi

the very first knowledge of a Creator, a knowledge which forms At

basis of our further knowledge about Him. Tr is indeed a bless*

that nature affords us with a glimpse of the beautiful and rhewj

literally for nothing, every time that we contempi ate it Hj

heavens, the sun, the moon and the stars, the mountains^

landscape, the vast oceans, the twilight and the dawn, the cloud

the rivers, the streams, the winds, the change of day and
i

rotation of seasons, the animal and vegetable life in all its

'

complexity and richness, create in us the idea, however va

unconscious it may be in the case of some of us, of a focal!

His greatness, His beauty and power. Nature is only one i

names we give to this Creator, though we may not be consi

it. Imperceptibly, this idea enters our heart and lingers

whether we know it or not- Sometimes we become cons-

the idea and then it grows in clearness and force. At other tin

are unconscious of it, and it is so suppressed diat we forget its

even deny that we have it. We may even condemn it or oppose!

disprove it with the help of logic or science but it is always 1

and rises to the surface of consciousness at times, particularly whd

we are in difficulties or happen to be overtaken bv a misfortune

Then we express it in the form of prayers.

All men pray, although some men pray for a short time ore

rare occasions rn their lives. Atheism, if it ever exists, exists unlyfl

the lips but never in the hearts of men. The reason why we i

to have the idea of a Creator is not only external to us,

attributable to our contact with the Universe around us, bu

also internal As already mentioned, we carry with us la rem in

nature a desire for a being great and beautiful which is the se

our consciousness. Thus the indication of external nature
i

internal desire find a contact with each other and corroborate t

other. The more we are conscious of this contact or corrobon

the more do we feel at home in this world and the greater i

happiness and joy on account of being assured of our own :

As a matter of fact, the reason why we believe in a Creator is rrn

internal than external. Without an internal desire for a

being, we would have never been able to admire nature
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nblbc the idea of a Creator from its contemplation. All knowledge
of Reality lies within us. Nature only awakens it and then, if it is

permitted to have its natural course, it goes on adding to itself. Tt is

perfectly nght to say that every knowledge of Divme-
Ctmiaousncss that we achieve is also the knowledge of our own
ttmciousness. To believe in the Creator is to believe in one s own self.

The Universe or Nature is alive and conscious because it is the

CDQKlous activity of the World-Self. It is dynamic and progressive

tod not static or finished because change is a property of conscious

•ctmtT Yet the Creator is not immanent in the Universe nor is a

put or the whole of the Universe identical with Him. Just as I am
^trt from the book I am writing, the Creator is apart from the

Universe of I lis creation. I express myself in this book but I am
•Of this book because T can write many other books and do many
other things besides. The Universe, however old it may be and
beweverbng it may continue to exist, is but a moment in the life-

nttory of the Creator who can and will create, for aught that we
0» understand of Him, innumerable such or different worlds in

four. Hisqualiucs are eternal and must function eternally

Yet, when I am writing the book and the book is evolving, my
thought, my creative desire, my consciousness, in fact, I myself

fith ill my attributes and qualities, happen to be flowing in the

book ind pushing forward the process of its evolution. Similarly, as

he Creator is evolving the Universe, His thought, His desire, His

WBOousncss, indeed He Himself, with all His qualities and
irtnbutcs is there in the Universe pushing forward the process of
Devolution, As 1 am in the book that 1 am writing with all my
ittnbutes in spite of being apart from the book, so the Creator is in

he Universe with all His attributes in spite of being apart from the

Jonrcrse. It is in this sense that 1 have talked of the creative flow of
matumm m the Universe throughout in this book. This point, a

Jer elucidation of which will be found in the analogy of die artist

nd the picture given in Chapter 5 of this book, resolves the

MJtrovcrsy of the immanence and the transcendence of the

The whole of our knowledge of Divine-Consciousness, like

in knowledge of human consciousness, is not scientific or rational
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knowledge in the current sense of the word "rationality". It

the nature of a feeling, a sensitiveness, an intuition, a faith

direct vision. Feeling is not only knowledge but it is also the

kind of knowledge. Reason, no doubt, gives a spur to

feeling knows much more than mere reason can know,
know only a part but feeling grasps the whole of an obje

idea. How litde is it realised that knowledge under the lnfr

which we mould the whole of our life is never purely

rational or intellectual! It is of the nature of a feeling

intellect serves to direct this feeling more or less. We do
like to do and not what is reasonable or ration*

mathematically correct. Love and not logic is the guiding pr

of our life. The urge of human life, as we have seen, is love

feeling of Beauty. Intellect cannot become an urge be

cannot feel or know Beauty. A scientist can tell us how
produced but he cannot tell us why a symphony is beau
can calculate exacdy the area covered by a picture, can explain

part is played by the rays of light, the retina, the optical nerve or

brain in observing it, or enumerate to the minutest details

shades of colours used in it, but he cannot say in what docs

beauty of the picture consist. He may himself feel its beauty
cannot demonstrate it logically or scientific all v. The know
Beauty is open to feeling alone. It is outside the appro
rationality.

Feeling is the activity of the self as a whole; intellect is

aspect of it The self sees the whole while the intellect sees

,

part. Recendy the configuration or the gestalt school of psych
has laid stress on the importance of "the whole", "an all** ^
totality" as knowable only by a direct vision or sensitiveness,

picture or a symphony constitutes a whole which much
than the sum of its parts and parts alone fall within the pro
reason.

There is no doubt that intuition errs but that does not
from its value because, finally, it is only intuition that does
since it alone is capable of reaching the regions of that kn
which the self is ever demanding. The self wants and loves

(mistaken or real) and to know Beauty we can only depend
feeling ultimately. Reason accompanies us for some time
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toil destination, the ideal, wrong or right, can be reached only by

Because reason goes with us a part of the way, wc arc simple

enough to forget when wc reach the end of our path, that it had

left us long ago and that the more important part of the journey

Ms traversed by us in the company uf feeling. It is failh, feeling or

ftJKUbon which stimulates the philosopher and even the scientist to

embark cm the search for truth. Intellect gives a spur to intuition

Ml makes it active in a particular direction, but the truth is first of

Ut, intuited or believed, however vaguely it may be, and then

covered or rather demonstrated logically by reason as far as

possible and what is possible for reason to demonstrate, in this

Uf, never amounts to the whole of that which is intuited by the

self directly. Conversely, what we consider as scientific or rational

nmedgc is never rational to a perfection and contains a good
deal of the admixture of faith, intuition or feeling. That is one

tenon why scientific knowledge is always changing and altering

If nature were to leave man to his intellect and take away faith

horn him, all his activities would come to a dead stop everywhere.

If tilth did not enter into my knowledge of my friend, T could have

Uken htm easily for an automaton rather than a human being like

jffttf, A person, who makes up his mind to believe only in facts

•kith can be established scicnufically or rationally, will be able to

do nothing in this world. W ithout faith I cannot cv*n believe that

rise tun will nsc tomorrow or that a stone will fall to the ground

when dropped from my hand any time today. Yet I act actually

abng fuch things for hard facts. Faith is the spur of life. If we take

^ the attitude that what cannot be proved rationally belongs to the

ntmof the supernatural, the superstitious or the unseen, then it is

I fact that wc arc (everyone of us is) believing in the supernatural,

sk superstitious or the unseen every moment of our life,. in spite of

Ml facnufic age, and shall continue to do so in future whatever

science may have to say or do. To depend upon faith for most of

OUT beliefs and actions is not our weakness but rather our strength,

wt lie strong only when we are true to our nature. We desire

Bemty and strive after Beaut)', and Beauty can be known by means

ifUfa, feeling or intuition alone.
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The activity of feeling or intuition to know
Consciousness is known as prayer. Prayer is the come.
Beauty It makes its first natural and unavoidable begin™
case of every man in the form of h,s contemplate^
of nature. A

I
men pray to their Creator but few of them fa*they do so. When the feeling ur the de.ire for Beaut,- hawakened in a natural way by our contemplation of the hthe Universe around us, we need to express it and there Iway of expressing it except by praying. The feeling the

desire for Beauty becomes stronger and grows withoiU «

1

continue to give it an adequate expression by praying nwe do not express it in tins way, which is the right way tL
it must have an expression of some kind, it is perver
diverted to wrong channels. The result is that sooner or 1

suffer from all the harm that must come to us as . conseqU
suppressing and misdirecting this desire of our nature.

It was said above that atheism is impossible A i

Professor James', the well-known psychologist, throw, soron this point.
«
It seemsJ > says Professor James> 1<that s

that Science may say or do to the contrary, men wfl Jnmpray to the end of time, unless their mental nature changes!manner which nothing we know should lead us to expect!
impulse to pray is a necessary consequence of the fact that atthe innermost of the empirical selves of a man is a self of the*
sort ^t it can find its adequate soaus (its great companion),
.deal world. Most men either continuously or occasionally^
reference to ,t in their breasts. The humblest outcast on thiSe

'

can feel himself to be real and valid by means of this ha
recognition. And, on the other hand, for most of us a wwMino such inner refuge, when the outer social self failed and d™from "s would be the abyss of horror. T say for most ofus7
t is probable that men differ a good deal in the degree fa ,they are haunted by this sense of an idea! spectator. It fa amore essential part of the consciousness of some men

others. Those who have the most of it are possibly AreUgKnis men But I am sure that even those who 'say
altogether without it dec«ve themselves and really have * ,
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whit is prayer if not an expression of the feeling of the

toes*, goodness and power or, to use only one word, the

If of a Crcaior All men pray at one rime or another m dieix

AII men, therefore, possess this feeling. That the impulse to

II universal is again an indication that it has its root in

Bfcingwhich is a part of our nature.

Unfortunately, we have not yet understood the real significance

Iff desire for prayer It is the most powerful and the most
flint urge of human life making its fust push for an outlet

|
die only channel that can offer it a free, full and continued

HtKKi. It is the desire for Beaut}' pressing for satisfaction. It is

Btsioad sign of nature leading to the road of happiness. It is

dice of nature calling man to freedom, progress and power. Tf

Men to this voice, it becomes louder, more eloquent and more
3tind talks out to us the secrets of existence, the meaning of
in life and the purpose of the Universe. Tf we stifle this voice,

lit ourselves up to error and ultimate distress and sorrow
l must persist so long as we do not listen to it again. We
M escape from ourselves; It is impossible for us to shed our
Mlurc.

I our ignorance, we deprive our initial feeling or desire for

J,
which is the result of our necessary contact with and

mplanon of Nature, of its adequate, natural expression in the
of prayers W e suppress it and try to kill it but it cannot be
It only drvens itself into other channels. No desire of our
ion be killed altogether unless it may be in the service of a

Wong desire of a higher order. When we refuse to express a

naturally, without seeking a substitute gratification in a

r desire, it is frustrated only in its nauiral form but manages to

xprcsston in other perverted ways which are unnatural and
m. A desire is a flow of energy; checked at one point it must
current of water) seek an outlet at some other point. If, on
It of the check, the energy of the impulse stops its flow and
ttbtcs like a pool of water, it is known as a repression or a
CX which is still more injurious. The desire for Beauty cannot
tlficcd for the sake of a higher desire, since we have no desire

than this. When it is denied its natural expression in the

of prayers, it is compelled to satisfy itself by means of
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substitutes, i.e., we take to other ideals leaving aside our a

the ideal of Beauty. As we violate our nature, we prepare

for our own future disappointments and miseries and, r

come, we return to praying once more. A man who dots nt

an unnatural and abnormal life. Me is either depriv ing his it:

desire of all satisfaction or is else feeling unreasonably intt

over-interested in certain things in which the urge of his 4
wrongly finding an expression. He is either already

anxious or wornes and anxieties are preparing to ovcr-1

Why do we pray when surrounded by

disappointments? The desire to pray is the natural desire <

for its own ideal Tt is not caused by a disappointment •

misfortune- It is always there but becomes attached to H

ideals. Whenever these wrong ideals play us false, as they nag

account of their unreal character and their incompatibility wflk

nature, the desire for prayer is disengaged and set free Wc

misused and misdirected it and now it finds the opportunity I

its own way. Misfortune consists in the inevitable, fa

detachment of this desire from an idea which proves unsamfi

to the self and the consolation and the satisfaction that wt<

from prayers is due to its reattachment to an idea that i

satisfactory to the self, that is, to the idea of the

Consciousness. Every misfortune is at bottom a sense of loi

on the part of self, caused by the failure of wrong ideals—

f

companions always. Whenever the self, having lost contact;

only "adequate socius" the Divine Consciousness or th

Ideal, seeks the company of a wrong ideal, its urge

unsatisfied, but this fact is discovered by the self only w

wrong, faithless companion has actually deserted it. The

this discovery a misfortune and feels it hard to bear,

juncture it has no course left open to it except to return to t

companion whom it had deserted in the beginning, owir

error. Thus we find a man in distress engaged in

Misfortune is notlamg to a man who does not break comp

the True Companion. Such a man has other companions

he always gives them their proper place. Their faithless d

already known and, therefore, when they fail him, he
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mntM i matter of course and is neither pained nor disappointed

^

The desire for prayer on the parr of a man overtaken by a

Mmtunc is not then the result of the misfortune. On the other
Md, it is the misfortune that is the result of a repressed and
frustrated desire for prayers which is a part of the nature of the self

ind vhch is always pressing for satisfaction. The cause of the
rafarninc is the nature of the selFs desire which cannot be
unshed by anything except by a perfect and permanent companion
lod which expresses itself normally and naturally in the form of

A misfortune is a blessing in disguise. If it is acute enough to

compel a man to return to his own ideal, it should serve to open
a Cits once and for ,ilJ But, unfortunately, we pray only in

difficulties and do not keep up our contact with the Right Ideal

amtmuously W e are too ready to take to wrong ideals not heeding
far the call of the only friend that is a friend in need. This is an
Wpitefulncss that harms nobody hut ourselves and indeed we pay
far it very dcarlv Contact with Consciousness must be maintained
tad developed continuously by means of strictly regular habits of
potm This is the only way in w hich we can protect ourselves
from the attraction of wrong ideals which are always ready to
mislead us into error and trouble.

Payer is the highest and the most valuable experience of man,
H IS the communion ot the human consciousness with its source,
the Dmnc Consciousness. It is the journey of self towards its

destination. It is the meeting of lovers long separated, lovers who
lite searched tor each other long and hard through ages of
evolution. The habit of praying, if continued, soon leads the self to

• great revelation The self feels calm, contented and peaceful as if

it has found all that it had wanted. T he communion of lovers
develops into a permanent alliance animated, inspired and
mengthened by an ever-increasing love and confidence. Every act
Of worship, in case it embodies an adequate expression of the
e&bag feeling ot Beauty, leads to a new glimpse of the beautiful
lad adds to the intensity and the strength of the feeling of Beauty.
Love goes on increasing in this way til] it develops into a powerful
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ideal swaying the whole life of the individual, reducing a

ideals to mere subservient ideas and depriving them ol

interrupt the free movement of the self towards the

They are successfully combated and subdued by the g
of the Right Ideal. The task is difficult and requires pa

effort, but this is a condition of every human achievement

Prayer involves an attitude of self-negation which is

to the selfs feeling of incompleteness in the presence ufits

and the consequent desire for completeness. Self-negation

effort for approach to the beloved and, therefore, results

in self-affirmation, power and confidence. Nothing a

sincere repentance expressed in an attitude of perfect

devotion and self-effacement and capable of bringing tears

eyes as profusely as possible, can bring the self to its own, s

only in this way that the self is able to shed the desires that

its own, the desires that are out of harmony with its nature. Th

the process of the selfs purification from tht lovi- oi u:idcsir.

ideals with which it has associated itself for some time and «
has loved erroneously, much to its own loss. This pr

necessary because the selfs store of love has to be made
for the Right Ideal The most suitable time for such an ab

tears is the last part of the night when conditions of quk|
and a complete detachment from the world are pi

favourable for concentrauon and inner effort.

The greater the self s freedom from the love of ideals wr

arc foreign to its real nature, the greater its approach to its t

ideal of Beauty With every fresh knowledge of Beauty the sdf

only adds to its own freedom but also to its own self-knowlcdg

becomes more and more self conscious, emerges out of us mm
wrappings and regains itself bit by bit The knowledge of the

and the knowledge of Beauty advance simultaneously, earn

forward the process of evolution, till self-consciousness achk

the loftiest heights possible to be achieved by the self m
physical world. When this happens the human consciousncH C

an irresistible pull of attraction towards its beloved, the

Consciousness and for a time feels one with it, as a needle

brought gradually towards a magnet is lifted by it auromati___

soon as it is sufficiently close to it As long as rhe self remaii
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* Mite—and it is only for a short rime that it remains in this

He—It forgets its own independence. It is no longer in touch

tfh tune and space because it is one with the Creator of both.

The experience is beyond all description. It marks the highest

ofaoofl and the fullest liberation of the self, Tt is the greatest, the

OH Mtoiicatmg and the most exhilarating joy known to man.

mother pleasure looks pale and insignificant by the side of it.

mlar but lesser joy gradually increasing was being experienced

r the evolving consciousness on its way behind, guiding it towards

flber effort by giving it hope and consolation and now here was

i culmtnauon So great is the joy that sometimes the lover does

ItWint to return from the state of bliss he has reached. But this is

wbediencc to the beloved and the result of it is the loss of mind,

le self loses contact with the world of matter because it does not

»t to maintain this contact The punishment is of its own choice.

* one lover not only knows that his role is thni of a servant but

0 that the highesi realization of his love will come only through

pict He submits to the beloved with the whole of his being,

Neb includes his faculties for action. 1 le approaches him not with

riew to losing himself but in order to regain himself to come to

iovn and to develop the best of his capacities for action. He

wkl rather be at a distance from the beloved in order to maintain

1 independence than approach him and lose it because that is the

if in which he can be (rue to his love. When rhc culminating

int of evolution is. therefore, reached, lie does noi I eel that he

iptsscd away into the embrace of the beloved but he feels that

r beloved has passed into his own embrace. With bun the

urate cxpcncnce is not that of a complete self-effacement but

It of a complete self-affirmation in which the independence of

f is fully maintained- He is able to have such a feeling at the

hat point of his progress because he maintains it and protects it

tfullv all along. This feeling is due to. his attitude of service and

km which became fixed and unshakable in the course of the

idopmcnt of his self consciousness, which of course took place

I gradual process I le looked upon his devotional exercises

oughout not as a source of pleasure w hich was an incidental gain

I is a source of power for acuon which was what he really

and. lbs principal source of pleasure was action and service. Me
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The Growth of

Self-Consciousness

e have seen that evolution has no other meaning
owpt the cvoluaon of ennscioushess-and that no new spec.es are
necessary tor tuture evolution which can now be continued
Wfctautdy by man. Consciousness having once obtained Us
Wdon, n the human form of life is now able to add to this
tatdom as much as it likes. It is also clear that the evolution of
twoansriess means the evolution of the knowledge of
piousness about itself. ' Whenever consciousness gains inWom. « gains also m self-knowledge and vice versa. Self-
xwciousness means the freedom of consciousness to know itself,

^consciousness, freedom ls knowledge and knowledge is

k^C

°TL°
USneSS iS

'
moreover

.
synonymous with the

taowledge of Beaut)- Consciousness knows itself in proportion as
«1bows Beautv and it knows Beauty in proportion as it knowsSdfWWgC and the knowledge of Beauty progress
"Wtaneously. With every fresh knowledge of Beautv the self is

t togn-e a further expression to its urge of love, to gam m its
treeaom and to unfold or evolve itself a little more The
t the standard of Beauty of a person's ideal, the greater is his
isciousness. further evolution depends upon our giving a"Wind nailer expression to the urge for ideals.
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Self-consciousness grows in man through a knowkdi
is other than the self.

IcnnTf
1 C°meS ,m0 the wor!d ^ has but

tnowlecfe
e
o htrnself and hi, surroundings. Graduallv £feel around him the presence of some objects and' £ <

£Toft°
come most into conract wth h- r< -

^

knows of his own existence and can say "I" This knowW
•s the begmnmg of self-consciousness. With the fetkno,
1 the urge of self begins to press itself The childr; f

"d m
,?

UIST 35 lf he is searcning tor somethinghkes or loves but wh.ch is not visible to him « theJurel something around here which is very good for me

,

IshaU 1* much to have„__thaf
. £ ^ mc.

know other things not really for the sake of those^order to know h^selj in relation to them, to know wha, j£eally likes or loves. As he gains in his knowledge ofthan htmsdf, he gams m his knowledge of himself
^

his attach

begmning ? ChlJd
'

S^ °f SGlf » «P*«

>

his attachment to objects capable of satisfy hi/iiJjdes.es of which the most important is the des.re IZ££1
- ^ stage ,n the growth of his self-consciousness.XI

growth of his self-consciousness-he begins ro apprecuT.unconsciously and later on consciously, I gKJ!s [ ^of some people around him, who arc at the outset his pateachers These people become the ideal of his J?gbecome hke them. He is happy when he B able toapproval and love, and unhappy when he is unable to do

TlZVr
5

'
ClrdC ° f^ nances is enlargedable to get a more general notion of greatness and goodnc

soaet T 10

T °' th°SC^ ^ "tendedS J™" ^
adm"CS °r bves ^nscioosly or unconsoThen he begins to seek the approval of such persons 2happy when he achieves „ and mlscrabIc^£^

refined T^T °f SOdal rda "°ns hls
°« *efined, improved and enlarged a htde more and hTcon ousness ,s correspondingly developed. This process,growth of self-conscrousness, with an ,mprovcd
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Wm cdt&ons
,
goes on for ever, sometimes slowly and at others

f*Uy At every step in the development of his self-consciousness

AcadmduiJ has an ideal, which is at the same tune the idea of the

kfheit Beauty known to him. But no ideal is able to meet the full

ftpracMS of the urge of self Every ideal, therefore, yields place
to mother one after some time. The individual really loves

Mdhiflg the bcaut>- of which excels that of every one of the

desk chosen by him from time to time. For some time he
deoofics the ideal chosen by him with rhe object of his real desire

hen toon disillusioned. As soon as one ideal loses its charm,
ic ttdmdual chooses another ideal more beautiful, than the

pram one, in the hope that it will satisfy his desire completely,

b this wiy his ideal rises in the scale of Beauty step by step all he
inches Ac Right Ideal which is the real desire of his self. The
knowledge of the Right Ideal, as we shall presendy see, has also a

mnc of evoluuon. This means that a person's idea of Beauty
continues to evolve for ever.

The evolution of ideals proceeds generally in accordance with

fobwing principles.

The self has a tendency to discard all ideals except one. It has

mm ideals in the beginning. For the child every instinctive desire

• id deal. It 15 only gradually that the approval of parents is valued
t* him m such a way that he feels the necessity of controlling some
of ha mitintnve desires not liked by them. When the child grows
»?nnvhe feels that there are other persons besides his parents,

tf,hts teachers, whom he can admire or love, A grown-up person
too remains under the influence of many ideals for some time. In

the beginning, these ideals are conflicting and inharmonious with
m mother. Gradually, they come into comparison with each
other in the light of his internal desire for Beauty with the ultimate

Wm that they are more and more superseded and controlled by a

m& all-powerful idea, which becomes the ideal of rhe self. A
pnoa feeling the influence of more than one ideal is very low in

ir standard of his self-consciousness.

The ideal shifts from the concrete to the abstract The self

jams for something of which the beauty is permanent and
vlmitrd A man whose ideal is his child, for example, must feel
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that he is sure to be miserable in case he should die. There

his saner moments he tries to fix his attention on somet)

permanent as a source of joy or consolation for himself
'

consolation can never be complete unless the ideal

completely abstract. In the above case the reason for the

dissatisfaction with his ideal is quite obvious but there is a

satisfaction in the case of all concrete ideals even if the

concrete-general, e.g. the love of children generally. The

that a concrete ideal, however much we may extend it, still

limited. No ideal except the Right Ideal is completely

Since the self is a social self and owes the knowledge of i

existence to its social relations, its ideal must always have a :

vague, conscious or unconscious, reference to a person Uh
its ideal takes the form of an approval of some person or

;

The self cannot love anything outside its concrete social

although its tendency is to love die abstract and to love it

more, the more abstract it is. Plato w^as right when he said

more abstract the beautiful, the more beautiful it is. When <

persons, we really love their abstract qualities. When their <

fail to satisfy us, we nun to other models with more

qualities. Thus even in the concrete the self loves the abstract

The ideal shifts also from the less perfect to the more

An ideal must be perfecdy satisfactory to us whether it has m
perfection or whether we attribute perfection to it owing to

error, otherwise it will not be chosen by us as an ideal at

Whenever we are dissatisfied with an ideal, we turn our love to

another idea, guided by our desire for perfection. Love is I

function of the self which the self must always perform. The self

desires to love as perrnanendy and as completely as it has the

capacity to love. It changes to a new ideal only when the existing

ideal is unable to give full scope ro this craving of the self, thai is,

when the ideal is found to be lacking in perfection. Love wants to

persist and grow and the self is, therefore, compelled to abandon

an ideal wThich does not permit the continuous growth of lo

Permanence is also a quality of perfection. An ideal which

permanence lacks perfection*

nuun

lo

Only that object or idea becomes the ideal of which the heauty

is actually felt and realized by the self and not merely understood
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Wkctuilly or remembered on the authority of another
n The idea! is Beauty and Beauty can be known by feeling
of by intellect It is quite possible thar we may understand
enuDy the greatness and excellence of one object and may
nd experience the greatness and excellence of a different
The ideal develops in perfection through the self's

ounce of its function of loving. Because die self loves, it

to know more and more what it should love. The sclfs
aige of itself and the knowledge of Beauty grow
ineously. The growth of the self-knowledge consists in the
»ng to know ever more and more what it is that is worthy
ove or capable of conducing to its greatest happiness and

ctv is
;
an indispensable instrument in the growth of self-

OMCiousncss. Social contacts engender and improve the idea of
Bouiy. Culture is the result of a refined idea of Beauty', developed
rough the extended knowledge of social surroundings. In the
lUence of society a human being will surely sink to the level of a
bnite

The transition of the self from one idea! to another may be
jte sudden or gradual. Many ideas exist side by s.de with the
deal competing for the place of the ideal. But as long as an idea
MKts the self most of all, n remains the ideal and alfother ideas
Wfaerve lt

. Whenever the ideal begnns to lose its attractiveness
•ome other idea begins to encroach upon the seJPs love and to
jpptir mote and more beautiful till the ideal is made to abandon
epcwition of a ruling ]dea in its favour and to assume a
bordmate role. If the rising of one idea and the lowering of
mother tn the self* estimate of Beauty is not simultaneous the
Condition ts known as a shock or. in mild cases, a worry. It is due
10 the fact that the urge of the self is thwarted and is' unable to
hive the expression (hat it was having As long as a person is

UMoletogct an equally auxactive substitute for a discarded ideal or
fa an ideal that has los, its charm, he feels dejected and depressed
mo may suffer Irom nervous diseases.

Every ideal prescribes a law which becomes the effecdve moral
Ode of the individual. F.vcry person has to observe a code of do's
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He reo,,ir« ,

5 S loV° tor the ldea l which is

m hi^ ^
"correctness of human conduct were arr-

ultimately acts an f ,

Ue for Potion
or u»»2r^^^g

0rh
7r ?

r ,esdn8
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H

discover whe!h„ JZZ dCVCl0pS
'

*e !df » 'b

the ideal is^ ^S i«
""^ " *

The external causes if .L- ? except perfe
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mi beauty oi" tts most important other, the World-Self. The way

for u a prepared bv the second stage in winch die tendencies of the

g|f press already towards an abstract, single, universal and Perfect

Heal and now by loving the World-Self the self finds it possible to

fir a complete expression to all these tendencies and add to its

mfacQon thereby. The selfs idea of its own existence is the

ONCOmcof its relation with society; therefore, while it remams in

second stage of self-consciousness, it cannot have an abstract

Uttl of this kind because by having such an ideal it would at once

lose contact with its social surroundings which is an impossibility.

The World-Consciousness alone provides us with an ideal which is

ataract, single, universal and perfect and at the same time social,

personal and living. This is the only ideal which satisfies completely

the urge of the self. The self, if it remains true to its nature,

dkottrs very soon that it is its own ideal, that it is the only ideal

winch is capable of giving it the greatest happiness and satisfaction.

Because the World-Self is hidden from our view, it is not, for

im reason, the less knowable than other-selves known to us. The

twin which 1 can know it, is not essentially different from the way

n which I can know, for example, one of my best friends. Every

idfts invisible to the eyes of our physical body, eyes which can see

ibr physical objects, and the World-Self is no exception to this rule.

The physical body of the human self is not the self; it is simply an

expression and an instrument of the self. I know my friend to be

what he is not because I see him, that is, his self, with these eyes,

which I cannot do, but because 1 see the signs of the activity of his

tdf and get a feeling or an intuition (not a perfectly rational, logical

Of scientific knowledge) that he is a self like me, capable of

thinking, behaving, responding, creating, loving and hating and not

merely a robot or an automaton. Thus my friend is hidden from my

ffcw as well as manifest to me; he is one and yet multiple by reason

of the multiple ways in which he expresses himself. T know that

which is one and hidden by means of that which is manifest and

multiple. Such is I he case with the World-Self too. It is one and

hidden, it is manifest and multiple, and we know the one and

hidden bv means of that which is manifest and multiple in the form

of nature or Universe.
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tnhV the idea of a Creator from its contemplation. All knowledge

of Reality lies within us. Nature only awakens it and then, if it is

permitted to have us natural course, it goes on adding to itself. It is

perfectly right to say that every knowledge of Divine

Consciousness thai we achieve is also the knowledge of our own

©MOOUsness To believe in the Creator is to believe in ones own self.

He Universe or Nature is alive and conscious because it is the

miaous activity of the World-Self. It is dynamic and progressive

tod not static or finished because change is a property of conscious

•dmr? Yet the Creator is not immanent in die Universe nor is a

tltor the whole of the Universe identical with Him. Just as I am

mm from the book 1 am writing, the Creator is apart from the

Universe of His creation. I express myself in this book but 1 am

DM this book because I can write many other books and do many

mho things besides. The Universe, however old it may be and

however long it may continue to exist, is but a moment in the life-

httory of the Creator who can and will create, for aught that we

Cao understand of Him, innumerable such or different worlds in

fanny His qualities arc eternal and must function eternally.

Yet, when 1 am wnring the book and the book is evolving, my

thought, my creative desire, my consciousness, in fact, 1 myself

nil ill my attributes and qualities, happen to be flowing in the

hook and pushing forward the process of its evolution. Similarly, as

Creator is evolving the Universe, His thought, His desire, His

comoousness. indeed He Himself, with all His qualities and

Htnbutes is there in the Universe pushing forward the process of

m evolution. As I am in the book that 1 am writing with all my

^tributes tn spite of being apart from the book; so the Creator is in

Ac Universe with all His attributes in spite of being apart from the

Uttterse It is in this sense that I have talked of the creative flow of

mumntts in the Universe throughout in this book. This point, a

faBer elucidation of which will be found in the analogy of the arUst

and the picture given in Chapter 3 of this book, resolves the

OWtroversv of the immanence and the transcendence of the

Creator

The whole of our knowledge of Divine-Consciousness, like

our knowledge of human consciousness, is not scientific or rational
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knowledge in the current sense of the word 'rationale .

the nature of a feeling, a sensitiveness, an intuition, a fad
direct vision. Feeling is not only knowledge but it is also did
kind of knowledge. Reason, no doubt, gives a spur to

feeling knows much more than mere reason can know. I
know only a part but feeling grasps the whole of an oh,
idea. How little is it realised that knowledge under the mU
which we mould the whole of our life is never purely

rational or intellectual! It is of the nature of a feeling's

intellect serves to direct this feeling more or less. We do
like to do and not what is reasonable or ratios

mathematically correct. Love and not logic is the guiding
of our life. The urge of human life, as we have seen, is love <

feeling of Beauty. Intellect cannot become an urge bee
cannot feel or know Beauty. A scientist can tell us how s

produced but he cannot tell us why a symphony is beautw
can calculate exactly the area covered by a picture, can explain

i

part is played by the rays of light, the retina, the optical nerve c

brain in observing it, or enumerate to the minutest de
shades of colours used in it, but he cannot say in whal i-
beauty of the picture consist. He may himself feel its beauty I

cannot demonstrate it logically or scientifically. The knowi
Beauty is open to feeling alone. It is outside the appro
rationality.

Feeling is the activity of the self as a whole; intellect is k
aspect of it. The self sees the whole while the intellect sees

|

part. Recendy the configuration or the gestalt school of ps/w
has laid stress on the importance of "the whole", "an ail"

totality" as knowable only by a direct vision or sensitives
picture or a symphony constitutes a whole which is much
than the sum of its parts and parts alone fall within the provtn
reason.

There is no doubt that intuition errs but that docs not u«
from its value because, finally, it is only intuition that does note
since it alone is capable of reaching the regions of that kno
which the self is ever demanding. The self wants and loves „
(mistaken or real) and to know Beauty we can only depend 4
feeling ultimately. Reason accompanies us for some time but 1
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The activity of feeling or intuition to know Bcautr
Consciousness is known as prayer. Prayer is the contemplate
Heauty^ It makes its first natural and unavoidable beginnings in
case of every man in the form of his contemplation of the
of nature. All men pray to theu Creator but few of them knu-
they do so. When the feeling or the desire for Beaurv has
awakened in a natural way by our contemplation of the
the Universe around us, we need to express it and there is

way of expressing it except by praying. The feeling, the
desire for Beauty becomes stronger and grows without a
conunue to give it an adequate expression by praying i
we do not express it in this way, which is the right way U,
it must have an expression of some kind, it is pervcrtca
diverted to wrong channels. The result is that sooner or later

suffer from all the harm that must come to us as a consequent*
suppressing and misdirecting this desire of our nature.

It was said above that atheism is impossible. A pa,
Professor James', the well-known psychologist, throws son
on this point. "It seems", says Professor James, "that in sptfl I

that Science may say or do to the contrary, men will continue
pray to the end of time, unless their mental nature chane
manner which nothing we know should lead us to expee
impulse to pray is a necessary consequence of the fact that
the innermost of the empirical selves of a man is a self of the
sort yet it can find its adequate socius (its great companion)
ideal world. Most men either continuously or occasional, c
reference to it in their breasts. The humblest outcast on this
can feel himself to be real and valid by means of this h
recognition. And, on the other hand, for most of us, a world -no such inner refuge, when the outer social self failed and dropped
from us, would be the abyss of horror. I say for most of us becaW
it is probable that men differ a good deal in the degree in wW
they are haunted by this sense of an ideal spectator. It i< a mud
more essential part of the consciousness of some men than ol

others. Those who have the most of it arc possibly the mo*
religious men. But I am sure diat even those who sav thev an
altogether without it deceive themselves and really have n in some
degree.
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What is prayer if not an expression of the feeling of the
fatness, goodness and power or, to use only one word, the
tawy of i Creator All men pray at one rime or another in their
mt M men, therefore, possess this feeling. Thar the impulse to
POT a universal is again an indication that it has its root in
mncthing which is a parr of our nature.

Unfortunately, we have not yet understood die real significance
four desire for prayer. It is ihe most powerful and the most

fapottam urge of human life making its first push for an outlet
•fang the only channel that can offer it a free, full and continued
quonon. It is the desire for Beauty pressing for satisfaction. It is

t crossroad sign of nature leading to the road of happiness. It is

wuce of nature calling man to freedom, progress and power. If
Wfaten to this voice, it becomes louder, more eloquent and more
Opfat ind talks out to us the secrets of existence, the meaning of
hnman life and the purpose of the Universe. If we stifle this voice,
wejrc ourselves up to error and ultimate distress and sorrow
•Inch must persist so long as we do not listen to it again. We
cannot escape from ourselves; It is impossible for us to shed our
on nature.

In our ignorance, we deprive our initial feeling or desire for
eauty, which is the result of our necessary contact with and
ontemplation of Nature, of its adequate, natural expression in the
fern of prayers We suppress it and try ro kill a but it cannot be
Med It only diverts itself into other channels. No desire of our
nature can be killed altogether unless it may be in the service of a
wDy strong desire of a higher order. When we refuse ro express a
tone naturally, without seeking a substitute gratification in a

g« desire, it is frustrated only in its natural form but manages toW expression in other pen-erted ways which are unnaniral and
junous. A desire is a flow of energy; checked at one point it must
[Be a current of water) seek an oudet at some other point. If on
munt of the check, the energy of the impulse stops its flow and
aunulates like n pool of water, it is known as a repression or a

complex which is still more injurious. The desire for Beauty cannot
Jtucnficed for the sake of a higher desire, since we have no desire
Jgher than this. When it is denied its natural expression in the
ban of prayers, it is compelled to satisfy itself by means of
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substitutes, i.e., we take to other ideals leaving aside

the ideal of Beauty. As we violate our nature, we p:

for our own future disappointments and miseries and when

come, we return to praying once more, A man who does notpiq

an unnatural and abnormal life. He is either depriving his stro

desire of nil satisfaction or is else feeling unreasonably inten

over-in teres ted in certain things in which the urge of his

!

wrongly finding an expression. He is either already womec

anxious or worries and anxieties are preparing to over-take hii

Why do we pray when surrounded by difficulties

disappointments? The desire to pray is the natural desire of tt

for its own ideal. It is not caused by a disappointment

misfortune. It is always there but becomes attached to

ideals. Whenever these wrong ideals play us false, as they i

account of their unreal character and their incompatibility \

nature, the desire for prayer is disengaged and set free W«

misused and misdirected it and now it finds the opportunity i

its own way* Misfortune consists in the inevitable, h

detachment of this desire from an idea which proves i

to the self and the consolation and the satisfaction that 1

from prayers is due to its reattachment to an idea that is 1

satisfactory to the self, that is, to the idea of the Dffld

Consciousness. Every misfortune is at bottom a sense of SoneJtoed

on the part of self, caused by the failure of wrong ideals— taithla

companions always. Whenever the self, having lost contact withl]

only "adequate socius" the Divine Consciousness or the

Ideal, seeks the company of a wrong ideal, its urge

unsatisfied, but this fact is discovered by the self only when

wrong, faithless companion has actually deserted it The self

this discovery a misforrune and feels it hard to bear At

juncture it has no course left open to it except to return to its

companion whom it had deserted in the beginning, o\i

error. Thus we find a man in distress engaged in

Misforrune is nothing to a man who does not break com

the True Companion. Such a man has other companions

he always gives them their proper place. Their faithless c
L

already known and, therefore , when they rail him, he
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cm! as a maucr of course and is neither pained nor disappointed

The desire for pravcr on the part of a man overtaken by a

mafcrtunc is not then the result of the trus fortune. On the other

fond. M is the misfortune that is the result of a repressed and

faatratcd desire for prayers which is a part of the nature of the self

and which is always pressing for satisfaction. The cause of the

misfortune is the nature of the selfs desire which cannot be

ittnficdbv anything except by a perfect and permanent companion

and whtch expresses itself normally and naturally in the form of

A misfortune is n blessing in disguise. If it is acute enough to

compel a man to return to his own ideal, it should serve to open

hti crcs once and for all. But, unfortunately, we pray only in

WBcultics and do not keep up our contact with the Right Ideal

DOUtmuously. W e are too ready to lake to wrong ideals not heeding

for the call of the only friend that is a friend in need. This is an

^gratefulness that harms nobody but ourselves and indeed we pay

for it vcrv dearlv Contact with Consciousness must be maintained

nd developed continuously by means of strictly regular habits of

wren. This is the only way in which we can protect ourselves

bom the attraction of wrong ideals winch are always ready to

nillead us into error and trouble.

Prayer is the highest and the most valuable experience of man.

It is the communion of the human consciousness with its source,

the Divine Consciousness, it is the journey of self towards its

fcftktttion. It is the meeting of lovers long separated, lovers who

bavc searched for each other long and hard through ages of

evolution The habit of praying, if continued, soon leads the self to

I great revelation. The self feels calm, contented and peaceful as if

t has found all that it had wanted. The communion of lovers

Icrcbps into a permanent alliance animated, inspired and

Wrengthcned by an ever-increasing love and confidence. Every act

jf worship, in case it embodies an adequate expression of the

Existing feeling of Beauty, leads to a new glimpse of the beautiful

mdadds to the intensity and the strength of the feeling of Beauty.

Loir goes on increasing in this way till it develops into a powerful
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ideal swaying the whole life of the individual, reducing nil prtmJ
ideals co mere subservient ideas and depriving rhcm of pt^|
interrupt the free movement of the self towards [he Right III
They are successfully combated and subdued bv the growingll
of the Right Ideal Tlie task is difficult and requir, p a.:

effort, but this is a condition of every human achievement

Prayer involves an attitude of self-negation which isA I
ro the selfs feeling of incompleteness in the presence of its bck*3
and the consequent desire for completeness. Self negation it

effort for approach ro the beloved and, therefore, results ulo

in self-affirmation, power and confidence. Nothing shot
sincere repentance expressed in an attitude of perfect hi

devotion and self-effacement and capable of bringing tears „,

eyes as profusely as possible, can bring the self to its own, since

only in rhis way that the self is able to shed the desires that

its own, the desires that are out of harmony with its nature,

the process of die selfs purification from the love ut und
ideals with which it has associated itself for some rime and
has loved erroneously, much to its own loss. This pt„
necessary because the selfs store of love has to be made
for the Right Ideal. The most suitable time for such an al

tears is the last part of the night when conditions of qtlidjj

and a complete detachment from the world are

favourable for concentration and inner effort.

The greater the selfs freedom from the love of ideals

are foreign to its real nature, die greater its approach to it

ideal of Beaum With every fresh knowledge of Reaun the >c,

only adds to its own freedom but also to its own sell-knnwlcd
becomes more and more self conscious, emerges out of its ma
wrappings and regains itself bit by bit. The knowledge of
and the knowledge of Beauty advance simultaneously, c„
forward the process of evolution, till self-consciousness' ach
the loftiest heights possible to be achieved bv the self m
physical world. When this happens the human consciousness
an irresistible pull of attraction towards its beloved, the I

Consciousness and for a time feels one with it, as a needle wh
brought gradually towards a magnet is lifted by it automat
soon as it is sufficiendy close to it. As long as rhe self rer
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(ho mte—and it is only for a short time that it remains in this

m tf forgets its own independence. It is no longer m touch

with tone and space because it is one with the Creator of both.

Thecxpenencc is beyond all description. It marks the highesr

croboon and the fullest liberation of the self. Tt is the greatest, rhe

WW intoxicating and ihe most exhilarating joy known to man.

Bm other pleasure looks pale and insignificant hy the side of it.

A umilar but lesser joy gradually increasing was being experienced

far the evolving consciousness on its way behind, guiding it towards

farther effort by giving it hope and consolation and now here was

Mi culmination. So great is the joy diat sometimes the lover does

WtwiMto return from the state of bliss he has reached. But this is

dwobedtence to the beloved and the result of it is the loss of mind.

The self loses contact with the world of matter because it does not

Wit to maintain this contact. The punishment is of its own choice.

The true lover not only knows that his role is that of a servant but

ibo that the highest realization of his love will come only through

Kmc*. He submits to the beloved with the whole of his being,

which includes his faculties for action. He approaches him not with

i new to losing himself but in order to regain himself, to come to

htt own and to develop the best of his capacities tor action. He

mid rather be at a distance from the beloved in order to maintain

Imi independence than approach him and lost-: it because that is the

wit m which he can be true to his love. When the culminating

point of evolution is, therefore, reached, he does not feel that he

hts passed away into the embrace of the beloved bur he feels that

die beloved has passed into his own embrace With him the

ultimate experience is nor that of a complete self-effacement but

that of a complete self-affirmation in which the independence of

self ts fully maintained. He is able to have such a feeling at the

highest point of his progress because he maintains it and protects it

carefully all along, *1 nis feeling is due to, his attitude of service and

SCtion which became fixed and unshakable in the course of the

development of his self- consciousness, which of course took place

br I gradual process lie looked upon his devotional exercises

throughout not as a source of pleasure which was an incidental gain

but as a source of power for action which was what he really

desired His principal source of pleasure was action and service. He
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was a ways acting with the whole of his ever-increasing strJ
w.n the favour »f ,hc beloved and his attention was, ,h«I
concentrated throughout on ihe pleasure he derived fromi3
his service than from his mere company. In fact, with «~
was the most pleasant form of company of the belo
such a true lover reaches the state of his highest self-d
it is not a state of complete sclf-obliviousness but rather
complete self-consciousness. So deeply is he absorbed ,n
of the Creator, at certain times, that he cannot help feeline
is the Creator himself. But he does not identify himself
Creator and always knows that such a feeling is no more
error engendered by his intense love. A p,eCe of iron k;-'
for sometime does not lose its identity but it becomes 1
red that it is difficult to distinguish it from the fire in w'
placed. So, tn the periods of its intense love for the Cr
loving self does not lose its identity but still find* it d
distinguish itself from the Creator. Such periods are ho

1

long. The lover wants to return to his real position as a

servant and, therefore, returns to it soon. The self m his
deeply into the sea of its own knowledge but rises to the
again ready to direct the knowledge so gained to its er
scmce of the beloved. Soaked with beauty' a;K l power he is Ut
to lead a dynamic life which becomes the wonder of humamtfl

The true lover feels a joy in winning the beloved's pleastj
means of sendee thai is in striving to approach him u;l u thaa,
approaching him actually and finally. A sense of ac- [ ,npra»Jmeans the end of further progress and further sooner, 2
really there can be no end to the lover's progress or approach Th|demand of his love is to seek the beloved for ever without rudd
htm. He knows that the actual approach, should it come |3
dimimsh hts joy and he, therefore, trie, to keep apart from ik
beloved, so that he may ever have the unique joy of winning hi
pleasure and gaining his nearness by action and effort HemnKB
keep apart in order that he may ever continue to appro*
conflicting needs which he reconciles by finding ever frel
opportunities for service and action and such opportunitie. catnever be lacking as long as the world does not reach its pertectw.
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Of as long as there arc other selves who have yet to attain to their

tfhest sclf-consciousness.

A living cell in an organism has two capacities. Firstly, it is a

complete individual, a complete organism In itself and must
function for the maintenance of its own health and growth.

Secondly, it is a part of a whole which is the whole organism. Its

health depends upon the health of the organism and the health of
the organism depends upon it. If it is sufficiently healthy itself it

pane* on its health to the organism and thereby gams in health

itself It cannot be perfectly healthy unless the whole organism is

bolthjr. Similarly, every human self has two capacities. It is a

complete individual by itself and at the same rime it is a part of a

whole which is ultimately the whole of the human society. A
human 5elf can, therefore, reach its ultimate perfection not
ndindually but only in the whole of which it is a part. The ultimate

destmanon ot even- self is not only its own highest evolution but
ako the highest evolution of the whole of the human race. An
anient lover, therefore, docs not feel contented with his own
wdmdual achievements. He does not feel satisfied with himself

nets he is doing all that he can, to aid the evolution of the whole
of the human race. Every effort that he puts forth in order to aid

devolution of the rest of humanity enables him to satisfy a hit

more of the urge of his consciousness and to add further to his

own sdf-consaousness tn his capacity as an individual, and this

process can continue indefinitely.

The urge of human consciousness is not only to reach its own
perfection but also to bring the whole of humanity to a perfection

because the urge of human consciousness is the same as the urge

of Dtvtnc Consciousness. The divine manifestation or realisation

can never reach its completeness or perfection in a single isolated

mdmduaL The perfection of the whole of the human society and
not that of a single individual is the ideal of the Creator. The true

bftr, therefore, changes the world by action so as to make it suit

more and more the common purpose of his beloved as well as his

0*0- His action is creative action like the action of his beloved, the

Creator, because it is directly and consciously helpful to evolution
and conforms to the purpose of creation. He functions in

accordance with his proper role as the deputy of the Creator on
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earth. It is such a man who achieves a real union with the Creator

because he acts in a way in which the Creator would act Himself U

is the purpose of the Creator that takes a human shape in his

person and becomes active in the world. We shall come across

such a person as a Moses, a Christ or a Mohammad. He appears as

a reformer who knows where reform is needed or as a preacher

struggling against ignorance or as a martyr sacrificing himself for

the victory of truth or as a general fighting the war of justice and

peace or as a political leader opposing the rule of tyranny and

oppression or, more commonly, as an ordinary man of the world,

not lesser than any of the heroes mentioned above, who sets A

worthy example to other men by leading a life of industry, honesty,

patience and righteousness in the face of difficulties, But a hero

inspired by the love of his Creator is not to be confused with other

heroes, who display dieir heroism in the service of wrong ideals.

His sacrifices alone are directed to the right end and count tor

anything directly useful to humanity.

"Love" transforms the whole life of an individual A lover teds

real and immortal. I le is filled with hope, courage and confidence.

He feels perfectly at home in this world. In him alone can we find a

high personality or even a genuinely good character. He is coloured

deeply in the attributes of his Creator. He is kind and generous to

all human beings of all colours, castes, creeds and nationalities. He

is truthful, upright, brave, merciful, strong, independent, self-

respecting, courteous, social, magnanimous and forbearing. The

reason is that fear which is the cause of all vices leaves him once

for all. What is the cause of fear? We fear when we think we may

not get what we desire. When we are dominated by fear we resort

to lies, treacheries, diplomacy, deceit, fraud, malice, flattery, [heft,

murder, cowardice and cruelty. The lover need have no fear since

his only desire is the pleasure of the beloved. Like other human

beings, he desires to have a nice share of the good things of this

world but since all such desires arc subordinate to his one desire —

the pleasure of the beloved—he wants to get them bv right

methods, that is, methods consistent with the pleasure of the

beloved or not at all. He alone, by the way, knows what is right and

what is wrong. Without slackening his efforts he is confident that

he will continue to get everything that the beloved desires and
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bcrood thai he wants nothing. The desire of the beloved is his own

tlewc. So what should he fear except fear itself and the resulting

vkt. Mis only fear is the displeasure of the beloved and that

Kfeves him of every other variety of fear. His only love is the

pleasure of the beloved and that relieves him of all other loves.

Eib the true emancipation of the self and this alone can ennoble

it character or raise the personality of the individual.

A self-conscious man cannot be a slave. Self-consciousness

ad slavery arc terms incompatible with each other. Self-

COMOOUsncss means a perfect freedom to act. It is possible only

«ta the self is acung under the single, unmixed influence of its

own ideal, while slavery imposes ideals of its own. As soon as a

idf-consaous man begins to act, or is restrained from acting,

udct the influence of another ideal, he is no longer self-conscious.

He is a slave. He will maintain his freedom as well as his self-

conwousness only if he comes into a conflict with the ideal which

» foreign to his nature and which interferes with his activities in

the service of his own ideal. In this conflict he must continue to

6ght tdl he wins a victory for himself even if it involves the loss of

his life The moment love ceases to grow, it ceases to exist. A lover

who disobeys a definite demand of his love of which he has

become conscious is not a lover at all. Love cannot grow and

cannot even exist if it makes a compromise with any of its

obstacles It must meet and destroy them. The self wants to be

nfcd only by a single desire—that for its own ideal. With the

attention of this desire, all other desires have to be combated and

subdued. Whenever the self is able to rule for the sake of its ideal, a

desire which was ruling it once, it grows in self-consciousness

evolves itself, becomes free and gains in strength. The freedom and

the Strength so gained are used again for overcoming more

obstacles and thus by removing its bonds and fetrers of slavery one

after the other u grows in self-consciousness. The self evolves in

Oder to rule even-thing except its own ideal by which it loves to be

ruled itself because, as long as it continues to be ruled by other

idols, It is not free to love, adore and obey its own ideal.

Slavery can be due only to a wrong love or, which is the same

thing, to a wrong fear. Sometimes the wrong love may be only the

low of the body and its desires and the wrong fear may be only the
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fear of death and physical inconvenience. Ultimately, all kinds 4
J

slaveiy are due to internal causes which means wrong loves ix

wrong fears. No one can be a slave unless he accepts to bcaslml

and no one can accept to be a slave unless he has the lovcofl

wrong ideal. The love of every wrong ideal is a covering of mmr
wrhich the self needs to outgrow.

The complete liberation or the highest consciousness of il
self should not be considered as an achievement of some persoa]

gifted with special faculties developed bv special exercises id

activities or as a peculiarity of certain mystics or rcfigious-rrwAi

or eccentric people who devote their life ro worship and prefer ft]

remain out of touch with the world. It is the achievement ofJ
self that functions normally and naturally, Every self is similar ft

every other self in its functions and qualities, liver}' self has rhe

same urge for Beauty. Every self must, therefore, reach the same

destination if it is able to have a smooth wav for itself. The goalof

the highest self-consciousness is the inevitable goal to whichJ
self is driven consciously or unconsciously, willingly or unwiUindrJ

by the forces of its own nature, which, since this nature i]

permanent, must continue to operate even beyond death. Vice*

delay it, if we choose, at a huge cost to ourselves, but \vc carina

escape it ultimately. But why should we try to escape it? It is ill rJur

we really desire; everything else that we desire is only a mistikau

unsatisfactory * ibstitute for it which we are bound to discarfl

sooner or later, and the sooner we discard it the better.

Ever}- self can attain to as much of its own consciousness id

liberation as is possible for it to attain in this physical world. But

just as the intellectual capacities of men vary, their capacities for

love also vary. All men can learn and become educated but son*

are abler dian others and some are geniuses gifted with onginiH

and creative intellects. Similarly, in some gifted persons

consciousness attains to such lofty heights of its own knowledge

that through them it is able to dictate its own law to the world

These persons, known as prophets, are the spiritual leaders of on
race in whom the liberation of consciousness achieves crcairo

results. Their guidance is a great blessing for mankind because it

puts a stagnating world once again on the road of progress and

prosperity, spares it from the hardships of seeking the truth by
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dangerous method of trial and error and inspires it with hope,

power and confidence. It is only from such persons that we can

acquire an adequate knowledge of human nature, of the real desires

of the self and the ways and means of their satisfaction as well as of

our errors and slips and the manner in which they may be avoided.

The subject of prophcthood will, however, be discussed more fully

m mother chapter of this book.

Men who attain to the highest liberation of the self are not

peculiar unworldly people but they are, as a matter of fact, the real

IPOfkfly-wisc practical men who alone are able to make the most of

thctr worldly life in all its aspects. They live the richest, the fullest

and the most abundant life possible because they alone know the

nght and the wrong of everything not merely in theory but in

practice They are free from doubts and fears because they are

inspired by a single ideal which they love with all the love of which

the? ire capable. They alone are able to enjoy their worldly life to

the fullest extent. They get the maximum out of it and make the

most of it because their urge to love is completely and permanently

unified. Love, permanent and full, alone is the joy of life.

In the stale of its own highest consciousness the self becomes

free from the shackles of what is known as determinism.

Determinism is nothing but the purpose of the Creator working in

mm and the Universe. In the case of a man who is yet struggling

fbf the freedom of his consciousness, the purpose of the Creator

which is the cause of His free, creative activity in the Universe, is

Id external force acting on the will. But in the case of a man who
has attained to the highest liberation of the self, the purpose of the

World-Self ceases to be an external force and becomes identical

with the will of the man himself. It becomes his own freely chosen

and chenshed desire. The man becomes a co-worker with the

Dmnc-Sclf towards an end which is desired as much by him as by

the Dmnc-Self. Tins does not mean that the human self merely

lubmits to the compulsion of the Divine-Self willingly because it

cannot do otherwise or that it makes this purpose its own because

it finds that it has no alternative but to reconcile itself to it. It

means much more than this. Not only docs the human self

reconcile itself to the purpose of the Creator, but the Creator too

reconciles Himself to the purpose of the human self so that
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whatever it wills comes to pass. The human self at the highest

of its self consciousness works not only with the purpose

Creator but also with the power of the Creator behind it It"

conscious activity of the Creator that flows into the channel

assumes the form of the conscious activity of the human self

to the extent to which it is so, that is, to the extent the human

is carrying out the purpose of the Creator, the powers

Creator lie at its disposal. The Divine-Self is, in a way, reli

the human self of a portion of its task of creation. Yet it is

Creator who really acts through the agency of the human self,

human self does for the Creator what die Creator would have

for Himself and the Creator does for the human self m
human self would have done for itself.

The process of evolution is the process by means of

consciousness is expressing itself, that is, its powers

possibilities in creation. This process is pushed forward by

drive or the urge of consciousness. To the extent consc

has not yet been able to express itself in matter at any

depends upon its own hidden powers to carry on the pr
evolution, and to the extent it has been able to express i

matter, it depends upon its powers, expressed in ma
continue this process. Similar is the process of the evolu

J

consciousness at the animal as well as at the human stage,

animal stage consciousness expresses itself in the form of]

organisms and to the extent it is able to express itself in them

is represented by conscious creatures on earth, it makes

those creatures, that is, of its own powers expressed or mar

in those creatures, to serve its purpose of future evolution. To

extent the creature serves this purpose, its efforts favour

potentialities of consciousness and coincide with its unseen

To that extent, therefore, the creature progresses and evolves

thereby draws into itself and manifests in itself the hidden

of consciousness. To the extent the creature's efforts run

to the potentialities of consciousness or to its secret purpose,

unable to progress and evolve and is, therefore, left to 1

gradually- The efforts of the creature only bring the latent

consciousness into play more and more so that the creature
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mkt only in a direction which is consistent with the potentialities

In the human stage of evolution too, as the self-consciousness
<rfi man develops, consciousness expresses itself in him more and
Oft- To the extent consciousness has not yet been able to express
«etf in man it depends upon its own hidden powers to push on
the process of evolution. But to the extent to which it expresses
ttetf tn the growing self-consciousness Q f man, it makes use of
mm. that is, of its own powers expressed in him to serve its

purpose of future evolution. A man is able to serve this purpose to
*e extent to which he is self-conscious and to the extent to which
ktmcs tt, his efforts favour the potentialities or the purpose of
OWaousness and coincide with its unseen efforts. To that extent,
ntfore, he ts able to evolve and make further additions to his
idkonsaousness. But to the extent he is unable to serve this
pwpoic, he is unable to progress and evolve; he is acting immorally
Mdhtt efforts run counter to the purpose of the Creator and to
ike potentialities of consciousness.

When 2 man reaches the highest stage of his self-

consciousness, consciousness expresses itself in him to such an
cant that a pari of its hidden powers becomes manifest m mm.
Ite stage is achieved generally during the time of prayers or
contemplation for a short period of time, but has a tendency to
mm as often as one makes an effort. Just as in the case of the
Dmne-Sclf, to think or to desire is to create, similarly in the case of
a human self that has reached the highest stage of self-

CWBaousncs^ that is, a stage where a man is able to share the
p*pose of the Creator consciously, to think or to desire is to
<Wtc This accounts for rhe miracles of Christ and other prophets
m also for the efficacy of the prayers of those men who have
attained to the highest degree of self-consciousness At this stage
mm becomes perfectly free. He outgrows the limitations of fate
wd determinism and whatever he desires comes to pass. But the
desires of a self-conscious man are different from the desires of
ordinary human beings.

We should not look upon praying as a curious, awkward or
unfashionable sort of activity. It is an activity of the highest order
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since it is the search for Beauty. The activity of a scientist \

in the search of truth is directed to the same end and is cs

of the same nature. The only difference between the wo.

and the scientist is that while the former comes into contact

the Reality as a whole, the latter sees only a fraction of it

must be looked upon rather as an indication of culture and a

of civilisation. The act of a man busy with his pray

fundamentally of the same character as that of a man s

beautiful picture. Only in the former case, since the act mvo

contemplation of Ideal Beauty, the pleasure is capable of«£

to the highest point, while in the latter case it has a limit 1

reached very soon, But this is true only of the highest

prayer which is an expression of a genuine feeling of Beauty*

which is not merely a sort of begging.

It is well known that the appreciation of Beauty in a

object, e,g., a picture, is an active process which itself conti

to the nature and intensity of the experience. This accounts for

great differences in the appreciation of the beauty of an otr

the same person at different times or by different persons

same time. When this activity of consciousness is directed

understanding the source of beauty itself, it is known as

You can increase your feeling of the Beauty of Conscious?

your love of Ideal Beauty by regular pravers just as vou

intensify your appreciation of the beauty of a picfl

contemplation. What you appreciate in a picture is not the p
1

object made up of the colour or canvas but the meaning be"

which is the total impression of beauty that the artist has ac

The nearer you approach to this impression, the greater is

appreciation of Beauty. The meaning in the case of pfi

represented not by line or colour but by the words which

the attributes of Beauty. The appreciation of Beauty thro

symbols of words should not be a less interesting affair

appreciation through the symbols of line, curve or colour

The attitude of submission or self-negation is a necessary

of the act of worship, but even this is not peculiar to worship,

contemplation of Beauty always involves an attitude of subn

which is an automatic result of the attraction of the beautiful:

and the desire to approach it or seek a closer contact with it
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attitude is easily discernible in our contemplation of the beauty of a

picture

In the case of prayer the attitude of submission or sclf-

ocgation is amplv rewarded by a sense of completeness, pride,

power and confidence which is a direct result of it.

The hourth Stage in the development of self-consciousness

begins at the death of the physical body. The self is immortal. It

cannot die because it is the only reality in the Universe. It is the self

thii creates the body and not the body that creates the self The
idf incarnates itself in matter in order to find a scope for struggle

which is its life \Xlien it has conquered matter and achievcet the

muomum of its progress which ir could have achieved by means of

opposing matter, it no longer requires a body for its future

progress It becomes independent of the bodv just as at one time it

became independent ot a new species for its future development.

There was a time in its evolution when it freed itself from the

famtanons of physical laws and appeared in the form of a living

mtoftomous cell. In the next stage it freed itself from the

compulsion of instincts. I'

;
inally, it may free itself entirely from

Jtlterand yet continue to progress. Dcadi marks die beginning of

• flew stage, only one in millions of stages, in the career of life. It

his passed through innumerable such stages in the past from the

bfgmnmgol creation till the present times.

The scli has ever gone on and on and there is no reason to

rank that it will stop its forward march at what is known as death.

To do so will he contrary to its nature, as we have known it so far.

And why should it stop? Much remains to be achieved vet The
Beauty that it was seeking all along is unlimited. It may have

enriched itself much with that Beauty no doubt but it can continue

Id enrich itself with it more and more for ever. The self, however
touch it may have progressed in the world, has not yet reached the

maximum of its own consciousness. It can assimilate more of light

The progress achieved by the self in the third stage assures its

•booth progress in the fourth stage. This smooth progress is the

pf of Paradise It is a continuation of that jov, due to a sense of
completeness, which the devoted self was able to achieve m this
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Ethics

TJL he whole problem of Fthics becomes easy when we
realise that if is rht ideal that creates the distinction

between right and wrong. An individual knows that he must do

certain things and avoid doing certain dungs in order to achieve his

ideal. Some actions are wrong and some right with respect to every

ideal and, therefore, every ideal prescribes its own ethical code or

There arc as many systems of morality as there are ideals and

etch system must he considered as correct relatively to the ideal of

which it is the product The mural systems of Machiavelii and

Lenin which we dislike are really demanded by the ideals of these

philosophers—the Start in flu case of. one and Communism in the

CMC of the other. Because theu ideals arc wrong, the moral systems

mulling tmm them are also wrong. Since there is one ideal that is

qght, there is one ethical system that is right. The law of the Right

Ideal is the Right Lthical Law and all other ethical laws are wrong.

Whether an ideal is right or wrong, its law is followed by a

person willingly and easily on account of the force of the ideal's

fart, and the greater his love for the ideal the easier it is for him to

act morally in relation to it. Moral action requires an effort of the

Will only when another impulse is competing with the ideal and

absorbing a poruon of the selfs love \ person who is swayed by

an intense love foi an ideal feels an irresistible impulse to act
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morally in relation to that ideal. The moral law of a wrong idealb I
no permanent value since the ideal on which it is based is i&dfl

transitory. While every other code of morality is followed only bl
the sake of the ideal that creates it, the law of the flight I^H
followed not only for the sake of the ideal but also for its ownstfl
since, unlike all other moral systems, it is a part of the urgeof™
self and, when obeyed, gives satisfaction by itself. Ti is a partofod
nature. It is based on the attributes of self. Because self is BoM
all attributes that are attractive to us or that we love and admaeJ
our best, are the attributes of self. They can be described byu
word, Beauty. All actions to which these attributes apply, accord*]

to the judgment of the acting self, are moral and the revere

immoral. These attributes belong to the W ork! Self in „.

perfection and to the human self to the extent lo which they can

M

revealed through the growth of self-consciousness.

The moral law of the Right Ideal, being die law of self, is dl
deepest nature and the innermost desire of human consoomneal

It appeals to our narure, has a permanent value and, therefore,!

alone deserves the name of the Moral Law. Since it is detenr

by the nature of the self, it has nothing to do with die utjl

biological, empirical, socialistic or odier external, artifidi

materialistic standards of morality. Every other system of mod
besides it has its source in one of the wrong ideals, co

conflict with our nature and fails to give us die fullest saL_

although we may continue to follow it even willingly tor the J

the ideal we may have set before us.

When a person having a wrong ideal wants to follow i

Law it is very difficult for him to do so in spite of the fa

there is in his nature an urge pressing him towards it. The re

that the love of the wrong ideal interferes with and perve

moral judgments so that his effort to act morally does no

than produce an acdon which is required by the wrong
although he must persuade himself as well as others to belie

it is perfectly moral. The love of the wrong ideal that

exposes him to an error of judgment. He misinterprets the .

Law under its influence whether he knows it or not. If we s

that good character depends upon the observance of the ,

the Right Ideal, then it is impossible to expect a really
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dwr icr from a man who is devoid of a strong love for his

Creator. In the case of such a man there is always some other love

impairing the validity of his moral judgments and undermining the

nobthrv of his character, although he is gcncrallv unconscious of
this ' ct This explains why persons having different ideals give

different meanings to justice and mornlm and become ready lo

tike up arms against each other sincerely in the name of" justice or

morality A person following a wrong law cannot derive full moral
ntafaction from his actions because his moral actions are

determined by his wrong love and come into con flier with the urge

of his nature. He is immoral although the society may declare him
ID be innocent and may even praise him for his actions, because he
if not obeying the law within.

*

Only that person whose ideal is the Rjght Ideal is free to act

Morally. Every other person is led away from the path of morality,

whether he means it or not, by the force of his wrong love. I:\ en in

the case of ihe llight Ideal die moral judgments of different

persons may vary because all mav not have an cejiial realisation of
the ideal's beauty Correct moral judgments arc possible only at a

high sia^e of the development of self-consciousness. At lower
stages ot self-consciousness the moral judgments of persons are

marred by impulses which still remain unconquered.

'Ihe extent to which the moral judgment ol ,i person mav be
nght depends upon the strength of his love for the Right Ideal or,

which comes to the same thing, upon the strength of the impulses
which interfere with the impulse for the Right Ideal. If our love of
the Right Ideal is strong enough ro defeat all other impulses, then

our moral judgments will be correct .Also, in this case, it. will be

easier to act up to those judgments. As long as our love for the

Right Ideal remains weak, other impulses besides those of the ideal

must continue to influence our judgments and impair their validity.

A strict adherence to the moral code is an essential condition

of anv progress oi sell-consciousness by means of worship in the

manner outlined in the previous chapter. The reason is that the self

evolves bv ihe continuous growth and constant strengthening of
love, and love grows and gains in strength bv expression in all

possible ways fu express it only in worship at certain hours of the
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day or night and not in our actions which occupv the
f

portion of our time is a case of mutual contradiction. In m
our acuons in our daily life are not being determined bv fa I

the Right Ideal, they are surely being determined by the lov

wrong ideal, which is having expression and, therefore,^
and gaining in strength at the expense of the Right Love fta
the absence of moral action, worship must have the opposite re*

A man who offers regular prayers but does not submit to I
ethical discipline is like a man who travels for two hours tn

direction and for ten hours in the opposite direction. He must!
recede farther and farther from his destination. Only that per

can maintain and add to the benefit derived from regular pravcr

the form of a growing self-consciousness who leads a strictly'

life. Like worship, moral action is an expression of love as i

means of its growth. Both worship and moral action are as

forms of love. They are methods of seeking Beauty. Kacli

these two forms of love supports die other. A man who loves I

Creator must love fits qualities and, therefore, he will not onlr I
worship Him but also express His qualities in action. In othef I
words, he will lead a moral Life.

Wrong impulses continue to exist side bv side with the tmpuk I

for the Right Ideal always. In the eariiei snges ot~ the growth of I

self-consciousness they are very powerful* and often compete I

successfully with the impulse for the Right Ideal. Therefore, eveni I

sincere and devoted worshipper finds it difficult to submit htmsdf

to a strict moral discipline in the beginning. But even a small I

amount of initial success which the self is able to achieve ma]
moral efforts adds immensely to the benefit i w-juld have tlcnvd 1

from mere worship; ir raises the level of its sc' '-consciousness ad
thereby makes further moral effort easier. As the self gains in self

consciousness by the mutual support and co-opt rnnon .it worship

and moral action in this way, moral action bee. noes ever easier and !

easier for it, till when the highest stage u* scl f-consciousness il
reached it finds that its impulse- for moral actum has beam*
irresistible. Worship and moral action going hand in hand lead to

an ever greater and greater evolution of the self Verv soon m the

course of its progress the self attains to a persona! experienced*
the Moral Law is not an imposition Uom outside but it v> theitaa
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of ill own real nature. At this stage the self regains itself completely

; «i qualities are unveiled and begin to shine in their full splendour,

Atthii stage the self does not obey the moral law but the moral law

obm the self, that is, whatever the self does out of its own most

ehtnsbcd and irresistible desire is perfectly in accordance with the

Moral Law, This is the state of that perfect liberation and highest

evolution of the self which it is possible for n to achieve in its

iodmdual capacity But the worship or the moral action of the self

does not stop here. The self needs to maintain the state of its

highest evolution bv continued worship and constant moral action.

The light that it has kindled within must be protected so that it may

iptftdto the rest of humanity and thereby gain further in brilliance

tttdf Mm! adwn ma) he defined huefly a>\ action which is intended to help

mbtmw tk individual and the society directly and consciously.

A mere idea is not an ideal. An ideal is diat idea which

commands the greatest amount of the selPs love. Many or ustiiavc

i definite idea of a Creator but it is rarely our ideal. The idea of a

Cftator is raised to the position of nn ideal only when it has

weeeeded in attaching to itself more of the love of the self than

my other idea is having. This difficult task is accomplished by

means of worship and moral action going hand in hand. The task is

difficult because long before we can have any clear idea of a

Cftttor we have already attached ourselves to many wrong ideals

Hid followed their laws long enough to develop wrong habits of

ictton Thus the self s love is occupied and is no longer available

for the Rifrht Ideal. Wrong Ideals hold the field, having established

themselves firmly on wrong habits of action which serve them

connnuouslv If, in this state, the .vjlf were to abandon all wrong

ideals at once, it would get suddenly a fuller view of the beauty of

the Right Ideal Its love would rake a sudden leap winch will

facilitate its progress for the future. 11ns docs happen sometimes in

die asc or" a great misfortune when ir appears to a man that all his

companions have deserted him and, in his despair, he returns to his

Cftator for help and consolation. But generally the process of the

growth of true love is gradual. Tr grows by encroaching slowly upon

the existing wrong loves and strengthens itself gradually at their

expense As the true love develops bv persistent worship and moral

effort m the manner described above, it gains in power, and the
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wrong loves and the hab.ts formed under che.r .nta

J

«aduaUv weakened and worn out and ultimatcl, eradtcated Abj

S3 nght or wrong, is not one love but a

p
-stem

,

o
f
b|

Whatever ob,ect helps a love becomes an object ot love ,bclt

The force of habit is very great. Wrong habits continue

operate m spile of us and interfere with the development .,1
-

hLs consistent with the Right Ideal. Bad habits cannot

counteracted by suppressing them. There ,s only one way m *

we can eel nd of them and that is by fostering good hahns. In

wav thev are thrown into disuse and d« out, of their own ac

That explains why religion which sets an .deal before «

prescribes a form'or a system of regular ceremomcs^th W

m3nv people tdcnnfy the essence of religion itself The tad

intended to inculcate a sc. of habits consistent w.th the law of

Right Ideal. From one point of view it is a means to an end.

protects the spirit of religton (which is the love of the Righk

bv no, onlv eradicating habits inconsistent with .t but al o

mak.ng their future growth impossible It helps to concen rate

attention on the .deal every moment of our life owtng to the

daphne imposed bv it. from another point of view , ,s not

mel to an end bu, also an end in itself since „ .* based on

law which is a part of .he urge of the sell and sine, obedience .

facilitates the growth of self-consciousness, as we shall

occasion to note further on.

The moral law or the law of the Right Ideal is the d«

nature and the innermost desire of man. It .s the road along*

nature means evolution to proceed. It ,s the path along «hd

can get freedom and progress. We are never acting treeh

usefully unless we are acting morally. Moral action is life en^

freedom and seeking more freedom. Morality a the ligh o

world It is the torch that hghts the only road leading to p
o

and prosperity. Without it we are lost in darkness, groping for

path without finding it, colliding with serious obstacles and rt

our life and safety itself. If we neglect it mdividuaUy or collec,

we can do so at our own cost, at the price of stagnating

perishing.
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treat the latter. The reason is that while we have understood 3* I
former, we have not yet understood the latter. Nature, howenJ
accepts no pica of ignorance while enforcing its punishments.

It is a characteristic of moral actum that it is due to :

unrestrained choice or judgment of the self. The self has
its own judgments of the attributes of Beauty at even' oo
cannot borrow the judgments of others. The higher the si
self-consciousness, the greater the validity of its moral j*.No objective standard of morality is possible or serviceable U
it is consciousness alone that can know its own law. Since

i

action is free action, to have an outside standard whethe
biological, religious, social or utilitarian is to enslave the self *
stop its evolution. Restraint is the negation of freedom
therefore, of morality. AH activity of the self is free activity,

action will not satisfy the urge of the self; in fact, it will
moral at all, if it is not the result of free choice. Moral «.
inseparable from intention which indicates the acnial direct!
the moral effort of the self. No action is moral with*
intention to make it moral. An apparently moral action devo
good intenuons is immoral and, conversely, an apparently is

acnon caused by really right intentions is moral.

The moral judgments of people are sometimes in
conflict. In the recent World-War all parties seemed to be „
fighting for justice. The cause of such errors is that we
ourselves to behave morally without possessing a strong love
Right TdeaJ from which alone the Moral Law is derived

,

absence of the Right Ideal a person is bound to have a wrong „
and however much he may try to be moral, the influence of ha
wrong love must continually mar the validity of his mod
judgments. His justice comes ro have a different meaning m sp*
of Ihis efforts. It is not the justice demanded bv the Right Ideal but
a different kind of justice which is required by his wrong love
I here are as many varieties of jusdee as there are ideals wrong «
nght. It is difficult to convince a person who loves a wrong tdd
that his justice is not justice. He has always a number of argumenB
in support of his moral decisions, although deep down in his he«
there lurks a dissatisfaction with them which he succeeds m
suppressing partially or completely for some time. But although
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such a dissatisfaction may be suppressed completely for some time,

it cannot be removed entirely. It must make its appearance sooner

Or later. Our moral decisions are determined by our loves and

hates, bv our ideals and not by reason. Tn order to overcome our

wiong loves and wrong desires and to enable the self to make valid

mnral judgments it is necessary to develop a strong love for the

Right Ideal. Only a person possessing a high degree of selr-

consciousness can behave morally. In case the self is in die earlier

stages of its growth, many desires and impulses which are not its

own will interfere with its moral judgments and impair their

correctness. If, on the other hand, it has attained to a high standard

of self-consciousness, its moral desire will be strong enough to

bow itself and to free itself from other desires which will not rule

it, but which, on the other hand, it will be able to rule powerfully.

Its judgments will be correct,

Here we come across a difficulty. There can be no morality

without a high degree of self-consciousness and a high degree of

ielf-consciousncss cannot be achieved without a strict moral life.

How can we break this circle? If nature wants to help evolution it

must certainly provide a solution for this difficulty and it does

provide it in the form of that highly misunderstood phenomenon

which is known as prophethood. A prophet is a rare personality

who uses to a high degree of self-consciousness by a special favour

of Nature and is able to know and teach mankind the law of self If

we folbw him faithfully and strictly we, too, can acquire a high

standard of self-consciousness along with a first hand knowledge

of the distinction between right and wrong. This looks like

submitting to an objective and external standard of morality. But

really the standard of morality prescribed by the prophet is not

externa! to the self. It conforms to the innermost desire of our

nature. It is our own standard which we love to follow of our own

free choice in the long run No doubt, wc but vaguely understand

this inner desire in the beginning and submit to the prophet's code

with a feeling of compulsion and restraint, but this feeling is only

temporary. When obedience to the prophet has enabled us to

advance sufficiently in our self-consciousness we discover the

meaning of the ethical code or the moral lawr on which it is based.

The tnner urge of our nature comes into its own and begins to
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press itself, so that we no longer follow the moral law under

feeling of restraint but as our own most cherished desire and as

source of joy and pleasure. As long as the follower or a pro"'

does not reach a stage of development where his moral ac

become not only free from all sense of compulsion or restnc

bur where they also appear to result from an irresistible desire

this way, he remains very low in the scale of self-consciousness

his moral actions cannot be strictly designated as moral M

action is a free activity of the self-

It remains to be considered how- far reason can help us in

moral judgments. Owing to the teachings of Aristotle we have*

making too much of reason so far. Aristotle was enamoured of

excellence of human rationality and believed that the exercise

reason was the highest good which man could indulge in.

worked out a system of Ethics based on reason, which was a

of a rationalised mean between extremes. But his rational codcl

down that some men should be subjected lo slavery in order thit

some others may be able to exercise their reason. When the

reasoning powers of Aristotle, the worshipper of reason, could not

guide him to see that it w as wrong to treat a part of humanity as

cattle, whose reason can we depend upon to make a correct

distinction between right and wrongr In modern times Hitler iti

believed in the slavery of some men in order to make possible tor

the superior German race to apply themselves to scienu

research. The ideal of Aristotle was reason and the ideal of

was the German race. Both had wrong ideals and, therefore,

judgments of both were incorrect. True Love alone is [he source

all knowledge of nght and wrong.

Man is a creature of impulse and reason is a servant

impulses. Whenever we act, we act under the influence of \

impulse that happens to be the strongest at the time and reason

helps this impulse to satisfy itself by action.. Moral action has its

source in the impulse for Beauty or the impulse for die Right Ideal.

If the impulse for the ideal is rightly directed, reason will serve in

rightly, otherwise it will serve us wrongly. In order to make correct

morai judgments, we need, as mentioned already, to strengthen the

impulse or the love for the Right Ideal, What is known as the

victory of reason over impulse is really the victory of one impulse
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Ofd another Reason itself never seeks to conquer our impulses. It

ttcfal always to serve them and never to be ruled by them.

Reason is not an urge for action, although it may awaken, guide or

dutctan urge Reason in itself fails to create an obligation although

fcatpimcnts may be very convincing.

According to McDougall, the "instincts axe the bases from

vbch the character and will of individuals and nations gradually

Avdop under the guidance of the intellectual faculties

In our view the will and character of persons have their source

ft the urge of the self for the ideals which is separate from the urge

of miancts and rules the instincts. The strength of will or character

of in individual is m proportion to his ability to oppose, dominate

tod rule the instinctive impulses for the sake of the ideal. An ideal

a not a magical transformation of instincts achieved "under the

guidance of the intellectual faculties" hut it is due to our direct

judgment of Beauty as a result of the selfs function of loving.

Instincts perform in man no more than a biological function as

ihey do in the animal. Reason is no doubt an additional

qualification of man which the animal does not possess, but the

hfhtr activities of man which are peculiar to him are not caused by

ICtton guiding his instinctive impulses. Reason guides our

MMtmctivc impulses to their ends, but it cannot create new impulses

nor can it modifv, improve or change the nature of the existing

ones- It is the servant of impulses and not their master. Man has

another additional qualification besides reason which alone is the

lource of his will, character or ethical behaviour, and it is the

anpulsc for the ideal It is higher and stronger than the instinctive

impulses and rules them. It is not the creation of reason but has its

own independent existence. All impulses including the impulse for

the ideal require the help of reason to guide them to their ends but

this guidance cannot transform our lower instinctive impulses into

An ideal is a direct judgment of Beauty. This judgment is the

(unction of self as a whole. It is accomplished by means of feeling,

intuition, faith or direct vision. In what way then docs reason guide

(he impulse for the ideal? It guides this impulse by stimulating its

direct vision of Beauty to some extent. Reason examines the parts
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of objects and ideas and the self takes help from reason in tte

sense that as parts of new wholes come to light, the self makes net

judgments of wholes. Thus reason gives a direction to the urge fa

the ideal to some extern. But if the self should sack only to thejMrt

revealed by reason, it will never know the whole which u needs

»

much to know. The self cannot afford to follow reason too<

as the information of reason is too insufficient for its pn

ideal is never a rationally understood reality. Rationality sccs(

part of it while the whole is seen by intuition or direct vision

The self may be compared to a man with bandaged eyes I

grope his way towards a particular room in a big house

familiar to him to some extent. As he feels with his hands thej

the doors, the enclosures of passages and other such marks I

course of his walk, he can picture to himself completely the
(

the house he has reached at any time. His hands enable him l

only a part of his surroundings, that part which he

embraces in darkness but the complete guidance is supplied 1

by his imagination which recalls the full picture of ever}' part (

house that he visits. Reason is to us like the groping hands \

man revealing to him only certain marks of his pass

intuition, feeling or faith like his imagination by means of wh

is able to picture the whole of his surroundings. Just as the <

the bandaged man's helpful imagination is his previous fai

with the house, so the cause of our intuition or direct judgment a

our innate desire for Beauty.

The function of reason is to dissect and analyse into parts

Beauty can be felt and appreciated as a whole but cannot be

analysed into its constituents; it has no constituents; it is a singjc

indivisible whole. Reason examines only the parts of the whole that

we feel, appreciate or apprehend by direct vision but it cannot

grasp the whole which is always more than the sum total of til

parts examined bv reason Reason helps us to improve our idea of

Beauty because it reveals parts of new wholes and thus enables us

to intuit or vision new wholes. What we feel, love, praise or admiit

is always much more than what we can prove by reason, Lt

mathematically.
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This view is supported by a recent development of psychology

fawn is the Gestalt or the Configuration psychology, The Gestalt

•dbool of psychology emphasises the point that the human mind is

concerned with knowing "wholes" or "to talities'* which can be

fawn only by "intuition" or "direct vision".

The question is somcumes asked: which of the three faculties

of man—will, intuition and reason—is more important than the

otbos? Will at the human level of life is no other than the urge for

an ideal Intuition is the light by which this urge is able to see its

object is a whole Reason is a faculty which serves intuition by

guiding it to some of the parts of the whole that is needed by it.

Intuition and reason are both parts of will and not apart from will.

Will at the human stage of evolution is gifted with a quality of

mruinon which can appreciate the beaut}' of an idea which is always

i whole and with a quality of reason which can serve intuition in

the efficient performance of this function.

Reason helps intuition to grasp a whole, while it discerns only a

part of this whole itself. It acts as a servant of intuition always,

whether it is rauonalismg the impulse for die ideal (which it does

quite sincerely) or whether it is assisting this impulse to reach its

end or whether it is guiding it towards a higher beauty or a higher

ideal The cause of our intuition which looks around for wholes is

our innate desire for Beauty, which is a whole and which can only

be felt or intuited. This desire attracts us towards and impels us to

tttirc for the achievement or realisation of an object or an idea that

H a whole or completes a whole and repels us from an object or an

idea that is not a whole or does not fit into or does not complete a

whole The whole towards which we are attracted derives its

wholeness or beauty from our desire for Beauty, or from our ideal.

In the animal the desire for Beauty is fixed and automatic and takes

the form of instincts. Our attraction for a 'vhole is accompanied by

an effort, lite effort is directed to bridge the gap between the

situation as it is and the situation as it should be which constitutes a

pattern or a wrhole created by our love for the ideal and its

Itquifcmcnts. That is why what is a "whole" to one man is not a

"whole" to another man who has a different ideal or to the same

man under a different set of circumstances suggesting different

requirements of the ideal. Thus the same object may be haled by us
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under one set of circumstances and mav be loved by us undo I

different circumstances. As a matter of fact when the
]

circumstances change the object is also changed, because the
|

meaning that we give to it is no longer the same W henever objects I

and ideas acquire a halo of Beauty they do so from our chanpgl
ideals or from our innate desire for Beauty interpreted to the best

ot our knowledge from time to time. It is the beauty of the ideal
]

that is reflected in the object or the idea we love or admire as At

light of the sun is reflected in the moon. Nothing, however, ts

reailv beautiful or lovable except the Right Ideal Wrong Ideals

appear beautiful to us because we mistake them for it.

Reason can give us no knowledge without feeling. We knot I

only what we feel. All knowledge is the knowledge of the self

Therefore, all knowledge is of the nature of feeling or emouon. We I

know objects and ideas other than the self in order to know the self
]

in relation to them. Since the knowledge of the self is the
]

knowledge of Beauty it can only take the form of a feeling or an 1

emotion. Even the statement: 'Two plus two is equal to four" is a I
feeling. This statement is a truth, a harmony or a beauty which we

can only feel We know it as a truth only when we are able to I

contemplate or feel its harmony or beautv as a whole. This

contemplation or feeling is itself outside the scope of reason,

although reason may guide us to it. All mathematical or scientific

knowledge is a series of such felt harmonies or beauties. If a piece

of knowledge as a whole may be measured by the number 1 00,

then even if reason enables us to see ninety-eight parts of it, it must

leave out 2 parts to be supplied by feeling, to complete the whole

that we are able to call knowledge. The remaining two parts ate

extremely important because without them the activity of reason I
would be useless and would bring us no knowledge whatsoever.

The reason is that the word "knowledge" is to be used for

something that can be represented by the number 100 and not for

what may be represented by the number 98, What reason leaves to

feeling ot radier what feeling takes from reason is sometimes more
and sometimes less. In the case of mathematics and the exact I

sciences feeling takes a lot from reason. In the case of philosophy

and speculative sciences reason does not come so close to feeling,
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although it gives a spin or a push to ir or attempts to justify it. In

Ac case of art, fechng is left almost entirely to itself.

Most of our knowledge of men and things which is the basis of

our actions and which of n viral importance to us in our daily lite

B anything but mathematical or scientific. It is based on direct

vmon or intuition It is a kind of knowledge in which feeling plays

the principal role, h is impossible for a man, who insists on

mathematical or scientific knowledge in every thing, to live on this

earth for a single moment. In the case of knowledge that is based

on feeling mainly, we may require a lengthy and difficult process of

reasoning for one man and a very short and simple one for another

«i order to convince each of the same truth. The reasons that

suffice for one man m proof of the same reality may not suffice lor

another man who may go on doubting it. This is so because

knowledge is settled by feeling or sensitiveness and not by reason.

A man who is gifted with a good deal of sensitiveness or the faculty

of direct vision may believe in a truth even if reason proves ten

percent of it and a man who lacks the faculty of direct vision or

scnsitrvcnos may noi believe the same truth even if reason proves

nmcry percent of it.

While reason enn give us no knowledge without the final

judgment of feeling, feeling may give us knowledge without calling

in the aid of reason. There nre occasions when we acquire

knowledge with the help of feeling alone and make no use of

reason whatsoever, foi txnmplc, when we know a picture or a

symphony to be admirable and beautiful without arguing or

proving its beauty.

Even whole is discovered by the searching activity of feeling

spurred and guided by reason, and after the discovery is made what

we remember as the basis of action or further reasoning is feeling

and not the reasoning that brought it about When we are reasoning we

art dealing with the relations of wholes in order to discover a bigger whole in

wbtJ) these whole* appear as parts. The bigger wholes discovered in this

way may be dealt with by reason at a future occasion from the

point of view of their relation within another sull bigger whole and

10 on
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When we act, we act under the influence of the impulse A*
appears to us to be ihe strongest. Reason discovers (his impuke

and its end and serves it to reach this end.

Supposing there is :i man who is compelled bv hunper to stal

some bread which happens to be within reach. He will reason*

order to find out whether he will not be discovered and beaten. If

his detection ts likely and he thinks he can wait tor food tor a little

while more, the impulse of fear will be stronger than the impulse

for food. If he is extremely hungry he will argue and convince

himself that he will not be detected. His reason will be under the

influence of his stronger impulse. Our reason jusuties the things

that we want to do. W hen our desire to do something is vert

strong wx reason out things so as to justify our action. Even a mm
who is very intelligent and learned will commit an error m suchi

case. His error will be due not to a weak reasoning power or lack of

intelligence or knowledge but to the strcngdi of his wrong desitt

On the other band
t
when a wrong desire is comparatively weak*

less intelligent or less educated man will be able to control it VE'c

cannot say, therefore, that one man—the former—behaved

uninteliigently and the other—the latter— acted intelligently. Each

man obeyed his stronger impulse. It is a different matter thai the

stronger desire was right in the case of one and wrong in the case

of the other.

In the above example there is a con flier between two

instinctive desires, the desire for food and the desire to escape

punishment. In this conflict the stronger instinctive desire defeated

the weaker one and had its war Hut we must not torget ihar in an?

case rhe conquering desire which determines the action ncruallvi*

ultimately dominated by the impulse for the ideal To say that one

instinctive desire may be stronger than the other has no meaning tn

the case of man. Ultimately, the strength of evcrv instinctive desire

in the human being is fixed by the desuc for the ideal. In the above

case the instinct of escape seems to be stronger than that of

hunger, because the ideal permits it to be as suong as it is. But

sometimes the ideal mav reduce the strength of rhis impulse >o

much that a soldier intoxicated with the love of his country mav

stand firm in the battlefield in the midst of exploding shells m
order to defend his country.
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No instinctive impulse can have its way unless it has the
sanction or the co-operation of the impulse for the ideal. Every
such impulse is satisfied to the extent to which the ideal wants it.

Wlun the ,dcal appears to have been defeated bv a desire of the
mstmct it is due to the fact that the avowed ideal of a person ceases
io bt his ,deal for some time, i.e. it fails to attract a sufficient
moan, „, the self* love and the urge for the ideal finds an outlet
m the injunctive destre itself. But an instinctive impulse satisfied at
the expense of a weak ideal of perfection, makes a man miserable
Htmvnvds. Ihc reason is that the attraction of the instinctive desire
ami the section derived from it arc not permanent and a man
Wjf soon begins to feel that he has obstructed the satisfaction of

lesire for Beauty by satisfying his instinctive impulse, fie feels
mfcrioi and guilty because that which, according to him was
conducive to happtness has not been achieved. Such slips can be
WOKfcd by strengthening the love for the ideal but we cannot
strengthen tins love unless the ideal is reallv worthy of love. Any
doubt about its beauty or perfection would make love an
^possibility. The ideal should lose no battle because every victory
g»>ncd by ,t makes it stronger and capable of winning more
Woncs and even- defeat suffered bv it makes it weaker and prone
ftbc defeated again. Every battle lost by the Right Ideal is a bardeWW by a wrong ideal; it helps a wrong love at the expense of the

J*

UVC 1 haI wc ftd miserable after our ideal of perfection has

J W tnner hattle. is a proof that the desire for perfection is a part
otnur nanirc.

In the above example, supposing the man finds that there is~™ nf
> cha"ce of Ins betng derated or beaten and vet he™ t0 5l1 " slv hl? h,"^' r »y stealing because he thinks it «

•Jbccommg of him to steal bread. He prefers to die rather than
|tcal. Here we sec more clearly than in the previous case the urrc
or .he ideal controlling and dominating the urge of instincts In
"tocasc. since rh, ideai dues not accord sanction to the urge of the
™.nci. the latter cannot ! 1;,ve its wnv. When the ideal impulse is
•"""get than the msMic-ive impulse. :r can have its own way easily

' «npuke to run «, m lace of dange- will be overcome tjy'a
« Who has a high,, :J, ;l! lh:ln tht , IT_ t nmlLTtlon of his ,j fc

«» trnie when his ideal w.i: require him it, overcome it. Th.. we
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have seen in the example of a soldier who sticks to his post in the
]

battlefield in spite of immediate danger to his life. If he runs:

from the battlefield it will be due to the fact that the impulse i

the ideal in his case has found expression in the desire to save i

life or, which is the same thing, the desire for the ideal has I

share of the selfs love to the benefit of the desire to live,

the latter far stronger than the former- The impulse for the i

has changed its object. A person's ideal at any time is that i

which attracts him more than all other ideas at that time. Thusi

ultima let v the urge tot the ideal that reason serves and justifies.

The modification of an instinctive impulse, w henever in

in the human being, is due to the impulse for the ideal.

When a person is angry his first impulse is to express his

in a crude form, to abuse or even to bent the person cau

anger. Bui it he is a cultured man, on thinking and reason

first impulse is modified and the person expresses his

means of, say, a mild suggestive remark which he cofltfl

sufficient for his purpose. It appears to us as if the modi!

has been caused by reason but as a matter of fact it is the i

for the ideal that has modified it. The person wants to behave I

respectable and civilized man. He has a certain standard

behavii mr which is a part ot his ideal Reason has simply helped ll

impulse for the ideal to sec its wav, so that it was able to asscfl

itself over the instinct of pugnacitv and modify iis expression

When a hungry man does no: beg or steal but strives to tarn fus

bread by honourable means, it is noT on account of reason but aft

account ot the tact that he has a certain ideal which clucks and

makes impossible in his case a low manner of satisfying hts msdna

for food. Reason serves his impulse for the ideal and enables hid

sec that stealing or begging cannot satis fv it. Another person whose

ideal is low er than that of this man w iH not mind stealing

begging and reason would serve him to see how best be can beg Of

steal. It is the urire of the self, therefore, that modifies [he urge of

instinct and not reason, as McDougall has imagined. Reason sera

and justifies the strongest impulse in us and that impulse i* the

impulse for the ideal, whatever object the ideal may be or whatever

the idea in which the impulse for the ideal may be having an

expression.
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tfhen the impulse for the .deal is tightly directed we act rightly

iwZoJz i. right, men it is wrongly directed we act

Kmglv and our reasoning is wrong.

b order to act nghdy we need to direct our impulse for the

J o the Right Ideal and to strengthen it as much as possible

W ,
udgnJtS are ,udgments of Beauty. The Beautiful is the

5, « 8*0 tightly beheves. These ,udgmentS have their source

Six of .height Ideal; the stronger our love for it, the more

ltd our judgments,

Tfc automatism or the compulsion of instincts serves a very

Jpurpose bv forcing die attention of the self to the -
T*Zm *e body and sparmg it from the task of deciding

IdToosme a. the proper time to act with a view to satisfying the

of the bodv. The mst.net, by functioning as an automatic

fed of danger to the body, calls attention of the urge of the sc

rdutv which is tts own, and when the signal is once given

Lns for the self to see up to what extent it should respond to

ST* leave , perfectly free passage for its.lt, that .s whether ,

Z consistent^ its own express, is to satisfy the who

did „f the instinct or a part of it or nothing or ,t, or whetl *
it

should satrsfv it more than the instinct really, i.e.

J-
1^'

demands In the last case the instinctive des.re itself becomes the

ideal of the self.

Bu, although the compulsion of instincts is extreme!)
•

usef

U

prf, i, i. nevertheless a disadvantage in this ^pect A* on

STunt of « our instinctive desires are strong rivals of our ideal

bourse when the instinctive desire itself is not the ideal) in the

lal stage of the development of die .deal's love and the urge of

the self has to struggle very hard for its own expression. But as the

£, of the tdeal develops, the impulses of instincts become weaker

tweaker as compared with it and the ideal is able to assert .
self

W and more easdy. It is extremely necessary-, therefore, tha ue

£,o .crease our love for the ideal to such an extent tha no

Active desire is able to compete with it in spite of its natural

.dvintaRe If we fail to do so, the result will be that when the

cnucal Lnem of the ideal's struggle with the instinctive desire
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will come, the ideal will be worsted in the battle and will become
still weaker.

Can we develop and strengthen the love of the ideal at aJ?

How can we develop it, if we can? What is die source of those

further additions to the ideal's love which are made to it when love

is growing?

These questions may be answered as follows:

There is, as we shall study in one of the chapters that foil,,

an immense store of love in our subconscious mind which lies'

reserve for our ideal. If it were possible for the ideal to acquire

monopolise the whole of this love (and the ideal must try

monopolise it as it is really meant for it), the force of die instm

desires must sink into insignificance as compared with its

force, and all the instinctive desires must become its most u

servants. This store of love in the form of a surging tumultuous

of energy is consciousness itself It is the human self Only a }
part of this luminous essence, the consciousness, is shilling;!

the unconscious level ordinarily. This part is always looking aro

for Beauty like the periscope of an immersed submarine searc
1

for its target. As soon as a suitable object of Beauty is discov

by it, it forms an initial attachment to it which goes on devclo

gradually if the object is really beautiful and worthy of love oil

whole of the submerged consciousness, rising above the surface

by bit, becomes attached to it All our activities and all out

resdessness in life are due to the force of love in the subconsriooi

mind
^
which remains unused by the ideal. It is unattached and

therefore, yearns for Beauty and struggles to reach it, pressing us,

goading us towards it, and making us resdess always. It is this for,

which is the urge of the self Peace of mind or happiness is

good fortune of those persons alone who have managed to con

the whole of this love with the beauty of their ideal

This connection develops gradually and can be achieved

two methods—firstly, the contemplation of the ideal's beaut)' and,

secondly, action for the ideal In the case of the Right Ideal' these

two methods are expressed by two words which are, unfortunately,

very much misunderstood in the modern age, I mean prayers

morality. Prayer or worship means simply the contemplation of
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boutv of consciousness (the source of all Beauty) which naturally

Evolves an atutude of submission on account of the attraction for

Bout? that results from it. Morality means to act in the service of

Ac Right Ideal The love of no ideal, whether it is right or wrong,

on develop without contemplation of one form or another and

ICtioo to suit it. Since ever)- human being must love an ideal there

tt 00 escape from either worship or moral action for any human

bang But a man may choose the worship or moral action

consistent with one ideal and reject that consistent with another.

AB idvocatcs of wrong ideals suggest some forms of worship and

kfdown some laws of ethics suitable to their ideals. The preserved

fad body of Lenin and the pictures and statues of the leaders of

Communism scattered throughout Russia are simply aids to the

contemplation of the beaut)' of the communists' ideal intended to

keep alive and develop the love of their followers. Books,

periodicals, lectures, public functions and demonstrations, in fact,

ll forms of education in the larger sense of the word, become aids

to contemplauon. Contemplation stimulates consciousness to

larch for Beauty. At the same time it is itself the search for Beauty

bong an activity of consciousness.

All feeling of Beauty developed by contemplation, that is, all

the bvc acquired in this way, is finally tested by action. We love an

ideal and feel its beauty only to the extent to which we act for it. If

we do not contemplate we cannot act, if we do not act we have lust

the benefits of contemplation. Contemplation and action must go

bod m hand in order to develop the ideal's love, in order to attach

the whole of the love of self to Beauty*. Action for the ideal means

Struggle with the compulsion of instincts which is very hard in the

beginning but which becomes easier and easier as love develops.

The more we struggle against the instincts, the greater is the

devebpment of our love. We must, therefore, jump at whatever

opportuniues of struggling with our instinctive desires we can find

because every advantage that the ideal secures in this struggle will

make it stronger for die next batric, and will make the instinctive

tec weaker as a rival to it, and that is the only way in which we

cm hope to make the ideal strong. If we cannot find such

opportunities in the ordinary course of things we must create them.

Tim explains why some religions suggest fasting or celibacy or
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impose other hardships of the body as a measure of discipUot

Their object is not so much ro curb the instinctive desires is Hi

develop the ideal's love by giving it the opportunities of effort «|
struggle against them, It is not the number and duration of

practices, primarily, that is important, but their result which s

be the growth of love.

When the ideal loses a battle against an instinctive desire,

urge of the self is forced to express itself in the latter. But in

case the action by means of which we satisfy die instinctive

does not give us cither a complete or a permanent satisfaction,

reason is that, although for the time being—and this is theW
the ideal's defeat—the whole of Beauty is imagined to reside L
object of the instincdve desire, yet we do feel unconscioudj
there was something, sonic element or quality of Beauty in

ideal, which does not exist in this object and which, if piii,

would have made the self completely happy. We suppress

desire for that something in the course of the act but when
j

is over we become conscious of having lost it and conseq

feel miserable. Extreme cases of this pulling of the self by

desires, known technically as a conflict or a dissociation of

mind, results in nervous diseases which the psychoanalyst c
1

'

cure. Enough has been said so far to show that the cause

such diseases is our inability to increase and develop the lo.

our ideal. That the ultimate cause of all such ailments is not

urge of sex, as Freud has imagined, will be shown in the chapter

psychoanalysis,

By far the most important condition of the development of

ideal's love to an extent which makes it far stronger than any of

instinctive desires, or to an extent to which it is possible for it

develop is that the ideal itself should be a perfection of Bcaury,

should conform completely to our inner criterion of Beauty

brief it should be the Right Ideal. The love of a wrong ideal

develops by means of contemplation and action but there is a
1 '

to its development, beyond which these two instruments

development, instead of adding ro the ideal's love, help to i

the elements of ugliness that it contains. Thus they are vat"

even in the case of a wrong love but only up to a certain extent
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There is no doubt that when we love an ideal, whether it is

nght or wrong, we attribute to it all the qualities of consciousness,

ll the qualities that we desire, but we cannot be deceived for long.

If there is any part of our inner criterion which the ideal is unable

to satisfy and we become conscious of it, the self refuses to attach

mdf to it. As long as we love a wrong ideal, some dissatisfaction

nth it lurks m our mind in a suppressed condition and it must

come to the surface sooner or later. This dissatisfaction, moreover,

though concealed in the unconscious, interferes with the continued

powth of the ideal's love, so that the whole of the store of the

idfslovc can never be attached to a wrong ideal; some portion of

it roust always remain unused causing us an unconscious discontent

which must rise to the surface of consciousness ultimately- Our

Repressed doubts about the perfection of a wrong ideal are based

on our inner criterion of Beauty and on account of the unfailing

operation of this criterion we must become conscious of the

dements of ugliness that it happens to contain, sooner or later, and

must grvc H up. When people love wrong ideals they do so in

proportion to their capacity to be deceived and their capacity to be

deceived is in proportion to their desire for Beauty.

It ts the best man who best loves his ideal whether the ideal is

mhr or wrong. But a wrong love cannot achieve the intensity7 of

the nght love. Doubt is the enemy of love. Tf we doubt the

perfection of an ideal even unconsciously (and we do so when the

ideal is wrong and incapable of satisfying our inner criterion of

Beauty), we cannot love it as fully and as constantly as we need to

love an ideal because unconscious, suppressed doubts which

hamper the growth of love become ultimately conscious and

known in the course of contemplation and action. The Right Ideal

it the only ideal that contains intrinsic beauty, that is capable of

attaching the whole of the self s love to itself and that can be loved

constantly. Conversely, when the Right Ideal is unable to attach the

whole of the selfs love to itself we can be sure that we have lost

the appreciation or realisation of an aspect of its Beauty, have

allowed it to get mixed up in our mind with some elements of

wrong or ugliness and thus to deteriorate into a wrong ideal. As

won as we are able to get a full vision of its beauty again, our love

for it must increase again and must go on increasing till it has
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reached its maximum limit. Absence of the foil vision of thebeauty » at the bottom of it, whenever we are unable to actRight Ideal in opposition to our instinctive desires in spittavowed desire to serve it. A mere desire for sen.ee is ZWe must have a strong love for the ideal in order to beserver, a love which makes service, action and sacrifice in-and this is certainly possible .fall the love in store with thedfmeant for the ideal is utilised by the ideal. There is no other
tor a weak love except contemplation and action, that «and ethical discipline going hand in hand. We must «iendeavour to act tighdy in order to be able to act righdy.

Reason is our guide for action only in an indirect wav

feeling VCe are directly gu.ded in our actions onlv by fed*we think we are being guided by reason, we are really conS

Right Ideal as an ideal that responds to our inner desne for"-
to Some extent, we can add to our knowledge of Beauty furthermeans of regular prayers. Then, all the knowledge of Beauty, aU

Zl 7t
feqUlre

'

C°me f° US d"ecd>' b " "can, ofVupported by action. Worship is the expression of the ,

feeling of Beauty leading to a still greater realisation of SReason will, no doubt, still serve the ideal as an a,d to"contemplation of its beauty or as a guide to our moral ,udgrwhen the quality of us service, as mentioned already w II dupon the strength f our ]ove for ^ ^ ^ s

7.
.

not anT
OUSnCSS

,
BUt™ m Ac™ of Hadnot an adequate aid to contemplation. The most adequate formcontemplation is praying. It is by worship, that I b T-n emplauori and by action and not by reason, that lemcrease our love quickly and to the maximum limit Fvenreason is helping us to know Beauty, it is not serving us Ibut « is only helping our intuition, faith or feehng. Wh*fundamental and indispensable for the evolution of conscious

'

» contemplating feeling and loving. Reason, *// by use!/ can1no knowledge of Beauty and hence „W%
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foennfic and mathematical knowledge is the result of feeling aided

It is very unfortunate that most of us want to know by reason

whit only feeling or love can make known to us. We need the

knowledge of the self, we need, that is, to feel and love. We should

pay and thus feel and love directiy instead of depending upon the

CTtremely inadequate help of reason to make us feel and love. It is

impossible to demonstrate logically the beauty of a picture to a

man who does not contemplate it and is, therefore, unable to

appreciate it. We cannot argue with the man to convince him that

the picture is beautiful; we can only tell him to see the picture and

appreciate it So we can know consciousness by contemplating its

Beauty, ic. by praying. Some people, when asked to pray in order

to be able to know consciousness, demand a completely rational

and logical knowledge of consciousness, before praying. But no

rational or logical knowledge of Beauty is possible. As we cannot

$ce the sun with a candle, so we cannot understand Beauty with the

help of logic or reason. We can only feel it or love it and the

capacity to feel and love can be enlarged by worship and action and

not by arguing or reasoning.

We argue, criticise and question only as long as we are unable

Id feel the Beauty of consciousness to the fullest extent When we

have acquired all the knowledge of Beauty that we want, we enjoy a

peace of mind and a satisfaction which makes all questions and

criticisms impossible. Doubting and questioning means seeking,

and seeking is due to the unsatisfied craving of love for Beauty

residing m the unconscious mind. A man who has satisfied that

bve completely, a man who has obtained all that his nature

demands can seek nothing- He is convinced, calm and contended.

A conviction of having known something which includes all

knowledge fills his mind. That is why all the prophets and saints,

the greatest teachers of humanity, have made direct appeals to

believe, obey and act instead of giving logical, philosophical and

scientific discourses in proof of the truths taught by them. That is

why we should retrain from making too logical an approach to the

language of books revealed to these prophets if we want to

understand their meaning nghdy, the sort of approach, for

example, we are accustomed to make to the language of books
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written by oar intellectual geruuscs. Their words, unlike the wonk
ot scholars, express an emotion or a feeling as a whole and do not
enunciate logically defended propositions arranged aod
demonstrated in a logical order. The reason is that L haw
grasped the whole truth which only feeling or love could reach
to prove it rationally would be to detract from its value to ti-
lt into a falsehood. Absence of a logically well-defended phikr
and strictly logical arrangement of ideas is one of the sign,
which we can recognize a really revealed book. The hi
knowledge, the knowledge of Reality, that is, does not admit of
total intellectual or mathematical proof. This is in fact true of
knowledge. The present book as a rational expression of my fc

"

can never do justice to the whole of mv feeling and to the extra,
which it depends upon mere rationality it is imperfect be
although its arguments may be highly convincing it mudmuch that is improved and unexplained from the point of vie.
mathematical precision. Tins most apply to even' philosop'
interpretation of the Universe that has been attempted so tarmay be attempted m future.

The source of morality is our attraction for Beauty The
our love for Beauty or for the Right Ideal, the nearer are.
actions to the attributes of Beauty and the higher is the standard
our morahty All the attributes of consciousness have an attraction
ror us and by acung morally, i.e. in die service of the Right Idealwe express those attributes and make them our own; we approad,
nearer to the Creator as well as to ourselves.

Love is the central or the principal attribute of conscious^
All its other attributes become manifest ,n loving and because oflovmg. This is true of the Divtne Self as well as of the human «]£
Consciousness, wherever it is, loves an ideal. The ideal of thehuman self is the Divine Self and the ideal of the Divine Self a the
perfect man, that is to say, a perfect society which has vet to make
its appearance as a result of the gradual creation and evolution of
the Universe. Both the human self and the Divine Self are lor*and seeking each other. Consciousness created the Universe out oflove for its ideal, and all its attributes are expressed in and, becauseof its creative activity, stimulated by love. The Divine Self is banbecause It loves an Weal which is the human self. It is Beau*
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house the human self" loves It. It is Creative ness because It acts

far ind realizes an ideal It is Truth because It is the oniy reality

dm we are seeking. That Goodness is also a quality of

cowoousncss like Love, Beauty, Power, Truth and Creativeness,

follows similarly from the fact that Consciousness has an ideal

ffbtch necessitates an ethical law. The ideal requires action and

tenon his to follow a certain law in order to achieve its purpose.

The moral actions of the Creator, which means all actions in His

cue, nc rooted in f I is love for the ideal. The creative activity of

Coosooiisness is manifested in the form of attraction and

nepulston It is attracted to those actions which are capable of

rafamg the beaut}' of Its ideal and is repelled from the reverse.

Thus m creating the Universe from moment to moment

Gooseiousness is expressing all Its attributes.

In the case of the human self, too, all the attributes of

consciousness are expressed in loving and because of loving. Our

moral actions, like the moral actions of the Creator, are rooted in

die love of the ideal In order to achieve our ideal we feel attracted

towards certain acts and feel repelled from certain others. When we

love the Right Ideal we act for it and thereby indulge in a moral

tnd creative activity in which we express all the qualities of

consciousness. Some of these qualities are more visible in some

Ktion* than m others You can express no quality of consciousness

trithoui expressing all its other qualities more or less, because all

anilities of consciousness are inclusive of one another. Both in the

Ctse of the Divine Self and the human self to have an ideal is to

krre, and to love is to act and to act is to create, to display beauty,

lo feel attraction, to feel repulsion, to assert power, to be good or

moral, to know Truth and to be known as truth, in short to express

ill the qualities of consciousness.

The Ethical Law of the Divine Self is the same as the Ethical

Law of the human self because die object of both is the same, that

is, the creation and evolution of the Universe which means the

creation and evolution of the self The evolution of the Universe in

the form of a flow of feeling or a current of consciousness evolving

itself and going back to its source through the working of the

double principle of attraction and repulsion may be compared to an

artist's production of a picture.
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What happens when a real artist paints a picture, say, vha,Leonardo paints a Madonna?

The artist has never in his mind an exact copy of whit jdesires to create. If he were to have it, he would not he an
only a copyist. He would not be a creator but only an m
Creation is free activity following only a desire for Beautv
artist has what we call an inspiration. There is a sort of a 9
feeling in his mind, the experience of a love of something unkno,which ,s wtthin his mind, and which he wants to express, He fathe love of a beauty which he has yet to create. Fie has a feel,
separation from that beauty as if it is something different from Ibut really , t ls not different from^ ^ g

*
q{^ ^ ^ot separation, however, stimulates his desire to reach it.

whi^f ,!

>eaUt>
'
th3t ^ aftlSt feds ,S hlS idca,

>
the «*»6*which foUows a process of evolution. The tide in his mind re*n an outflow of a current of feeling or thought as water well, oof a fountain on account of its own inner pressure. The feetreakses uself gradually in the growing pictured picture evbn by bit coming nearer and nearer to the impression of the ,

I he picture becomes perfect when the feeling is expressed
V

::»Z

\

COmttelY
-

[

\

bCC°meS^ - PropoLn a;approaches the original feeling The stages through whichpicture evolves are stages in the creative act,v„y of th arIlst .
-\

5hnes and shades begin to spread themselves on the p apecanvas, me desire of the artist pushes them forward to I
greater and greater compilation and organizaUon so as to b,them nearer and nearer to its own realisation. The desire ever

akesTT
C° US

Tu °.
f PCrfcCtio- 111^ « is the desire mdftakes the form of the hnes and curves of the picture. The line,curves have no meaning apart from the desire. They « 2and evolved, enanged and modified by the dcs.rc to sun j [sdf

represent the artist's desire. The feeling of the artist has 1
potenttalmes which unroll themselves ,n the picture, in its |in«curves.

In his effort to express himself the artist goes on choocertam hnes and curves and rejecting certain others. He Zsome of them to be smtable to his purpose and others as unj

v hat he
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it We may say that he follows a certain moral code in the

eptnoon of his picture. His choice follows the principle of

ftCOon and repulsion causing htm to prefer some lines and

lies and to reject others throughout till the picture is complete.

* cause of his choice and his judgment is his feeling of Beauty,

tdesue which is expressing itself in his creative activity. Choice is

ifcipemablc to, nay, it is what constitutes, his creative activity,

noon is an act of simultaneous preference and rejection. It is a

Kess of loving and hating at the same time. All creation, whether it

JmntoriiMM. takes theform ofa searchfor some belotvd.

As the picture approaches the impression, the feeling or the

of the artist, it comes to have and to reflect, more and more,

[&c artist in it. Although the picture is separate and different

m the artist, it is in a way the artist himself because we can see

t artist in the picture.

The artist's ideal is the perfection of the picture or, what is the

DC thing, his ideal is the perfect realisation of his own feeling of

duty in the picture. This ideal causes the movement or the

my of his self. The ideal realised in the form of the picture is

Made rhe self and yet it is nor outside it but within it The picture

goes from within but as it approximates more and more to the

Htmil impression, it returns more and more to its source. The

ttrtr it is to its source in its qualities, the more highly evolved and

K more perfect it is. The self of the artist has a feeling of

icompictcricss without his ideal and this feeling drives him

mrd5 it The ideal is a part of his self; that is why the self is

Batted towards it. Attraction means the search for completeness.

Aen the self is realising its ideal it may appear to us to be moving

mnb something outside it, but really it is moving towards itself,

mrds something which is within it The activity of the self is like

n arrow which, although shot from the bow, is yet ever

pptoachmg the buw.

The artist's attraction for his ideal of Beauty, which is the

MCturc, starts a creative activity which brings him nearer and nearer

DtL But attraction cannot be imagined apart from repulsion. I Lis

Ctmty involves at each step a choice or a judgment resulting in the

Hefcrtnce of those lines and curves that are favourable to his
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purpose and the rejection of those that are unfavourable r

Attraction and repulsion both guide his creative activity. It is not

only he who is attracted towards certain lines and curves and

repelled from certain others but, in a way, the lines and cunes

have an attraction or an affinity for certain other lines and

which fit in with them and a repulsion from others which do

suit them. Thus, in a way, the picture too participates in the i~'

of the artist. It collaborates with him in order to reach its

perfection. Its collaboration is, however, derived from the

of the artist. The picture is in a sense alive and borrows its life

the artist. It represents his living desire. The real existence of

picture is in the artist's self and not on the paper The picture

the paper is a reflection or a projection of the living realm w 1

in the mind of the artist. The picture is alive because it is a

the artist's self, which is life. It is, moreover, alive in propor

it is true to its source in the self, in that part of the self 1

evolving the picture. The picture is feeling, it is consciousness,

Not only do all the qualities of the artist's self, that is,

Beauty, Power, Creativeness, Truth and Goodness (Morality),

an expression and exercise in his creation of the picture but

picture too is endowed' more and more with the qualities

consciousness as it approaches its source. The emotion in

artist's mind is expressed in the picture. The picture, if it is :

represents the living desire of the artist. It is as alive and cons

as the artist himself As the picture approaches perfecuorr,

impression of the artist becomes clearer and clearer to him so

he has to make less and less effort to complete it. This means

the picture itself gains in affinity for its own perfection. It ac

a greater and greater attraction for suitable lines and curves

thereby, in a way, takes the burden of the artist more and

upon itself; it is able to collaborate with the artist more and

We may say that as the picture nears perfection it gains not only

life but also in freedom to move towards its own perfection,

freedom as well as our life is in proportion to our love

perfection. Freedom and life are really two different names for

and the same thing. We live in the exact degree in which we

free and vice versa. We must remember in this connection
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(hit the real picture and the real lines and curves are in the self of
the trust and arc, therefore, alive and active.

Although the artist may not depict on the paper actually all the

mcsand curve? that are unfavourable to his purpose, yet they exist

« his mind and cause that judgment and that choice which
CDWOtute his creative activity itself Wherever there is attraction,

repulsion also must be there. Attraction leads to movement and
movement implies two directions, one towards the destination and
the other away from it and opposite to it. Unless an object has left

KMne distance behind itself, it has not moved forward. Without
repukon there would be no attraction and without attraction and
repulsion both operating simultaneously there would be no choice,

AO movement, no creation. The artist cannot desire, choose or
(rate without attracting and repelling so that attraction and
fcpukion exhibit themselves as qualities of his feeling. The choice

of me artist from moment to moment is a proof that the material

lllithc prefers and the material that he rejects at every step must
both be existent in his mind. What the artist rejects is present

atentlv in his consciousness and comes relatively to the forefront

it the time of choice. It rises from a depth to a comparatively
higher level. At the end of every choice, that is, every act of
dcanon, he has to make a fresh choice winch means that new
matter comes into existence or rather rises to the surface of his

mind out of which he has ro sift that winch is favourable to his

purpose from that which is unfavourable to it. To create is,

therefore, to bring both the desirable and the undesirable to the

forefront and to sift the desirable from the undesirable. The nearer

t possibility is to the desirable, the nearer it is to the focus of
mention. In creation attention follows the desirable and the

In the case of the divine artist, however, all the possibilities of
ejHdon out of which a sifting has to be made take a material form
and all the lines and curves, the discarded as well as the favoured
ones, become visible because for the Divine Self to think is to

bong into existence, All lite that proves favourable to the scheme
of evolution i< retained, preserved and evolved and all life that is

Miavourable to it is allowed to perish sooner or later as irrelevant
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to the picture. The perfect man, the real picture in the Divine Mind

which the Divine Self intends to create, alone is immortal.

To continue the analogy of the human artist, his inspiratJOM

creates, so to say, two opposite charges of feeling, one on his ideal

of Beauty, his picture of the future, and the other on his own self,

so that both attract each other. The picture seeks its source in t

artist's self, that is, the impression in his mind, in order to

into its own and the artist's self seeks its ideal of Beaut)' in the fa

of the picture without which it feels incomplete and towards 1

it is, therefore, attracted. The picture and the artist both

incomplete without each other and, therefore, seek each ott

There is, however, no fundamental incompleteness on either <

The picrure still enfolded is already complete in the arust's

and the artist's ideal is already a part of his self although dbtl

regards it as different from itself for the time being, which \

its attraction and approach towards it. Because it is in the

well as outside it, two opposite charges uf feeling come to exists

by side in the creating self of the artist by virtue of his lnspii

or vision of Beauty, almost in the same way in which they mav(

in a metallic ball in which electricity has been induced by,

positively charged glass rod held close to it. The rod induces
j

opposite charge, in this case a negative one, on the part of the t

nearer to it on account of its attraction for the charge on the i

and a similar charge on the part away from it, on account i

repulsion from the rod. Thus the positive charge is in the

well as outside it as the ideal is in the self as well as outside it.

'

rod attracts the ball as the ideal attracts the self.

Each one of us, too, is an artist like the Divine Self i

picture of his own life. We are creators and we are

ourselves out of ourselves as the artist who paints a picrure I

himself out of himself. We have a desire for Beauty and than

we are trying to realise and satisfy always. We are always cho

i.e. preferring some actions to others on account of our desire i

Beauty and the need to satisfy it. There are certain things which,

u

imagine, complete the picture and there are others that appear t

to mar it; we are always loving and choosing the former and I

and rejecting the latter. This constitutes the art of living. We;

good artists of the picture of our life only if we choose nghdy, I
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1* cannot choose rightly unless we have an intense passion for the
light Ideal Jf we develop this passion, wc shall love and act what
m Creator loves and acts and we shall choose what the Creator
Chooses In the analogy of picture and the artist, the picture, we
mi pm$ in life as well as freedom to make itself. But supposing
fhatevcr life and freedom it achieves at any stage of its evolution is

tod) that, on account of it, it can really add to itself some lines and
MTO m order to complete itself. Of course, it will improve itself

D this way with the help of the life-force of the artist that it has
BO* to make its own. Then it will evolve and reach perfection
alt if it uses the freedom and the life that it has acquired, to carry
« the desire of the artist and follow the impression in his mind. If

I Ax* nor follow the same ethical code and does not choose the
we lines and curves which the artist would choose himself, it will
ped kwJf and will fail to share the beauty which is in the mind of
birtist, u. the beauty of his impression. The ethical code for the
Wurc and the artist is the same. Both desire the same result the
ttfcctmn of the picture. If the picture wants to achieve perfect
MMly it must attract those very lines and curves to which the artist

Ould be attracted himself. The picture, the real picture, we must
aB, is helping its own evolution. The real picture is in the mind
I the artist. It is alive and is sharing the creative activity of the
Utt. It is actually creaung itself out of itself by efforts which are
i own from one point of view and those of the artist from
other point of view.

Such is the case with the human self too. The Divine Self and
e human self follow the same Ethical Law, because they desire
t same result —the perfection of man. Any freedom, life or
*er that the human self has achieved should be utilised to
hkve more freedom or, which is the same thing, more life, more
a«T and more perfection. Conscious obedience to the Right
hical Law is necessary if we want to march forward on the high
idof progress Just as the creation or the evolution of the picture
the aclf-rcalisation of the artist as well as of the picture, so the
JWon or the evolution of the Universe is the self-realisation of
?
Divine Consciousness as well as of the human consciousness,

The inspiration of the Divine Artist, like that of the human
t, resulted tn an ideal of Beauty, the love or the attraction for
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which started the activity which brought the Universe into

existence. The evolving man is a meaning in the mind of the

Creator as the growing picture is a meaning in the mind of the

artist. The whole picture in the Creator's mind has not yet evolved

The evolving picture of the Universe or the personality of the

human social individual of the earth, the creation and evolution of

which began as a diffusion of cosmic rays in a distant past, is yet

imperfect, as a part of it yet exists in the mind of the Creator and

has to be realised in actual creation. We are to collaborate with the

World-Self in this creation. We may say that the Universe bears t

charge of feeling opposite to that of the Creating Self so that it is

attracted towards its source and wants to go back to it. It is.

therefore, evolving gradually like the picture through the creative

activity of the Divine Self following a desire for Beauty, expressed

in attraction and repulsion. In this way it is approaching closer and

closer to its original in the Divine Consciousness. Attraction fa

what was favourable to the ideal implied a repulsion from what was

unfavourable to it and, therefore, these two principles of attraction

and repulsion expressed themselves as qualities of consciousness.

They remained operative throughout in the evolution of the

Universe in the past and must continue to operate in future. The

whole Universe is an activity of the forces of attraction and

repulsion. All attraction or repulsion in the Universe has its source

in the attraction of World-Consciousness for Its ideal of Beauty,

the perfect man of the future.

This principle of attraction which, of course, includes repulsion

constitutes the Divine Ethical Law or the Law of the Right Ideal

which is observed by the whole Universe, by matter, by the animal

and by man alike. The attraction for the source of consciousness is

present in everything in the LIniverse from the tiny electron to the

highest embodiments of creation, the saints and prophets. It II

shared by all forms of matter, by all varieties of animals and by all

human beings. At each stage of life's development it takes a fool

which corresponds to that stage. It carries forward the process of

evolution through every stage changing its own form at every step

in a manner suitable to the needs of evolution. The evolution of

the Universe is only the evolution of the forms of this attraction In

the material stage it changed from the attracuon of the opposite
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chirecs of electricity observed in protons and electrons to the

attraction of gravity and all those forms of affinities which we call

the physical laws. Ii helped evolution in this stage by changing and

preparing matter into a form suitable for die appearance of the

mimal life. In the animal stage it emerged in the form of instincts

and continued to change till all the instincts were developed. In this

itagc it continued to evolve the animal into a form suitable for the

appearance of man till man actually came into existence. In the

human stage it takes the form of a free and direct attraction for

Beauty or Consciousness and continues to change its character

becoming more and more perfect with the growth of love or the

development of self-consciousness. That the Moral Law is

changing in character and evolving itself also in the human stage of

solution, is clear from the fact that our standards of ethical

behaviour differ at different stages of self-consciousness. They

grade upwards from the lowest to highest levels of self-

consciousness. The actual, practical ethical code of a highly self-

conscious man is superior to that of a man in the earlier stages of

his self-consciousness. The double principle of attraction and

repulsion will help evolution in the human stage of life too by

evolving -the human being into a new kind of life in which his self-

consciousness will achieve its highest development. If we observe

the Moral Law consciously, we shall reach our perfection,

otherwise the principle of repulsion in the Universe will cast us

my and the principle of attraction will favour, preserve and

evolve that part of human life which follows this law.

The analysis of the creative activity of the human self-

Consciousness, given in the example of the artist and the picture

above, illustrates several points of the relationship between the

Creator and the Universe (Man). To love an ideal and to act for its

realization, expressing all the attributes of Love (e.g. Creativeness,

Power, Goodness, Beauty, Truth, etc) in the process of its

realisation is a quality of self-consciousness whether it is human or

divine. As the ideal of the artist is the perfect picture winch he

desires to create, so the ideal of the Creator is the perfect Universe

(Man) which he is creating and evolving every moment. Self-

Consciousness means consciousness which is conscious of itself,

and it can be conscious of itself, of its qualities and capacities, only
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with reference to something other than itself and that somethings

conceived by it in the form of an ideal of Beauty which it sets one

to achieve. But since self-conscious ness alone is Beauty and

nothing beautiful and worthy of love can possibly exist outwfc

itself, it sees its own beauty in the mirror of its ideal, its idealism

own image, it is the loving and the creating self-consciousness itsdf

in miniature. Thus self-consciousness by its very nature divides

itself into two parts, the knower and the known, the Lover and the

Beloved,, the Creator and the Creation, the Seeker and the Sought

These two parts of self-consciousness are separate and yet not

separate from each other; they are distinguishable and yet belong to

a single indivisible personality. They are, moreover, not separate

compartments of the same rnind but each of them is the whole

mind. The stream of consciousness evolving the picture is ml ik

person of the artist but only his desire or will; yet the will of the artist,

through which he exercises all his qualities and attributes, is the

artist himself acting in the picture. Similarly, the current ofconsaousnm

evolving the Universe is not the person of the Creator but only His dtsirt*

u>ill\ yet the will of die Creator which operates all F lis' qualities and

attributes is He Himself, acting in the Universe. In spite of this,

however, we can identify neither the artist with the picture nor the

Creator with the Universe, since as the artist can ere a re manr

pictures, so the Creator can create innumerable worlds. This

resolves the problem of the transcendence and the immanence of

the Creator in the Universe.

A self-consciousness is something which is capable of

projecting itself beyond itself into a created and being-created

otherness which is no other than itself and nothing beyond iisdi,

without altering or dimmishing itself or losing j ts ,, r l
:

uniqueness in the least. There is nothing in the material world

wluch can be compared to self-consciousness in the 5 quality. Wc
may imagine a sun which sheds its rays far and wide into space

without losing any of its energy or brilliance but a sun of this land

is not possible.

The fact of evolution, narnelv, that the Universe is being

created by an unbroken, gradual and progressive evolutional

process (even if Science had nothing to say in support of n,

follows from the very- nature of self-consciousness which has one
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ideal at a time and resorts to a constant creative activity (like a

chun in which even- link leads to another) for its realization. Ever)'

creative act of self-consciousness, whether divine or human, is, in

IB actual unfoldmcnt a single, indivisible whole which is internally

consistent and in which even' part supports and completes the rest.

The creative act of the Divine Self-Consciousness which is

unfolding itself before us in the shape of this Universe, is also a

tingle indivisible whole of die same kind. This is what creates a

unity and a uniformity of design and purpose in the Universe and

makes Science and Philosophy possible. All sciences and all

departments of philosophy belong to a single integrated whole of

knowledge and, therefore, should be expected to explain each

other.

The Creator creates freely whatever he loves to create

consistently with his ultimate purpose. He does not follow any

preconceived law? but only his own desire for Beautv. It is we who
read or discover laws and principles at all levels of creation— the

physical, the biological and the psychological levels—and record

them in our books of Science and Philosophy. The source of all

thc$c laws is nothing but the Creator's desire to create. That is why
Science has not been able to explain the final cause of even a single

law out of die innumerable laws that it has discovered. As a matter

of fact, no law ofNature has any cause except the mil of the Creator itself

As soon as the Creator wills an object it comes into existence and

as soon as he wills it to change in a particular manner it changes

accordingly, and this gives rise to the laws of Science. Before water

had come into existence no scientist (if a scientist had existed at

that time) could have predicted that oxygen and hydrogen will

combine in a particular proportion to form water. The fact is that

they form water for no other reason except this that the Creator

has willed it to be so. The will of the Creator is the cause of every

new step in the evolution of the Universe, as the will of the artist is

the cause of every new step in the evolution of the picture. The
inability of the scientists to trace the achievements of evolution to

previous causes has taken the shape oi a new dicory of evolution

which ts known as the theory of emergent evolution.

The Divine Self-Consciousness wills and acts with a perfect

freedom fbx the realisation of Its ideal and so does the human self-
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consciousness, which is an image of the Divine Self Conscious
and shares with It all Its attributes including Its attribute of fi

will. When we choose a line of action, wc no Jo-bi take i

consideration all the limitations of our circumstances ;

surroundings, but the fact that we, after considering everjJ
reject all courses of action except one, of our own free choice, j

proof that our wills are free. There can be no greater evidence 1

that of our own experience, leading to a firm conviction, to|

that we choose our decisions and actions whether right or i

with perfect freedom. But this freedom, although absolutely

and real, is not our own ; it is borrowed from the Creator, tt

freedom of the Creator emerging in the shape of our own fret*

Hence from one point of view it is our own freedom and J

another point of view it is the freedom of the Creator.

Our free activity is also the free activity of the Creator,

the free activity of the Creator and our own free activity it is

.

relevant to the purpose of the Creator as the artist of the IM.
or irrelevant to it. Tf it is relevant, it means that we have used
freedom rightly and our actions belong to that lot which
complete the picture of the Universe as it is in the mind of
Creator. Hence the free creative activity of the Divine Self favour!

them and makes diem the object of F lis love along with thei

human agents. This is our reward for hiving used our freedoa

rightly. If, however, it is irrelevant to the purpose of the Creator!
means that we have misused our freedom and made our actions tc

deviate from the path along winch evolution is to proceed, In <uri

a case our actions meet with an ultimate failure and bring us bitcet

disappointments and grievous calamities. The reason is that thq
belong to that lot which the free creative activity of the Divine Sdl

has,to reject and discard alongwith their human agents in order to

bring the picture of the Universe to a perfection. This is how wt
pay for having made a wrong use of our freedom.

However, as the self-consciousness of an individual evohres

and his knowledge of the ideal of the Creator, which is at the same
time his own ideal, develops, the chance for him to act wrongrf
becomes less and less till ultimately it disappears entirely. Thus the

only way to share successfully the purpose of the Creator in od
own lives and to avoid our failures, disappointments and miseries*
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„ rise continuous to higher and higher levels of self-

ccoousncss by (a) acting morally and (b) contemplating regularly

iheBcaun-nf the Creator.





6

The Current Theories of

Human Nature-I

(McDougall)

PA hilosophers have entertained different theories so far

about the mental sources of human activity. Socrates believed that

reason is the sole determinant of the quality of human action.

Virtue is the result of knowledge and vice is the result of ignorance.

Plato built his theory of the state on this hypothesis and advocated

Ac necessity of a philosopher-king who alone was fit to rule. But,

much to his disappointment, mere reason could not turn the

learned prince of Syracuse into a practical philosopher, Aristode

was cqualk enamoured of reason but unable to understand the real

lource of man's higher purposes ended by justifying the slavery of

$ome men in order that some others may be able to exercise their

reason—a most unreasonable point of view indeed, which we find

tenved in modern times only in Hider's idea of the superiority' and

exceptional rights of the German race.

The view that reason is the controlling faculty of human action

dominated philosophy for two thousand years till Bentham

declared that the activities of man were determined not by reason

or by knowledge and ignorance but by the desire to get pleasure

and avoid pain. His theory, although highly plausible, could not

form an adequate explanation of human nature. It was pointed out

against him that man did not desire things because they were
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pleasant but they were pleasant because he desired them. Kid

Marx, in the nineteenth century, built up a highly ingenkMl

philosophy on the fundamental hypothesis that the ms^

feeding was the sole urge of human life—a philosophy wL

captivated millions of people in the present age. But his theory

is unable to account for many facts of human nature, for

the love of art or knowledge or morality for its own sake. S'^

Freud maintained that the sexual instinct is at the bottom of 9

activities of man. Adler, a pupil of Freud, came to differ

master because of the exaggerated importance he attached to

sex instinct and evolved the theory that the instinct of self-'

or self-assertion is the life dynamic. Jung advocated the view,

may be regarded as a compromise between Freud and Adlcr,

the urge of life is of a general nature manifesting itself some

on the side of feeling and sometimes on the side of

McDougall, one of the most well-known ot all

psychologists, holds that all human activity is due to the ins

which man inherits from his animal ancestors. Although there

general agreement among philosophers about the psychology

human action, yet it appears that learned opinion inclines :

all to the theories of McDougall, Freud, Adler and Marx all

whom maintain that man is a creature of impulses which have

source in the instincts. Since our own view, that there exists in

nature of man an important and powerful urge which cannot

traced to any of the instincts and which is ultimately the

determinant of human action, runs counter to these theories,

becomes necessary to examine its justification relatively to them In

the present chapter we shall discuss it with particular reference

the theory of McDougall.

It is needless to say that if there is in the nature of man an

apart from the urge of instincts it is highly important for tifl

know this fact, because it is then only that we can study these two

sources of human action separately and understand them con

in relation to each other. If there could be a general agre

among the psychologists that there are two separate categories

the requirements of human nature, one resuldng from our \

instincts and the other having its source in a special urge tiff

human being which rules the instincts, it will form the basis of
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fcM* valuable constructive work for the future by means of which

IwD be possible to reduce to order many problems of our social

Kknctt which have baffled the understanding of scholars so far

Wl which, if solved, would make us far more contented and

peppier than we are at present.

-The instincts," savs Professor McDougaU, "are the prime

.oven of all human activity; by the conauve or the impulsive force

Of K>me msunct even' train of thought, however cold and

pwkmkss it mav seem, is borne along towards its end. . . -
All the

Sex intellectual apparatus of the most highly developed mind

iTbui the instrument by which these impulses seek their

Uttficoon. . . . Take away these instinctive depositions with their

-owrful mechanisms and the organism would become incapable

Of acovitv of am kind; it would be inert and motionless like a

powerful' piece of clock-work whose mainspring has been

femoved
"

But, according to McDougaU, man inherits all his instincts

km the animals. Therefore, it is evident diat their true character,

uaDoycd with other factors that human nature may have

^ed must be the same as we find it to be in the animal

world. If we understand the nature of the urge of instincts in the

.omal we can understand it also in man, and when we understand

it tn rrian we can be in a position to distinguish it from any other

u,p that may be the special possession of man and that he may

htve developed over and above the urge of instincts.

In the animal world the instincts serve a biological purpose.

Tner preserve the life of the individual and the species; one can

emeclI that they wdl perform the same function when they reach

hjer up in man, because biologicaUy the needs of man are not

Afferent from the needs of the animal. McDougaU concedes tins

pant but he is of the opinion that because man has developed

«telli«nce, therefore, in him the urge of instincts becomes

mod.fied under its influence, "gtmng me to the character and wdi of

intkvtduds and nations".

There is no doubt that man is able to modify his instinctive

deaues and to satisfy them in a much more complicated manner
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than an animal does. But reason all by itself is unable to mod,:,
urge. The modification occurs whenever there is a necessity tr

—
expression to the conflicting demands or desires of our nafo«
the same time. Although reason can guide a desire and poim
the way in which it can satisfy itself most suitably and in

harmony with other desires of our nature, yet it is not a
itself. It is only a discriminating faculty help fid to us m
satisfaction of our desires. Reason is righdy known as
handmaid of desire. It cannot modify a desire or create
obligation by itself. An instinctive urge is modified only when
natural strength is increased or decreased above or below its «^
level which is the same in man and in animal. We may say that
sometimes satisfy our instinctive appetite much less than we -

biologically, by our own choice and intentionally, for the sake of
ideal because we are guided by reason. But how is it that some
we have a much greater attraction for our instinctive desires
indulge in them to a much gnater extent than our psycho phy
dispositions or our biological necessities would require? Il car
be due to reason because it is unreasonable on the surface of i

cannot be due to any of the instincts because an animal never-*
it, although the sansfaction of an instinctive impulse
accompanied by the. same pleasure in man as in the animal
hvidendy, there is another urge ar work which checks the desire of
the insunct in the former case and reinforces it in the latter.

Even when we are modifying our instinctive desires with the
help of reason, there must be some other urge ur desire which
reason is guiding and which is ultimately responsible for this

modification. The modification occurs because the demand, of this

urge have to be accommodated. The other urge mav be clearly an
instinct sometimes, e.g. when a hungry child forgoes the idea of
opening the door of a cupboard till the arrival of his mother for far
of punishment. But sometimes the interfering urge appear, to be
entirely different in character from the urge of any of the instincts

enumerated by McDougall. This urge, which has' the tendency to
become more powerful than any of our insunctive desires and to
dominate them all, is known as volition or will. McDougall explains
volition as again due to instincts. We believe, however that no
adequate explanation of will is possible, unless we take it tr, be due
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to an urge separate from the urge of instincts, an urge which may

baled the urge of man himself and not of his animal nature, and

Alt the phenomenon of volition affords the clearest evidence of

AccQftence of such an urge.

Till is an effort for moral action the desire for which is weak

m compircd with the temptation which is definitely an instinctive

fart- Professor James writes, "And if a brief definition of ideal or

oat tctjon were required none could be given which would

fetter fit the appearances than this, Tt is action in the line of the

potest resistance.'

"The facts may be most briefly symbolised thus, P standing for

Ae propensity, I for the ideal impulse, and E for the effort:

I I past < p

* HE>P"'

What is the origin of this effort H which overcomes the

laniin and brings about the moral action? Professor James says

ttthng m answer to this question. Writes McDougall:

Tiofesiot James like many others finds here an ultimate and

graohiblt problem in face of which wc can only say—the will exerts

ttdfon the side of ihe weaker motive and enables it to triumph over its

HKMtttr antagonist—while leaving the word "will" simply as the name for

Ah possibility of an influx of energy of whose source, causes or

0faoitais we can say nothing . . Presumably according to Professor

fanes this is where even- attempt to trace the volitional process from its

dfccti backwards comes against a dead wall of mystery7 because the

jattiong stroke (he talks of the inhibition of rival impulses due to

tttmch which is accomplished by volitional effort) issues from some

uncm inaccessible to our intellects or simply happens without

antecedent*

"

McDougalls own explanation is that the source of the

additional motive power, which in the moral effort of will is

(brown upon the side of the weaker, more ideal impulse is the

awtwet of self-display or self-assertion. 'That this is true," says Dr

mt
PniMpits ofPsyrfjofog', Vol II, p. 549.
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McDougall, "we may see clearly in such a simple case of volition •
that of a boy overcoming by effort of the will, owing <o d»

presence of spectators, an impulse of fear that restrains him from

some desired object He makes his effort and overcomes his fax

impulse because, we say, he knows his companions are looking

«

him; the impulse of self-display is evoked on the side of the weak
motive. And the same is true of those more refined efforts of fc
will in which the operation of this impulse is so deeply oh
that it has not hitherto been recognized."

And McDougall assures us that there is no awkwardness ah
this explanation although "it may seem paradoxical and repugft
to our sense of the nobility of moral conduct that it [mo
conduct] should be exhibited as dependent on an impulse thatu
share with the animals and which in them plays a part that is of

l

secondary importance and utterly a-moral , .

'

The humble natiw

of the remote origins of anything we justly admire or revere in »
wise detracts from its intrinsic worth or dignity and the

ascertainment of those origins need not and should not diminish by

one jot our admiration or reverence."

A really admirable thing may no doubt easily have a very

humble origin, but McDougaU's explanation of the source of villi

not only repugnant to our sense of the nobility of moral conduct,

however unreasonable this repugnance may be according to him,

but is also unjustified and unconvincing from a purely rational

point of view.

If will is due to the instinct of self-assertion, the qucstuw
arises: Why does the instinct become active in favour of the weaker
desire rather than the stronger one? Both the desires, the weaker

U

well as the stronger one, have their source in the instincts Wb?
should the weaker desire be an object of special favour with the

instinct of self assertion? The instinct could satisfy itself equally,

nay, perhaps more easily and more adequately in the case of the'

stronger desire, for example, when you fight an enemy rather than

forgive him, or when you give him a slap for a slap rather than turn

your other cheek towards him; then why does it support the weaker
desire alone? Moreover, it is in connection with such coarser and
stronger desires of the animal nature that this instinct was most
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lilt ill along in irs history. Why should it forget us old habit and

Kits original function entirely and begin to side with the weaker

mt for moral acuon as soon as it reaches man?

Ik only distinction of man over the animal which McDougall

nodes is his capacity for reason. Then should we think that the

fcKt's preference for the weaker desire, m the case of man, is

It to the influence of reason? But there are innumerable cases in

bth the effort of will cannot be justified on the score of reason,

ink otherwise sane show readiness to suffer all sorts of

jvition? and even death for the sake of avowed principles. Many

Hem in the history of our race was confronted with one of the

Alternatives: dignity, power and riches on the one hand, and

»th and disgrace on the other, but he decided in favour of the

m course and preferred self-annihilation ro self- assertion.

Sfon cannot [usury it, nor can one understand by any stretch of

aeration how the preference of poverty to power in such cases

due to the instinct of self-assertion,

McDougali himself says that a person's desire for even that

m of self-assertion by means of which he seeks the approval of

hen and consequently puts forth volitional effort is inexplicable

i
grounds of rationality. I ft writes:

The strength of the regard men pay to public opinion, the strength

thai desire to secure the approval and avoid the disapproval of their

bv men goes beyond all raUonal grounds; it cannot be wholly

atoned as due to regard for their own actual welfare or matenal

Sipenty or anticipation of the pain or the pleasure that would be felt on

tnng men s blame or praise. For, as we know, some men otherwise

Kxul and sane enough are prepared ro sacnficc ease and enjoyments of

Efv bnd—in fact all the good things of life—if only they may achieve

ttiiumous fame; that is to say their conduct is dominated by the desire

* men shall admire or praise them long after they themselves shall have

ivttu incapable of being affected pleasuxably or painfully by, any

ttsaon of the opinions of others. The great strength in so many men

this regard for the opinions of others, and the almost universal

tnbntion of it tn some degree may, then, fairly be said to present the

Mt important and difficult of the psychological problems that underlie

theory of moral*
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Thus for one thing it is not clear why the instinct
assertion should become active on behalf of the weaker
order to reinforce it, rather than on behalf of the stronget
when reason too is not responsible for this discrimination.

Secondly, Dr McDougall appears to be arguing in a (

in the particular case mentioned by him does the boy's mu
satisfy his instinct of self-assertion when others are looking
answer will be, because society generally approves of such
and the boy's companions are sure to admire it. But
society approve of it?.

According to McDougall, the society's approval is due
fact that it has absorbed the higher moral tradition on ace
the influence of rare personalities, the prophets and sain
exert this influence in virtue of the admiration they evoke
But what is the cause of the admirable moral efforts of the:
and prophets who, according to McDougall, are the to
the moral tradition? Certainly the cause of these efforts
again the approval and admiration of the societv (which i< i

result of the tradiuon founded by the saints and p
stimulating the saints' and prophets'' instinct of selfdisplay
will be arguing in a circle. And, moreover, what is the cause
own admiration of the moral efforts of the saints and pbecause unless we admire them no tradition can be founded ?

McDougall seems to have, at this place, lost sight of
that it will not be possible for us to admire the moral efforts
prophets and to absorb from them the higher moral ti

unless there existed in our own nature something which
their moral efforts admirable in our eyes. In that so-
whatever it is, we ought to look both for the cause of our
moral and volitional effort as well as of our adimrarion f
moral efforts of the saints and prophets as also for the cause
moral efforts (resulting in the establishment of moral traditi

the saints and prophets. If we say that that something is n
other than the urge of self-consciousness for Beauty pec 1

man and independent of the instincts, we are able to explain
tacts adequately. The urge of self-consciousness has no aim
own satisfaction. Therefore, it does not obev the c
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ttdards of rationality. Like every impulse it has its own rational

«dtfd. Reason is its servant and not its master. The weaker
Springs from this urge and is not weak as a matter of fact but

• OOlf suppressed by ins tine uve desires. Tt comes into its own
fknera, on account of our intense love for the ideal, we are able
tolum our attention away from the instinctive desires and fix ir on
At ideal It conquers the instinctive impulses by virtue of its own
mmc strength. The "inhibiting stroke" comes from the love of
it ideal and its force is directly in proportion to this love. When
*T love of the ideal is very strong, the instinctive desires are too
Mk to compete with the so-called "weaker desire". In such a case
4e proportion of strength of the two kinds of desires is reversed,

*r weaker becoming the stronger and the stronger becoming the
Wirt one, and in .such a case moral action involves no exertion or
Art because no resistance exists. Such is the case with the heroes,
wrrro, saints and prophets who act morally not as a result of
rfifcrtand struggle like many of us but as a result of a desire which
iff would not like to resist. We see, therefore, that Professor
(w*Si definition of mural action that it is "action in the line of die

pestrit resistance" by no means holds good under all

icumstances /* very many casts moral action is action in the lint of the

The boy whose example has been cited by McDougall was able
>omcome the impulse of fear because his impulse for the ideal

Aich ideal was. of course, the approval of his friends) was able to
Bin strength sufficiently to defeat the impulse of fear, at a time
hen his friends were looking on.

Thus our own explanation of will divides the desires of man
to two parts; the desires of the human self and the desires of the
nmal nature of man, i.e. the instincts. The desire of the self is our
HI desire and we hold it to be more important than the desire of
c instincts. When the self asserts its own desire over the
Kincovc desires we call it volition or will. That McDougall, in

ittot his effort to trace ali the activities of man to the sole urge
mstincLs is compelled to assume this fact is clear from the
lowing passage;
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'The essential mark of volition—that which disrtngtushcs a im
simple desire or simple conflict of desires—is that the personality *1
whole or the central feature or nucleus of personality, the mm htmicM
all that which is regarded by himself and others as the most csscntulw

of himself is thrown upon the side of the weaker motive; whereatm\
desire may be felt to be something that in comparison with lbs ml
intimate nucleus of personality is foreign to the self, a force thtttfl
not acknowledge as our own, which we or the intimate self mil km
upon with horror and detestation

McDougall gives the various names of ''personality ft]

whole
7

,
"the central feature or nucleus of personality", "thefltf

intimate nucleus of personality" "the man himself, "die tm
essential part of man", "the intimate self of man", to sometfa

which he is unable to define consistently with his thcocjl

instincts but which is really no other than what we have denoted!

the self or the self-consciousness in man. Although McDcNM
docs not define what exactly this "most essential part of mm*!
yet he realises that n has a de^re which, though weak in uscM
ultimately capable of dominating a stronge r desire, dircctlv duel
one of the instincts—a desire which it not onlv refuses §1

"acknowledge" as its "own" but also looks upon "with horrofj

detestation".

It is very surprising indeed that in spire of such a dl
admission that the desires of instincts are not only separate km
the desire of something else in the nature of man which constitJ

its vital factor, (he may call it "the intimate self of man" otll
most essential part of man" or give ir anv other name that hclikci

but also opposed to it to the extent of inducing "horror mt
detestation

71

, McDougall docs not allow that instincts arenotfcf

only motive power of human action and that the vital portioM
human nature is really independent of the instincts and fomtti

source of action apart from diem.

McDougall believes that the desire of the intimate self, Ltd*
weaker desire, is due to a sentiment possessed by it which he ok
the sentiment of the self-regard, and a full-grown sentunetf

according to him is nothing but a constellation or a group of all At
instinctive emotions organising themselves gradually around aft

object But, if this desire is really an outcome u!" a combinational
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tfl the tnstmcts and is brought into existence by the combined

emotional force of all of them as McDougall thinks, one cannot

ttdmund why it remains so weak in spite of it.

He writes:

"IT* organization of the sentiments in the developing mind is

determined by the course of expenence; that is to say the sentiment is a

mm&i m the structure of the mind that is not natively given in the

llfcattd constitution

Each sentiment has a life-history like every other vital organization. It

1 gradually built up, increasing in complexity and strength and may

Ctncmue to gtow indefinitely or may enter upon a period of decline and

mm decay slowly or rapidly, partially or completely. When any of the

OKfcoro is strongly or repeatedly excited by a particular object there is

fattd the rudiment of a sentiment But it can seldom happen that a

moment persists in this rudimentary condition for any long period of

toe Any such senomcnt is liable to die away for lack of stimulus or, if

farther relations arc maintained with its object, to develop into a more

implex otganization. Thus the simple sentiment of fear will tend to

develop wd will most rcadilv become hate by the incorporation of other

ODOOonal dispositions they all in virtue of their repeated excitement by this

m tkpt become associated with the object more and more ultimately

m& the mere idea of it may suffice to throw them all at once into a

Coodioon of such excitement, or to arouse all of them in turn or in

conjunction to full activity. So the rudimentary sentiment whose

oaooonal constituent is fear develops into a full-blown hatred/* 2

Here wc come across another fundamental point of our

Attgreement with McDougall in his theory of the will.

The cxDtement of emotions is, as a matter of fact, the result and

ml At cause of sentiments. The sentiment exists already before an

emotion is excited, Emotions are events in the career of a

icntimcnt. When a man loves, for example, the ideal of

Communism, his love is able to arouse in him the emotions of

pleasure, anger, fear, disgust, wonder, subjection, elation, gratitude,

admiration, hope, relief, regret, disappointment, etc. He admires

the ideal, hopes that it will rule the world, fears that its enemies

)ugall, Soaai Psychology, pp. 140, 141, 142.
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Ufancnt of in greatness and a conviction of its truth. No

notemem of emotions comes into the picture.

When the object of sentiment changes, the situations under

ritieh the emotions may be excited also change along with it

tannfotctY The Nazi who turns a Communist finds that the

famous when he can feel gratitude, admiration, anger, disgust,

fappomtmcm, etc, have altered simultaneously with his

ppcobn. This would have been impossible unless it is a fact that

irexatcment of a person's emotions is determined by his love.

The emotions of a cultured man are aroused under situauons

which arc vastly different from those which suffice to excite the

onoDons of a relatively uncivilised, uneducated person. When

Mdecomc to be inspired by lofty ideals their emotional response

Wilds events undergoes a marked change; for example, they

fcmve personal insults more readily than other men can do. Even

BO the change from one object of love to another is gradual (as

wbco wc take time to understand, appreciate or judge the beauty of

m object) it is never preceded by a repeated excitement of

Let U5 now consider this view with parucular reference to the

imomcni of hate. 'The typical sentiments," says McDougall, "are

b* and hate/
7

If all sentiments are gradually developed

qmtusanons of emotions, then hate as a sentiment must also be a

amiur organisation and must have its own independent career of

pawth and decav like the sentiment of love. But it is easy to see

(hit hate is not a separate sentiment, nor has it a separate career of

troth and decay. It is subservient to our love, comes into

oostence with it, appears and disappears, mcreases and decreases in

intensity along with it There can be no love without hate. Hate is

M aspect or facet of love. There is only one fundamental sentiment

Of which man is capable and that is love. We hate only those

objects which interfere with and prove inconsistent with our love

Of our ideal. The strength of our hate is in proportion to our love.

The more we love an object, the more we hate the objects that

oppose, violate or interfere with this love. I late being the direct

tnd immediate result of a love cannot be an organisation of

emotions developing gradually around an object. Its object is
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determined strictly, immediately, by the object of love and not by

the accidental excitement of emotions. When our love changes its

object our hate also changes its object at once. When we come to

be thoroughly inspired by a new ideal suddenly, all our hates

irrelevant to that ideal disappear at once and new hates relevant

and subservient to that ideal appear immediately. How does it

happen if the sentiment of hate is an organization of emotions and

develops gradually by their repeated excitement? What is true of

the sentiment of hate is true also of the sentiment of love. Just as

the sentiment of hate is not a gradually developed organisation of

emotions so the sentiment of love too cannot be a gradually

developed constellation of emotions.

McDougall counts a third sentiment, that of respect, besides

hate and love. But if respect is formal it is not a sentiment at all It

is a kind of discipline necessitated by some other object of love. If

it is a genuine feeling it can be nothing but an aspect of love. We
cannot really respect without loving, or love without respecting at

least in the case of a perfect love and a perfect respect. When we

love a person and do not respect him we love only a part of him

and hate the other part, and when we respect a person and do not

love him we respect only a part of him and do not respect the

other part. The highest love and the highest respect are ultimately

one and the same. They partake of a common quality which we caD

reverence.

If a sentiment does not result from the excitement of

emotions, what riien is the cause of it? The sentiment of love—and

this is the only basic sentiment wc can have— is due to our direct

judgment of Beauty. It is a function of our consciousness, a

function of what McDougall vaguely describes as the "most

essential part of man" or the "intimate self of man". The self must

perform this function always sometimes with one object and

sometimes with another. The object of the sentiment is the ideal.

All the emotions exist already in our nature as parts of tins

function. The sentiment of the self comes into existence

simultaneously with the idea of self. Only our view of the object

that is lovable to us continues to change throughout life. A

sentiment is, therefore, determined by the course of experience in
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this sense only that with the growth of experience and knowledge

the object of sentiment, that is, the ideal, becomes more and more

perfect but the function of loving itself is "natively given in the

mknted constitution". It is an innate quality of the self. No

sentiment can decay completely without yielding place to another

because the self must perform its function of loving always. It

cannot hold this function in check and, therefore, if it cannot love

one object (because, according to its judgment, it is lacking in

beauty), it must love another object immediately. The self loves an

obiect or an idea which appears to it to be most beautiful at the

time. From our earliest childhood till the last day of our life we are

always ready to love the most admirable or lovable object or idea

that we come to know of, from time to time. Judgments of beauty

arc made directly. They do not acquire, and do not wait for, an

excitement and much less a repeated excitement of emotions.

Since a sentiment is a characteristic of consciousness and since

consciousness is free only in man, therefore it is man alone who is

capable of having a sentiment. It is true that some of the higher

animals also appear to have sentiments but in the animal the brain

II too incomplete to satisfy the needs of consciousness. It does not

afford consciousness the freedom that it requires in order to

perform its functions adequately. In the animal consciousness is

suppressed and ir labours under material limitations which it has

not yet been able to overcome. Therefore, the sentiment of the

animal (if at all we should use the word "sentiment" for it) is crude

and incomplete, half-conscious and automatic. It is incapable of

shifting to higher and higher ideas. It is more of the nature of an

inflexible, inherited attitude and a developed and intensified

instinct than of a love or a hatred that is capable of ruling the

instincts consciously or of exciting all the emotions that are latent

in a sentiment.

McDougall tries to prove his thesis that a sentiment results

from the excitement of emotions by giving the example of a boy

whose father displays his anger repeatedly before htm in such way

that the boy develops first of all what he calls a "rudimentary

sentiment" of fear which later on grows into a full-blown hatred by
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incorporating into itself other emotional dispositions which the

detestable behaviour of the father is able to create.

Evidently this example is too convenient for the purpose of

the writer. Even in this case the sentiment of love or the ideal

existed before the emotion of fear was excited. But naturally in

view of the tender age and the limited knowledge and experience of

the boy, his ideal was very low in the scale of Beauty; it was no
other than the satisfaction of his "instincts of attraction" itself

Therefore, whoever stood in the way of a smooth satisfaction of

these instincts, in other words, whoever was able to arouse the

"instincts of repulsion was bound to become the object of the

,

boy's hatred. It will be a mistake to derive, from this example, a

general conclusion that hatred results from the excitement of

emotions, because here, too, the fundamental cause of the boy's

hatred is an already existing love of which only the object is rather

low in the standard of Beauty. His hatred appeared in the service of

a love that was already present. The repeated excitement of his fear

resulted in hatred because it enabled the boy to judge his father as a

person who had proved himself to be out of harmony and

sympathy with what he loved and liked. If there had been no innate

capacity in him to love certain things and he had not loved them,

he would have never hated his father even if he had repeatedly

aroused his fear. If the boy had grown sufficiently in years and had

acquired a sufficient amount of self-knowledge he would have had
a higher ideal and would have probably found reason to justify,

excuse or explain the behaviour of his father in the light of that

ideal In that case his ideal would have controlled his instincts so

that the father's behaviour would have neither excited Ins fear

unduly nor induced his hatred.

Because our fears are excited by our ideals we revise them in

the light of our ideals in order to ascertain whether they are well-

founded or otherwise. We retain the fears that are based on a real

threat to our ideal and give up all the others. It is not fear that

creares the sentiment of hate but it is rather an already existing

sentiment of love that arouses our fears and induces our hates at

relevant occasions. A grown-up cultured man may not fear the

boy's father on account of his repeated display of anger and yet
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may hale him because his behaviour offends the man's ideal of

excellence. We hate whatever offends our ideals. Because we love

certain things we have to hate certain other things. The basis of our

hatred is our innate desire to love the object that appears to us to

be the muq admirable and lovable whether it is our instinctive

desires as in childhood or a standard of excellence as in the case of

I grown -up cultured man.

McDougall thinks that a complete sentiment grows out of a

rudimentary sentiment. But since a sentiment is not a gradually

developing organisation of emotions the distinction between a full-

grown and a rudimentary sentiment is un called for. The capacity7

for love is innate, but the object of love continues to grow in

perfection and uniqueness. What the writer calls a rudimentary,

sentiment can be no more than an emotional attitude resulting

from a sentiment which is already present. Our principal love

determines our smaller loves and hates. Love is not one sentiment

but a system of sentiments. We love all those objects which favour

our love and hate all those objects which thwart it No subservient

attitude of love or hate can grow in us unless it is permitted or

required by our principal love or our ideal. It can grow only when

in ob|ect favours or interferes with our principal love. To say

nothing of a so-called "mdimentary sentiment" which, according to

McDougall, is a growth out of an instinct, even an instinct cannot

have its own way if its demand is contrary- to the requirements of

the ideal.

In man the emotions serve the ideal; in the animal they serve

the physical body. The emotions connected with the instincts serve

a biological purpose and become active when the needs of the

body are either favoured or opposed. Their object is to start and

sustain to its end the activity characteristic of the instinct in order

to secure for die animal the preservation of his life and race. But in

man these emotions are ultimately held in check, ruled and

dominated bv the ideal In other words, the emotions are excited in

man ultimately, when the continuation of love and not the

continuation of life is favoured, or opposed. When we are living

almost on the animal plane of life, as in the case of a child or a

savage, our ideal is no higher than the satisfaction of our instinctive
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desires and consequently when rhesc desires are favoured «
thwarted our emotions are aroused. The cause of the excrement of
emotions, even in this case, is our innate sentiment of W»M
ideal. In the example cited by McDougall as long as the boy s „U
remains close to his instinctive desires, his loves and hates must
remain confined to objects that favour or disfavour these desirti
and consequently it is these objects that must arouse his enwtS
Hm as lus ideal improves in perfection and rises above the

instinctive desires he must learn to control his instincts more M
more to, the sake >.f lus ideal. In a highly cultured man, a man who
is deeply in love with a lofty ideal, it is ultimately the danger to rhe

ideal rather than to rhe body that will arouse the emotion of few
Similar is the case with other emotions like disgust, wonder znm
subjection and elation, that are bound up with our animal insane]
They are kept under a strict control by the love of the ideal It

suffices as a proof of ,(,<• UKt rh:.t emotions are inseparable from
love that even in (he animal rlu-y serve a sort of love whichl
however, not tree like that of the human being but is automaticJ
inflexible and lakes the form of instincts. For, we know that evert
inst.net of the animal is either an instinct of attraction or an instinct
of repulsion.

The error of McDougall that a sent .men r results ,i rhe
excitement of emotions is, naturally, due to the fact that he regad,
the emotions as belonging primarily ro our animal instinct! of
which, according to him, the human personality is entire!?
composed. He makes a distinction between the primary and rhe
secondary emotions and says that the emotions connected with the
instincts, that ,„, those which man possesses in common with the
higher animals are primary and all others peculiar to man .re
derived from them as their combinations. Hut if emotions belong
CO .he instinct*, how is it that they fail to combine into so called
secondary or derived emotions in the case of animal as thev doifl
the case of man? Why .s it that man alone is able to exhibit so rich
a variety of emotions and not the animal? Why is n again thai
cmoi.ons organise themselves into the form of sentiments only m
the case of man and not in the case of the animal, although the. an
excited as frcquendy in the animal as in man? Reason, which «
according to McDougall, the only distinction enjoyed hv .nan „,«

,'
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the animal, us certainly not responsible for this supposed chemical

composition vi instincts and emotions in man, on account of

wheh the nature of man becomes so vasdy different from that of

the animal. To what else can we attribute these distinctive feature s

of the human psychology* ?

The fact is that emotions belong fundamentally to

consciousness, to what McDougall vaguely understands as "the

mtw encntial part" of man or the "intimate self* of man. They

belong essentially and primarily to the man in us and not tu the

mimal The [motions connected with our animal instincts may be

most import »nt for the preservation of life, but they arc not

pnnurv in the scn^e that all the other emotions, which it is possible

faf us to experience, represent their mixture or fusion in various

shades or degrees. We have seen flint it is nut the instincts and then

connected emotions thai combine in various quantities lo make

OOAsaousness but it is consciousness that has evolved the instincts

to be what they are. What is primary and fundamental is

consciousness and not the instinct. Instincts derive their existence

« well as thctr character from consciousness. It was consciousness

that built up the instincts in order to make a passage for itself and

not thf instincts that built up consciousness. Instincts arc only

tome of the tendencies latent in consciousness, which become

fixed ami automatic, in a way, materialised to compel the halt

urns animal to prr-.mr it lile and race for the purposes of

evolution In the course of its struggle with mailer consciousness

left behind some oJ its own leiulr.m'.ie.s embedded m matter and

paused on to its own freedom, All emotions are, therefore, present

in the nature of consciousness and consequendy appear in their

fullest whncss and variety in man in whom consciousness has

achieved its freedom,

Rinutioni belong to the sentiment, to the love in us which is a

function of our consciousness. They do not create the sentiment

but they ire parts of the sentiment itself. They serve love, Ixwc

[BOttcd itself and continues its growth through them They are the

phases of love or the modes m which love expresses itscli. l/hc\

an included in love itself, otherwise love would not cause their

mstemtnt. An emotion is the response of love to an event To
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give expression to an emotion, whatever rhe emotion may be, \% io

love, to exercise the function ofloving, in a manner suitahle to the

situation exciting the emotion,

Except when we indulge in a real and nor a feigned laughter,

we arc always loving and, therefore, always expressing iiome

emotion or another m a greater or a lesser degree. Laughter is the

selfs state of zero emotion when the self has a momentary respite

from constant emotional demands of its love. The ideal of the M
makes life a very serious business for it. It exerts upon it a pull o|
attraction, like the pressure of a spring ui the mechanism of 1

wound-up clock, which keeps it constantly in a state of effort and

emotional tension. Effort does not necessarily mean working or

thinking hard. Even a state of ordinary rest is attended by emotions
of some kind. A comic or non-serious situation excites bugbfifl

because it gives a momentary suggestion of the mean ingle ssnes* or

the absence of the ideal, of love and of effort and emotion. Every

situation which can give a suggestion of this kind, whethci oa
account of the peculiar temperament or attitude of die petfJ
noticing it or on account of its intrinsie character, tends to r xatt

laughter. Hie effect of a suggestion of this kind is the immediate

removal of the emotional tension of the self, resulnng in laughter

as if a spring that was tightly wound is suddenly released Thai is

why real laughter is peculiar to man who alone of all the species h«
a free consciousness capable of loving an ideal and expressing all

the emotions, from zero onwards, latent in the nature qfj

consciousness. When we are serious about life we are ahvnj
passing rhtough one emotion or another.

Emotions are events in the career of love; rhey indicate Ac
circumstances through which love is passing. The reaction of lo-x

to each of these circumstances with a view to protecting and
continuing itself is an emouon. The object of all emotions is to

drive die self towards the object of love and away from the object

of hate. Emotions which have their source in hate are also aspects
of love, since hate itself depends upon love. We hate for the sake

of f mi love and we cannot love without hating.

When the course of love is running smoothly, that is, when the

object of love is being approached and the object of hate is bctflf .

j
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nuked hack successfully, ihe attending emotion is joy, bliss or

hipptness, and when the reverse is the case we have sorrow, some

fbmu of which ire despondency, despair and grief, 'Die emotions

rtnge into innumerable vancues from sorrow to joy like the colours

of I spcctnitn Sorrow is due to ihi sense of a final failure to

qjproich the beloved which includes the sense of rhe final loss of

the beloved. The love persists in spite of this sense of failure or

fail ind this js trie cause of sorrow, Sorrow is always due to an

error u! rhc tel£ The Beloved of the self, that is, Consciousness, is

ihnyi alive and always approachable. For this reason sorrow

onnot endure for long and ends gradually, in the case of a normal

mind m a reaction of hope which is due to the selfs natural (for

(be time being, overshadowed or repressed) conviction of n

permanent possibility of achieving its desire, coming to its own.

The view of McDougall that the human self is an edifice in

ttodi the bneks aie il - mariners does not give an adequate

apian ,1 tin n of will. It is not easy to understand how it can be

Double lor a man willingly to make big sacrifices involving the

mppressHiR and checking of his instinctive desires and even the,

lost of hi* life far a senumcnt of love which is itself at bottom no

more th*m a group or a combination of instinctive desires and

emotions which have for their object the preservation of life. The

tentixnenr of fave, say, of God, religion, country or naiion which

crib upon n s sometimes to surrender our life cannot have the

intlinct* js its basis, otherwise it will tie\ er seek it; .^n, (,»< rn >n at

the cost of its own foundations. Indeed, the sentiment of love for

the ideals which is the source of will rules rhe instincts and their

0OOt)on& and it cannot do so if ii is iiself a creature of instincts.
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The Current Theories of
Human Nature—II

(Freud & Adler)

Freud deserves our gratitude for his splendid analysis of
the human mental apparatus into its various realms or

tqpom which he calls the id, the ego and the super-ego. Although
he t! sadly mistaken about the nature of the urge in the
BOCOflKious, which he regards as sexual, yet it appears that his
genera! theory about the supreme importance of the unconscious
n the dynamic power of human action, has laid rhe foundations of
I fir-retching progress in the knowledge of human namre, FromW own point of view the unconscious urge of the human mind is

frBeaury at Perfection and not for sex. His theory, when purged
tfu* principal etror, will accord almost completely with the theory
rfbwnan nature already outlined in this book. The error of Freud
fill led him [o a me is

r unfortunate distortion of facts, as we shall
Mctcttly see.

Hftefly, the theory of Freud ls that a very small parr of the
lumiirs personality is above the level of consciousness, while the
mol il is brio* this level, The portion below is known as rhr
tacofiRaoiui mind" or simply the "unconscious" It is rhc large as
pel! i* the more important portion uf consciousness. All the
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contents of the conscious mind art derived from the utKonsoiJui

and they are to the unconscious as tnam is to the ocean, llic

unconscious self is uncivilised and intensely selfish, tti <£
coneem is lo graiify its desires which are sexual m iwiurt: d
which are tremendously powerful, It cannot satisfy its cksirti

except through ihe conscious self. I knee it forces the consent

self with the whole pressure of its desires to strive fur rhot

satisfaction.

The conscious self, which is really a creature of da

unconscious, feels the necessity of meeting the needs

unconscious but it is often helpless, because U is under a strong

pressure from an opposite direction which requires a to behave m

a respectable, law-abiding and orderly manner and that is tk

pressure of the society, Since the shameful and unruly desires ol

the unconscious interfere with the respectability and reputation rf

the conscious self, the latter tries to check them and keep them

below the level of consciousness. This function of the conidfil

self is called the rtMM Unconscious desires which siiffe

continuous discouragement and repression fiom tin* censor mM
spite of their great and insistent power, finally disappointed and aft

longer insist on rising into consciousness, that is, they ttj

forgotten. They, however, avenge themselves, so to say, for d*

rough treatment meted our to them, by creating a disc

condition of the mind, known as a complex, of which

symptoms are hysteria, nervousness, obsession and neurosis

psychoanalyst claims to cure these nervous diseases by r

bringing to light the repressed desires and thus altering

character. The repressed energy which is the cause of ttou

played off in this way. The censor, however, permits thoie rk

m rise to consciousness which purify themselves enroutc 1

process which Freud denotes by the name of wblimatkn F

seems to hold that all contents of the conscious mifld

sublimated versions of elements in the unconscious. This is

not only of our desires and aversions, hopes and aspirations

also of our ideals, beliefs, thoughts and t;M<- ...f nil \ ,<in

In his late* publications Freud uses the words id flfl

respectively, for the unconscious and llu conscious selves. He
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tor a part or a function of the ego to which heWW" of "self-observation, conscience and holdingpof he SUper-ego pursues lts own en[is and
«

•Oependcnr of the ego as regards the energy at its disposal. The

Zl^777 ^ SUP
f
r"eg° Wh 'ch dlCtates to " -ometime.

fcwJiof the tension between the ego and the super-ego. Unlike«*r wtach exists from the very beginning, the super-ego ls a^vdopn,nr and ,s the result of what Freud calls the Oedipu

Jh sexual u,gt of the child results ,n his intense love for his
5"™'

r
° rnatC by grantinS Proofs of affection and by•MB ol punishment which create an anxiety in the child, because•^uggest to him a loss of their love and because thev must be•Wdal.su on their own account. The objective anxiety which the

this way » .he forerunner of the later moral««» * long as the former is dominant there is neitherMnncc n„ r SUper-ego. When the child grows in years he««d* » overcoming more and more the Oedipus complex and*£ce,s taken up by the super-ego which thereforward observes

m7^t n !? '
Cg

° ln ,USt the Same ™* as A« Pints'

t' l

1
'^ supers differs from fhe p

P
arcmaJ

Mfconti m one respect. It takes up and continues its harshness
P-ttvc funcuons but not its loving cTe

«. us harshness need not be inherited at all from thefMnta authonty t is relentlessly harsh and severe in any case nomm how lovingly the parents may have brought up he childMUpubusly .voiding punishments and threats of all kinds

When the Oedipus complex passes away, the child gives up the«™e ob.ee, cathexes which it has formed towards ,ts parents and^compensate tor the loss of object it idendfies other obje ts or

£T
mth '» ^e identification becomes int nse Zpnpomon as the objrcr-cmhcxcs lose their influence.

"Tl« super-ego," writes Freud, "does not attain to fulj strengthmd development ,f the overcoming of the Oedipus complex haswbeen completely successful. ... The super-ego also takes n!M«nfWe of those persons wmo have takenVe place of

X
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parents, that is to say, of persons who have been concerned in ihe

child's upbringing and whom it has regarded as ideal models. Normally

the super-ego "

; constandy becoming more and more remotefrom tk

originalparents, becoming as it were impersonal. Another thing thai we

must not forget is that the child values its parents different^ at ttiffemt

periods of its life. At the time at which the Oedipus complex mate

way for the super-ego, they seem to be splendidfigures, but later on

they lose a good deal of their prestige. ... We have to mention another

important activity which is to be ascribed to the super-ego. It is

also the vehicle of the ego-ideal by which the ego measures itself,

towards which it strives and whose demandsfor ever-increasing perfection if

if always striving to fulfil No doubt this ego-ideal is a precipitation of

the old idea of parents, an expression of the admiration which the

child felt for the perfection which it at that time ascribed to them. The

super-ego is the representation of all moral restrictions, the adwrtx

of the impulse towards perfection. In general parents and similar

authorities follow the dictates of their own super-ego in the

upbringing of their children. ... The result is that the super-ego of

the child is not really built up on the model of the parents but on

that of the parents' super-ego."

Now something about the nature of the conscious and the

unconscious minds which Freud calls the ego and the id.

The unconscious or the id is a cauldron of seething excitement

It has "no organization and no unified will, only an impulsion to

obtain satisfaction for the instinctual needs in accordance with the

pleasure principle. The laws of logic—above all, the laws of

contradiction—do not hold for processes in the id. Contradictory

impulses exist side by side without neutralizing each other.

There is nothing in die id which can be compared to negation and

we are astonished to find in it an exception to the philosopher'!

assertion that space and time are necessary parts of our acts. In Ac

id there is nothing corresponding to the idea of time, no

recognition of the passage of time and (a thing which is very

remarkabV and awaits adequate attention in philosophic thought]

no alteration of mental processes by the passage of time. Conaovc

impulses, which have never got beyond the id, and even

impressions which have been pushed down to the id by repression
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trc virtually immortal and are preserved for whole decades as

though they had but recently occurred,"

"id knows no values, no good and evil, no morality." The ego

may be regarded as "that part of the id which has been modified by

its proximity to the external world and the influence that the latter

has had on it. . . . The ego has taken over the task of representing

the external world for the id and so of saving it, for the id blindly

stnvtng to gratify its instincts in complete disregard of die superior

Strength of outside forces could not otherwise escape annihilation. .

. . Jn popular language wre may say that ego standi for reason and

mamsptction while id standsfor the untamed passions, . . . The ego is after

ill only a pan of the id, a part purposely modified by its proximity

to the dangers of reality. From a dynamic point of view it is weak, tt

borrows 'Js ener$ from the id. . . .By identifying itself with the object it

recommends itself to the id in place of the object and seeks to attract

At libido of the id on to itself. . . . On the whole the ego has to carry

out the intentions of the id, it fulfils its duty, if it succeeds in

creating the conditions under which diese intentions can be best

fulfilled. One might compare the relations of the ego to the id with

that between a rider and his horse. The horse provides the

locomotive energy and the rider has the prerogative of determining

the goal and of guiding the movements of his powerful mount
towards it Hut all too often in the relations between the ego and

the id \vc find a picture of the less ideal situation in which the rider

is obliged to guide his horse in the direction in which it itself wants

to go

"The proverb tells us thar one cannot serve two masters at

once. The poor ego has a still harder rime of it; it has to serve three

harsh masters and has to do its best to reconcile the claims and

demands of all three. These demands are always divergent and often

seem quite incompatible; no wonder that the ego so frequently

gives way under its task. The three tyrants are the external world,

the super-ego and the id. . It [the ego] is designed to represent the

demands of the external world but it also wishes to be a loyal

servant of the id
T

to remain upon good terms with the id, to

recommend itself to the id as an object and to draw the id's libido

on to itself In its attempt to mediate between the id and the reality
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it is often forced to clothe the unconscious commands of the id

with its own rationalisations, to gloss over the conflicts between

the id and the reality and with diplomatic dishonesty to display i

pretended regard for reality even when the id persists in being

stubborn and uncompromising. On the other hand, its ever)

movement is watched by the severe super-ego which holds up

certain norms of behaviour, without regard to any difficulties

coming from the id and the external world and if these norms arc

not acted up to, it punishes the ego with the feelings of tension

which manifest themselves as a sense of inferiority and guilt. In this

way goaded on by the id, hemmed in by the super-ego and

rebuffed by reality, the ego struggles to cope with its economic task

of reducing the forces and influences which work in it and upon it

to some kind of harmony and we may well understand how it is

that we so often cannot repress the cry, 'Life is not easy'. When the

ego is forced to acknowledge its weakness it breaks out mto

anxiety, reality anxiety in face of the external world, moral anxiety

in face of the super-ego and neurotic anxiety in face of the strength

of passions in the id."

Since, according to Freud, man is vicious by nature being

swayed by an unlimited and passionate sexual desire, he is

compelled to deny that our higher activities like art, science,

religion or philosophy have any intrinsic worth or merit of then

own. Me has tried to show in his book Civilisation and Its Discontents

that these activities are attempts of man to compensate for his

unsatisfied sexual desires. They are no more than a useful sop for

salving his wounded instincts. They have their root in the evil

nature of man which he is unable to express in an undisguised

form. Conscience is the result of instinctual renunciations, lis

verdict is based on the nature of instincts which society feels to be

most dangerous to it. Religion is a desire for a heavenly father

necessitated when the earthly father fails us in youth. Ethics and

morality are barriers imposed by society to hold in check the

undesirable instincts. Reasoning of all kinds is rationalising and a

compensation for the instincts that are denied expression \\c

prove things to be true when we want them to be true. Art is

needed "to create illusions" and to protect man against the

unbearable reality of things. "These illusions are derived from the
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Ifc of phantasy." "At the head of these phantasy pleasures stands
the enjoyment of works of art." Art is "a mild narcotic," a
temporary "refuge from the hardships of life". Intellectual activity
is also a compensation for thwarted instinctive desires. Our views
on abstract questions, on right and wrong, are determined by the
instinctive desires whose substimtc gratification is being sought.
The evil impulses of man, according to Freud, create a big necessity
for him to delude himself by means of the "so called" higher
activities that they are being satisfied, without satisfying them
actually, in order to be able to pacify an oppressive society. The
lugher activities are not higher but they are unreal and illusory
substitutes for our real desires. In short, man must choose one of
the following three alternatives:

To give full expression to the shameful urge of his nature
and become as wicked and licentious as he desires. Of
course, the society will inflict disgrace, degradation and
censure upon him, but let him try not to mind these things
if he can.

To repress his sexual desires in order to be able to please
the society and thereby expose himself to the danger of
suflenng from nervousness, hysteria, obsessions, worries,
neurosis and madness.

To renounce his instinctive desires and try to deceive
himself by such substitute activities as art, religion, science
and morality which, he must remember, are, as a matter of
iact, no more than illusions devoid of any merit or worth
of their own.

Obviously Freud portrays a very miserable picture of human
being. He depicts him as an intellectual beast doomed to disgrace,
misery or madness if he does not deceive himself by using all his
intellectual powers that the desires of his intractable evil nature are
bang satisfied.

But matters need not be as thoroughly bad as he has
feprcrented them to be. The apparently distorted and disappointing
new of Freud about the lot of man and the value and worth of our
higher activities is necessitated by his hypothesis that the nature nf
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our unconscious desires is sexual If" this hypothesis is absurd, a<ut I

shall endeavour ro show that it really is, the conclusions demij I

from it must be also absurd. In fact, his conclusions casr a further I

suspicion on the validity of his basic assumption because, when I

engaged m oui higher activities, we do not feel thai we an I

deceiving ourselves, or that our pleasure is an illusion. If this had I

been the case Freud himself would not have devoted the whole of I
his life to the search for truth.

Hie passages of Freud quoted above from his :\W I titwham I

Ledum require only a small modification in order to suit the I

hypothesis that Beauty or Perfection and not sexuality is the urge

of the id

We shall attempt to show that [his hypoihesis makes the whole

theory of the unconscious simple and intelligible. Not only does H I
fit in with all the facts eminently but also explains mam things

which were unintelligible to Freud. Above all, it reconciles the

conflicting schools of psychoanalysis.

Freud has given an unjustifiably and even a ridiculously wide
j

meaning co the word "sexuality". From the beginning the ordinary

man has believed on the grounds of experience that the sex instinct

first manifests irself in adolescence except in the case of some 1

precocious children who arc considered as diseased and abnormal.

The urge of the unconscious mind is of a permanent nature, and in

order to give the sex instinct the status of a permanent urge, which

remains active from the first day of life to the last, Freud has tried

to prove its activity from the earliest childhood by suggesting that

such simple activities of the child as swallowing, secreting, sucking

the nipple or the thumb are sexual in character. He holds thai ;k
child's love for his parents is due to his sexual urge. The child

develops a sexual attitude towards the parent of the opposite sci

and simultaneously a rivalry towards the other. This he calls the

Oedipus complex. When the attitude of the child is the reverse (

tins, Freud suggests that die Oedipus complex, although still sexual

in nature, has become inverted. Fie believes that the function of the

sex instinct is not as simple in man as it is in the animal. In man it

consists of various component parts that have to fuse into a siftfl
whole and often fail to do so. In man, moreover, it has ro pass |
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through two penods of development, one commencing from about

the ape of tour and the second beginning just above the age of

puberty 1„ the interval there is the "latency period" during which

there is no progress.

Freud assigns a sexual origin not only to all mental and

oenous disorders and dreams but also to normal menial processes

that have apparendy nothing to do with sex. I le thinks that the

lore of ideals which the child develops later on is also of a sexual

ongin, because it is the substitute of the Oedipus complex which

disappears gradually yielding place to the love of ideals. Freud

makes the Oedipus complex as the very foundation of his whole

theory. Ernest [ones writes about it: "All other conclusions of

Pjehoanalyticaf theory are grouped around this complex and by

the truth of this finding psychoanalysis stands or falls."

The idea of in tannic sexuality, supported as it is by fantastic

arguments, although fundamental to the theory of Freud, has failed

to carry conviction with serious students of psychology. Freud was

Ktuscd of being "sex-mad", of "reducing everything to sex" or of

Wsexualism". The worst criticism of psychoanalysis has centred

uound this point. This is in fact the rock on which the school of

psychoanalysis was shattered into three parties. Adler and Jung, the

coworkers and pupils of Freud, found it difficult to agree with

their master that the nature of the urge in the subconscious was

Kxual and advanced their own theories about it. Adler maintains

that this urge is the impulse to power while Jung seems to hold that

it is for both power and sex. The great amount of disagreement

that exists among the psychologists in this respect, at least, creates

a suspicion that none of their theories is perfectly satisfactory and

that there is room enough for a fresh theory explaining the nature

of the unconscious urge in an entirely different way.

The clue to a different theory is afforded by some of the facts

which were observed by Freud himself but of which the true

Significance he was unable to realise.

We gather from the quotations given above from the writings

of Freud that the child loves his parents as "splendid figures", that

he feels an "admiration" for his parents and ascribes a "perfection"
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to them, that he loves his teachers because they arc "ideal models'
that the super-ego (which is a name given by Freud to the mtd
function causmg the love of ideals and which takes the place of the

parents' love) "is the advocate of the impulse towards perfect"
and that the super-ego demands "

an ever-increasing perfecuon" 1.

it then too much to say that an individual is under the powofil
influence of a desire for the perfect, the admirable and the

splendid, throughout his life? In childhood this desire find, a
oudet in the persons of the parents and teachers because nothw
more perfect and more admirable than them is known to thechtt
As his knowledge inc.. .es he finds other and better object* *d
ideas worthy of love and devotion and he is naturally attracted br
them being compelled by the urge of his nature. The super-ego
appears to be demanding an ever-increasing perfection of ideab
because the child's idea of perfection improves as he grows m rats
and develops his powers of comparison and thought. His idea of
what is perfect grows with knowledge and shifts to better md
better objects continuously. This explains why, as the child grows,
the parents "lose a good deal of their prestige", why die "super-em
is becoming more and more remote from the original parents-
why it is becoming more and more "impersonal", and why the
child values his parents differently at different periods of his life"
this urge is the cause of the so-called "Oedipus complex" as «|
as of the "impulse towards perfection" of which, according to
hreud, the su gQ h^ atWate„ Super.ego u nQt ^^
of the child s love of parents. On the other hand, both the love of
parents and the super-ego are the result of the urge for Perfection
in the unconscious.

To my mind, one of the weakest links in the theory of Freud «
his assertion, wh.ch he mistakes for an argument, that the super-
ego or the mental function responsible for the love of ideal* n the
substitute of the Oedipus complex in the sense that the former is

caused by the latter and is dependent upon it. He skips over the
difficulty of proving that it is so and yet assumes it as a fact secure
enough to serve him as the very foundation of his theory.

The fundamental attitude of parents towards the child is rhat
ot love. Their occasional harshness is also due to love, and the
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ddd fullv appreciates this fact when he comes of age. If the super-

the heir of the parental function, why is it that it inherits

L that function onlv harshness (expressed in the rebukes and

reproaches of conscience) and nothing of its love and tenderness.

Moreover, the super-ego is harsh even if the parents have never

^ harsh to the child on account of their extreme fondness for

Im Why is it that the super-ego inherits nothing whatsoever from

d* parental function in such cases? The Oedipus complex has two

„Jcts- the child loves the parents and also tears them. His tear

»fce result of his love. What he fears principally is not punishment

bu. .he loss of love. Why then docs a grown-up man tear me

wptr-ego or the ideal and act up to the standards prescribed by it

when Lt does not pay back this effort in terms of love or affection

like that of the parents? Why is it that the Oedipus complex, in

ttitc of us alleged sexual origin, takes such a turn in later life as to

L*e in a form which has no relation whatsoever with sex, ha

„ m the form of a conscience or an ideal of conduct? Freud tells

« that the super-ego has a tendency to diverge more and more

fom the Oedipus complex as time goes on. Why so, If it had been

, successor of the Oed.pus complex we should have expected it to

conform as much as possible to the character of its origin. Again,

retimes the super-ego prescribes ideals which are not only

Afferent from, but also opposed to, the wishes and desires of the

parents. These facts are inexplicable if we assume that the love of

Ls is not an independent natural urge in man but is the resulung

iubsutute of the so-called Oedipus Complex.

Freud himself writes:

"1 cannot tell you as much as 1 could wish about the change from the

p^al function to the super-ego. . . . partly because we ourselves do

not fed we have fullv understood it "
1

The change from the parental function to the super-ego is not

cfc* to Freud because of h.s per S1stence at all costs in the behef

.hit the desires in the unconscious mind are of a sexual nature^ He

could not ascribe a sexual basis to the urge for the ideals without

1

Fccud, Nt» Introductory Ltctuns* p, 85,
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asserting that the super-ego is die result of the Oedipus compfe
which has a sexual nature. This is no doubt a far-fetched idea,

Here there was a sufficient ground to expect that the cause 0
the super-ego may not be the accident of the Oedipus complex bo
something deep down in the nature of man in which we mat
discover the cause of the Oedipus complex as well. Bat
unfortunately, Freud missed the clue and lodged himself 2
difficulties. All the above facts are explained easily when we assun,
that the unconscious urge is for Beauty and Perfection and the

super-ego is the representation or interpretation of the desiiej 1
the id by the ego. The love of ideals is direcdy caused bv the

pressure of the unconscious desire for Perfection and Beauty and b
a natural function of the mind independent of the so-called
"Oedipus complex" which is itself caused bv it. The unconscious
urge for Perfecuon or Beauty is permanent. It functions m
childhood as well as throughout the rest of the life of an individual.
It finds satisfaction in various objects ranging from the parents and
teachers to the highest ideals depending upon the stage up to whj
die ego has developed its knowledge of the perfect at any umt

,

hypothesis explains the cause of infantile repressions J
thereby dispenses with the highly disputed theory of infantile
sexuality which Freud has advanced as an explanation of such
repressions.

Freud stretches our imagination rather too much when he
explains the child's love for his parents as due to sexuabtv It .s

indeed possible that the child may sometimes love the parent of the

opposite sex slightly more than the other parent, but it may be
largely due to the fact that die parent of the opposite sex loves the
child more than the other parent does and the child merely returns
this extra attachment on his or her part. VVc may even concede that
there may be an increased attachment for the parent of the
opposite sex on the part of the child even on account of his own
sex inclinations, particularly in precocious children but the fact
that the child generally loves both his parents almost to the same
extent and sometimes the parent of the same sex more than the
parent of the opposite sex and that the child may love other
persons too like teachers, etc., who are concerned m his upbringmg
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mdwhorn he regards as perfect and admirable irrespective of their

set, does point to a source of love in him which should be

cHffcrenE from sexuality. Obviously, the child's love is turning on

iomc internal desire for perfection, which cannot but find an outlet

mthc persons of his parents and teachers for the time being.

The ego forms an ideal at every stage of its life and the nature

md the standard of perfection of its ideal depends upon the

amount of knowledge and experience it has gained at any particular

time. Naturally, on account of the child's limited knowledge and his

proximity to some superior, authoritative and affectionate persons

(whom he understands as his parents and teachers), he cannot

think of any other models of perfection, love and goodness except

ihcm. This first ideal of the child has to be given up by him quite

naturally as his knowledge increases and he comes to know of

certain other objects, persons or ideas more satisfactory than this.

The urge of the id is to love the best that is lovable, to love the

object of the highest beauty and perfection known to the self at any

umc, be it the parents, the teachers or the ideals of ever-increasing

perfection.

But the question arises: If the unconscious urge is for Beauty

or Perfection and not sex, how are we to explain the fact that

Freud actually discovered in his experiments that some of his

nen-ous patients were actually suffering from sex repressions or

that the treatment to which they were subjected on this assumption

ictuaUv brought about the cure in very many cases? Tt can be

explained as follows:

Attraction, love, or the search for Beauty is the principal urge

of consciousness and tins urge has been manifesting itself at every

stage of evolution in a manner suitable to and consistent with that

stage. There is every truth in the Biblical saying that "God is Love",

Hate or repulsion is the negative aspect of this urge. It indicates a

direction opposite to that in which life is moving, opposite to that

of love. Consciousness has made use of its own urge of attraction

and its opposite repulsion for pushing itself through every stage of

its own evolution. Both attraction and repulsion have been

essential for the progress of life at every stage and they will remain

essenml for the future progress of life as well. These two
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tendencies ,n some form or shape form the characteristics of all
hfe. In the material stage life developed the physical laws which canbe explained as various forms of attraction and repulsion. Wt <«
the evidence of it in the affinities of atoms, in n chemical
the attraction between the opposite poles of magnets or 'the
opposite charge of electricity, in the force of gravitation and in dfundamental properties of matter. In the animal stage life evolved
the instincts. All instincts are similarly fashioned by life out of it,own urge for love and its antithesis, hate.

While other insdncts share the principal urge of consciousness,
that is, its urge of love for Beauty, by implication and as tendency

whthT
1 t0

V-Pf ° f ** inSUnCt-th^ P»« on account ofWhich the animal ts first attracted to the mare and made available
for the later sexual acr-iS fashioned d.recdy out of this urge lathe operauon of the sex instinct, that ,s, the initial part is pl^d bvthe attraction for the beautiful. Vfhen tn the course of evoiurion the
instinct passes on to man in whom the urge of conscious

he "1T Md the to seekthe real and the final object of its desire, viz. Beauty oConsciousness, the instinct acquires „ force and a meaning which «did not possess in the animal stage.

Sex instinct is to be found in both man and animal, but it doesnot cause nervous diseases in the animal, because there it function,with us norma strength. But in man, ,n the period of adolsn particular, the instinct of sex gets an influx of energy from theurge of consciousness which seeks Beautv and is, therefore too

SshLed Tu^ Chamid
° f ** «^ (wWi*fashioned out of the urge for Beauty) and to express itselferroneously ,n the love of the mate. The very first joy of lovewhich a man or a woman feels for his or her mate is not sexJ Lcharacter. It lS spiritual as can be understood from the nature ofhe pleasure attending it, which is akin to the pleasure we deny

dern ed from sex gratification is of a different quality. The idea osex comes later on when the first, spiritual son of attracrio„

h

served its purpose of bringing together the male and the fa£When on account of the proximity of the male and the fern Z
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instinct becomes active, the original spiritual joy makes room for

die lower sexual pleasure.

Nature has no doubt utilised the larger desire for Beauty in all

Wt, the principal quality of attraction in consciousness, for

attracting the male and the female towards each other for the

procreation of the race. This is to be found not only in man but

ibo in birds and insects, in whom the beauty of colour, song or

plumage is the agency which attracts the male to the female. The
sex desire is initiated by a desire for Beauty, When the urge of

consciousness is not having its own expression, a man feels a sort

of repression on account oi the force of the unconscious desire for

Beauty and it appears to htm that he can relieve himself by* free

sexual indulgence, but such a laxity is really harmful to him as the

urge that really seeks expression is that of consciousness and not of

sex. We know rhat the urge of self generally does not know the real

objecr that can satisfy it and commits mistakes frcquendy. If the

self is not already familiar with its own ideal, it mistakes the first

attraction for the mate, in adolescence in particular, as the most
tttisfactory object and gives itself up completely to it, the urge of
self having a full expression in it for the time being. But since the

mate cannot be the real object of the selfs desire, the love of self is

unable to run a smooth course and before long there is

disillusionment and disappointment and sometimes a serious

mental conflict and nervous disorder.

It appears to us is if the repression of the sex urge is the cause

of all these miseries, bur really their cause is the obstruction of the

uige of consciousness which is for Beautv, Goodness and
Perfection. That is why people disappointed in love find

satisfaction in higher and altruistic activities and ultimately forget

their love disappointments and that is why people devoted to such

activities are able to control easily their sex desires. People who arc

trained to give suitable expression to their urge of the self need not

sutler Irom mental conflicts or nervous diseases at all. All our

fattiest in stories of love, in fiction, novels, poetry and drama is

due to the urge of the self finding an expression in sex love, and
therebv giving the latter a special meaning and importance. Life is

madt hv the urge of the self and not by the urge of sex.
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The arrangement of nature by which die sex ins tin ci happens

to share something ut the urge of consciousness, that is, something

of the spiritual, serves a useful purpose, as the peculiar joy that a

man or a woman feels in the smooth course of his or her first

attraction for the mate, which has not yet been repaired bv the

inferior kind of pleasure derived from the actual sexual act that

follows this attraction, makes the self familiar with the nature of

the joy that will be experienced by it in the love of consciousness

and, therefore, serves as a guide and a stimulant to the ur^e of the

self. When a man has once experienced the jov of an intense, pure

and sincere love for a woman and when being ultimatdjj

disillusioned after a failure or a success, he wants to replace it bv

the love of his Creator through a course of prayers and devotions,

he succeeds more readily than a man who has never gone through

an experience of intense love. He discovers soon that a joy similar

to his previous joy, but surpassing it by far in quality and intensity,

is animating him gradually more and more.

To love sincerely and passionately is a great virtue, whatever

the object of love. It gives a free and full expression, at least once

in our life, to an urge which we need most of all to express. Such t

love is bound to end in an intense love for the Creator. The fact

that the urge of the self gets mixed up with the urge of sex explains

why Freud erroneously regards the sex instinct in man at

complicated and composed of various parts which have to fud

into an entity* but seldom do so- Tf the urge of the id had been sex.

the free sex indulgence should have given us a complete

satisfaction while actually it makes us miserable in the long run

because we feel diat we have ignored and violated our ideal TTie

ideal satisfies one aspect or our desire for Beauty and the sex lovt,

if a part of the urge of consciousness is finding expression through

it, satisfies another, but at the same time the sex love comes into a

clash with our desire for the ideal. This gives rise to a mental

conflict because we want to satisfy two conflicting desires at once.

These desires are really a single desire and are meant to be satisfied

by a single object of love, the Divme Self, but we make them m
desires because we are not able to sec the whole of Beauty in our

ideal for the time being and feel in a hurry to satisfy them at once.

Complete satisfaction can come to us only when our ideal is able to
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Htufy the whole of the urge of consciousness for Beauty and that

is possible only when we are able to feel increasingly the Beaut}' of

Consciousness, the Perfect Ideal.

Nervous disorders arc caused by the obstruction of the urge of

consciousness and not by the repression of the urge of sex which

m its unmixed form is no more than a biological function as simple

ind harmless as in the lower animals. But frequently, and in youth

in particular, the urge of consciousness finds an expression in die

lave of the mate, so that the sex attraction is tremendously

enhanced. The disorders will be caused whenever the urge ot the

self 15 suppressed or obstructed on account of the wrong choice of

the ideal or on account of insufficient vision, impression or

appreciation of the beauty of the Right Ideal. We are miserable

whenever our desire for an ideal cannot find a full expression,

whether the ideal is a mate or duty or the approval and admiration

Df society, sought through position, power or anyrhing else,

What causes the worry or the nervous trouble is that the whole

of the love of self is not being unltsed b\ the ideal and a portion ot

it is being attracted by one of the instinctive desires making what is

rcallv one desire into two conflicting desires pulling the self in

opposite directions. This happens when the ideal lacks intrinsic

beauty oi when its beauty is not sufticiendy realised. All individuals

having the same ideal do not love it equally, 'lite beauty of the

same ideal is fell differently by different persons at the same time

and bv the same person at different times. It is important to note

that sex is not the only impulse that competes with the ideal in the

CMC of a mental conflict. Sex instinct is only one of so many other

instincrs which come tnto a clash with the impulse for the ideal.

The conflict may be caused equally by other impulses when they

ate competing with the ideal and dividing a portion of the selPs

love The shell-shock cases in the First and Second W orld W ars

were due to the instinct of self-preservation vying with the ideal or

the love of duty.

The conflict can be made impossible by increasing our lo\ U>\

the ideal, whatever the idea! may be.
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But there can be no love unless there is faith, which means 1

feeling or vision of the ideal's beauty and this ultimately depends

upon what intrinsic beaut)' die ideal has. 'Hie nearer an ideal is to

Beauty or Consciousness,, rhc greater the possibility1 of our loving it

completely and constandy*

A patriotic soldier risks his life in the battle-field because hc»

convinced that it is his duty to do so. Duty is the call of the ideal

and his ideal is his country* f ie desires to perform Ins duty because

he loves his ideal. It depends on the strength of his love how farht

will go in risking his life and performing his duty. If his attracoon

for the ideal is very great, that is, if he has really a vision of rhc

ideal's beauty, the desire to perform his duty will be strong enough

to oust all other desires, including his desire to preserve his life. If,

on the other hand, his attraction for the ideal is weak, some of the

urge of the self will find expression in rhe love of life and there will

be a conflict between two desires, one for the ideal goading him to

lav down his life and the other for the preservation of life itself,

goading him to run away. The conflict will reach its maximum

when the shell bursts near the soldier resulting in what is known as

a shell-shock.

The soldier has no faith in the ideal probably because the ideal

has no permanent value for him. He thinks, for example, that all

will end with his death and he will not be rewarded for losing his

life. In such a case his ideal is imperfect and lacks the qualities of

Beauty one of which is permanence so that the soldier is unable to

be deceived by it The Right Ideal, since it contains all the qualities

that we desire (that being precisely the reason why it is the Right

Ideal) is capable of attracting us in such a way that no instinctive

desire is able to compete with it and make a conflict possible.

If, on the other hand, the soldier's attraction to the ideal of his

country is very great, he will readily lav down his life for it and will

fight willingly while the shells are breaking all around him. He will

not suffer from a shell-shock because his urge for Beauty is being

satisfied completely by a single ideal throughout. In such a case,

although his ideal is imperfect, yet, in his error, he invests it with all

the qualities of die Perfect Ideal. He is mistaken, lie mav be

deceiving himself, for example, bv persuading the belief that he will
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become immortal by sacrificing his life for his country or that he

wnts nothing besides the good of his countrymen which will be

penMncndy achieved by fighting to death.

Let us take another example in which the sex impulse is

wvorved.

Supposing an orderly and law-abiding man falls in love with

the wife of his neighbour. The approval of society is the ideal of his

life and he loves this ideal. His ego interprets Beauty in the form of

tms ideal and hence all his actions are dictated by it. If his attraction

for the ideal is strong enough, it will succeed in curbing all other

denies, which come into a clash with it including his love for the

•oman. If his love for the ideal is not sufficiendy strong, a portion

of the urge of consciousness will find expression in the sexual

impulse towards the woman. \\ riat was really one desire, for the

fiffit Ideal will be thus split up into two desires, opposite and
conflicting in their nature, one for the approval of the society and
the other for the woman's love. The result will be a mental conflict

and a dissociation of the mind manifesting itself in a nervous

dbodcr. The trouble is caused by the fact that the man lacks

wfnaent faith in his ideal. He fears his ideal on account of his long
attachment to it and yet thinks that it will be unable to reward htm
mflbcntly for the sacrifice of his sexual impulse. The
pwchotherapist and the patient are both to be excused if they think

that the nervous trouble is caused by the repression of the sexual

mpulse because the apparent circumstances are such, but the real

Ottteof the trouble is that his ideal is incapable of giving the fullest

expression to his urge for Beauty. He cannot love his ideal as much
as his nature wants him to love it. He will be cured if we manage to

increase his love for the existing ideal, that is, his regard for the

approval of the society or it he can no longer be deceived by his

ideal and considers it very low in the scale of Beauty, by making
him feel the beauty of a higher, more beautiful and more attractive

nfcaJwruch requires good intentions towards one's neighbours and
Which is capable of monopolising the whole of his love, say, the

bit of the Creator The ideal which is capable of absorbing the

•hole of our love permanently without i! ceiving us is the Right
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Ideal, and the love of that alone can make nervous

impossible.

The psychotherapist may tell the man to give up

repressions and have a liaison with the woman. But this will

most dangerous advice and a very harmful method of trea::

will make him worse. The doctor will diminish the patient's

for his ideal of society's approval and reduce its beauty m bk

so that for a short time the whole of die urge of bis sell i

into his sexual impulse and die woman will become his sole

In this way the conflict will disappear temporarily but, fi

woman cannot fill the place of the ideal in his heart per

the man will be, as a matter of fact, preparing himself for a
1

trouble. VChen his sex impulse is satisfied, it will lose its cfc

the man will find that it is unable to satisfy the whole of his '

the self for perfection. He will, therefore, return for the

satisfaction of this urge to his ideal and find it wounded

violated. This will make the man extremely dissatisfied with 1

and, therefore, extremely miserable. This is another conflict

may be serious enough to drive the man to suicide. It is only

foolish psychotherapist who will treat his patient by asking him

give up his repressions in this wTay.

In the case of a mental conflict the urge of our self is
i

into two parts and, by playing the libertine, we express one

;

it but suppress the other which is the more important

ultimately, and, therefore, make ourselves worse. The desire to

moral is not the result of social pressure but it is caused by

inner urge for Beauty. It is the complete expression of this{

that can cure a neurosis. We are afraid of the society because

identify Beauty with the approval of the society, and we canno!

rid of this fear by the persuasions of a half-witted doctor unless

see a greater Beauty and thus form a greater attachment else*

The neurotic person suffers, not because he is unable to :

himself to society and its standards, but because he is unable

reconcile himself to himself. His libido is always compelling]

seek Beauty and he cannot quarrel with it. He suffers

conflict when, owing to the error of the ego, it appears to htm

he can satisfy the libido by two opposite impulses.
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The soldier who suffered from shell-shock could save himself

by running away from the battlefield but the desire for Beauty,

which takes the form of the society's approval in his case, holds

him to his post. He prefers the satisfaction of his urge for Beaut)'

felhepreservauon of his life. If the pressure had not been internal,

he could have easily given it up and made himself comfortable. Me

cannot be happy by breaking loose from the standards imposed by

the society because the approval of the society satisfies his desire

far Beaut}'. A respectable man cannot indulge in sexual laxity for

(he same reason, Libertinism starves the desire for Beauty instead

of satisfying it The desire for Beauty is much too large to be

satisfied by sexual indulgence. The sex instinct in its pure form is

capable of being satisfied completely like every other instinct, but

die desire for Beauty is infinite and insatiable. Patriotism is really

(he last resort of scoundrels in some cases. The reason is that the

man who has led the life of a rake and has conunually thwarted his

urge for Beauty wants to compensate for the wrong he has done to

himself by resorting to higher altruistic activities—in which his

urge for Beauty can find a natural expression.

The fact that free sexual indulgence cannot cure a neurosis is a

further indication that our unconscious urge is not of a sexual

nature, otherwise sexual gratification should have proved an

effective cure for it.

Is the pleasure derived from our higher activities an illusion?

Freud admits that we derive a joy and a pleasure from our

higher activities, This pleasure is sometimes much greater than the

pleasure derived from the satisfaction of those desires of which

these activities are alleged to be illusory7 substitutes. The question

arises: whv should our natural instinctive desires become at all

transformed into a shape entirely different from their original

character and why should they yield us any pleasure at all when

they have thus changed their nature? How is it that the higher

acovuies
s
that is, the activities of which the object is the search for

Beauty, Goodness and Truth, alone, in exclusion to all others, are

capable of taking the place of the renounced instinctive desires and

of giving us a satisfaction enough to serve as a substitute for the
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abandoned satisfaction of our instincts and even more. There must
be some reason for it inherent in our nature.

The fact does not seem to have been sufficiently realised tint
nothing (unless it is an abnormal and diseased acaW which can be
surely distinguished from a normal and healthy activity of the
higher type like art, philosophy or science) can please or satofyus
if it does not meet a direct demand of our nature, and that it can
please °r satisfy us only to the extent to which it meets that
demand. We cannot sublimate our desire for food into a desire for
reading or playing permanendy. Our higher activities no doubt
satisfy a natural, independent and direct desire for Beauty-^, desire
which is surging like a stormy ocean in the unconscious mind and
which is often misrepresented by the ego as sexual or other desires
rhey are not caused by the sublimated versions of our sexual
desires but rather by the original normal desires of the self, which
like all our natural desires, press for satisfaction and give pleasurewhen satisfied. The pleasure derived from the satisfaction of these
desires is so comprehensive that we forget our lower desucs
Unfortunately, Freud has reversed the reality. He regards the
normal and real desires of the unconscious as unreal and the
desires which are the abnormal mistaken representauons by the ego
of the real desires of the unconscious, e.g. the exaggerated serual
desires, are considered by him as real.

The phenomenon of "sublimation" in the sense of a
transformation of desires does not exist. What happens in the so-
called sublimation" is not that our lower desires are converted or
transformed into higher desires, as if by a feat of magic, but it is
that we begin to satisfy our natural higher desires in such a war
that, on account of the satisfaction derived from them, we are able
to neglect or ignore the lower desires successfully. We know thatour instincts are fashioned out of the urge of the self. They are
tendencies which exist already in the nature of consciousness.
Consecjuendy, when we manage to satisfy the urKe of
consciousness properly, that is, when moral action or worship or
the pursuit of art, knowledge or science becomes a source of real
pleasure to us, we get a satisfaction alternative and parallel to ,he
satisfaction we get from the instinctive desires and the pressure of
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the latter is reduced to a minimum. They are no longer a source of

liouble to us and, if we choose, we can neglect them easily, of

course, some of them more easily than others, depending in some

degree upon the character and shape of the higher activity in which

we ire engaged. Neglect makes these instinctive desires still weaker

nil ultimately they appear to have ceased to exist.

Because even' instinctive tendency has a second life in the urge

of the self, by a full satisfaction of this urge, we secure a substitute

nasfaction for the abandoned satisfaction of the instincts. The

desires prompting our higher activities are always there but we
neglect them owing to an error and try (never successfully) to get

ill the joy and pleasure that their satisfaction can bring us, from the

satisfaction of our lower instinctive desires. In the case of so called

"lublirnauon" the lower desires are brought well under control

because the urge of the self is having its proper satisfaction.

The assumption that Beauty and not sex is the urge of the

unconscious, therefore, explains the satisfaction derived from

higher activities and their capacity to relieve the repression and

hrtng peace to the mind. What is more, it removes all the

divergence and incompatibility between the id, the super-ego and

the "reality" on account of which Freud had imagined the lot of

nun to be so miserable. On this view we understand, moreover,

that man is thoroughly good by nature. Me need not be miserable

nor suffer from nervous diseases if he rightly understands his

unconscious urge. The demand of the id is not the satisfaction of

i& strong untamed sexual passions. Its only passion, which is, of

count, very strong, is the love of the Truly Beautiful.

The ego represents the outside world to the id for the

utisfacaon of its desires. The id demands the satisfaction of its

desires but, being out of contact with the outside world, it does not

know how these desires can be fulfilled. The ego interprets these

desires and tries to satisfy them as best as it can. It is the agent of

the id and looks around for Beauty and tries to achieve it for the

satisfaction of the id. The task which the id entrusts to the ego is

very great and difficult since it has only a vague knowledge of what

the td really wants. The ego tries its best to perform this service as

inly and as efficiently as it can. It makes the wisest conjectures and
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estimates of its desires that it can. This function of the ego is tlx

super-ego. The conjectures of the ego are the ideals. The
continuous, strenuous efforts of the ego in this direction hnt
created the whole of our history and all the knowledge that w
have. The ego is always busy in searching for the object that is

most satisfactory to the id. The reason is that for this service to the

id it expects a great reward which is the enjoyment of friendship
and terms of peace with the id and this is its greatest desire. In

addition to that, it expects its own enlargement and extension andi
share in the power of the id which is very great. Should the ego
perform its service correctly it will get happiness and power in

return for it.

The only knowledge of the object desired by the id with which
the ego starts on its great search is that this object will satisfy the id

perfectly and that it is something great and beautiful. With' such a

scanty knowledge the ego is bound to err frequendy and its first

error is that which Freud calls the Oedipus complex; the ego takes
the parents for the model of all excellence and beaut}-. The error
works well for a number of years, but as the ego develops its

knowledge the parents seem to be less and less satisfactory to the
id. Then the ego recommends other objects to the id. Frequently it

identifies with Beauty objects which are really lacking in the
qualities of Beauty and which, consequently, do not satisfy the
strong passions of the id in the long run. The urge of the id is very
strong and, therefore, the id feels extremely disappointed and
discontented when the super-ego identifies itself with wrong ideals
which do not relieve the urge of the id and do not give it »
permanent happiness.

Every time that the ego makes a fresh choice, however
erroneous it may be, it sincerely believes that it has after all

discovered what must make the id happy. The id, not knowing the
exact nature of the object so recommended bv the ego, takes it (in

its blindness) for its own desire and makes friends with the ego.
Thereupon both of them go on happily with each other and
advance a long way in the direction of their common deal, rill

contact and intimacy with the ideal reveal to the ego and the id the
qualities of Beauty that it is lacking. The id discovers that the object
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recommended to it by the ego was unsatisfactory to its nature and

hence there is a split between the ego and the id which we call a

conflict, a shock, a worry or a nervous disorder, A conflict, a shock

Of a worry is a condition of the id's non co-operation with the ego

in its striving after the object that it had recommended. The ego

thereupon tries to recommend another object immediately, if it

on, but frequently the new object is not adequate or, else, the id is

not fret to love it or appreciate its beauty because it has not been

iblc to disengage itself (its love) from the object that had caused

Ac disappointment and, therefore, the nervous disorder continues.

It is a sort of a revenge on the part of the id against the ego for

insitprcscnting Beauty and misusing a part of the energy of the id.

A mental conflict ensues during which there is the absence of

harmonv between the ego and the id. Particular incidents which

cause the disappointment of the id are, so to say, remembered by it

n the form of repressions or complexes as grievances against the

ego as if the id feels that it has been betrayed by the ego and left in

the lurch. This makes the ego miserable as the personality is

faded

The id and the ego together constitute the whole

consciousness or self of man. The superego is merely a function of

die ego by means of which it holds up ideals and norms of

behaviour. The super-ego would have been a needless 4

domination except for the fact that a separate name draws

attention to an important function of the ego. The ego performs

this function by virtue of the push it receives from the id towards

Beauty, The real force of which the ego and the super-ego are the

products is the id. The ideals are the ego's interpretations of the

object desired by the id. They are the ego's ideas of the highest

Beauty which it forms from time to time. The self is thoroughly

good by nature and wants to push itself towards the Truly Beautiful

with perfect internal harmony which is broken only on account of

the errors of the ego. All the miseries of man and all the evil in the

lorid are due to the sincerely committed mistakes of the ego in

ttanslaung the desires of the id.

When a tension arises between the ego and the id it can be

removed, before it produces its worst results in the form of
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nervous leases, if the person has an immediate recourse,
sincere repentance, and prayers and devotions to the Divine Sd£That wdl be only a case of the ego returning to Beauty the d
desire of the A. This restores the ,d to peace and content dmakes the ego independent of the former super-ego, that t,
independent of its own previous misrepresentations of the rf,
destres. Sincere prayers are not possible without faith or
the same thing, without a vision or knowledge of Beauty which
matter of development. Therefore, regular habits of devotio*
prayers are a safeguard against possible attacks of nervous di.
as well as a cure for them.

The id is too ready to make peace with the ego as soon
finds that it is serving it aright, as if it is generous and 3
accepts the repentance and the entreaties of the ego. Its gner
disappear as soon as the ego mends its ways and begins ,0

-
Beauty The ego and the id become friends as their quaml
reconcded. The conflict disappears and the self (that is, the «
plus id) is able to move forward towards Beauty, the commonZof its two parts. When it does so the id gets greater and greater
expression till the whole of it becomes the ego. The unconLtamind rises into the conscious and thereby the satisfaction and thepower of me conscious nund are enhanced immensely. It i, thu
process which we have described elsewhere in this book as the
liberation or the highest evolution of the self which leads to the
greatest happiness known to man.

Freud admits the value of prayers and devotions in altering the
relation between the various tenons of mind and says tbt
psychoanalysis attempts to achieve much the same. He writes:

"It can be easily unagined too that certain practices of the™may succeed m upsetting die normal relations between the different

able to grasp relauons m the deeper layers of rhe ego and in the ,d which

doubted. All the same we must admit that the therapeutic efforts ofpsjxhoanalys, have chosen much the same method of approaeh Fottheir object is to strengthen the ego, to make it more indepSdent of ,hsuper-ego, to wrden its field of vision and so to extend ifs cj™
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fa C» take over new pomons of the id. Where >d was there shall ego

We have said enough so far to be able to assert against the

wnw that the clue to the "ultimate truths from which all good miljm-

fa, be „ the power which the practices of the mystics possess to

fa, Ac normal relations between the different sections of the

fad Wd that the water is not at all safe in doubting or under-

Zl chc importance of lus observation. If we tollow up the clue «

Zccrtainlv lead us to the conclusion that the real desire oi the id

.Beautv and no, sexuality. Th.s fact, when known, will make a

W difference in our knowledge of human nature and enable us

^olve many intricate problems of human hie winch have so far

biffled all solutions.

Not only do prayers and devotions prevent nervous diseases

bu, far also possess a genutne therapeutic value, for to
treatment and psychoanalysis, although very valuable as a meAnd

of d«ovenng the buned impulses and bringing them to hght, does

oot consmme the whole treatment The method of psychoanalysis

h„ ,o be revised in the light of the truth that the unconscious urge

» for Beauty- It has to be supplemented by prayers and devotions

u . ncce ,Sarv part of the treatment based on the true and natura

.cbtionship between the ego and the id. ^he success of

uychoJL all bv itself in effecting a cure is doubtful unless it

ployed by an expert psychotherapist. But, even ,f it succeed t*

2 must be temporary, because it does not fortify the pan n

„fa« future attacks and does not remove the real cause of the

nouble which is the choice of wrong ideals, unsatisfactory to the id.

No physician can ignore the fact that prevention is always better

dun cure. In die case of nervous disorder* prevention can be

Kcurcd not by psychoanalysis but by regular habits of prayers.

Unless the ego chooses Beauty or Perfection for its ideal it is

wt to make the id miserable again. The ultimate deliverance of die

id depends upon the nght choice of the ego, whenever it is made.

The '^s ideal situauon" mentioned by Freud in a quotauon given

fare in which "the nder is obliged to guide his horse in the

dmoon in which it (the horse) itself wants to go" is not the result

of what the horse lid) wants to do but of what the rider (ego) does,
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owing to an error. The nder and the horse always want to go in it

same direction, the one leading to their common destination, but

the rider commits frequent mistakes and misguides itself as weD *

the horse. Such mistakes, when discovered^ create shocks and ncrvoui

diseases. If: the ego succeeds in making die right choice it gnw

satisfaction to the id and draws the id's libido on to itself. "The id

becomes the ego and the ego is installed wheie id was " The

individual becomes a highly dynamic personality possessing powen

not known to other people The pravers detach die ego from the

influence of wrong ideals and thereby give it relief and also paofy

the id. This also explains why certain mystics are able to pre

information of future events at particular occasions. As Freud says,

the
c<
laws of space and time do not operate on the id" and,

therefore, when ego becomes the id, it rises above space and time,

so that for a moment the present and the future and the distant tad]

the near become alike to it,

The fundamental cause of a nervous trouble is the choice or

the love of a wrong ideal. The cure achieved through

psychoanalysis is also ultimately due to the patient having changed

his ideal. It is claimed that the mere recall of the repressed desire

effects the cure. It is quite intelligible. The patient forgets the

painful experience because he wants to forget it on account of its

painfulness with the result that a portion of the energy of love in

the unconscious is locked up in the thwarted and forgotten

impulse. It is not available for a new ideal although the patient

would very much like to love a new ideal in order to start life afresh

and give up everything that had caused the trouble. As soon as the

forgotten experience is recalled, the patient knows what was the

wrong with him. He is immediately in a position to compare his oil

ideal with the new one which he now desires to love and to give up

the old ideal as iinsatis factory and troublesome with the result that

the locked-up energy is at once liberated and made available for the

new ideal. The wholeness of the mind is restored. The suggestion

and consolation of the physician play an important part in the

treatment because they help the patient to change his ideal and to

start on a new road. What we need for the prevention of future

nervous troubles is to have an ideal which we can love completely

and continuously and which we never require to change. It is the
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cWof ideal made possible by the revival of the buried impulse

torfuch Freud refers when he says that psychoanalyse attempts to

mke the ego more independent of the superego and to widen its

m of Jon. Unfortunately, he ignores the fact that absolute

iafcpe^e of the super-ego is impossible for the ego on« of the very nature of the unconscious mind. The super-ego

.eriT presents another ideal instead of the one that had caused

trouble and that ts the sense in which the ego's field of vision is

«deKd or in which the ego becomes more independent of the

„«„» But be it remembered that the ego's field of vision can

XT large enough to protect it from nervous diseases

penunendy unless it chooses the Right Ideal.

b is well known that in very many cases a patient is made

by psychoanalysis. The reason is that psychoanalysis can

««ed only if the patient's ideal has changed between the first

tfKk of ulness and the end of its treatment. If during this period

tbc patient cannot be made free from the impulses causing the

WuL or, which is the same thing, if his ideal cannot be altered or

md higher, bunging the complex to light is certain to make him

mZ reasons already explained. This fact supports the view

that the real cause of(be cure does not lie so much in the discovery ofthe conflict

tsatht changing or the raising of the ideal.

In cases where the patient is able to realize the folly of his

.ramde and dius changes his ideal as soon as the complex is

brought to light the poruon of the self, love which was attached to

old ideal is directly attached to the new one, with which the self

b, now learnt to identify itself. Thus the store of love m the

urrtonsdous is placed at the service of the ideal again and the self

begins to function as a whole once more. We see the result of it in

tMorm of an increased efficiency of the individual because he is

enabled to give the whole of his love to his ideal. Ihe skill of the

•Kychoanalvst consists in recalling the forgotten circumstances

SLh led to the conflict. The cure is due to the developed self-

knowledge of the patient and the consequent alteration or elevation

of his ideal helped by the influence of the physician suggesting

verbally or bv his mere presence and the atmosphere around him,

th* he is no longer swayed by the impulse that had caused the
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injury Neurosis is only an extreme form of our common worries
or misfortunes. The ultimate cure of all such troubles consists in
raising the ideal in the scale of Beauty. Repentance and prayers and
devotions to the Divine Self are the most effective methods of
raising the ideal.

The id may be compared to a blind king whom the
circumstances have thrown far away from his kingdom. He wants
to return to his country but, unable to see his way back he has
hired a servant (the ego) to help him on condition that should he
succeed in guiding him back to his kingdom righdy, he will share
the royal authority with him. From the spot where he is there are
innumerable roads leading in different directions all appearing to be
equally beautiful, but there is only one road which leads right upto
the king's country. Every other road is closed at some distance
from the starting point or else leads into the territory of deadly
enemies, or dangerous forests. The servant makes conjectures and
leads the king into one road after another but every time both have
to return disappointed and disillusioned. Everf time that the
servant chooses a new wrong road, he does so with all the care and
wisdom that he commands and fnakes perfecdy sure that this ume
he is not mistaken. Therefore, every time both the king and the
servant walk happily on the selected road with full confidence that
they are approaching nearer and nearer to their destination The
road appears to the servant to possess all the signs of the right toad
about which the king has supplied a vague sort of information to
him. The servant interprets this information in the signs of the
road and finds it to be perfecdy applicable to them. The onlv sign
that the wrong toad happens to be lacking is continuity which they
soon discover to be their lot. In the absence of continuity all the
other signs also prove to be mere illusions.

The tight road is that of Beauty. The ego's knowledge of the
signs is the super-ego. The troublesome journey backwards after
the discovery of each error is the worry, nervousness or conflict
What psychoanalysis does is to help a quick journey backwards
and, if possible, to put the ego and the id on a new road again but it
has no means of making sure that the new road chosen by them
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oow is the correct one. It cannot prevent future errors and,

therefore, future attacks of nervous diseases.

The VicwofAdicr

We may now consider the alternative view of Adler about the

character of the unconscious urge.

According to Adler, "the key to human psychology is the

desire to compensate for an unconscious feeling of inferiority. The

individual comes into the world weak, insignificant and helpless;

ridiculously ill-equipped in the struggle against nature, he is

completely dependent upon his elders for warmth, food and

shelter. Moreover, they dominate him psychologically impressing

him widi a sense of their superior powers, their knowledge of the

world and their freedom to live as they please. For everything he

must turn to them and the dependence thereby engendered imbues

him from his earliest year with a sense of personal inferiority. To

compensate for this inferiority the child tries to impress himself on

his environment. He endeavours to assert himself and become the

centre of interest and win the praises of his fellows."

The question arises: Is this desire for self-assertion due to

external causes or to the internal nature of the child? If the fact is

that the child is accustomed to seeing only superior people around

him from the very beginning, why is it that he does not reconcile

himself to an inferior position and take it as a matter of course and

as the only thing that is natural?

Obviously, the child cannot want to assert himself and seek

what he considers to be a greatness and a superiority unless it is a

part of his nature to regard certain things as great, superior and

worthy of effort and achievement as well as to strive for the

achievement of those dungs. It is this part of human nature that we

have desenbed as the urge for Beauty.

And then what is the child's object in gaining this superiority

and power. According to Adler, his object is that he may win the

admiration and praise of his fellow-men and become the centre of

their interest which means that widi him and with others the

superiority or the power that he wants to achieve is something
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which is praiseworthy, admirable and worthy of being the object of

attention and interest. As such the power that the child wants to

attain is clearly another name for Beauty and the urge of self-

assertion in the child is nothing but the urge for Beauty. Beauty,

according to our definition, is that something which is the object of

the selfs love, praise and admiration. Power is Beauty, because we

love it. Conversely, Beauty is Power because it calls forth love and

thereby rules and dominates the lover. We have already seen that

Beauty is not one quality but a system of qualities which includes

Power. Power is not a separate kind of Beauty. Beauty has no

Junds; it is one and indivisible. Power is a quality of Beauty as well

as the whole of Beauty; it includes all the qualities of Beauty. Every

quality of Beauty is the whole of Beauty and includes all its other

qualities. If any quality of Beauty does not contain all its other

qualities, it is not that quality at all. A man who has achieved only

one quality of Beauty, and not the others, cannot get a complete

satisfaction in the long run. A powerful man will ultimately have a

sense of inferiority, however powerful he may be, if he does not

use his power for the achievement of Beauty, Goodness and Truth,

Power for this reason is not the ability to be cruel. Power is in

ultimate weakness if it is divorced from Truth and Goodness.
Similarly, Truth and Goodness have no meaning without Power.

No quality of Beauty remains itself when it is excluded from tk
rest of its qualities. Reality is always pure. A mixture of the real and

unreal is unreal. No part of Beauty can be identified with the whole

of it We cannot be ultimately satisfied by owning some qualities of

Beauty and neglecting the others. The urge of our consciousness is

for the whole of Beauty and we continue to feel infenor ultimately

as long as the whole of it is not satisfied.

Beauty or Consciousness is Power and it is a power which
asserts itself for the realisation of its own purposes. On the divine

side the whole course of evolution is a record of this self-assertion.

On the human side also it is asserting itself for the realisation of the

purposes of the individual selves which we have called the ideals.

On the human side the power will be real power if it is serving the

Perfect Ideal. If die ideal is imperfect, the power that serves it is

also imperfect and unreal because it is unable to achieve perfection.

It will only achieve imperfection, defect and ugliness to the extent
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to which the ideal is imperfect, defective or ugly. It will expend

mrif in vain, defeat its object, and thus bring about its own ruin. It

will be a weakness and not power, Powet is power only to the

tttcne to which it is able to achieve Beauty or Perfection. Power is

worse than weakness if it cannot be utilised for the achievement of

Beauty. In view of these facts it is perfectly correct to say that there

cm be no Power without Beauty and no Beauty without Power.

Since Power is meant for the achievement of the ideal and is

measured by its capacity to achieve the ideal, to achieve Power is,

therefore, to achieve the ideal. We frequently mistake power for the

prospects or the possibilities of wielding power. But actual power is

that which has been actually expended in die achievement of the

ideal It is power only to the extent to which it has actually achieved

the ideal. Power, therefore, includes the ideal; it includes Beauty.

Power and Beauty are two aspects of one and the same thing. They

go hind in hand with each other; in fact, they cannot be

distinguished from each other. Power itself is the ideal; it is Beauty.

Pbwcr has no meaning without Beauty and Beauty remains

ineffective and meaningless without Power, because then we do

001 feel its attraction; it has no influence or effect on us. Beauty is

Beauty only to the extent to which it is Power. If it doe? not exert

lis power on us, if it does not dominate us, rule us, or if it does not

urge us to action for its achievement it does not attract us and,

Aerefore, it is not Beauty at all.

We want Power for the achievement of our ideal whatever the

idea) may be. Power elates us and gives us a sense of superiority

because it is a message that at last we have achieved our ideal and

hive become as intimate with Beauty as we desired. Because

Beauty is unlimited we never imagine that we have enough of

Power or enough of Beauty. We want Power for more Power and

Beauty for more Beauty. Our desire for Beauty or Power is

insatiable because when we have achieved one ideal another rises

up before our eyes and thus we go on achieving more Power '*.\d

more Beauty always.

Power is meant for the ideal and because our ideals are

different our ideas of power are also different.
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Our desire for Power is really a desire for Beauty We

inferior and powerless only when we are unable to achieve^

ideal. Just consider the various ways in which we assert ours*

for power and superiority and see whether what we really w nt

achieve by our effort is power or beauty. We have a sense of pow,

and superiority when we win the love or approval of a p«»

possessing admirable qualities, because thereby we fed fat*

have become sharers in his beauty. To secure the approval andbv

of society is a very powerful ideal with most people They «*

power or posiuon to win this approval. Again, we have a sen* ol

Lpenonty'and power when we act morally because wc ^oduce

Beauty into our actions. We feel superior when we indulg in a

truly creative activity like Art and Science because thcieb. we

express Beauty or discover Beauty.

In short all activities m which we seek Beauty give us, if

successful, a sense of power and superiority. We attain Power*

seeking Beauty and we feel inferior whenever we tail in^the sear h

orZuty whatever the form it may take. Freud , right when he

says that the sense of guilt and the sense of infenontv art

exceedingly difficult to distinguish. We feel guilty when we «

unable ^display our power and we feel »^
unable to reach the object that we consider beauaful. Thus Beau?

and Power axe one and the same.

In short," the reasoning of Adler leads us, even more easily and

clearly than that of Freud, to the conclusion that Beauty alone a

the urge of life. The fact that this hypothesis is a common formula,

by means of which we can reconcile the two conflicting theones of

psychoanalysis, is a further assurance of its correctness.
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Resistance and Action

The most fundamental need of the self is not knowledge

but action. It acquires knowledge for the sake of action. Conation

tod not cognition is the essential nature of the self. Cognition

irks in the service of conadon The self is like an arrow perpetually

flying towards its target. It must act and act always. It wants to

pttlb forward, and the ideal is simply the direction towards which it

happens to be pushing itself at any time. The reaching- forward

tendency of the self presses and persists under all circumstances,

because there is always some direction iri which the self is moving.

Knowledge arises, develops and improves in the service of this

tendency. It has no other purpose except to guide the selPs urge

for action ; it is acquired in, for, and because of this urge.

The innumerable ideals chosen by the self from time to time

lie the channels which this urge wears out for itself. The best ideal,

the Right Ideal, is that ideal which is able to organise this urge

flghtly and best of all, which permits it the fullest and the most

continuous expression. The selFs urge for the Right Ideal is really

to urge for action as intense and as free and forceful as possible.

An ideal is wrong when it does not give any scope for a continued

action of this kind. The self is a force for action and this force is at

its best and maximum when it is being utilised by the Right Ideal,

&e i car which runs at the greatest speed on a smooth, fret*
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straight road. The self is like a sword and the Right Ideal is like a

whet-stone which renders it sharp and penetrating.

The relation of the ideal to the self is not the relation of 1

theory to the intellect An ideal is not a theory but an urge for

action. It is a pressure on the self to change the actual conditions in

the world to suit itself and to suit its ideal which becomes a pan of

itself. The Right Ideal, like every other ideal, is not a statement or i

proposition but it is a call for action, which in its case reaches the

highest intensity and force. As long as an ideal is a theory or I

proposition it is not an ideal at all. Action and ideal cannot be

separated. Ultimately your ideal is what you act The Right Ideal

raises the acting power of the self to a maximum because it is abk

to monopolise the whole of the selfs love and thereby to

concentrate its power. Because it inspires the self with a single

purpose, the whole of its energy flows into a single channel ; no

part of it is wasted. The whole of it is utilised by a single desire is

there are no other desires to share it or to divide it among
themselves. The Right Love becomes such a strong desire that

every other desire is worsted when it comes into conflict with it It

gives the instinctive impulses and emotions their proper place,

controls them so that they are not only rendered incapable of

encroaching upon the selfs love but are also pressed into in

service. Under its influence the self is completely delivered from

mental conflicts and complexes. Thus all factors which weaken the

will power are eliminated, The Right Ideal alone gives an unlimited

scope for the development of love and as love develops, more ad
more of the power of self becomes available to it till finally the

whole of it is placed at its disposal. It concjuers all other dcsirw

completely.

A wrong ideal may also enable us to achieve a concentration of

purpose and a high degree of love when we erroneously and

unconsciously attribute to it the qualities of the Right Ideal. But i

wrong ideal can never succeed in attaching to itself the whole of

the selfs love, and that is why it is a wrong ideal. Its love can never

reach that limit of intensity which can be achieved by the Righr

Ideal. The reason is that owing to its inability to conform to our

inner standards of beauty we remain unconsciously dissatisfied with
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t Moreover, when this dissaus faction becomes conscious and

known, as it must in the long run, the illusion is over and we are

forced togrvc up the ideal Thus we can love a wrong ideal neither

Completely not constandy. We change over ro another ideal

because the limit upto which we can love such an ideal is reached

ouch sooner than we desire. It becomes apparent before long that

W* cannot \ove it to the fullest extent.

It is by action that life has evolved in the past and it is by

action dial it will evolve in the future. The evolution of self

depends upon action so much that even where action is wrong and

misdirected, provided it embodies a rare effort, it enables the self

ID enhance its power. Persons who act honestly and wrongly rather

than think morally and rightly are ultimately more efficient servants

of truth. A wrong ideal that can intoxicate a person with the love of

icoon is far more conducive to the ultimate evolution of the self

dun a Right Ideal which is in his mind no more than a theory

incapable of inducing action and effort The best lover of a wrong

ideal must ultimately prove to be the best lover of the Right Ideal.

Action is creation; it is evolution. All creation and evolution is

the creation and evolution of the self. Evolution has no other

meaning except this that the World-Self is creating the human self

through its various stages and the human self is creating itself

though them and thus collaborating with the World-Self,

sometimes consciously and sometimes unconsciously. We can look

upon the Universe from two points of view—as activity of the

World-Self and as activity of the human self. As activity of the

World-Self it is always creative, that is, the sum total of its result is

ihnn creation, improvement and evolution. As activity of the

human self it is directly and consciously creative only when it is

moral. Crcanm is action in the service of the ideal It means to

teeka bcln- t t means self-display and self-assertion.

To act is to attack and overcome resistance. Resistance is

essential for action and evolution. Life has been overcoming

resistance from the very beginning and it will continue to overcome

it till the end of the world. There would have been no evolution

without resistance or obstacles in the way of life. Life is a process

of struggle. Effort is life's method by which it develops and attains
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to higher and higher levels. By effort at each stage life acquires the

powers that enable it to appear at the next higher stage. To offa

resistance to life is to compel it to overcome resistance, to nuke i
exert itself and thereby to add to its powers. Obstruction to die

activities of life stimulates its energies. It leads to a clem
definition of the end of the activity and of the means to that end It

creates for the creature the necessity to exert itself and to

concentrate its powers in a manner which would have been
otherwise impossible. When a river is obstructed by a narrow
passage in the mountains it flows with such a force that the harden
of rocks are worn away. The birds grew wings because they made
an effort to fly. Our animal ancestors began to walk on two kg
because they made an effort to do so. To have a purpose and to

make effort for its achievement is a characteristic of life. Effort is

the result of impediments in the way of life's purposes and the

result of effort is, firsdy, the enlargement of powers of life in order
to overcome the impediments and, secondly, the development of
its capacity to have higher purposes and overcome new
impediments. Resistance must be welcomed. It must be faced and
crushed at all costs, because that is the way in which we can
advance. We cannot make a compromise with resistance. If we do
so we recede on the road of progress and come back to death and
annihilation.

The evolution of consciousness may be compared to the

gradual development of a seed into a flower. The seed contains
within it the flower but it takes time to unfold itself and reveal the

flower. As long as it is a seed the flower is enclosed in it. When the

seed grows into a branch the flower is still buried and enfolded in

the branch. When it pushes itself out of the branch it appears in

the form of a bud. The bud is finally unfolded by the morning
breeze one day and we have the beautiful flower in full bloom. Just
as the seed must grow into a flower so the originally created
material energy which has evolved so far into the present shape of
the Universe must continue its evolution till fully blooming self-

consciousness makes its appearance.

Consciousness has already covered most of its journey and i
time is soon coming when a human society of the highest self-
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consciousness will make its appearance. The earliest form of life

developed into the shape of matter with its laws in the course of

ages It was a preparation for the future evolution of life. Thus

when bfc advanced to the final stage of matter it travelled some

distance towards its freedom. When life appeared in the form of

the amoeba it became clear that wThile the final stage of matter was

i stage of freedom for life as compared with its previous stages, it

wis a necessity and a compulsion for it as compared with the stage

of the amoeba that was to follow. When life reached the highest

point of evolution in the animal stage below man, it was a great

advancement towards freedom as compared with the stage of the

amoeba but it was yet a stage of slavery as compared with the

human stage that came next. Thus life grew and evolved at every

stage by breaking the resistance of its own present. Every stage in

its development in the past was a stage of its freedom as well as of

its slavery—freedom when we looked to its past and slavery when

we looked to its future. Life was in a way encircled by innumerable

rmgs of resistance which it had to break one by one in order to

advance. Action or conscious activity is the method by which life

breaks these rings. Action, therefore, takes the form of aggression

and attack.

In the earlier stages of its development life evolved through the

conscious activity of the World Consciousness, or through the

forward-pressing tendency of consciousness which became

manifest at the animal stage as the elan vital of Bergson. But as life

became more and more conscious of itself it increased its freedom

and developed its powers of action. It became more and more

consciously a sharer in the activity of the World-Self The activity

of the living creature was its own from one point of view and it

was that of the Worid-Consciousness from another point of view.

By means of action the creature was able to draw on to itself more

and mote of the powers of consciousness for its own conscious

employment of diem. The creature's effort and action enabled

consciousness to manifest more and more of itself, of its capacities

and potentialities, in the creature. Consciousness became active in

the animal through it and for the sake of the future evolution of

the animal as well as its own. At the animal stage the animal's

action enabled consciousness to express itself in the form of a
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further complication and multiplication of instincts. When

process reached its end we had the human form where a new
1

of urge—the urge of the self—became manifest. The fu

progress and evolution of man depends upon action no less

the evolution of the animal depended upon it. Just as the effort

action of the animal were nothing but the expression of the urge

instincts, so human action is nothing but the expression of the

of the self.

Life came to have a conscious purpose first of all as soon as

reached the animal stage. It was a fixed, inflexible, impe

purpose over which the creature had no control. It was the urge
j

the preservation of life, the earliest form of which was the
j

for food As the creature indulged in its activity for the satisfac*?

of its urge for food, it met with resistance from matter. All

activity was no other than its effort to break this resistance. The

effort resulted in the satisfaction of this urge bur that was not!

only result of it. Another and a more important result of it was tl

the creature was able to enlarge its powers, to increase its cap

for movement, and to extend its sphere of activity and its scope

the satisfaction of its fundamental urge of hunger.

By overcoming resistance in the way of its desire for food

creature gradually drew upon itself more and more of the pou

of consciousness which resulted in the multiplication of instincts

and the appearance of higher and higher forms of life ending m

man. Thus in the animal stage, nature's method of evolution was to

compel the creature to act and make effort by putting the

resistance of matter in the way of its urge for the preservation of

life.

At the human stage of evolution, life has developed a higher

kind of urge which is due to the fact that consciousness has

obtained a certain measure of freedom in the human form of I

But the whole of our consciousness is not vet free ; the major pau

of it is still covered up by the instincts or by our animal nature and

is continually meeting resistance from it. We have to make further

freedom for ourselves by struggling with the help of our enlarged

powers to break through the resistance of the instincts. On the one

hand our animal nature still demands a struggle with matter for
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pKKmaon of our life, on the other hand, our higher nature

Sminds a struggle with our instincts for keeping up our future

Cfobuon We have to satisfy the urge of the self as well as the urge

ofmaoncts simultaneously—the urge of the self for its own sake

mi the urge of mstincts for the preservation of our life—and we

n alwavs doing it, sometimes cleverly and sometimes clumsily,

fhtnwe satisfy these two different demands of our nature in such

I war that the lower urge does not encroach upon the higher one,

but on the other hand, supports and helps it (thus performing the

faction for which it is reallv meant), we arc clever and progressive.

Tte happens when we choose the Right Ideal. When we give too

Ouch importance to the urge of instincts forgetting that it is but

fa servant of the urge of the self, our progress is retarded.

In any case, whenever we satisfy an instinctive desire we never

fasfy it in its natural form like an animal. Although we inherit all

our instincts from the animals, yet the manner in which we sausfy

m one of them is never determined entirely by the natural

faloeical force of the insunct itself. It is always coloured,

ifluenced or modified by the urge of the self to make it suit its

own purpose. The urge of the self gives the demand of every

msonct ihat definite form and that particular importance which the

»fcil requires. In fact, that ultimate way in which we satisfy our

Mtncnre desires depends entirely upon the nature and the force

of the ideal. Whenever an instinctive desire is also the ideal, it gains

n force tremendously. Since our action is motivated by two

forttf-thc urge of instinct and the urge of the self—it so happens

fat whenever we satisfy an instinctive impulse we act upon both

matter and insunct at the same time—upon matter for the sake of

fa instinct and upon instinct for the sake of the ideal. We satisfy

d our needs harmoniously and consistently with the deepest

mirations of the Universe as well as our own nature only when we

Sunder the influence of the Right Ideal. When we do so we

much towards freedom and continue our progress.

The fact that instincts offer resistance to the urge of the self

sud have to be combated by it does not lessen the importance of

instincts in any way. Rather, it proves their importance, because the

Klf could not progress without opportunities of effort and acuon
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which the resistance of instincts is offering. The object of the%ht with instincts is not to suppress them and neglect them
completely but only to keep them within proper limits so that therdo not obstruct the urge of the self but rather aid it and allow2have a continued satisfaction. Neither must we nor can we disord
die i^uncts. On the other hand, we must see that they are pressed

is demanded by the urge of the self. If the full-gmwn JfJJblooming flower our animal nature is the branch that bear, i

and the whole plant is watered and manured and generally looked
after. But the branch, although it must be kept fresh and grec, a

branT T \'M ^^ ^ HaS
>
USt P«P^ out, thebranch should loosen its stiffness suffic.endy to permit the wholeof the bud to come out and then bloom in full beauty. The branch

is die instinct and the bud is the growing self. To satisfy thedemands of insects m ourselves as well as in others is to hdp

died ™f f
°re>

1°
PCrform

'^ m° ral and™deed. This fact explains the value of charity in religion. But un-
proportionate charity „ as bad as miserliness becauselt is as bad to

others.

mStU1CmS deskeS fa mysdf « « » to starve them ui

Self-consciousness, once enclosed in our animal nature breaks
the resistance of the latter and comes out of it while still retamir*
contact with it exacdy as the flower breaks the resistance o!2branch, comes out of it and hangs by it Just as the freshness of thebranch is essential for the growth of the rose, the health of thebody, which means the proper satisfaction of the instincts 3
essential for the growth of the self. Instincts are a means to an en

interests of our freedom and evolution.

There can be no evolution without the continuation of lifeOur instincts preserve the life of the individual and the race andthus contuiue the process of evolution. Thus they serve the
interests of the self in more than one way. As they compel IIZfor the

^
maintenance of life they take away much of the burden ofself which otherwise may have neglected a part of this duty. The
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compulsion of instincts is an advantage from this point of view but

9 is a disadvantage because it weighs on the liberty of the self. It is

again an advantage because it offers resistance, induces effort and

nukes evolution possible.

The urge of the self always looks to its own needs. Its principal

object is to strive for the ideal, but it also looks to the urge of the

instincts as a means to this end. It makes sure that the demand of

die instincts is receiving due attention—neither more nor less.

Whenever it receives more attention or less attention, it thwarts the

urge of the self When it is receiving more attention than necessary,

it is encroaching upon the self s love for the ideal and, therefore,

retarding the evolution of self. When it is receiving less attention

thin it should, it is a grave situation and requires and actually calls

forth the whole effort of the self to set it right because anything

that threatens the preservation of life is also a threat to the urge of

the ideal unless the ideal itself demands a sacrifice of life. In such a

case, therefore, the self appears to leave the ideal and to attend

solely to the needs of the body, but, as a matter of fact, it does not

leave the ideal even for a single moment. It attends to the body as a

means to its own end, i.e. as a step in the achievement of its ideal.

Instinct is a form of automatism and hence bears a

resemblance to matter. It is a fixed and, in a way, materialised

consciousness. It may be regarded as a form of matter in

comparison with consciousness. Matter helped the animal in two

ways:

By offering resistance and inducing effort, it enlarged the

powers of the animal

By behaving automatically, it met halfway the effort of the

animal to satisfy its hunger and other needs.

Similarly, instincts help consciousness at the human stage in

two ways:

By offering resistance and compelling effort, they evolve

the self.
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By functioning automatically, they meet the consctouswi
half-way m its efforts to continue its own evolution t*

preserving the life of the individual and the race.

Life thus employed the resistance of matter as a means »
further its own ends at the animal level. It employs instincts as,
means to further its own ends at the human level.' Matter at or*
resisted life and helped it to maintain and evolve itself at the antra!
stage. Similarly, the instincts at once resist life and help it to
maintain and evolve itself at the human stage. Matter subserves the
urge of insuncts and the instincts subserve the urge of the self.

The real progress of consciousness begins just above the «ukof instincts that is, as soon as it obtains its freedom in man and
extends far beyond that point.

When our ideal is the satisfaction of our instinctive desires vt
are bving not on the animal plane of life but much below it We ire
opposing only matter. The force of the ideal and the force of the
instincts are acung in the same direction and their resultant is equal
to their sum total. In this case our life is worse than that of the
animals because while the animal, on account of the absence of anr
other urge besides the urge of instincts, sausf.es its urge upto k
natura limits prescribed by the natural strength of the mLcts.we,
by adding the urge of the self to the urge of the insuncts, give the
latter an unnatural and exaggerated importance and force. IT*
result is not only a dissatisfaction and a mental pain m the lone run.
for starving the desires of the self, but also physical tnjury and
disease. We satisfy an instinct as an ideal or as a means to the
achievement of an ideal. But the ultimate motivating force of our
life K always the urge for an ideal. Although the urge of the
instincts is compelling in its nature and we appear to be satisfying
for its own sake, yet, really, our ideal is always fixing the hmit and
specifying the manner of its satisfaction. Thus its satisfacuon
becomes a means to an end. The ideal and not the instinct is the
urge of our life.

Man will evolve by action and effort in future as the animal
evolved by action and effort in the past. Resistance is a bless.™ fot
us as it quickens our progress. We must meet it and destroy a
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tyben a man acts for the Right Ideal, he is consciously and direcdy

etching himself. The real gain to him is not that he is reaching

nearer the ideal but that he is reaching nearer to himself.

Ufcmately, ihe goal of man is man himself because when a man

KO for his ideal he evolves his own self*

Action is really the action of the self and not that of the body.

Tk physical body of the human being is only an instrument of

idjon at the disposal of the self and benefits the self. It changes

the self even when it is directly intended to change the outside

world. The reality of the real outside world with which the self is

dealing in its action is within the self. Therefore, when the self is

tcting and changing the real actual world outside itself it is

dunging itself. By action, the self approaches the ideal which is

within itself, it comes nearer to itself, to its own meaning. It

knproves, evolves, or unfolds itself by means of action. But the

tenons of the self must naturally go waste and fail to evolve it to

the extent to which its ideal is unreal, wrong or illusory. The

destination of man is the unfolding of his own nature. This

destination he can reach if he acts in accordance with his nature

which consists of a powerful urge for the Right Ideal When he acts
.

in accordance with his nature consciously, he is sharing the

conscious activity of the World-Self in the Universe. His activity is

in a way the activity of the Divine Self. It has the whole power of

the Divine Self behind it. It is in the direction of his activity that

the World-Self is already acting. It is such a person who conquers

determinism and becomes a co-worker of the Creator.

New-creating the Universe from moment to moment as

activity of the Divine Self is free activity. All events and happenings

in the world reflect this creative activity. We feel as if these events

put limitations on our own freedom, but, by becoming sharers in

the free creative activity of the Divine Self, we can outgrow and

rule these limitations. We can control and change the events and

happenings in the world so as to bring them nearer to their end as

well as our own. As consciousness evolves through its three stages

of matter, animal and man, and approaches the source of

consciousness more and more, it gets more and more of freedom

till at the highest stage of its evolution it achieves its highest
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freedom. The stones arc less free than die animals and the amm*
are less free than the human beings and among human beings too

it is the saints and the prophets who are the most free people A

highly self-conscious man is very near the source of consciouwaf

and, therefore, suffers very little from the limitations

determinism. Me becomes a sharer in the purposes of the O;:

The free activity of the Creator manifests itself in him. He docs

the Creator what the Creator would have done for Himself,

actions are as much of the Creator and for the Creator as they

his own and for himself. His actions, since they carry out

purpose of the Creator, have all His support and power \r
them. By favouring the potentialities of consciousness the?

establish a contact with and utilise the powers of consciousnea

which consciousness is too ready to expend for the purpose of

actualising its own potentialities. A man who has reached the

highest stage of self- consciousness, therefore, decrees on behalf of

the Creator and the Creator decrees on his behalf He and tk

Creator both rule the Universe together since the purpose of

neither is in conflict with that of the other.

Every obstacle in the way of love is meant to be conquered—

such is the demand of love. Love cannot grow without hatred- The

path of love can never be clear unless we conquer the obstacles in

its way. Obstacles offer resistance, call forth action and lead to a

greater realisation of love and the evolution of the self. They ait

essential for the growth of love. A man who is aggressive against

his obstacles is fighting the forces of the Devil. The Deri

understood in this sense is essential for evolution. He serves i

spiritual purpose.

What is known as a non-spiritual, wrong, or sinful life is simply

that part of it which is involved in a struggle and undergoing the

hardships of evolution. Its stagnation is temporary and it must

move forward ultimately as soon as it has the opportunity to do so.

Sometimes the opportunity comes only in the next life; the

struggle, that is, continues beyond death. We denote this condition

as Hell. Hell, therefore, exists in this world as well as in the next

Of course, in the same way Paradise must exist in this world as weB

as in the next. That individual self which is unable to conquer its
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obfbdes now will have to conquer them in future. The desire of its

mmrt i$ permanent and it must struggle to achieve it in the next

kfc it it cannot achieve it here. Hell is nothing but a continuation

beyond death of those batdes of the self with its obstacles, which it

us unable to win in this life.

The self can delay the struggle at its own cost, which may be

fC^huge because just as every display of strength strengthens the

ftH, every display of weakness weakens it with the result that the

struggle becomes harder and more difficult with every slip. A

fH«*t finds n increasingly difficult for him to return to good life

d, ultimately, he is separated from it by a huge barrier which it is

atrcmcly difficult for him to conquer. The struggle can be thus

detyed and made extremely difficult, but it cannot he avoided. The

ttlf cannot escape it. It must ultimately steer clear of all its

obstacle* That is the path ordained for it by its own nature. It is

M 10 imposition from outside nor is it due to the tyranny of a

creator But every self must ultimately rise to the stage of Paradise

house Jt is life that dominates ultimately and not the Devil. The

obstacles may have the better of life temporarily and partially but

new perrnanendy and completely. Life never loses the final batde

of its struggle.

The continued evolution of life is the very object of creation.

We cm be always sure of its having a victorious career throughout.

If it had been possible for life to be worsted by its obstacles man

would have never appeared on this earth—so great were the

dingers which life had to face in the past. When no opposition was

Strong enough to overcome it completely in the past, certainly no

opposition will be strong enough to overcome it in the future. We
can be confident, therefore, of a glorious future for man on this

earth. As life has the better of its obstacles in this world, it must

hive the better of them also in the next world.

Hell is the state of the selfs separation from Consciousness

and Heaven is the state of its union with it Both Hell and Heaven,

therefore, must have their grades in such a way that the higher

grades of Hell gradually merge into the lower grades of Heaven.

There must be also a middle stage belonging neither to Hell nor to

Heaven and corresponding to the state when the self feels that it is
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neither in Union with the Beloved nor far away from Him
stages of Hell and the stages of Heaven are thus like the rungs

single ladder which every self has to mount starting from a

which is high or low in accordance with the approach it had

towards the Beloved till the end of its earthly life. Even- stale

Hell or Heaven musr be transitory yielding place to a higher state

soon as the self has qualified for it, because every self is cor

by its nature to continue to approach its destination which is

Consciousness of the Universe. But the greater the distance!

self from its destination, the more difficult it will be for i

approach it or to qualify for a higher state. Thus there will be some

selves (those that have deliberately chosen to love wrong ideals ad
do wrong deeds and thereby spoiled the urge of their nature) foe

whom it will be extremely difficult to make any progress in the next

life,

*
On the definition of Hell and Heaven given above, both

Hell and the Heaven must exist here as well as in the here

There are two Hells, one in this world and the other in the next,

there are two Heavens, one in this world and the other in thi>
[

In fact, the Hell and the Heaven of the next world are but

continuation of the Hell and the Heaven of this world The Hell

this world is not painful but rather agreeable because in this .._

the self is rarely conscious of its separation from its Beloved,

Consciousness of the Universe. In the actual state of its separr

from the Beloved, it is generally able to console itself by means

the Beloved's substitutes, the wrong ideals, each of which it
1

for the Beloved Himself It imagines, for the time its wrong love

having a smooth course, that it is enjoying the Beloved's union

the fullest extent. Its Hell in this world has, therefore,

appearance of a Heaven. But whenever the substitutes

consciousness play false, as they must sooner or later, the

experiences a Hell on this earth in the form of grief, fear, i

and sorrow which, however acute and unbearable they may be,

yet never at their worst because they have always a silver lining

hope, conscious or unconscious. A new ideal is always at hand

take the place of the lost friend and to deliver the self from

worry.
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The real Hell is experienced by the self when it has the

qfcfcrtune to carry the state of its separation from Consciousness

OW to the next life. Then the grief, fear, sorrow and anxiety of the

idf ire it their worst, because all wrong ideals, all substitutes of the

Moved, all imaginary and deceptive sources of consolation have

fappcared For the first time in its life the self becomes conscious

of itl utter loss, that is, of ils complete and incurable separation

from the Beloved. It must, therefore, experience a torture that

bows no bounds. Our deepest misfortunes, miseries and tortures

bthu life cannot be in the least comparable to this experience. The

apericflcc most akin to this sense of utter separation from

Coniaousness is that of being consumed in a fire. It is not in vain

tbt the lovers of all times and places have compared the anguish

of the Beloved's separation to the pain of burning in a fixe. The self

•1, therefore, actually feel that it is burning in the hottest of fires

fom which all avenues of escape are closed. Its rpental state in that

rorld will take the form of an objective reality as an objective

lethtr takes the form of a mental state in this world.

Just as Hcli is immensely more painful and tortuous in the next

He than it is here, so Heaven is immensely more pleasant and

ipteablc in the next life than it is here. A self that has attained to a

high stage of self-consciousness and has established the contact of

I wholehearted love with Consciousness enjoys the bliss of

Ptradise on earth, but its bliss is rarely of the highest degree.

Frequendy, the path of Love is beset with obstacles and cUffaculties.

There ate so many objects and ideas ready to encroach upon the

idfs love, to distract its attention and to share its regards. Matter,

that is to say, the compulsion of our animal instincts, is always

lOghing heavily upon the selPs liberty and pulling it down. The

result is that the devoted self is always anxious and always

ittiiggling to keep its love one-sided, unmixed, clean and sincere.

Id Heaven in this world has, therefore, the appearance of a prison.

But when the loving self passes on to the next life, all obstacles in

tht pith of love disappear at once. The moment the dying lover

has a glimpse of the other world, he is animated by a sudden joy on

account of which his countenance often breaks into a smile. The

immediate assurance of a great and unexpected peace and

happiness, that lay in store for him, is reflected in his face and it
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can be taken as a sure sign of a true lover that when he dies his face

is calm, tranquil or smiling. Thenceforward since the selfs love hat

a smooth sailing, the self experiences a joy that goes on increase

automatically and without any struggle or anxiety. This joy a

Paradise, To have this joy is to have everything; it is to have a!

possible desires and wishes satisfied at once. We know that the

human self has only one desire—to win the pleasure or tlx

approval of its Beloved, the Consciousness of the Universe, and J
its other desires are included in it; they are its servants. When,

therefore, the self is assured of the pleasure of the Beloved itself

secures all that it wants; it can want nothing more All that item

still desire is an ever greater and greater amount of the Belovtd'i

pleasure and approval which it will, no doubt, continue to havt

Ever)' new glimpse of the Beloved's unlimited beauty will enrich

the self and will qualify it for a still fresh glimpse of Him. Evety

approach that it will make towards the Beloved will enable it to

make a further approach towards Him.

The question whether a complete, ultimate union of the self

with the Creator is compatible with its permanent individual

existence presents no difficulty. The devoted self will enjoy a

complete union with the Creator and yet maintain its independent

existence for ever. My idea is a part of myself and yet has an

independent existence of its own. We shall live for ever as realised

ideas in the mind of the Creator becoming the source of a

permanent joy for Him as a realised idea lives for ever in the mind

of an artist being the source of a permanent pleasure for him.

The transcendent joy of Paradise results from the stiff

consciousness of the success of its love (ingrained in its voy
nature) for a personality of the highest beauty and perfection, that

is, for Consciousness. It cannot be described nor imagined in this

life for reasons already explained. The only joy of this life thai

comes nearest to and is most akin to the joy of Paradise is the joy,

before it gets mixed up with the lower, inferior kind of pleasuit

denved from sex indulgence, which a young man or a young

woman feels in the affectionate association of a young beaudful

person of the opposite sex. This is, of course, on account of the

fact that the sex urge is carved out of the attraction of
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cofljocmsness for Beauty, and sex love begins by a love which is of

I tpintual character, (See Chapter 7, pp. 197 to 199,) We can,

therefore, assume quite reasonably that the self will actually see in

II state of Paradise that it is enjoying the loving company of young,

beautiful persons of the opposite sex, although their company will

be incomparably sweeter and more enjoyable than that of any

arthljr sweethearts. The reason is that the self must represent its

COOfdoiLS states in the next life by means of objects which are the

finest and the most suitable for representing them. Philosophers

bke Berkeley, Hegel, Croce and Gentile and scientists like

Eddmgton have jusdy maintained that our conscious experience is

die only reality of which we are assured- As in this life, so in the

ROtt, nothing is real, nothing exists except our own conscious

experience. Just as the outside world in this life is a representation

ofour own mental experience, so the outside world in the next life

nil be also a representation of our own mental experience. In

Other words, we shall actually create the objects of the outside

world in the next life to suit our mental states. We have an

mpcrfect and yet very suggestive analogy of it in our creation of

(be world of dreams. The fire of Hell and the sweethearts of

Paradise in the next world wr
ill l^pwenr, what we shall experience

menially and they will be in no way less tangible, less visible or real

thin this world of matter, because this world too has no existence

apart from our mind. The outside objects of the next world will be

retl in every sense of the word "real" The next world, whether it

likes the shape of Hell or Heaven, will not be, therefore, a mere

mental state It will be a mental state that will take the form of a

plan which will be a? real as any place that we can know of in this

pcmical world.

Since the conscious experiences or the mental stares of

Afferent selves will vary in the next life, the nature and quality of

die outside objects will also vary. Each self will live in a world of its

own mental creation; each self will enter a different Hell and a

Afferent Heaven which it was making for itself in this life. The
temperature of fire in which each self will be burning in Hell as

•das the beauty and the love of sweethearts in the company of

och self in Heaven will be different and will continue to change,

depending upon the stage of the self s evolution and the nature of
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its mental experience. We shall create not only the fire of Hell ad

the sweethearts of Paradise but all sorts of agreeable *

disagreeable objects and their groups which will be capable of

symbolising our mental states exacdy Because Hell and Heaven

will be the representations or the projections of the mental states of

the self, therefore, naturally, the tortures of Hell will become leu

and less and the pleasures of Heaven will increase more and mote

as the self will make its advancement.

Throughout our lives we arc either advancing towards

Consciousness or receding from It. When we arc moving forwards

we are acting rightly and gaining in life freedom and beauty. When

we are receding from It we are acting wrongly and, therefore,

losing in life freedom and beauty. The progress or regress of the

self is the result of its actions which consist of the self s response

towards outside events made, of course, always with a full sense of

responsibility. Every action is eidicr a Hell or a Heaven; every

action is a state of the self s separation from or union with the

Consciousness of the World.

Our conscious states of the next life which make our Hells and

Heavens are only die real, correct versions of the conscious states

of this life. A mental state of the self in this world may be

compared to the "negative" of a photographic plate in which the

shades of the real picture are reversed. When a mental state goes

over to the next life it resembles the final photograph in which the

various parts of the picture reappear in their proper shades. We rx
}

as if, in a dream and awake to reality only in the next life. No

experience of our life is real and permanent, as it is, except the joy

which the self feels in devotion and service to its Beloved, the

World-Self. This joy is celestial; it is Heaven on earth, and whoever

has the good fortune to experience it and to maintain it till the end

of his life on earth is sure to enter Paradise unscathed and

untouched by the fire of Hell.

In short, our mental states of the next life arc woven out of

our actions in this life. An indelible, indestructible record of t!

actions is kept by each self and carried by it alongwith itself w the

next life. This record remains buried in the depths of our

unconscious mind which, one must conclude from
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, of Freud, does not forget even the smallest or the

ficant events of our life.

Fitud writes:

"Contradictory impulses exist side by side (in the id) without

1MtlltemR Meh other or drawing apart. There is nothing in the id which

w be expired to negation and we are astonished to find in it an

a™ to the philosophers' assertion that space and time, are necessary

Znolf our mental acts. In the id there is nothing corresponding to the

fa ofmc no recognition of the passage of time and (a thing which is

«, wnarkable and awaits adequate attention in philosophic thought) no

.Wrton of mental processes by the passage of time. Conative impulses

heh have never cot bevond the id and even impressions which have

te« ousted down into the id bv repression are virtually immortal and are

for whole decades as though they bad only recently occurred.

TwTanonlv be recognized a* belonging to the past, depnved of then

i-Sonce and robbed of their charge of energy after they have been

STconscious bv the work of analysis and no small pari of the

thtnpeunc effect of analytic treatment rests upon this fact.

I, ,S constandv being borne in upon me that we have made far too

We use of our theorv of the indubitable fact that the repressed remains

ottered bv the passage of time. This seems to offer us the possibility ot

m ipproach to some really profound truths. But 1 myself have made no

fatter progress here."

The fact that the mental acts of the self are possible in the

.ktnee of space and time and there is "no alteration of mental

accesses bv the passage of time" points only to the immortality of

Acsclf m as much as it becomes apparent that the self has the

CMCtv to keep intact and to continue its mental states

ernnenced in this life—the states that constitute a record of its

Kflons-even when it has passed out of this world of space and

one.

That all our mental states, all our actions, leave a mark on the

jnd remain preserved in the unconscious, is verified by the fact

some of the most insignificant, long forgotten events of our

even those about which wc did not bother in the least in our

inglifc are recalled by us automatically in our dreams and form

woof and warp of dream symbolism. The hypnotist can revive
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the memory of any event in the life of his subject in a state of
hypnotic trance by suitable questions.

The whole of the past of self preserved in the unconsaouj u
unfolded before it m the next life as a senes of mental states which
the self has to re-live and re-experience one by one and bit by bn,not this time, in their disguised pleasantness or unpleasantness andwith imagery consolations or unavoidable anx.eties which used toattend them in the matenal world, but in their real disagreeables
or agreeableness and deprived of all the pleasant co-
produced by the errors of the self or free from all the implead
accompaniments due to its struggles and anxieties. The self mm.
re-expenence its mental states of the earthly life not as a reward orpunishment for ,t> actions, decreed by a court of justice external tothe self but because the self has to move forward towards Junavoidable destination, it has to evolve. It is bound by the urKeofus nature to advance but it cannot advance unless it has shed 1 the
disabilities which cling to it, on account of the slips which it had
the misfortune to make during us earthly life. Ir must re-acquire the
positions from which it slipped in order to advance (Z them
urther. Its right actions in the earthly life which enabled ,t eachtime to make some progress towards Consciousness facilitatt id

efforts to regain those positions; they come to its help m *attempt to compensate for its errors. Thus the point from wheredie elf begins in effect, its career of Heaven or I Jell is determined
finally by reckoning the difference of the total of its approach£wards and the total of its recession from consciousness in £hfe^In this way some individuals begin their career of the next bfem Heaven and the others begin it in Hell; some are fortunate andothers are unfortunate, and this makes a huge difference.

In this account of the next world as built up by human action,,

Tc ,nn7 ^r ^ "CCOUnt &« 2 Iactions of self, in so far as they are mtended to change this worldand to change the self, do not end with the death of the physidbody. A human self is not an isolated entity. It is a whole mitsdfbut it is at the same time an indispensable part of a bigger wholewhich is the whole of the human society of the past andfoJt
a pebble thrown in a quiet lake creates waves that travel to it,
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farthest limits long after the pebble has itself settled down at the

bottom, so the conscious life of every self in this world leaves

behind it influences and repercussions which continue to change

the world for better or for worse or for both, as long as the world

b$t$ These changes are due to the actions of the self which

icaons, therefore, cannot be said ro have come to an end. The self

lives m the material world on account of these actions partly and,

therefore, they must continue to build for it a Hell or a Heaven in

the next world. But the final and the total value of these actions as

forces that aid or retard the evolution of humanity can be assessed

only when thev have come to an end, in other words, when the

material world has ceased to exist. Thus when the world will come

to an end there will be a second reckoning of the actions of every self

which will finally determine its posiuon m TIell or \ leaven.

The Universe is similar to an organism or an individual. As

there is a reckoning of the human individual at the death of his

physical body, which is based on the whole of his life, so there will

be a reckoning of the Universe at the end of its physical existence,

which will take into consideration die whole life of the Universe,

that is, all human beings who have lived in this world in the past

and who will live in it in future till the end of the world.

Consciousness is interested fundamentally in the evolution of

humanity as a whole. It is concerned with the evolution of the

^dividual selves because they are the parts of the whole which is

humanity, because diey aid each other's evolution and because their

own individual evolution is a means to the evolution of this whole.

The evolution of the social organism of humanity is analogous

to the growth of an individual organism. The human race is

growing from generation to generation as an organism or an

individual grows from year to year, The individuals of each

generation of humanity are like innumerable cells of a growing

organism that come into existence, live, act, grow and procreate

and thereby feed, sustain and grow the organism. They are being

constantly worn out and substituted by healthier and stronger cells

which perform the same function in their turn and thereby

conunue the growdi of the organism. Slowly, as one generation of

cells dies away
t
another healdner and stronger generation arises to
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take us place. Similarly, the evolving social organism of hununn
brings into existence innumerable human individuals whomlive act, grow and procreate and thereby teed, sustain and pa*
this huge organism. In due course of time, every gene ia Dot, vm
itself away leaving a better generation to take its place and m diway the organism of the Universe continues its evolution.

The human individual has a birth, an infancy, a childhood.!
youth, a middle age, an old age, a death and an after-life The
physical body of the individual grows, decays and dies but his dt
consciousness evolves continuously and the process of *
evoluuon continues beyond the death of the physical body At
death there is an automanc reckoning of the net progress of the
individual winch ,s iullowcd by a continuous evolution of the self
on account of which its Hell „ses gradually into a Patad.se and <k
Paradise continues to improve in perfection. So the organism of
the Universe too has a birth, an infancy, a childhood, a vouth ,
middle age, an old age, a death, and an after-life. The physical bodt
of the Universe will grow, decay and die but the self-consriousnd
of the Universe, that is. of .he humanity as a whole, vvtll evolve
continuously and the process of its evolution w,]| go on beyond the
death of the Universe.

At the death of the Universe, since the actions of every self willcome to a final end, there will be a reckoning of the net process of
humanity on account of which the total and ultimate share of even
self in the evolution of the world as a whole will be reflected inn
immediate deterioration or improvement of its posiuon in Hello,
Heaven. This final reckoning will be followed again by a course of
evolution in which the Hell of humanity will rise gradually into,
Paradise and the Paradise will achieve a higher and' h.ghct
perfection till the Creator will realise His idea completely andLhlS attention to the creation of the next Universe We live and
evolve as thoughts in the mind of the Creator in this life and we
shall live and evolve as thoughts in His mmd ,n the next life as wellWhen we have reached our highest evolution we shall livenreah^d ideas in the mind of the Creator for ever. The achievement
will be a source ot permanent joy for us as well as for the Creator
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He will be pleased with us and we shall be pleased with Him and

this will be an everlasting Paradise.

It will not be out of place here to mention that a modern

development of Physics known as Carnot's principle or the Second

Uv of ITiermodynamics supports the idea of the death of the

irsc by showing conclusively that the Universe must have a

beginning as well as an end, that it came into existence at a definite

ante in the past and must come to an end at a definite time in the

future

Our dreams enable us to understand the nature of our life

hereafter to some extent. We can, for example, understand that we,

our unconscious minds or our selves have properties which make it

possible for us to live, act, think and feel and to experience pain

md pleasure and all sorts of emotions without a physical body and

thit we may transcend the boundaries of space and time.

Freud has imagined that dreams arc efforts of the unconscious

mind to fulfil in sleep those of its sexual wishes which it is unable

tosausfy in waking life. He has tried to interpret a large number of

die dreams of his pauents from that point of view. But his

interpretations are simply fantastic. It can be proved to the hilt by

collecting facts and figures of dreams and the actual events of

waking life following them in the case of thousands of persons that

mdnams are the selfs interpretations of its own future experiences, i.e. its

maid and motional attitudes towards actual future events of its life. For

well interpretations the self makes use of symbols derived from its

past experiences, re, objects, ideas and persons embodying the

sclfs emotional reactions and attitudes towards events of the past.

The self may dream the same event several times using different

symbols each time. The choice of a particular set of symbols is

influenced by the nature of the physical, biological or psychological

stimuli immediately preceding the dream.

All dreams are images of future events but these images are

sometimes blurred and sometimes vivid, depending upon our

Stimuli for the dream, with the result that some dreams are

meanmglessly frightful and some others meaninglessly sweet, just

is a person using various spectacles with uneven glasses of various
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colours and curvatures may make the same scene look more
dreadful or more interesting than it really is.

The pre-vision of dreams can be explained by the fact that our

unconscious mind is above time and for it future is as good as

present and when the unconscious is at rest (and not divided info

the conscious and the subconscious minds, not peeping into the

ourside world and not impelling the activity of our waking life

through the conscious mind) as is the case when we are asleep, iris

able to live the future events of its life which it interprets by means
of appropriate symbols. As the self views such events in sleep in

their real colour and from the point of view of their real

importance to the selfs task of realising the ideal of its nature, it so

happens, sometimes, that the symbols employed by the self are just

the reverse of those which we would use for the event, as it actually

takes place and looks to us in our waking life.
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Politics, History and War

A
A. Aristotle rightly believed that man is a social animal. The

self owes the very knowledge of its existence to society. The self s

ideal is a product of its social relations; the ideal grows in

perfection as the social contacts of the self widen. The self is

ittracted not only towards the ideal but also towards men having

the same ideal. The self lives in the ideal, for the ideal and because

of the ideal which is derived from society and achieved in society.

For these reasons the self is social fundamentally and naturally.

The love of the ideal as well as the love of men having the

tame ideal creates for man the need to live in the form of

organized societies or states. Men having the same ideal are

attracted towards each other and form a group which may be called

an ideal gtvup. Moreover, since every ideal wants to develop its

power indefinitely the self finds it an advantage to live in a group.

Every self that becomes a member of an ideal group is a force

which can help other selves in the group to achieve their common
ideal and to develop its power more and more by crushing every

resistance in its way.

To live in society thus comes to us by way of nature and not as

in external imposition or an artificial contract as Hobbes or

Rousseau would have us believe. Social life is not peculiar to man

who alone can make artificial contracts; it is a characteristic of all

species and the cause of it lies in the very nature of consciousness.
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Since consciousness is one, since it is a whole, it has an un
maintain its oneness or wholeness even when it has expressed ii

in the form of a number of individuals of the same species,

ro dus tendency of life the members of every species thai „
into existence in the course of evolution exhibit an affinity tore

otliL-r, which die psychologists have called by the various n

the group instinct, the herd instinct or the gregarious

Whenever they come together—and they always try L
together—they form a group and display an inclination to

socially and as parts of a single whole which is the h
Whenever this tendency is fully developed, or is able to open*

perfecdy and freely, that is, without the obstruction of otha

instinctive tendencies, the group behaves as a single organism of

which the cells may be regarded the individuals that constitute the

group. Although this tendency exists in all species, it has reached IB

perfect expression so far in bees and ants—the most highly-

evolved species in this respect—and must reach its perfect

expression in furure in man at the highest stage of his evoluoon

where all the qualities of consciousness will be displayed in then

fullest harmony and splendour.

All life emanates from the same source, consciousness, but the

feeling of oneness prevails particularly among the members of the

species towards each other. This is so not merely because the

animals are similar or because they hope to defend themselves

better by living in the form of a group, bur also, and more

fundamentally, because every species is a disunct step in the

evolution of life which cancels and takes the place of all the

previous steps. Life is a whole, feels as a whole, and has the urge to

maintain its wholeness, only at each fresh level at which it is able to

emerge. It is for this reason that it will feel as a whole and maintain

its wholeness also at that highest stage of its evolution in the

human being which is its final objective. Life at higher stages of

evoluuon has to rule and cannot feel one with life at lower and

inferior stages which it has itself outgrown. It has at every step of

its growth new aspirations and new powers to realise those

aspirations which the lower forms of life cannot share.

The feeling of oneness among the individuals of the same
species can be regarded, therefore, neither merely as Nature's
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p^n for self-defence in the animal nor as an outo^e of the

Ldantv of the animals' forms and desires. It is fundamental it »

T ol™al characteristic of Ufe to function as a whole, to

with all its other parts, m order to produce an

;

organized

ITufe at each step of its evolution. At the highest tage of

Luaon when life has reached the nearest to its source, this

we can expect, will manifest itself m the form o

a

™T of hid* self-conscious human beings co-operating with

Ker and with die Consciousness of the Universe itsel to

Sue an organized group life. The same characteristic we find

U stcd » an organism which ,s a collecove being hire a hrve or

SLrr An organism is a group, a colony or a confederation of

SSviduals^hich are the cells in its case, -operating w«h

Xther to produce its co-ordinated functioning. The group, too

Tmcan. to function as an organism. A group , an organism an

1 dual of which the cells are the members of the group

geminated and dissociated more visibly and to a greater extent

ZZ» organism, and vet bound together by a similar affinity.

Wt see that just as in the case of the cells the similarity of their

functions is broken to the extent to which it is essenual for the co-

£L life of the organism, similarly in the case of mdividuals

who are the members of an orgamsed group, the similarity ofto

Ls and desires is broken to the extent to which .t is essenti 1
for

Tco-ordinated funcuoning of the group. Th» « observed fo

o^ple in a bee hive where the queen, the worker and the

Zi have different shapes and different function, ,
11

jhe bees

idobe the queen but perform their own separate duties as nux e s

tLJI. masons, chemists, sweepers, wax ma ers, guards

hones-collectors, princesses, professional males, etc. for the

o^ll.fc of the group. But even the flights of birds and herds

72 ammals like deers, antelopes, zebras and elephants choo e

.he biggest or the most imposing bird or animal among them to

S«2 their leader owing to their nature to bve an organized

gfQUp life

just as the Ufe of an organism centres itself around the brain or

the nervous system, so the Ufe of a group centres itself around a

and jus. as the health and efficiency of the individual cells is

Tr 'suit a well as the cause of the health and efficiency of an
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hea ' th and efflC 'Cncy of «^ual3m a group is the result as well as the cause of the health andefficiency of the group as a whole.

as an

gr°UP Can00t fUnCd°" ° kt: an °r^nlsm without the leaderas an organism cannot function without the brain. A leader is'n rural and essential to every organised group whether the g o

It » l
f

e

COnSC1°USneSS l° Which « Wongs. The leader in every

toward whthX*T
entaUVC SUbsdtUte °f C-sciouSneS;

nd with th h ^ r

15 StrUggh°g'
Conscious

'y °' unconsciouslv,

posse" at e ch" 7
° f knowIcd*e that it has come t

Z so^cZd TP
? * eV°1Ur ; f° r C°™ness is at once

leader ^ r
deStmat,on of a11 In the antmal stage the

stage the leader is a personification of man's urge * he ,s apersonificauon, that is, of his ideal. Each group is n infel^perfect coPy-the extent of i£s inferior^ and irnpeSe ndepending upon the stage of „S evoluuon-If theSZ
*S ;n:

ct of
rfr We can^ 215sgroup that wtll reach the highest stage of evolution in future (andof course, tlus group will consist of human beings hiZ2conscious human bangs) will be a man of the high"

because he will know and will enforce the purpose and the law ofCopiousness on each with the consent and assistance of hi

SLfSTf "
Sdf-C™-™— He and

together will function as a single indivtdual, a single„md-splaying that splendour and beauty, latent in the ZT3Consciousness, of which we can have no knowledge at preset
In so far as the animals feel attracted towards they own kind.

md S,
^ t

°thCr 3nlmalS Whlch d°™ bebnĝ 2fand Since each species that came into existence in the course ofevolution had its sphere of affecdon and sympathy confine
"
£

nttest as well as the most promismg species alone survived Th,natural attraction of the animal for anLls of its o^nd andrepulsion from those not of its kind was intended by Na ture al"
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•erve the useful purpose of intensifying the struggle for existence

which is an indispensable condition of the evolution of life.

The tendency of Consciousness for organisation and group life

t$ expressed by it not only in the human and the animal stage but

ilso in the material stage, for example, in the atoms, the molecules,

the crystals, the snowflakes, the systems of heavenly bodies, etc.

In brief, the social instinct of the animal is an outcome of the

ascntial nature of Consciousness, It is based on life's quality of

oneness and its consequent urge to maintain this oneness. It is a

part of that fundamental urge of life to seek its wholeness which

his been previously described as love or as the urge of

consciousness. In the animal stage this urge is suppressed and

appears only in the form of automatic and inflexible tendencies, the

instincts, the object of which is to secure for the animal the

preservation of its life or the completeness of its body. One of

these tendencies takes the form of an automatic and compulsory

ittracuon for the kind and is known as the herd instinct. But the

urge of consciousness becomes free when consciousness obtains its

freedom in man. In the human stage, therefore, it appears as a free

desire for the ideal and its object is to secure for man the

completeness of his self An aspect of this free desire for an ideal is

the attraction which a man feels for other men having the same

ideal In as much as this attraction is voluntary, being a part of the

urge of consciousness, it must be distinguished from that

involuntary tendency known as the herd instinct, which man

possesses in common with other animals but which, in his case, is

ruled by the urge of consciousness for the ideal. Fundamentally,

however, this attraction is the same tendency of life which remains

inflexible in the animal stage in the shape of the herd instinct only,

it becomes free in the human being and, when it does so, it

emerges as voluntary attachment for men loving the same ideal

Thus the herd instinct is common to man and animal but man's

attraction for other men of the same ideal, like his attraction for the

idea), is the privilege of man alone.

Since the unconscious urge of all human beings is the same,

they have, in addition to their special love for men of the same

ideal, a general love for all other human beings irrespective of their
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ideals. In the case of a group of men having the same ideal that
two forms of love support and reinforce each other. But the- latter
torm of love cannot have its own way with respect to men whose
ideal is different from our own, as long as we feel that rhev «
opposing our ideal. It is overruled by our hatred for everything Ail
is actually or potentially a source of danger to our .deal. The love of
our ideal impels us to hate and oppose all other ideals and, m so far
as these men become identified with the opposmon of nva! .deal,we are impelled to hate and oppose them too. In spue of 1
however, our affinity for them as human beings is always there and
shows itself whenever we are assured that their actual or potent
opposition has ceased to exist. We are kind and generous to a
vanquished enemy because his ideal no longer opposes out ownand the love of man for man is free to have its way.

Since our love for other men is derived from the same source
from which our love for the ideal is derived, it is at its best and
highest towards human beings who have the same ideal as our
own. The desire for soc.al life in man, his altruism or his love offeUowmen is not due to the maternal instinct as McDoumII has
held or to the herd instinct as W.A. Trotter has believed bul :, fidue to the urge of consciousness itself. It is a part of the urge for
the .deal. Both the maternal instinct and the herd instinc, arc
compulsory, automatic tendencies fashioned out of the basic u»
of consciousness to seek its oneness or wholeness. The ur« ofhuman consciousness wants to express itself, not only in the love
of the Divine Self, but also in the love of the human stkts The latter

type of love, no less than the former, has to be awakened or
hberated from, the rule of- instincts and wrong ideals which
dominate it; and because it uas the same root as the former theway in which it can be awakened or liberated is the same as that in
which the former type of love can be awakened or hberated than,
by strengthening the impulse for the Right Ideal and develops*
the consciousness of self through worship and ethical discipline

Since it is only a self-conscious man who has a lofty ideal he
alone can love all human beings equally (in so far as the love of the
ideal does not create a difference in his love in favour of men of haown ideal) sincerely and selflessly, irrespective of their race nation,
caste, country, class or colour. Such a person cannot really hate
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men, although there is no doubt that he must hate their ideals

when thev arc wrong. But his hatred of men's ideals is the natural,

inevitable result of that love from which alone a sincere,

disinterested love of all men can result. Every love has its

antithesis The disinterested love of all men is a part of the love of

the Right Ideal It is, therefore, subserved by the hatred of all

wrong ideals. It may seem paradoxical, yet it is true that the hatred

of a highly self-conscious man for wrong ideals is an indispensable

part of that love without which the love of men as men and

irrespective of their beliefs would be impossible- The hatred of

wch a man is confined strictly to mens ideals and docs not extend

m the least to their caste, colour, country, race, class or nationality.

Leaving aside the wrong ideals for which they stand and which he

cannot but hate, he loves them wholly and completely. It is his

ingfortunc in one respect no less than u is his good fortune in

another respect thai he has to hate them, to oppose them and fight

them, sometimes desperately and ruthlessly, in so fax as they

represent and become identified with the resistance of wrong ideals

and as such act as an impediment to the evolution of life.

The oneness of man is a corollary from the oneness of

consciousness. The human selves are rushing out of consciousness

as sparks from a bonfire or as drops from a huge fountain but

unlike the sparks or the drops they want to go back to their source

and the source also wants to come forward towards them, Every

part of consciousness, wc may imagine, wants to maintain its

wholeness by rushing forward to all the other parts. Every human

self wants to achieve its wholeness, not only by going forward to

meet its source which itself goes forward to meet it, but also by

taking other parts of Consciousness, that is, other human selves,

along with it. The efforts of every self for the achievement of its

ideal indeed become easier when they are made in a group, but the

important point is that they are right only when they are made in a

group. The reason is that it is then only that they are fully in

accordance with, and fully expressive of, the nature of the self. We
are right only when we are expressing our nature fully and freely.

Every self is a part of a group and can, therefore, achieve its ideal

as well as its own perfection only in a group. The prophet who

ordered his followers to pray together in the form of a disciplined
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and organized group had really attained to and succeeded tfl

expressing a very high knowledge of the self.

Lest the reader should fall into an error bv the mention of

parts of consciousness, it is necessary to repeat here, what has been

mentioned already in the chapter on Ethics, that really there arc no

parts of consciousness. Consciousness is one and indivisible,

unbegetting and unbegcttable, without a peer or a partner. Al

creation is going on within consciousness and not outside it It is

the thought or the feeling of consciousness that is evolving and

expressing itself in the form of creation.

Steps of evolution in the animal stage take the form of species

but in the human stage they take the form of ideals. |ust as •

species forms a group by itself, so men having the same ideal form
*

a group by themselves. So natural and essential is it for an

individual to seek the company of other individuals who love htft

ideal that we cannot think of an ideal without a group. The

consideration that the self gains in power for the achievement of its

ideal by living in a group is not the fundamental cause of the

formation of an ideal group. The attraction for men of the same

ideal, like the attraction for the ideal, has its source in the urge of

consciousness to seek its oneness or wholeness. Men loving the

same ideal form a group, moreover, not only on account of then

attraction for each other and for the ideal, but also on account of

their natural and justified repulsion from other ideals. Their

repulsion from other ideals arises, of course, in the service of die

love that they feel for their own ideal A man who does not hitc

odier ideals does not love his own.

The love that a man feels for other men as human beings tt

due to the ultimate oneness of all human selves. Every human self

is connected with every other human self through its unconscious

mind. The conscious minds of the selves are different but then

unconscious mind is the same and that is the Conscious Mind of

the Universe. The selves are like innumerable bubbles on the same

lake or like innumerable taps of water connected underground with

the same reservoir, where the lake or the reservoir may be imagined

to stand for the Consciousness of the Universe, But the selves

become conscious of their fundamental oneness completely when
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tbcr have the same ideal, that is, when their conscious mind (and
not merely their unconscious mind) is one. Permanent unit)' will

come to the human race, not only when their conscious mind is the

«ne, but also when their conscious and unconscious mind is the

wne, that is, not only when they have the same ideal and form a

Mgle deal group, but also when their ideal is the Right Ideal.

Like the gregarious and the herd instincts, the innate

tendencies of imitation, suggestion, suggestibility, sympathy and
tjnmpathetic induction in the animals are fashioned out of the urge
Of consciousness to function as a whole or in a group. Naturally, all

these tendencies persist in man hut diey also take a second birth in

ran or, rather, regain their freedom in him as some of the

functions or qualities of his free consciousness. Man expresses
these tendencies voluntarily for the sake of the ideal when the love
Of the ideal is strong enough to dominate him and also

wrohinunly like an animal when the uisunct is dominating him
md the love of the ideal is either weak or is allowed to be
begotten. Individuals who begin to act m a group often forget the
demands ot their ideal and do not stop to consider how far they
On go with the group consistendy with these demands. They are
led iway by what is known as a "mob psychology" They may start

acting in a group because the demands of the ideal and the
demands of the group instincts agree with each other but as they
proceed, their instincts, which function involuntarily, have the
better o! their ideal which requires voluntary action, with the result

dm they begin to act in the group almost entirely involuntarily. But
the danger to the ideal involved in acting with a group can be
wwded when the group is following a reliable leader. The love of a
man Irving in a group, of which the ideal is different from his own,
suffers from a huge disadvantage on account of the impulsion of
I* involuntary tendencies to act in a group, lie is impelled to act
not in accordance with the needs of his own ideal but in

•OGwdancc with the needs of the ideal of men surrounding htm.
He has, therefore, a tendency to change over more and more to the
deal of these men. But when a man is living among men whose
ideal is the same as his own, these tendencies of his nature aid his
bveand thereby fulfil the purpose for which they are meant They
oo longer interfere with the urge of the self On the other hand,

t
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they serve the ideal and favour his urge to act in a group m

accordance with the demands of the ideal.

By living in a group the power of each self to achieve its ideal

is enhanced only in proportion to the strength and internal

harmony of the group. The amount of internal coherence aid

harmony of the group depends upon their love for the ideal

increases as the love of the ideal increases and decreases as the lent

of the ideal decreases. When the ideal's love decreases, it is due to

the fact that other impulses, inimical to the ideal and encroaching

upon the love claimed by the ideal, gain in strength. In extra*

cases these impulses oust the ideal and form new ideals ihemsdvci

so that we have quarrels, civil wars, rebellions and revolutions

within the group. An ideal group or a society cannot live without

an internal organisation or a government. Every ideal group must

have its own government, otherwise 11 will not be able to serve IB

own ideal but the ideal of the rulers. Every government represents

an ideal and serves an ideal group. All the acuvmes of i

government are controlled by the ideal that n stands tor. imbues,

like Ethics, is not a separate science. Tt is the image of our ideals It

is simply a reflection of our views on life generally. As even ideal

has its own Ethics, so every ideal has its own Politics, its own ideas

and theories of the constitution and management of human

sociedes.

An ideal group or a group of men organized under an ideal of

life is always a state. It is always politically sovereign and

independent, or else it is only a group of slaves toiling for the ideal

of their masters who have an ideal group of their own.

But an ideal group may have a large number of groups vvithimt

organized for the sake of a host of specific ends subserving the

ideal. Such groups are the political, literary, scientific, industrial

commercial, financial, legal, recreational, educational, municipal

and other bodies, associauons and socieues within a state, like

club* corporations, unive- si ties, schools, colleges, trade unions,

banks, firms, factories, etc. Such groups are always subservient!

the state and its ideal and that is why the state allows them tocxi

and flourish. Each of them is ultimately controlled by the si aw very

strictly. The state gives each of them its particular form or
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CDMtmmon and particular policy, programme or outlook. As the

knowledge of mankind is growing their realisation of the various

cads capable of subserving their ideals and of the importance of

nniineous, collective effort for the achievement of these ends is

Ao stowing. Hence the number and power of such bodies is daily

Iftptmp m every country, "fins has led some philosophers to

imgtncas if these bodies will ultimately replace the state, This is a

!»ukc resulting from a gross ignorance of the laws ot human

aiturt If ever the state ceases to exist on account of the growing

Bomber and power of such bodies, it will only split up into a

number of different states, l/ach of these bodies consists of human

bangs who musi have an ideal of life. Hence each of them can

enstonh as a body which is either subservient to the ideal of the

mie or which has its own ideal and is, therefore, politically

wwcign. Unless each of them is subserving the same ideal, each

will come into a clash with all the others, so that, ultimately, each

vul discover that it cannot function, unless it is able ro control the

entire life of us members, i.e. unless it becomes a state.

AH human history is the hhtory of ideals > of their emergence, rise,

itfffft decline and disappearance and the history of the race is

repeated on a small scale in the life of the individual.

We have seen that the ideals <>f [he individual continue to

crorve from childhood onwards till the end of his life. In childhood

the earliest form of the ideal is the pleasure derived from instinctive

4tlift$, Later on, it is parents or teachers or those persons in the

locul circle of the child whom he admires. Gradually his ideals,

which are many in the beginning, rise higher and higher and

become less and less in number till only one remains. Even tins

one ideal has a further course of evolution till it reaches the Right

Ideal The Right Ideal too has its own course of evolution which

ends with the achievement of the highest self-consciousness. The

dux of all this evolution is the selPs desire for Beauty which die

ildmdual continues to understand ever more and more. As his

ideal rises higher and higher in the scale of Beauty, his sympathies

become more and more universal and extend from his person to

bil family, his friends, his school, his country or tribe, his village or

city, his nation and, finally, to the whole of humanity.
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Generally the evolution of the ideals of an individual ends with

the ideal of the society or the state of which he is a member, no

matter how low that ideal may be. The whole psychological

atmosphere of the individual which include, the home, the school,

the street and the society at large is charged so heavily which

educative influences calculated to engender, nourish and sustain a

powerful belief in the ideal of the state that u is very rare that id

individual is able to rise above that ideal. Fvcry individual, who

comes into the world as a member of this society imbibes the love

of his ideal unconsciously by a direct psychological contact with

them. This is how belief in an ideal is passed on from generation 10

generation and an ideal group is able to maintain us solidarity and

continue its life for centuries. Whenever an individual comes to

believe in an ideal which is a little different from the ideal of the

society of which he is member, he is dubbed by the society as I

rebel or a revolutionary.

The human society has been evolving its ideals more or less M

the same way in which the individual does. The primitive man

followed his own instinctive desires. Later on, his desires became

complicated and modified by his sympathies for the family

Subsequently, he learnt to sacrifice some of his personal and iarntly

interests for the general good of the tribe which became his ideal in

common with other members of the tribe. The tribes were mam

and they fought with one another rill they discovered the truth that

tribal warfare was suicidal and felt the need of combining under 1

king who, thereby, came to have a piece of land to rule, The king

became the ideal of the subjects and was invested with a "divine

right" But shordy the greed and tyranny of the king drew attention

to the fact that no ideal could be good enough which neglected the

welfare of the common people, winch, of course, meant the people

in the country. This shifted the ideal from the king to the country

and to the people in the country. It changed from the idea of the

divine right of one person to the idea of the sanctity of the nation

or to nationalism. The good of the nation required that it should

rule itself; therefore, the ideal rose higher and came to be expressed

by the words democracy, liberty, fraternity, equality, and jrmtom, which

terms, however, had still a hmiteu sense because they wed
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qpbcablc to the members of a limited group of people, a nation,

feng within definite geographical limits.

Tdl the end of the First World War societies were at this stage

devolution throughout the world. But since that war the ideals of

it human society have iak.cn an important step forward in their

mmjj From ideals they have become ideologies or philosophies

«f kit. e.g. Fascism and Communism, each of which professes to

be I complete explanation of existence. Tbe sympathies of one ot

these ideologies, I mean Communism, are no longer confined to

aty particular race or nation but extend to the whole world. They

at completely universal. Thus we have come a step nearer the final

akology which will he a complete philosophy of life with universal

mmathics Llkc thc ldeals of thc indivlduals rht; ldcals of human

societies have advanced from the concrete to die abstract and from

tbe less perfect and less universal to the more perfect and the more

mania] On the whole, they have made a greater and greater

pmach to the qualities of Beauty. In the theory of Russian

Communism in particular we see two aspects of the final ideology,

Bote of economic equality and universality, revealing themselves

Andy at this stage of our evolution. But since these aspects of

fctutv arc consistent only with the Right Ideal, it is impossible for

Russian Communism to achieve them actually in practice.

The evolution of social ideals is again due to our desire for

Beauty which is internal and which we understand ever more and

more' with our advancing experience and knowledge.

Unfortunately, the knowledge of Beauty comes too often through

bitter experience. We get a fresh glimpse of Beauty only when

action experience and long mutual relationship of the self and the

(deal have proved the futility of the ideal. Our inner criterion of

Beautv never fails, but we learn to apply it only gradually by

openencc. livery ideal which cannot come up to our inner

standard of Beauty breaks up in the long run. Every state of society

is unstable and waits for its inevitable dissolution, if it is not a state

determined and crested by the Right Ideal.

But the inner weakness of a wrong ideal is not the only cause

Of itJ disruption. An ideal is being continually opposed by other
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ideals and is involved in a struggle for existence which it can

survive only if it is die best and the fittest of them.

The ideal groups in which humanity is divided at present take

the place of species in which the animal world was divided befott

the appearance of man. An ideal group behaves like a ljvu$

organism and is subject to laws which are similar to the laws of

Biology, Every ideal group has the will to live and to grow

indefinitely- Like an organism it has a purpose which is the

meets wida resistance in its efforts to achieve that purposes
itself to overcome resistance, increases and enlarges its power*

through exertion and becomes weak when it fails to exert itsdf 01

gives up effort. Like an organism, it can die owing to an internal

disease which, in us case, is caused by the elements of imperfection

in the ideal or can be overpowered and annihilated by other ideal

groups in dieir mutual struggle for existence, fust as an organism

gains in health and strength when there is a perfect co-ordination

of its various parts and their functions, so an ideal group gains in

strength and efficiency when it is able tu achieve a unity of purpose

and a measure of internal organisation among its members. Likes

organism, it is attracted by objects that help it or support its

and growth and is repelled by objects that have the contrary effect

As the life of an organism is centred around the brain, so the life t

an ideal group is centred around a leader. ,

Every ideal is a challenge to every other ideal and aims

getting power, extending the sphere of its influence and increasin

the number of its helpers and adherents at the expense of all other

ideals. Thus, ever since man has become conscious of himself

there has proceeded an unending war of ideal groups in the human

society. The whole of the history of our race is nothing but i

record of the struggle of ideals.

Just as an ideal group resembles an organism, the war of ideals

in the human world resembles the war of species which we had in

the animal world before the appearance of man. If an ideal group

fads to prove its strength in the mutual war of ideals, it is defeated

in the struggle for existence, is enslaved by other ideals and is rhus

wiped out entirely. The moment an ideal reconciles itself to slavery,

it dies. When an ideal is enslaved completely, it no longer exists for
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ittelf; it becomes subservient to the enslaving ideal and it is,

therefore, the ruling ideal that exists by itself and not the serving

ideal When slavery is accepted by an ideal rather than opposed by

il, is much as it is possible to oppose it, it is literally the complete

obfitcration of the ideal. But if the opposition continues, even to a

small extent, the ideal is alive.

The internal elements of imperfection or the weaknesses of an

ideal, which are latent and hidden in the beginning, become

manifest at a time when the ideal is passing through a crisis of its

external struggle, that is, when the ideal is faced with die necessity

of exerting the whole of its strength in order to overcome a danger

lo its life. It is like a man feeling some of his worst weaknesses,

never realised before, at a time when he is required to put up a hard

effort If the ideal is internally strong, it can withstand the struggle

much better.

As soon as an ideal has come into existence, its conflict with all

the other ideals has begun. The conflict is a kfc-and-death struggle

which continues, for centuries if necessary, so long as the ideal

itself is not wiped out or until it has wiped out all the other ideals.

Even' ideal group is always either actually attacking other ideal

groups or preparing for an attack. The object of attack is the

destruction or the enslavement of the rival ideal or ideals and it

must, therefore, take a form diat is most effective for the speedy

ichievemeni of this object. As such, it must make use of violence

u soon as it is both necessary and possible. Violence is possible

only when the ideal has reached a definite stage in the growth of its

power in relation to other ideals; it is necessary only when it feels

that us purposes are meeting with resistance, which can be

overcome bv violence alone. Since every ideal wants to grow in

Strength at the expense of all other ideals, a stage must come in its

history, sooner or later, when the use of violence becomes both

possible and necessary.

The preparation for the final attack continues so long as the

attack is not able to take the most effective form for the

achievement of its object. In the meantime the attack assumes non-

violent shapes like propaganda and criticism in the form of

speeches, articles, pamphlets, public statements, radio programmes,
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processions, meetings and resolutions or non-co-operation,

diplomatic missions, conferences, compromises, treaties, sanction!,

appeals, aids, bribes, temptations, threats and persuasions. The

object of all these devices and activities is to put the rival ideal

under a disadvantage and to gam an advantage for one's own idea!

on which further advantages may be built. The preparation for the

final attack is embodied in all those activities the object of which is

to increase the internal solidarity and cohesion of the group, the

numerical, moral and material power of its members and thetr love

or attachment to the ideal. These include the physical, mental and

moral training of the individual. With the increase of knowledge

the methods ot attack and preparation have gradually evolved in

efficiency and have now reached an astonishing degree of

refinement. The success of every non-violent attack adds to the

group's strength and to its preparation for the final violent attack

intended to win the final victory and weakens the rival ideal in the

same proportion. -

Non-violent methods of attack have to be resorted to by the

ideal as long as it is weak and pending the development of a

sufficient power; but when non-violence is part of the ideal itself;

the ideal has no chance of gaining or maintaining its freedom If it

is enslaved and gains its freedom by the automatic break-up of the

enslaving wrong ideal, it wilJ not be able to maintain it and another

ideal must enslave it again,

Defensive opposition, as a principle to be observed for all

time, is no more compatible with the ideal's will to live than non-

violent opposition is. In fact, it is not possible to make any

distinction between offence and defence as long as the object of

both is victory. As long as your motive is to overpower the enemy

or to see him weaker dian yourself, it is aD the same whether you

ward off an attack before it is delivered or after it is delivered.

Whether you fight in defence or offence you cannot succeed

unless you maintain your strength at a level far above diar of the

enemy. Every war begins long before it develops into an armed

clash. Before every war there is a war of preparations which vou

must win if you are to succeed in your armed defence of the future.

If you permit the enemy to prepare himself and grow stronger than
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roursdf, you have failed in your defence. If your own preparations

to not excel those of the enemy, your defence will certainly fail ;

fouhavc, therefore, lost the struggle already. If, on the other hand,

ky excel those of the enemy and you refuse to deliver the attack,

it a matter of principle, and wait for the attack of the enemy, you

permit him to carry on his preparations till they exceed your own,

As such, vou have already offered yourself to be defeated in the

battle of defence that you are expecting to give. It follows that

offence is simply the most effective form of defence. Like non-

riolcnt opposition the so-called defensive opposition is only an

bdbcauon that the group is yet preparing for die final violent

Kick. Non-violent opposition only precedes violent opposiuon

when the latter has to be delayed on account of weakness or

aectssiry No ideal that has the will to live can stick to non-violent

or defensive methods of opposition permanently.

The struggle of ideals, whether it is open or concealed, warlike

Of peaceful violent or non-violent, whether for a time it takes the

form of a battlefield or a conference, continues for ever without

Hopping. Sometimes two or more ideals, hostile to each other, may

combine against another ideal or a similar combination of other

ideals Bur the allies are, all the time, the secret enemies of each

other and as soon as their common enemies are defeated, their

mutual animosities which were concealed for a time as a matter or

expediency, are allowed to come to the surface again.

Just as the struggle of species in the animal stage of evolution

resulted in the appearance of man, the perfect animal, similarly the

struggle of ideal groups will result in the appearance of the Final

Ideal Group nr the Group of the Perfect Ideal. Every wrong ideal

» being smashed from without and being disrupted from within

and every wrong ideal that breaks up is succeeded by an ideal

which is a step nearer to the Final Ideal in some respects. W'c arc

never absolutely wrong, but we advance from a lower to a higher

troth, from a less Perfect Ideal to a more Perfect Ideal A time

must, therefore, come when the most Perfect Ideal makes its

appearance I
;rom the moment it does so, it will continue to grow

in power and influence at the expense of all other ideals, which will

become less and less in number, till it has spread to the whole

world and brought the whole of humanity within its fold.
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We have seen that every ideal group behaves like a living

organism. The group of the Right Ideal will he no exception to this

rule. It will also behave like an organism. All the laws of Natuit

that apply to other ideal groups must apply to it. Resistance will he

ready for it when it comes into the world. It will struggle for its bfe,

it will meet resistance and overcome it and, thereby, enlarge its

powers more and more. It will ultimately overpower all other ideal

groups and break all their resistance because:

(1) It will be a higher and a mote powerful form of life than

all odter ideal groups;

(2) It will accord with our innermost nature and give us a

perfect satisfaction;

(3) Even- other ideal compering with it will contain within

itself the principle of its own annihilation.

(4) All the forces of evolution including the advancement of

knowledge will be in its favour.

The history of evolution reveals to us the tact that, throughout

in the past, the highest form of life was always able to have the

better of the lower forms, which were weak intrinsically and unable

*to compete with it in the long run. Whenever life jumps to a higher

level, it does so in order to rise still higher Whenever life wins a

victory or gains an advantage, it maintains it, builds upon it and

extends it further. Life achieved a great victory at the appearance of

the first living cell and it was maintained till the world was fillet)

with innumerable species of animals. It gained another great victory

at the appearance of the first man and it was maintained till man
was able to fill the whole world, overpowering and enslaving A
other forms of life. The emergence of the Final Ideology will be

similarly another major victory of life which it will continue to

extend till the ideology is able to spread to the whole world,

overpowering the opposition of all other ideologies. The progre«
of man will enter a new era when that ideology has conquered
finally. Resistance to life will end in the form of'ideal groups but

will take another form and our efforts to overcome it will enable us

to discover in us powers of which we can hardly dream at present.

As long as we live in this world, we shall continue to meet
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War can be stopped only by war. War, when fought m the

service of truth and virtue, is not a sin Peace can be secured onh

through wax and in no other way. We can bring about peace bf

fighting and not by writing or talking. Humanity will be united only

by the Right Ideal. So long as it docs not emerge and until it

spreads to the whole world, rhe bloody struggle of ideals wil

continue. It will go on increasing in force and vehemence nuking

use of ever more and more efficient weapons of war, till one dir

the eyes of a section of humanity, who will be surely the most

advanced section of it and perhaps the greatest to suffer from die

hardships of a prolonged warfare, will be opened to the great idea

of the ruture. Self-Consciousness and slavery axe terms

incompatible with each other and, since this section of humanity

will become self-conscious, their first concern will be to fret

themselves from the bondage of the ruling ideal. Their victory will,

however, be neither sudden nor easy. It will come naturally at the

end of a considerable period of struggle or preparation, dunng

which they will wait for a suitable opportunity to strike the final

blow. The preparation will aim at educating and training the largest

possible number of men for courage, co-operation, discipline

(depending upon absolute obedience to a leader once chosen for

his reliability), self-control and self-sacrifice— qualities which will

grow with the increasing self-consciousness of the individual l*hc

opportunity will arrive when the ruling wrung ideal has been

sufficiently weakened or spent up morally and materially, being, on

the one band, exhausted on account of a scries of long wars and,

on the other hand, compelled by events to suspect highly its own
truth; in other words, when the natural, inevitable disrupuon of the

ideal is at hand. When this happens, the propaganda and

persuasions of self-conscious men will gain in effectiveness; they

will begin to look more convincing. The numbers of these men
will, therefore, swell quickly till they become powerful enough to

overthrow the government.

Having taken possession of the machinery of government they

will apply themselves to the task of conveying its fullest benefits,

economic and moral, to the individual and the society. Hey will

remodel education to suit the new ideal. They will use the school,

the press, die platform, the radio and the cinema to free the
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©dividual from all enslaving influences of other ideals. The

material resources will be developed as fully as possible and put

nto the service of the ideal Thus the ideal will grow in power in

mrr way The very existence of a powerful state of the Right Ideal

will be a message of death to all other ideals which will feel their

internal shortcomings more and more as time goes on and will

continue to become hollow from within. When the time comes for

an armed clash, the Right Ideology may sometimes win and

tomctimcs lose, but it can never lose the final battle of its war with

Other ideals. The courage and confidence of its armies will be

unique and unparalleled because, while its believers will be sure of

Aar victory, they will not be afraid of death.

Death is a message of joy rather than a source of fear for a

idf-conscious man because he is sure thai he does not die, and

what is known as death is only a change for the better in the career

of his self, a step from a lower to a higher stage of its evolution. To

fcvc, according to him, means to attack resistance and thereby to

pin in self-consciousness and lo die means to yield to it and thus

to lose m self-consciousness. Death is sweet to him because it

ihrays brings him nearer to his goal; it is the successful end of a

icnes of mals and struggles for a better life. What he fears is not

death but that fear of death which may become an obstacle in the

wty of his love. Me loves death when it holds for him a promise to

cue to a higher level of self-consciousness and to make a further

ipproach to the Beloved, Death is then a message of a new life and

anew |ov for him. He makes the best possible use of his life to

achieve the highest self- consciousness possible and it is his wish of

a lifetime that he may make death too an instrument of a higher

progress for himself and, when the fondly-awaited opportunity

arrives, his joy knows no bounds. It is death that is his prey and not

he that is the prey of death.

We hoped that we shall win a permanent peace at the end of

(be Second World War. But surely the peace that has come is no

more than an interval of preparations for another war. Wars must

continue so long as we do not choose the Right Ideal. There can be

no permanent pence unless we discover our ideal and adopt it. So

fang as we arc unable to find it, Nature wants us to go on fighting

imam? ourselves in order that we may discover it in this way. Tt is
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Nature's method of evolving the Right Tdeology. We cannot

oppose Nature nor interfere with its purposes by any number of

peace conferences, disarmament schemes or plans of a new world

order in the East or West, The Final ideology is the only natural

and stable foundation of our unity and brotherhood. Unity on any

odier basis will be difficult to achieve and, if achieved, to maintain

We cannot hope to unite ourselves by a World Federation of

nations or by a League of Nations backed by a military power or by

an organisation or brotherhood of nations of anv other type or

quality as long as our ideals remain different from each other and

different from the Right Ideal. If they remain different from each

other, no lasting compromise among them in the form of a

federation or union of nations will be possible. Ever)- ideal wants

unlimited expansion for itself and a time must soon come when the

mutual friction of ideals, their open or secret resistance to each

other, must upset the artificial unity. No treaties, pledges or

charters can stand against the forces of our nature. We cannot defy

our nature even if we all agree to do so. Whenever peace is

established finally on the earth it will come to us, not because we

shall succeed in harmonising conflicting ideals, which is impossible,

but because one ideal will overpower and oust all the other ideals

This ideal can be only the Right ideal. The human race can, no

doubt, achieve its unity if all accept the same wrong ideal but the

unity achieved in this way will not be a permanent one. A wrong

ideal is based on a part of our natuie and not on the whole of it It

must, therefore, break up, sooner or later, into a number of

different ideals.

All moves for the unity of ideal groups or states having

different ideals must fail because they are unscientific and wrong.

They are due to our ignorance of the laws of human nature.

Conflicting jdeals and ideologies can have no basis for even a

partial real unity. Nations, for example, can never agree to a

common world army to serve as a world police, unless they all have

the same ideal.

Some of us have welcomed the invention of the atom bomb or

the hydrogen bomb as a threat to the safety of all nations which

must render international wars impossible. But the discovery of the

atom bomb or other similar or worse instruments of mass
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annihilation of humanity cannot stop the wax of ideals which is

dictated by the urge of our nature and which must run its course to

Ac end. At the most the use of all such weapons, like the use of

(he poison gas, may be stopped by means of international

agreements, which even' nation may have to respect tor the sake of

kiown safety. A serious common danger may ioree a number of

ideal groups to agree temporarily and artificially in certain things in

order to defend themselves against that danger, but it cannot

remove those inward hostilities of nations which have their root in

the insistent and imperative demands of their ideals.

Provided war is necessitated by the Right ideal, the hatred or

the cruelty involved in it will not be a sin but a virtue. Hate is a

taction of love We cannot love one thing without hating

tomcthing else that is the opposite of our love, and our hate is in

proportion to our love. The purpose of hate is to clear the path of

brc, to approach nearer to the beloved object and to love it more

irdcndy, Such a war will be a direct and conscious help to

evolution, and we have defined moral action as that action which

helps evolution directlv and coiisciouslv. Such a war is a creative

icthity and Nature itself has fought innumerable such wars and

perpetrated such apparent cruelties in the animal world in the past.

Man ts 2 co-worker with the Divine Self in its activities and

purposes. The creation of the world is not yet over. We, as human
beings, are to share this creation with the Consciousness of the

Universe. It is as moral for us to be cruel and violent, at times, in

the interests of creauon, as it is for the \X
;orld-Self to be so.

The war of species staged by Nature in the animal world was

not a cruelty. It was nor a destructive but a constructive activity.

There * no construction which does not involve some destruction.

A gardener cannot maintain the beauty of his garden without

cutting the unnecessary rank growth under the trees and in the

flower beds. The use of the scythe is as necessary for him as

sowing the seeds and watering and manuring the plants. Before a

tailor prepares a coat, he cuts the cloth into several pieces out of

which some are discarded and others are made use of

War is not only consistent with the Right Ideal but it is

required imperatively by this ideal very often. The reason is that
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self-consciousness cannot grow in conditions of slaver)'. War wil

not be wrong when it will be fought by highly self-conscious men.

It will rather meet its justification for the first time at their hands.

That will be the fust occasion in the his ton- of war when it will be

consciously and dirccdy a help to the world, when it will be fought

really for the sake of peace, freedom and progress and when it wfll

really establish the unity of mankind and turn mankind into asingk

family. Because a novice would spoil the garden by unskilful use of

the scythe, it does not mean that its use is not necessary at all for

the proper care of the garden or that an expert should not be

permitted to use it at all Since a wise gardener will use it

consistendy with the general scheme of the garden, in his hands tt

will be in no way less useful than the watering and manuring of

plants, although it will not grow the plants but cut them A

righteous war is similarly a moral and constructive and not an

immoral or destructive activity.

I latred is essential to love. The course of love never runs

smoothly. Love always meets with obsracles and, if it does not

remove them, it cannot grow. Just as diere is only one love that is

right, there is only one hatred that is right, and ii is that hatred

which subserves the Right Love The self acquires power and

progress by aggression; therefore, hatred is helpful to the sdf.

Aggression is the result and expression of hatred. Love implies a

striving for a fuller and richer intercourse with its object.

Everyriling that favours this effort becomes itself an object of love

and everything that opposes this eftort becomes an object ol

hatred. Impediments in the way of love are stimulants of love. A

genuine and sincere love is created by difficulties and

disappointments. Hate serves the grow th ot lave in two ways;

directly, by removing the impeding factors and, indirectly, by fixing

the attention on the beloved object which leads to a greater

realisation of its beauty. It brings the lover nearer to the beloved by

calling attention to the latter
7

s beauty. In so far as you have

destroyed die object of hate you have availed yourself of a richer

and fuller intercourse with the object of love; vou have discovered

more of its beauty and richness. This is the foundation ul the idea

of the Devil in religion.
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While love grows, hatred goes on decreasing because, while

brc seeks a greater and greater contact with the beloved, hatred

mm at severing its connections more and more trom its object.

Htfred wears itself ou( as the object of hate is destroyed and shifts

ft some new object which may be offering resistance to love. So

tag as the world tines not reach its perfection, hatred must

Continue because so long there must remain something or another

©obstruct the wav to the perfection of the world and, therefore,

to necessitate hatred and opposition on the part of self-conscious

The Devil, understood in this sense, that is, as representing all

irfbences that act as an impediment on life, is a necessity for

CfohiOon. The Universe, as it is, could not have existed without the

Devil as there would have been no evolution and no progress

without him To be aggressive against the forces of the Devil is to

progress. The Devil serves a spiritual purpose. The Right Ideology

nil not progress unless it meets resistance and overcomes it.

Should it, when it comes into existence, find thai it is perfectly free

ttdtas no resistance to meet from other ideals, it will be unable to

come into its own It will lack the incentive to realize itself and the

mult will be that it will distintcgrate and find itself sorrounded by

At resistance of wrong ideals on all sides which it will have ro

conquer for its freedom. It will be unable to maintain that freedom

which come* to it without effort. Hven when freedom is achieved

by effort, continuous effort will be essential in order to maintain it.

Effort or endeavour is as much the life-principle of an ide^l

group as u is the life-principle of an organism. It seems to be an

unfitbng law that life can achieve or maintain no advantage which

(does not earn by a hard effort. It is, so to say, boring for itself a

turnicl out of a mountain of hard rocks and can go along it only as

far is it is able to dig it out and no further, Man would sink to the

Irrd of brutes even roday if it were not for the fact that he has

farm the value of knowledge and culture by his efforts and is

Iwpingthem up by his efforts.

In the mutual struggle of ideals an ideal can oppose and

weaken another ideal by methods which are cidier violent or non-

riolent. Non violent methods of weakening the rival ideal include
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propaganda, persuading, reasoning or arguing by means of word

written or spoken. But an ideal's struggle tor expansion cannot and

does not remain confined to these methods alone. They arc no

doubt the only methods possible in periods of slavery or weakness

and they are extremely important and useful under ill

circumstances, but neither can their result keep pace with the

ideal's own ever-increasing demands for expansion nor can they

meet effectively all those methods which a rival militant idea! must

namrally employ for its expansion at the cost of other ideals.

The ideal is a part of the self; it completes the self so that the

self and the ideal become a single whole. The self feels uneasy «nd

miserable when efforts are made to separate it trom the ideal; it

resists such efforts. The fact that men hold to their ideals

tenaciously and obstinately is, therefore, quite natural. It is this

natural tenacity and obstinacy which make it difficult even for a

skilful debater to dissuade a person from the love of an ideal,

however wrong, by giving reasons and arguments against it A

strong love listens to no arguments against itself. A lover's mind b

never open to views, however sound, which go against the beloved

Men who already love an ideal wholeheartedly are too unreasonable

and too obstinate to be won over by another ideal by mere

arguments. How can love be overpowered by reason which is its

servant and not its master? Love rather justifies and rationalists

itself with the help of reason. It is only a weak and disappointed

love that reason can defeat but then, in such a case, it is love itself

that has withdrawn and not reason that has defeated it.

The tendency of the self to persist in loving obstinately an ideal

that it has once come to love (whether the ideal is right or wrong)

reinforces itself considerably when the ideal is free, well- organized

and well-defended. In such a case die ideal builds for itself a strong,

extensive and complicated machinery of education which supports,

feeds and nourishes the ideal and maintains the self s love for it at

as high a level as possible. In such a case the ideal is able to protect

its adherents against the influences or the education of a rival

aggressive ideal by banning die latter
T

s propaganda, written or

spoken, as far as it is necessary and possible and also by meeting us

propaganda and education by a skilfully-managed, effective counter

propaganda and counter education of its own. Namrally, the self is
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DO ready to be impressed by eUucauve influences that favour its

m ideal and. therefore, becomes safe from such influences or the

rowing ideal

People's obstinacy in sticking to then ideals serves a useful

Mipotf because, on account of it, they are able to offer resistance

ad Opposition toother ideals and invite resistance and opposition

m their own In its absence no hard effort and, therefore, no

wopts* would be possible. Ir gives that definueness, that

ndependent existence and stability, to an ideal group on account of

vfuch the mutual war of ideals, so essential for evolution, becomes

possible Because obstinacy is natural and useful, it does not follow

hit we can or we should tolerate it. Its very usefulness depends

yon the fact that it invites opposition and offers opposition, that

K upon the fact that it has to be crushed. Obstinacy can be

amhed. not bv reasons and arguments, which go home only when

btei« on the decline, but by capturing die freedom of an ideal.

When we conquer and enslave an ideal, we interfere with its

boldly bfc as an organism. It is wounded and paralysed and may

bger on as a cripple but cannot function for the maintenance of

U health and growth; it becomes weaker and weaker day by day.

Between the freedom and the slavery of an ideal there is the

fcffcrencc of a vigorous health and a mortal or dangerous disease,

f not actually of life and death. If an ideal group is like an

xganism, the various departments of the government that it sets

»are like the vital organs which maintain this organism. When an

deal is enslaved, the function of government departments supports

I no longer, it is impaired or upset so far as this ideal is concerned,

rith the result that the ideal becomes diseased and emaciated. Its

Jucational system, in the widest possible sense of the term for

sample, which used to supply it with life-blood as the heart in an

MFamst.i, is no longer its own. On the other hand, it is used against

t When the enslaved ideal gets no nourishment, when it loses its

xeedom and consequendy its capacity for recuperation and growth,

he impulse for the ideal becomes w eak while the impulse for die

ultng ideal l'am :n uength in the same proportion. As a current

>f water stopped at one channel is compelled to seek another, so

he obstructed love of self, which was once flowing towards the

:mbved idea], is compelled to seek an outlet in the ideal of rulers,
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which has by now begun to display its beauty, real or unreal, in

various ways. Then the arguments in favour of the conquering

ideal, which lacked force and appeal formerly, begin tn appear

strong and convincing. The views and attitudes of the slaves

judged, of course, by their actions and not merely by their words)

undergo a change which they rarely know to be in the wrung

direction or to be a departure from their own ideal Ther

"improve" in understanding and become more "reasonable" and

more "civilised" from the point of view of (he rulers as well as then

own. Wise rulers exploit this period of unconscious charge of

views and ideas by administering to the slaves continuous] 1

, heavy

doses of their own education which at last make Lhem target

themselves completely, Tf ever they remember themselves again, it

is like a man who has a faint recollection of a dream he had seme

years ago. Here and there a fortunate individual, whom

circumstances have kept out of touch with the influences oi ihc

new ult al and in touch wilh those of the old ideal, is able to retain

the love of die latter, to see the light of freedom himself and to call

others to see it.

The Final ideology will have to resort to much the same

methods for its expansion. These methods, although natural to

every ideal, are direct!v justified only in the case of the Right Ideal

When the Right Ideal conquers and enslaves a wrong ideal, \\

brings about the latter
s

s inevitable disruption sooner than it would

come otherwise. It creates circumstances which lead people actually

to realise and experience the unreal character of its beauty. It

adopts the most effective method of delivering people from (he

error of a wrong love. Not only does it cause the speedy frustration

of a love that was doomed to frustration in any case but also

substitutes it by a love which involves no painful disillusionmcftti

or disappointments for the future. It. therefore, renders a gceal

service to the cause of evolution.

But the Right Ideology will win more on account of love than

it will do on account of war. The love of man tor man, which U z

part of the urge of the self, is able to have a perfect!; fret

expression only in the case of a self-conscious man. VCe can reaBj

love human beings only if we love then: Creator and in no other

wav. The Right Ideology will be a message of love and good-will to
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* although ii mav not hesitate to resort to war whenever it is

(Ketsarv to do so in order to clear the path of its love. A self-

awoous man max hate a part of humanity but he will do so

because he loves the whole of if and that to the fullest extent. 1
le

our Brill and kill a part of humanity but he will do so in order that

he nay save the whole of it and that for ever, firs activities,

thethcr peaceful or warlike, are rooted in his love of man and the

Gator. They ate ahvavs creative and constructive activities and

(her ilone are conducive to the greatest good of the human race.

Both violence and non-violence as methods of opposing an

ideal mc consistent with the nature of consciousness and, therefore,

nh Ac nature of the Right Ideal. Bach is essential tor the

CBunimn of an ideal. Each has its own natural, jusutted occasion

ttdeach supplements the other and prepares the ground for the

MXess of the whet. Neither can replace the other and, therefore,

aether can be ruled out as wrong or unnecessary. Violence

Mupposes the existence of a certain amount of expansion and

power already achieved by the ideal. It is, therefore, our of the

•lesoon in the earliest stages of an ideal's development when the

Kbl u nccessanly weak but, as the power of an ideal grows, a

muation il soon created when non-violent merhods can no longer

help us expansion or existence and the ideal has to resort to

TOfcnce for it. freedom, life and growth. At this time the only

«!« alternative to die use of violence is the slavery or the death of

the ideal

An ideal must expand because it is in the nature of life to press

toward to grow and evolve. The ideal of the self at every stage of

dK self-knowledge is the highest Perfection and Beauty known to

it The self makes an effort to establish a greater and greater

contact with this Perfection or Beauty. It is this that leads to the

expansion of die ideal. The self, whether social or individual, has

no other aim in life except to serve the growth and expansion of its

ideal and it serves i. with the whole of its power and without a

Stop All its activities are directed towards this purpose, the ideal

expands a little and then uses the whole of its power so achieved

for expanding and growing further. It insists on expanding as much

at it is possible for it to expand by using the whole oi its strength

and not less than that. Naturally, therefore, as us power develops.
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the amount of expansion that it demands and that is possible font

to achieve, goes on increasing.

But an ideal can satis I y its ever- increasing demands for

expansion only at the expense of other ideals. Kverv idea] has not

only to resist the expansion of other ideals at its own cost but also

to expand itself at the cost of other ideals. Therefore, even- idal;

group, every social organism, like every individual organism tn

Nature, develops an instrument of self-defence capable of

destroying life and tries to make it as strong as it can. This

instrument is the military power of the ideal group. The offence or

the attack of one ideal group on another is invariably for the sab

of self-defence because the ideal group has not onh to live but also

to grow. In fact, like an organism, it can hope to maintain its life

only if it is growing in some way. If it has ceased to gro\v
r

it is

slowly advancing towards death. Life and growth an ultimately

identical wirh each other. An ideal's urge for growth is a part ol"m
urge to live. Whenever one ideal group attacks another, it does W
not because it is greedy or over-ambitious, but because it appears

to it that it cannot sansfv its needs as a living organism orhi

The growdi or the expansion of the ideal continues un-

interrupted for some time, that is, for some lime the resistance tn

the way of die ideal is such that it can be easily overcome bv the

normal, non-violent effort of the ideal, and the ideal does not fed

the necessity of putting up an extraordinary effort to crush it Bui

on account of its own expansion which another ideal must tala as a

menace to itself, or on account of the expansion of a not her ideal or

on account of the expansion of both at the same time, a stage is

reached sooner or later when its growth cannot continue further. It

meets a strong resistance from another ideal. This is a critical time

in the life of the ideal because it is now face to face with death. The

ideal was expecting this moment and was partly prepared foi it

already. Now it musters the whole uf its military might to

overcome the resistance of the rival ideal for the sake of its very

life. Consciousness cannot tolerate the least resistance to itselt

Nothing is immoral or vicious for consciousness except to tolerate

resistance to itself in any form or shape. Morality of all standarfj

has no other purpose or meaning except that the ideal should not

make a compromise writh resistance at any price and it never mak«
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Icwnpromise with it as lung as ir lives. The moment it mike.

LLLe with reliance, it is modified: in other words, it

K \„ exist and makes room for another .deal. When, therefore,

deals are face to face with eaeh other in a conflict, each rr.es to

. the attack as effective as possible so that each maybe able to

name the .hrcat to its life as speedily and as surely as possible.

. ZmtA the clash takes a violent form. Each ideal brings into

on it, military power, its life-destroying instrument of self-

m« which it had developed to serve it on such an occasion. As

moi it, one of the contending social organisms is wounded

Bacmlv to give up resistance to the other.

U. „ this cnucal moment of it, life, an ideal lias scruples cm
,

the

„, of violence or bloodshed and if, on account of them, it wait ,

m «mngs to chance or observes a policy of drift or non-

Jencc instead of actively opposing the resistance at all costs, it

Z> hope to « iw and live. Other ideals will grow at its expense

W-« it completely. But since the ideal is the greatest

od-and me highest beauty or perfection known to the self, it is

Justified verdict of self that violence, if resorted to tor the

option of the ideal, will be no sin. But violence does not mean

tap all human beings whose ideal differ, from our own. I he sell

Es carefully whether the resistance to its purposes lies realh in

TIL of the individuals opposing it, and it has a recourse to

Lee rather than to a compromise with resistance, only when ,

•comc< clear to it that it lies nowhere else. Destruction of lite

Ink* that which mav be the result of an insane mind, is never out

f Dropor,.i..i with the needs of the ideal thai is the cause of it; it is

Afant matter that if may be extremely foolish, indiscriminate

^proportionate from the point of view of another ideal, l o

,ve an apparently different tdeal or a different set of views is no

M»e thing as a readiness to offer resistance to another ideal

inidnl :s awvrexnv and capable of offering resistance to another

jbl only when tt n really determining all .he actions ot a person,

hat is. when it is internally free.

n.e objec, of violence ts not to kill every person who has a

Wfercnt ideal but to enslave the opposing ideal, to shatter its

Wnfeauon, to paralyse .ts educational system and to snatch away

'power in such a way that it is rendered harmless and incapable
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of interfering, under threat of violence or othenvtse, with the

independence and expansion of your own ideal, or, if the complex

enslavement of the rival ideal may not be compatible with the

available strength or the immediate need of vour ideal, then the

object of violence is to weaken the rival ideal in such a way that it

permits your ideal the expansion that it desires or requires for the

time being.

We have already known that struggle with itself is the process

by which life evolves. Life always meets resistance from itself and

removes that resistance in order to pass on to a fuller realisation of

itself. The removal of its own resistance is not a sin but a virtue,

the standard of which depends upon the standard of the ideal from

which it results. In fact, this is the principal, virtue, the central

virtue, in every system of morality, high or low, and all othci

virtues are a part of it and are derived from it. The ideal is a part of

the selt; when one idea in an individual human being destroys

another idea that competes with it, life is violent to and destroys i

part of itself in order that the whole of it, as distinguished from a

part, may dominate, which means, in order thru it mav achieve a

fuller realisation of itself. The idea that the individual allows to be

defeated represents imperfect, incomplete life as compared with

the idea that is allowed to win. Thus when life is violent to itself it

does not really destroy itself but rather builds itself, evolves itself

and adds to its own life and strength.

Life is struggling with itself and outgrowing itself in the

individual human being as well as in the human society as a whole.

There is a close analogy between an individual and a group. The

whole of humanity is like a single individual The higher ideas are

fighting with the lower ideas and the lower ideas are fighting wiA

the higher ideas in the individual human being as well as in the vast

group of human beings who live on this planer As the struggle-1

the individual human being with himself results in his evolution,

the struggle of humanity with itself results in its evolution. The

struggle and, conscquendy, evolution go on continuously m the

individual as well as in the human societv as a whole. Violet*

bloody wars in which some ideals conquer and others fall are onlv

critical and decisive moments in the struggle of humanity with

itself. They are smnlar to the moments of tense anxiety in the
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XHKdotisncs* of the individual human being when he is about to

ncha peal decision as a result of which some ideas will conquer

pother* will fall. The struggle of ideas in the consciousness of

hunumrr a, well as in the consciousness ot the individual

however, continues at a slow pace before and after such critical and

decisive moments.

The object of violence on the part of some ideas is not to kill

human beings because of their beliefs but to weaken some other

which become aggressive in the form of human beings and

Which m this form, offer resistance to them ;
and they weaken

these 'other ideas in order that they themselves may dominate.

When one idea is weakened, another idea begins to dominate the

BBKiousness in the same proportion in the case of the individual

„ well a. in the case of the human society. Just as the struggle ot

the individual with himself is the struggle of one idea of his

consciousness with other ideas, so the struggle of humanity with

«elt (din is ike war of ideals) is essentially the struggle of one idea

with other ideas in the consciousness of the human society as a

whole If (here were no violence and no bloodshed, there would be

* evolution of humanity as a whole since the struggle of ideas in

fe consciousness of humanity would not come to a decision. Ln

,he case of the individual the Right Ideal cannot dominate the

wtone ideas (which arc always competing with it and pressing tor

TBnTmttv: without a hard effort and struggle. It can defeat these

d«< onlv in proportion to us effort or exertion and no more It is

to hard effort and struggle of the Right Tdeal against the lower

„ka< which makes it so difficult for a man to lead a perfectly mora

bfc >o in the case of human society as a whole the Right Ideal wiU

no. dominate the wrong ideas unless it struggles against them and

defeats them, and it will defeat them and dominate them only in

proportion to its effori and no more. The domination ot an idea in

Cose of the human' individual as well as in the case of the

human society is, of course, only in proportion to its freedom to

determine action.

\ violent conflict between two ideal groups quickens the

K,ass of evolution in the consciousness of each human being in

Ihe two ideal groups, in the consciousness of each ideal group and

m the consciousness of the human society as a whole.

Hi
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The struggle of the self with an outer danger to the ideal is

really a reflection of its internal struggle with an internal danger I

the ideal; it is a reflection of the struggle or the individual with

himself. Tf there were no inner srruggle, ihere would he no nutcr

struggle, li the sell does nut pla\ a cuv\a:d in Lhe outct struggle. it

only means that ft does not play a coward in the inner struggle-

And when it acts cowardly in the outer struggle, it is an indication

that it has lost the inner battle. The external struggle exists because

of the internal struggle and it is difficult in proportion as fef

internal struggle is difficult. That is why a small ill-equipped aimv

with a strong love for the ideal may often defeat a large v,d:

equipped army with a weak love for the ideal The ct forts o! iht

military authorities to keep up the "morale
1

of a fighting army arc

really their efforts to enable it to win the internal siruggh

The violent opposition of an individual to his opponent in the

battlefield is a minor part and a transitory phase of his majoi

conflict with himself which goes on always in peace and in war but

which becomes the hardest and, therefore, the most conducive to

the evolution of self in war. When two armies are face to faceu/ilfc

each other, the two ideas that they represent iu expending iL best

of their power to overcome the resistance of contending ideas in

the consciousness of each individual. The inner opposition to the

idea is at the maximum and, therefore, the inner struggle ol the

individual is also at the maximum. The process of evolution in the

consciousness of the individual, as well as in the consciousness of

humanity as a whole, is quickened to the utmost. Tie external

struggle in each case has its foundation in the internal struggle. Die

individual self, as also the social self, displays the maximum of that

passion for the ideal of which it is capable. This is. th< r I re,

the time when the ideal's capacity to attach the selfs love to itself is

put to a test. If the ideal is wrong, the self may soon reach thelimjjj

beyond which it cannot love the ideal. The ideal may suffer

disruption on account ut its uwn infernal weaknesses, which

become known to the self for the first time. This happen

particularly when (he ideal is defeated. But the disruption of the

ideal is due fundamentally to the wrong elements that it contaifli

and not to its defeat.
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cells of the human social organism, that is, some human

individuals, may have acquired the infection of wrong ideals) ind

will restore the health of the social individual of humanity. The

attitude of latent aggressiveness on the part of a thoroughly contented,

peaceful and righteous human social organism nf (he future againfl

itself, i.e. against possible rebellions of wrong ideals \\ ithin its body,

wilt be similar to the latent aggressiveness and alertness of a thoroughly

contented and righteous man against himself, i.e. against ill

possible evil ideas, slips, errors or temptations, originating m ht$

own consciousness, to which he mav become a victim

Righteousness or peace of mind (which means the unity or the

wholeness of consciousness'; is a gift of Nature "
:

;.;« has notonlvifl

be won by effort but also to he maintained by effort, in the case of

the individual as well as in the case of the human society as a

whole. The human race of the future will not be able to ^aleguaid

the peace it has once achieved, unless it maintains an altitude of

potential aggressiveness against all possible factors calculated to shatta

this peace.

The war of ideals has no other purpose in Nature except that,

as a result of this war. higher and higher ideals may begin I

dominate more and more the lower ideals till finally the highest

ideal may dominate all the lower ideals and efface diem completely,

Tf the highest and the last of ideals does not take part in the mutual

war of ideals, assuming wrongly that violence at us own time is not

a part of it, it will not be the highest and the last of them and

another similar ideal with violence as a part of it must take its place

because it will not be able to bring to an end the process thai

Nature started in the shape of the war of ideals. The

participation of the Right Ideal in the war of ideals will

last stages of the successful accomplishment of that process I

Nature started, no doubt, with a view to bringing it to a su

conclusion.

Violence cannot be immoral since it resides potentially in t

nature of consciousness in order to become actual at the

occasion, as the sting of a wasp or the electric organ of an <

cattish or the nematocysts of a hydra or the horns of an

become active when necessary- Violence is right directly wh

serves the Right [deal. Hut even when it is wrong, being pr>
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n I wrong .deal, it serves a useful purpose of Nature indirectly by

fanng the way for the dominauon of better and better ideals and

Mh for the domination of the best of all ideals. Unless violence

Wits natural course, there can be no progress and no permanent

»ceon earth. Of all ideals, the Right Ideal alone has the capacity

0 obliterate all other ideals and, therefore, to dominate completely

ml permanently the consciousness of humanity. But it cannot do

,0 unless ,t wins the war of ideals and it cannot win this war unless

Centers it and fights it out to the end. Either other ideals will

tnpgt „ In a war with themselves or, if it refuses to be thus

tamed they will not permit it to achieve its independence and to

how and expand at their cost and thus to fulfil its great mission in

Ntture It will thus cease to be the Final Ideal and the Right Ideal.

If it take* up the challenge of other ideals, whether implied or

Ctpbcit boldly and it cannot bin take it up by its very nature as the

teht Weill » will acquire the health and the strength that will be

•Kenan- for its life and growth. It is by struggling that it will

uti'ty the necessary conditions of its existence. The life and

growth of the hast Ideal cannot but be governed by those very laws

Of Nature which govern the life and growth of every other ideal.

Thee laws are universal and infallible like the laws of Biology. The

final Ideal will, therefore, have to struggle for its life in the same

my tn which all other ideals have to struggle.

If we substitute non-violence for violence completely

diroughout the world at the present stage of human evolution while

%tHuh rtm.ur. tk rami (supposing it is possible for us to persuade

humanity to do anything against their nature on a large scale), we

dull only delay and prolong the war of ideals instead ot bringing it

to 1 quick decision. The struggle of ideals will not cease; it wdl only

tlow down as a process. The unity that will be established in this

way will he apparent and superficial and not the genuine real

harmony winch the victory of the Right Ideal alone will bring

iboui It will not be a unity at all; it will be, at the best, a truce or a

mpcnsion of hostilities which will, however, continue to lie

dormant We shall involve the vast human social individual ot this

earth in a mental state which will be similar to the mental state ot a

mm who has many ideas existing side by side in his mind but who

docs not know what ideas to choose and what to reject, lhc
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indecision of such a man results in his inactivity and, therefore, it

the absence of his progress. Thus we shall bring the process of

human evolution to a stop, or, at least, retard it considerably Wc
shall deprive ourselves, at the same time, of that special progress,

mental and moral, which can result only from a hard and strenuous

effort, such as only opposition and resistance can induce. The Final

Ideology cannot appear, cannot win and cannot fulfil its great

mission in Nature after winning, unless that knowledge and

progress which come ro us, not only as a result of peace, bui ilson

a result of war, grow from stage to stage. Our knowledge of"Beauty

becomes real and practical and capable of determining action when

it is allowed to determine action, that is, when, urged by this

knowledge, we meet resistance and overcome it, and in no other

way. Thus, by substituting non-violence for violence, while

mankind continues to love wrong ideals, we shall do no real sema
to the human society and shall only put off the day when the;

be able to achieve their real unity and harmony, There is only one mi
leading to world peace and that is the road leading to a universal du iptanifm
the Right Idea/.

The active participation of the Right Ideology m the war of

ideals, resulting in the domination of one idea over all the othci

ideas, will be the struggle of the consciousness of humanir

itself for the achievement of its own oneness or wholeness. It will

be similar to the struggle of the consciousness of the human

individual with //W/Tor the achievement of its oneness or wholeness

through the victory of one idea over all the other ideas. The idea

that can dominate and unify the consciousness of the human

individual as well as the consciousness of the human society, fmallv

and completely must be, on account of the very nature of

consciousness, the Right Ideal. The perfect unity or wholent

consciousness is possible only at the highest stage of self-

consciousness, in the case of the individual as well as in the case of

the society. The oneness of the human race cannot be achieved

unless we destroy all the wrong ideals swaying mankind at present

and thus unify the consciousness of humanity. And when we

succeed in achieving the oneness or the wholeness of humarur lj

last, it will not be mamtamed and carried to a higher and higher

perfection unless we constantly keep in check and hold in readiness
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indecision of such a man results in his inactivity and. therclVirc, M
rhe absence of his progress. Thus we shall bring the process of

human evolution to a stop, or, ar least, retard it considerably. Wc

shall deprive ourselves, at the same lime, or' (hat special progress,

mental and moral, which can result only from a hard and stroma*

effort, such as only opposition and resistance can induce The f inil

Ideology cannot appear, cannot win and cannot fulfil great

mission in Nature after winning unless that knowledge and

progress which come to us, not only as a result of peace, but also*

a result of war, grow from stage to stage. < >ui knowledge of Beauty

becomes real and practical and capable of determining action when

it is allowed to determine action, that is, when, urged by thu

knowledge, we meet resistance and overcome it, and in no other

way- Thus, by substituting non-violence for violence, while

mankind continues to love wrong ideals, we shall do no real service

to the human society and shall only put off the tlav when theywfl

be able to achieve their real unity and harmonv. Then is only one mi
leading to worldpeace and that is the road leading to a universal ncctptm4
the Right Ideal

The active participation of rhe Right Ideology m the war of

ideals, resulting in rhe domination of one idea over all the other

ideas, will be the struggle of the consciousness of humanity mlh

itseij lor rhe achievement of its own oneness or wholeness. It will

be similar to the struggle of rhe consciousness of the human

individual with itseij for the achievement of its oneness 01 ! lent**

through die victory of one idea over all (he oiher ideas. J he idea

that can dominate and unify the consciousness of the human

individual as well as the consciousness of the human society, finally

and completely must be, on account of the very nature of

consciousness, the Right Ideal The perfect unity or wholeness of

consciousness is possible only at the highest si age of sdfr

consciousness, in the case of the individual as well as in the case of

the society. The oneness of the human race cannot he achieved

unless we destroy all the wrong ideals swaying mankind ,it present

and thus unify the consciousness of humanity. And when ue

succeed in achieving the oneness or die wholeness of humanity «
last, it will not be maintained and earned to a higher and htghei

perfection unless we constantly keep in check and hold sr. readiness
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destroy all those ideas which tend to shatter it. In other words,

s shall have to maintain a continuous struggle in order to achieve

if unity as well as to preserve it and to bring ir to a greater and

eater perfection always.

Oneness is a qualm of consciousness and, like all [he other

lalitics of consciousness, its expression or realisation is becoming

re and more perfect and pronounced in the process of

olution. Consciousness has been struggling with obstacles in

dct to express itself, its qualities, ever more and more perfectly in

cation Perfection of oneness will be achieved, therefore, through

process of struggle and opposiuon to resistance.

The oneness or the wholeness of the atom, the higher oneness

r

the living cell, the still highei oneness of the living organism and

t next higher oneness of the consciousness of the human

dividual or the unity of the human personality, wherever it exists,

is been each the result of struggle on the part of consciousness,

ich has been acquired as a result of struggle and is being

untamed as a result of it. The next higher oneness, which is the

lencss of tin consciousnt ss of the human socictv as a whole, will

tibo the result of a process of struggle in which victory—a hard-

on and well desen ed victor)'—will lie widi consciousness, that is,

tth the Right Ideology, through which indeed consciousness will

Xome a direct and conscious participant in the struggle,

onsciousness has been fighting its way to a more and more

rffect oneness or wholeness m the past and it must continue to

(hi its wav to a more and more petted oneness or wholeness in

te future A continuous opposition to obstacles, a constant

stroction 01 resistance, whatever the form in which it may

itscnt itself, is an essential condition of the continuous

Kinccment of the human race towards an ever greater and

rater perfection of their unity.

The process of the growth of oneness by means of struggle can

ver come to a stop unless the Universe achieves its perfection

id ceases to evolve and, therefore, to exist. However perfect the

holcnes> or the oneness that the human race may have achieved

my time, there will be, s long as the world does not rea^h its

trfecttnn. always a higher and more perfect oneness >r wholeness
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to be achieved. The struggle will, therefore, continue fot ever

Struggle will be necessary, not only to achieve a oneness or

wholeness, but also to maintain it and to achieve the nexi more

perfect oneness or wholeness. To pur the same thing in a more

concrete way, struggle will, not only bring about the unit)' of the

human race by establishing a government or a state of the Right

Ideal throughout the world, but will also enable thar state to

preserve its hard-won unity as well as to go on adding to h

indefinitely. The unity of the future world state of the Right Ideal wff

continue to develop because the selfconsciousness of its members, it. their lm

for the Right Ideal milgo on increasing on account of their continuous worship

and adoration of this ideal as well as their constant action and strv$ in

service. As they will increase their love for the Right Ideal, thev utH

also increase their love for each other in the same proportion and

hence the unity of the human race will continue to become mure

and more perfect. A perfect unity of consciousness is possible onlv

at the highest stage of self-consciousness, tn the case of the

individual as well as in the case of the society, and the self

consciousness of the society grows with the growth of self-

consciousness of the individual. As in the case of the consciousness

of the human individual, so in the case of consciousness of the

human society, struggle will conquer resistance; it will hold in check

die resistance that is already conquered and n will conquer fresh

resistance and thus evolution will go on.

It may look like a self-contradicting statement but it is, all the

same, a fact that the path of love lies through the vallev of hatred

We can love an object or an idea onlv by loving it and hating its

antithesis simultaneously. Every man loves and hates at rhe same

time. When a man is conscious of loving, his hatred is implied and

unconscious. When he is conscious of hating, his love is implied

and unconscious. Love involving creativencss and hatred involving

destructiveness are thus like rhe two sides of the same coin. They

co-operate widi each other for the evolution of consciousness.

Neither of the two can function fully and freely without the other

It is highly important for understanding the nature of

consciousness to realise that every quality of consciousness implies

and includes all its other qualities. When we desire to express one

quality of consciousness, it is with the expressed or implied,
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Conscious or unconscious, immediate or ultimate support or all its

other qualities that we can do so. To the extent to which we may

be unable to get such a support from am one of these other

qualities of consciousness, to that extent we shall be unable to

express the quality that we desire to express. No quality of

consciousness is worthy of itself if it is divorced from any one of

its nther qualities. Hach quality of consciousness is the whole

consciousness or it is not that quahr. at all. Consciousness is a

whole and must act as a whole. None of its qualities can be

eliminated from it. Mo one of its qualities is useless or immoral

now and no one of them will be useless and immoral in the future.

The nature of consciousness is permanent and unalterable. All the

qualities of consciousness are good and moral because they arc

repressed in the service of love. They arc aspects or forms of love.

Thev are the different ways in which love needs to express itself at

different occasions in order to reach its own completeness. A

person who is pledget! to the love of an idea but not to the hatred

wd the ennscquent destruction of objects or ideas that represent

us antithesis, is really pledged to neither of the two or pledged to

both A person who is not prepared to clear the path of love or to

fight for it, when necessary, pays only a lip sen ice to the object of

his love. I lis love (whether he knows it or nor) is worse than

Ipdiffcrence. He is deceiving himself as well as others that he is a

A sense of readiness to destroy all opposition to love will be

necessary for the completeness of love and will persist for ever.

Socc it will enable consciousness to hold in check the resistance

that it ha^ alrciuh conquered, it will enable it to meet and conquer

fresh resistance and dierebv to continue its evolution, h will be an

Otcnnal condition of the preservation of the past victories of

Consciousness as well as an indispensable, foundation of its cttorts

tor the achieve ment of fresh victories. When there will be nothing

to hate in ihis world, love, divine as well as human, will teach its

highest possible realisation. It will achieve us final victory, after

which it can wish for nothing more. At this stage the Universe will

reach its perfection. In other words, it will be impossible for it to

evolve itself further and, since die conscious activity or the World-

Self in the Universe, which we have known to be the cause of
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evolution, will come to a stop at this time, the Universe *j
disappear and make room for the birth of a new one. It only mm
that hatred, like all the other qualities ot" consciousness, must

continue to serve love as long as the world lasts.

Struggle, opposition to resistance of one kind or another, «i

remain, by the very nature of consciousness, an essential condition

of evolution till the end of the world.

Bloodshed, caused by the mutual wars of wrong ideals, I

extremely deplorable, since it is not even a direct or consaoudj

rendered aid to evolution. Rut it is going nn in accordance wuh

definite laws of Nature and there is no refuge from it except m the

laws of Nature itself. There is only one way in which the human

race can save itself from needless bloodshed and that is by

adopting the Right Ideal, universally, and by loving it ever more

and more. This is what they are going to do, sooner or later; and

the sooner they do it, the better.

We evolve by giving a greater and greater expression to our

nature, and an aspect of our nature is to live in the torm of

organized and independent societies or self-governing states, It

follows that the idea of a self-ruling state is inseparable from thi

Right Ideal and that the Jones of evolution are tending toward* (he tmtM

of a self-ruling state founded on the Right Ideal which will <tru& W
expand, gradually but inevitably, to the whole world.

The nature of the self is such that it can realise every idol,

whether right or wrong, only in society, Bergson writes:

"On the two great routes thai the vital impulse has found open

before it along the series of the arthropods and the series of the

vertebrates, instinct and intelligence, at first wrapped up confusedl with

one another, have, in their development, taken divergent duecnoni
|

the rnilrninating point of the first evolution hymenoptcra, al fl

culminating point of the second man. In each in spue of the adkj

difference in the forms attained and the growing separation of ik patta

followed it is to social life that evolunon leads as though the need d I

was felr from the very beginning or rather as though there w.: ,

onginal and essential aspiration of life which could find full samfctta

only in society. Society which is the community of individual cnetgja

benefits horn the efforts of all its members and te nders effort easiei to I

Tt can only subsist by subordinating the individual, it can only progress bp
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hvuig rht individual free, contradictory requirements which kite to be reconciled.

With insects the first condition alone is fulfilled. The societies of ants and

bee* are admirably disciplined and united but fixed in an invariable

roimnc. If the individual is forgotten in the society the society on its part

also has forgotten its destination. Individual and society, both in a state of

somnambulism, go round and round in the same circle instead of moving

straight forward to a greater social efficiency and complete individual

freedom Human societies alone have kept full in view both the ends to

be attained."

Bergson rightly believes that the gradual progress and

evolution of society will consist in the gradual reconciliation of the

contradictory requirements of leaving the individual free and

subordinating him to die interests of the society. But the check on,

the individual's freedom which the society must need impose on

him can be consistent with his freedom only if it is demanded by

Ac ideal of his nature. Only that society, therefore, will be direcdy

helping evolution which is founded on the Right Ideal. In such a

society alone the opposite requirements of the freedom and

subordination of the individual will cease to be opposite and will,

cm the other hand, support each other. Such a society must

ultimately take the form of a government which is both a

democracy' and a dictatorship at one and the same rime.

A dictatorship is the most efficient form of social organisation

m which the individual may lose himself for the common good of

all In a dictatorship alone the individual can be disciplined and

subordinated completely to the requirements of the group. Hence,

it is only in this form of society which is, by the way, the latest term

in the evolution of social organisations, that the Right Ideal can be

cxpccicd to reach and will actually reach its highest possible

realisation The group of men who come to be inspired by the

Right Ideal in future will favour this type of society in view of its

efficiency and strength to cope with dangers inside and outside the

group, which will be grave and numerous in the beginning. Because

thev will expect a career of hard struggle, they will, out of a

necessity, resort to a form of government which qualifies them

mosi of all for this struggle by giving them the greatest possible

efficiency and strength as a group Having established a

dictatorship to meet then urgent initial necessities, they will

discover chat it is a form of government which not only gives them
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a good start but which, by assuring a complete unity and discipline

among the group, also supplies the individual and the society with

facilities for effort and action winch arc valuable under all

circumstances. The coming ideology will thus incarnate itself mro

the iorm of a highly organized dictatorship of self-conscious

individuals working collectively with an ever- increasing unity of

purpose towards individual and social freedom, progress and

power and attain to a self-imposed discipline as perfect as that of

bees and ants.

In such a society alone (he urge oi consciousness m achieve its

oneness or wholeness in a large group, including ultimately the

whole of humanity, will be able to attain to its highest satis&ctboj

because such a society alone can be disciplined and organized

sufficiendy to be able to function as a single organism or a single

individual, which is what the nature of consciousness demands.

The dictator of such a society will be a man who, by virtue of his

high stage of self-consciousness, will be fitted to be a true

representative of Consciousness, which is the real and die ultimate

dictator of the human society. Every individual in such a state will

obey the urge of consciousness in him interpreted by their human
leader or dictator to the best of his knowledge of the self with the

help of a party of highly self-conscious men.

The restrictions and limitations, which a society of this kind

will have to impose on the individual for its own maintenance and

expansion, will be not only in accordance with the deepest nature

of the individual but also a source of help to him to expand and

unfold the possibilities of that nature. But as the self-consciousness

of the individual and the society will grow, it will become less and

less necessary for them to be ruled by a government although,

indeed, it will take a long time before the government becomes

entirely unnecessary.

Lenin and Kropotkin dreamt of an ultimate class-less sodeS

functioning without a dictator or a government throughout the

world. But even when a perfect economic freedom or equality has

been reached throughout the world and the so-called classes have

ceased to exist, differences among men will conunue to be created

by the different ways in which they will satisfy their urge of the self.
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harmful in the service of a wrong one. A dictatorship is a blessing

when its ideal is the Right Ideal because, in such a case, tt can

protect the individual most strictly and efficiently from himself for

himself; it gives him a greater and greater freedom to unfold his

deepest nature; it facilitates his effort to give more and more

expression to the urge of his self. But it is equally a curse it the

ideal ot die state is one ot die wrong ideals because then it is able

to obstruct the urge of the self most strictly and efficiently, n bars

the individual from himself against himself with all the efficiency

characteristic of it. Then not only does it subject die individual to a

slavery, but also makes it most difficult for him to shatter the

chains of that slavery. Then it should be regarded of all forms of

government, the worst and the most wicked as also the mosi

injurious to the evolution of humanity.

But although the social organisation of the Right Ideal wiD

begin as a dictatorship, it will evolve and improve with the evolving

self-consciousness of the individual and soon take the form of t

social organisation which will be at once a most perfect

dictatorship as well as a most perfect democracy, free from all the

defects of democracy now known to be unavoidable. The reasnn is

that it will be founded on a clearly defined intellectual oi scientific

ideology which, as time will pass, will be understood more and

more clearly and loved more and more intensely by all the

individuals in the state. A government based on surh an ideology

must soon become a real government of all die people by all the

people and for all the people. The dictator of such a state will be a

dictator only in name. He will be really a servant of the people.

Having to follow strictly an ideology, the needs and requirements

of which are known and understood thoroughly and in details by

all the people in the state, it will not be possible for him to violate

these needs and requirements and thereby to go against the general

will of his subjects by means of any of his orders or decisions. Thus

the scientific nature of the ideology will be a guarantee that the dictator will

neper be able to misuse his powers with impunity.

Such a state will be the cuhainating point of the evolution of

both democracy and dictatorship. Tt will be like a beehive. No one

can tell whether the society' in a beehive is a dictatorship or I

democracy, whether the individual bees working day and night
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Awfully for the common good of the community, of which they

ut the members, obey the orders of the queen or follow their own

chenshed wills. Since no member of die gioup can do anything

contrary to the will of the leader and has to obey the leader

fapUcidv and unreservedly, it is a dictatorship and, since each ot its

acts is completely in accord with the will of all in the community it

a a perfect "government of the people by the people for the

people", thai is to say, a perfect democracy. This becomes possible

because what the leader wills is exactly the will ot each member ot

die hive Even' individual bee in a hive acts rightly (i.e. consistently

with the needs of me group as a whole) in its social lite but its

action are instinctive, automatic and unconscious. At the highest

rtagc of human evolution the highly self-conscious human

mdividual will aci righdv and consistently with the requirements of

die lociety as a whole, not instinctively and automatically like a bee,

bui bv a conscious and deliberate choice and it will be as difficult

for him in mistake the path dictated to him by his love and

flluminaied for him bv his own intellect and intelligence, as it is for

, bee to mistake the path chalked out for it by its inflexible

msancts Thus the activities of the future man will result from the

order, of his human dictator as well as from his own most

cherished desires simultaneously, and no one will know what their

real source is.

Here is nothing to choose between external and internal

sbven The external <h.vcr\ is bad because it stands in the way of

our love, our ideal, and the internal slavery does the same. The

external slavery resolves itself ultimately into internal slavery. Our

drawback* are ultimately internal and not external. External

tapediments are m one sense rather a blessing because they call

forth effort and enable us to make progress. When we fail to make

in effort to remove the impediments, it is because of our internal

weaknesses, our inability to sacrifice our instinctive desires for the

sake of our ideals. We become slaves only when we accept internal

livery and we become externally free only when we are internally

free Internal freedom is incompatible with external slavery, that is,

a man free from the desires of his lower nature never submits to a

master other than his own ideal. To have an ideal is to accept a
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ruler. No person internally free can he ruled bv the represents
or an ideal not his own.

When we have a wrong ideal, we are unable to express out
nature; we are slaves although our slavery is of our own chow
made erroneously.

When the subjects have the same ideal as the ruler's they art
said to be free; when their ideal is different, they are said to be
slaves. In the former case, the ideal, wheiher ir is wrong or right .
free to realise itself to any extent, as me rulers wil] ,m ,ht

individual the freedom and facility that he needs. In the latter r«
the slaves have onJ two courses open to them. They may commue
to make efforts, such as they can with their limited means and
reduced power, to get freedom or they may abandon fny.r efforts
altogether. If they keep up their efforts ro van freedom thy,, .deal
is alive and they may triumph one day. If they give them up the]become a part and parcel of the ruling ideal group and their ideal
disappears. It the ruling group exploits them instead of giving ihon
a share m the government, it is because their exploitation form, a
parr of the ideal to which the slaves have subscribed willingly.

We must distinguish between real and apparent freedoa
livery ideal imposes its own rules and restrictions. Hvenhody has
an ideal and, therefore, everybody is bound by the 'rules and
restrictions imposed by has ideal. Freedom never mean, the
absence of restrictions. It means freedom to seek an ideal wiil'H-
accepting all the restrictions that are imposed by the ideal Whol]we use the word "freedom", therefore, we need to qualify it bv
specifying the purpose or the ideal for which it is to be used The
self ,s really free only when it is seeking the Right Ideal, o.herw,*
it is a slave to desires and laws which are not its own. Our freedom
a only apparent when we are free to seek a wrong ideal; really u 9
slavery. But whether the restrictions are of our own cho.ee or
imposed from outside, they will impan- our freedom only if they arc
contrary to our nature.

Whether a man is a subject or a ruler, he is a slave if he has i
wrong ideal. If he is a ruler, his freedom is apparent and his sbved
is real, although it is of his own choice. There can be five different
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types of society from the point of view of the ideals of the rulers

and the ruled.

The ideal of The Idea! ofthe Individual Resultfor the Individual

Rulers Subject Subject

t Wrong Wrong and different Slavery in appearance

and to reality

HL Wrong Wrong and same Freedom in

appearance and

slavery in reality

III. Right Wrong Slavery in appearance

and in reality (tends to

change irito real

freedom)

IV. Wrong Right Slavery in appearance

and slavery in reality

(tends to change either

into the 5 th or the 2nd

type)

Y liight Right Real freedom leading

to the greatest

progress of man

An example of the first lype is India of pre-partition days,

when the ideal of the subjects was Indian Nationalism and the ideal

of the rulers was British Imperialism, both wrong ideals. Although

the British have left that country, real freedom will not come to the

peoples of India so long as they do not base their constitution on

the Rtghi Ideal Examples of the second type are Russia, France,

Turkey and many other so-called "free" countries of the world.

The fifth type is the objective of evolution. The fourth type is the

earlier stage of the fifth Lype. The third type will exist side by side

with ihe fifth type for some time and ultimately disappear enabling

the fifth type to dominate. That the fourth type of society may
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have one of the two opposite results for the individual, cither rod

freedom or real slavery, is due to the fact that self-consciousness

and slavery are terms incompatible with each other A group of

self-conscious men living under the government ot a wrong ideal

must either accept slavery and lose their self-consciousness or must

continue to make efforts to get independence, in which case they

must ultimately succeed. Self-conscious men, as long as they

remain self-conscious, have their own law to follow and their own

ruler to obey, and that ruler is the Right Ideal. Their ideal must

dominate all their activities, whether they are called private or

public activities, because it creates a distinction between right aial

wrong which extends to the whole life of die individual.

All our activities are governed by our ideal It is, therefore,

meaningless to divide human activities into two parts, public and

private. Because" our ideal is always a social ideal, because iris

derived from the society and is also the common ideal of a society

of individuals, all our activities have a social reference, whether or

not they appear to us to have been direcdy influenced and required

by the society. The private and personal life of a man, as an

individual, and his social and political life, is a member of a society

or a state, cannot be strictly distinguished. Every parr of our life,

whether it is social, political, moral, religious, intellectual, personal

or private, forms a link of a single chain and belongs to an

indivisible unity, since every part of it is determined by the single

force of the ideal.

The devotees of Nationalism or Socialism, who insist that

religion is a private concern of the individual and that it should

have nothing to do with Politics, m fact deny the position of

religion as an ideal of life.

A person who is really seeking [he Right Ideal will derive from

that ideal alone the canons and principles that will guide him oof

only in his private affairs like his dealings with his friends add

relatives, marriage, the choice of a profession, etc., but also in those

actions which he is called upon to perform jointly and

simultaneously with other individuals, actions which ait

determined by the policy of die rulers in matters of finance^

commerce, education, the procedure of courts, internatk>n»
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Lent, civil and constitutional law, military action etc. His idea

will, therefore, come into a dash with the ideal of the rulers

M„v point.. If he cooperates with the ruling wrong ideal, he will

be no, only doing himself but also collaborating with the rulers m

faring others to do many things which are conttary to the

demands of the Right Ideal. Moreover, the state will bring to bear

on .1 ereat portion of his life a pressure which cannot tail to

inllJce Jrest of it. even that poruon of it which he consider,

,s private. His own public life as well as the public hfe of other

pcLs around him must influence his private hfe also to some

M The influence of the wrong ideal of the rulers will pervade

fe whole of his life, only affecting some portions of it more visibly

than others.

L,fe is a single whole. Any force that influences a part of it

must influence the whole of it in the long run. Every action that we

perform influences ever,- other action of our life more or less for

better or for worse. But even if a man thinks that he is able to

protect a poruon of his Ufe, that which he considers as the private

Ld personal poruon of it, entirely from the influence of he

famLng wrong ideal a portion of hi. Ufe that which he calls

n.nonal or intemauonal, will continue to be direcdy mfluenced by

„ Rut no servant can act under the commands of two masters at

once You cannot have one ideal for your private life and another

ideal for rour public or national Ufe. No two ideals can flourish side

bv side with each other in the same mind. No idea can be said to be

£ the process of realisation if it is weighed down by the political

power of another ideal. You cannot have a portion of your Ufe-

L personal and private portion of it-controUed by the Right

Ideal and another portion-the pubUc poruon of it-controlled by

the wrong ideal which happens to have established its rule,

especially when you are compelled to do so by force.

Self-consciousness must grow or decline. It must progress or

- «gress. No progress m self-consciousness is possible unless a man

conforms stncdv to the discipline imposed by the Right Ideal If

there is any resistance in his way he must at once apply himself to

overcome it. If he yields to the slightest of resistance wilhngly, the

progress of his self-consciousness is doomed. To shatter all

Stance is the imperative demand of the ideal and an
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indispensable condition of the evolution of self To attack

resistance is to progress. A self-conscious man feels impelled to

break all resistance in his way and lie must succeed m breaking*

ultimately because his efforts to break it are favourable to the

aspirations of Consciousness. If he put? up with the resistance ID

his ideal and accepts slavery, he degenerates or at last stagnates

Being faced with the necessity of obeying two ideals, one his own,

the Right Ideal, and the other that of the rulers, a wrong ideal, he

makes, consciously or unconsciously, a compromise between them

retaining that portion of the Right Ideal which can fit

wrong ideal easily and which does not require any effort or am

opposition to resistance in order to be followed. He thus invents 1
]

new modified ideal which is not right but wrong. His idea of

Beauty is altered. He loves ugliness instead of Beauty. Such a slm^j

consoles himself that he is a peace-loving, peaceful and law-abiding

citizen, realising little that he is neglecting his own law and no

longer'abiding by it. What he would have loved or liked in a state

of freedom, he hates and dislikes in the state of slaver,' and m
versa. What is really ugly appears beautiful to him. His moral

judgments become marred by the influence of the wrong ideal

followed by the rulers which he has himself partially accepted. He,

therefore, develops a philosophy to defend and justify his new ideal

which is really a combination of right and wrong.

The ideal is a call for action. It impels the self to change the

actual conditions in the world to suit itself and its ideal. If a self-:

conscious man does not oppose the resistance of the ruling wrong

ideal with the maximum of his power, which is, of course, alwayS

harmonious combination of courage, prudence, planning co

operation and discipline, he has given himself up to a wrong ideal,

has reconciled himself to slavery and has sacrificed the growth of

his self-consciousness. A person who reconciles himself to slavery

must be doing so because of his desire to preserve his life, position,

riches or property. These are instinctive desires the love of which

must be stronger in his heart than the love of the ideal. His ideal

has lost an inner battle and every batde lost by the Right ideal is 1

batde won by a wrong ideal, which in this way gains in power and

force at the expense of the Right Ideal. His ideal is changing mo*

and more to his instinctive desires. Since the self could not nse to
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ihc kvd of the Right Ideal on account of its inability to cope with

the barriers presented by the instinctive desires, so it is forced to

lower the ideal to its own low level Since the self could not act in

accordance with its belief or its idea of Beauty, it is compelled to

believe in accordance with what it likes to do. Its idea of Beauty has

dunged The slave's amtude towards life is altered. His ideal loses

its beautv. He becomes a slave in appearance and in reality.

Slavery ts one of the greatest misfortunes that- can befall an

individual. It becomes a huge impediment tn the way of his

continued self- realisation. The slave uses his own powers but

realizes the ideals of others. Pie works for his enemies and gets

nothing but bread in return for his labour. He buys his physical

existence at the cost of his consciousness. What a losing bargain!

Yet the skive is rarely conscious of his loss. He considers it a favour

that he is allowed to live on. Creative activity of the highest order,

whether it pertains to art or science ur philosophy, can be rarely

expected of a slave, As long as nations remain free, they invent and

Cttatc and add to the knowledge of the world but as soon as they

become slaves, their creativeness is doomed. The urge of the self

can find an adequate expression only in conditions of perfect

freedom. Manv a nation, which made astonishing contributions to

human knowledge in the past when it was free, is incapable of

adding anything to the achievements of its ancestors now that it is

slave. The world, unable to explain it, wonders at the death of a

talent, once so brilliant, which peace and education fail to revive.

Unfortunately for the slaves, the killing effect of slavery is very

imperceptible and it is very rare that a slave is able to realise it

We are happy when rhe urge of the self is having a full

expression. There are two ways in which it can be achieved: by

making a successful effort for the ideal or, if the effort required by

the ideal is difficult, as when a man is the slave of a strong master,

by lowering the ideal to the level of that effort which is easily

possible. The ideal compels and goads the selt to strive for its

achievement. It is relentlessly persistent in its demands and does

not stop to consider whether the effort that it demands of the self

15 safely possible or not, as long as there is the slightest chance of

its success in the near or the distant future. It insists on the el fort,

no matter whether the individual lives or dies as a result of it.
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When the effort is difficult, as it certainly is in conditions ol

slavery the self can have no rest and no peace unless u rate

prepares itself to obey the ideal and face boldly the dan^n

involved in die effort or else brings down the ideal in the scale of

Beauty. In such a way the effort that was d.tficult become

unnecessary and unimportant. When the self cannot raise its effort

to suit the ideal, it lowers the ideal to suit the effort because KB

impossible for it to take a position midway between these r*o

alternatives.

Whenever the self rejects the first alternative and adopts the

second one. it does so quite unknowingly; it docs not know than,

has lowered or changed the ideal. The self says to use!
,

'

My uU

does not reallv require this effort but that one." But although (Ik

self does not sav it in so many words and does not admit p

consciously, it amounts to saying, "It is not this ideal t at *

beautiful but that ideal." The belief or the ideal of the self has

changed. At this moment, in order to facilitate its own deception,

which it needs so badly, the self invents a philosophy and even a

religion based on "divine authority" in support of its iw

indispensable belief, knowing litde that its philosophy or religions

the outcome of a necessity and has no worth or value of its own, A

slave is able to justify his slavery by means of nice, hau-splitung

arguments. No arguments can convince a slave who has reconciled

himself to slavery dial he is a slave. I le resists such a conviction

because the moment he has it an impossible situation ufl be

created He will at once see the beauty of an ideal that will strong*

impel him to an effort of which he is incapable. He tcconcW

himself to slavery just because he was incapable of this effort And

now he has become still more incapable of it because, as a result ot

his slavery, he has already lost, not only his conviction, but also ha

courage and hope. One must know that a verbal confession ot

slavery is not the same thing as a conviction ot slavery.A a*

conviction must induce action calculated to break the chains of

slavery A contented slave, whether lie knows it or not, bs turned

himself away from his o^vn ideal. I le has refused to face it or to see

its beauty and the ideal has practically lost its beauty for him.

«

feel onlydiat much of the beauty of an ideal tor which wc are ready

to make an effort; the rest of its beauty we refuse to acknowledge
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The pleasure derived from the use of soporifics and intoxicants

is due to the fact that for the time the individual is under the

influence of such drugs the ?elf forgets its ideal, which is forcing it

to exert i^elf to the utmost always. The self is enabled to lower the

ideal to the level of instinctive desires and to give an easy

expression to the urge of the self in this way. The philosophy or

the religion which a slave invents for himself serves him a similar

purpose, it acts on him as a narcotic or an intoxicant and enables

him to forget his troublesome ideal, his hard task-master, for some

me.

Dissatisfaction with all existing ideals is essential before a

person can see the Beauty of the Right Ideal. We proceed from the

rejection of one ideal to S\c affirmation of another. The series of

world wars seems to be creating this kind of dissatisfaction at

present. The shortcomings and the undesirable or unsatisfactory-

elements of the existing wrong ideals are becoming more and more

Visible and there seems tc oc growing in Europe and everywhere in

the world a strong desire U r a new and better ideology.

When the Perfect Ideology is at last able to win its freedom

and obtain political power somewhere in the world, it will have to

reclaim a considerable section of the population ruled by it from

the baneful influence of wrong ideals by means of education

through press, platform, radio, cinema and school- Education is an

tetnimem which can be used equally for better or for worse.

Every system of education is adapted to the ideal that creates it. If

education is adapted to the Right Ideal, it will lead the individual to

his freedom; if to the wrong one, it will make a slave of him,

although it will, no doubt, also make him feel completely reconciled

to his slaver)*.

A state founded on the Right Ideal will have to ban up to a

reasonable extent the expression of all opinion that is antagonistic

to the Right Ideal. It will be essential in the interests of the freedom

of the individual who will have to be protected from the influence

of wrong ideals. Into erance is not bad if we know its use. It

supplements education and protects its benefits. There is no use

injecting a poison into the system depending upon the efficacy of

an antidote. If cure is essential, there is no reason why prevention
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should not be equally essential. We can bother about intolerance is

repressive of the individual's freedom only so long as we do not

know, for certain, in what does the individual's welfare consist

When the knowledge of the highest good becomes the common

property of all as it must ultimately, we shall not mind being had

to the individual in his own interests as well as in the interests of

the society of which he is a member. We know today the rules of

health definitely and certainly and the result is that we enforce

them at the point of sword in the interests of public health. A mm

who commits a nuisance on a public road is at once sent to prison

and no one is astonished at the penalty. A day is coming in the

progress of our civilisation and culture when we shall understand

the rules conducive to the health or the happiness of the self is

surely and as commonly as we know today the rules of bodily

health. Then may the people laugh at a man who delivers a speech

in a public gathering in favour of Dialectical Materialism or

Nauonal Imperialism and no one will wonder at his going to

prison.

Let us consider some of the political ideologies that prevail in

the world today and compare them with the Ideology ot the

Future. The ideal that has had the greatest hold on the peoples of

Europe since the downfall of Christianity is Nationalism. Marxism

only recently overthrew it in a part of Europe, will, the result thai,

in order to strengthen itself further and protect itself against

Marxism, it assumed its most extreme form in Fascism and

Nazism.

The material progress that Europe was able to achieve owing

to the Nauonal ideal made it the most fascinating idea throughout

the world, even in the backward countries of the East. Like every

wrong ideal, Nationalism has some good points in it. It brings

about a unity of purpose, a spun of co-operation, self- discipline,

self scarifice for the sake of a limited, mainly material, welfare

among a limited section of humanity* The ideal neglects i

considerable portion of our higher needs and lacks the universality

of the Right Ideal. It was, for these reasons, destined to bnng about

its own ruin and it is bringing it about speedily. Since each national

ideal is founded on the adoration of a particular stnp of territory

bounded by definite geographical limits and inhabited mostly bv a
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particular race, it creates a dangerous permanent hatred among the
national group against die rest of mankind. This hatred, generally
camouflaged in attractive philosophies and sweet words and skilful
propaganda, is the cause of international wars. Plato had taught
mankind the great truth that Politics could not be separated from
Ethics, if it was to serve the interests of peace, order and good
government Bur the ideal of the National State left no room for
Ethics and, therefore, religion was separated from Politics as a
matter of necessity. Although European politicians ever paid lip

Wrricc to freedom, justice and morality, yet, since they had adopted
the ideal of Machiavelli, the state, they could not escape the
necessity of following its law, which, according to Machiavelli (and
Machiavelli was perfectly right in concluding it from his ideal),

ptifed ever>' cruelty and treachery provided it could further the
interests of the state. The national ideal, like every other ideal, has
from moral law. Europe, having submitted to this law, could not
escape its evil consequences which have appeared so far in the
shape of two World Wars, the bloodiest in the history of mankind.

Right ethical behaviour of the individuals as well as of the
states can result only from the Right Ideal. It is impossible for any
state to combine Ethics with Politics as Plato desired, unless it

adopts the Right Ideal. Plato himself was ignorant of this fact and
that is why his carefully instructed Prince of Syracuse faded to
develop into a philosopher-king. Plato did not know that we act in
obedience to our impulses and not in obedience to reason. A
itfongly developed love for the Right Tdeal alone can assure a
moral behaviour on the part of a ruler. We act righdy when the
tight impulse in us is strengthened in such a way as to be able to
dominate all other impulses. Actions which have dieir source in the
kmr ot the Right Ideal alone are actions of unmixed morality. We
Moot really love our fellow-men irrespective of dieir caste, creed
or religion unless we love their Creator,

Some oi us in the East, who are zealous imitators of Europe,
think thai the consequences of Nationalism from which Europe
has suffered and is suffering are not inevitable and that a nadon
can be good to a neighbouring people, have an altruistic and
universal outlook and at the same time mind its own nadonal
interests adequately. This is profound mistake! Every ideal group
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has certain definite tendencies of behaviour inhcrcnl in the nature

of its ideal which must operate and goad it to act in a definite

direction as surely as a tree bears its own fruit. The behaviour of a

national state is determined definitely by its ideal and you cannot

change it unless you modify the ideal itself A nauon is a group of

human beings that exists by virtue of its separation from the rest of

mankind An altruism or a universalism extending beyond the

group is incompatible with its very nature. When it ceases to be

selfish, it ceases to be itself. When a nation tries to behave towards

other nations morally and jusdy as a principle, its ideal changes trom

Nationalism to Ethics. But a half-hearted obedience to the ethical

law is impossible for reasons explained previously m this book. The

nation will have, therefore, either to go back to its old ideal of

Nationalism or to come forward to the Right Ideal

The internal cohesion of a national group results trom the

necessity that it feels to protect itself against other ideal groups It

cannot, diereforc, expand its narrower sympathies to embrace the

whole of humanity so long as it remains a national group,

McDougall thinks that National Ethics and Universal Ethics

can exist side by side with each other. This view is the result of a

sad misunderstanding of the laws of human nature. Every ethical

system is the result of an ideal of life. Human nature does not

permit conscious obedience to two different ideals at the same

time, nor can the ethical principles of two different ideals be cm-

perfecdy consistent with each other. As long as a nation is in the

grip of its national ideal derived from its territorial and racial

sentiments, it cannot but have, in spite of its best efforts and

intentions, a nominal and superficial allegiance to Universal Ethics,

Hegel and Gentile believed that the state is an end in itself and

has a right to unlimited expansion. They raised it to the level of l

mystical being deserving of unqualified allegiance. This view

embodies a great fundamental truth provided it is applied only to

the Ultimate State which will be founded on the Right Ideal The

aggression and expansion of such a state alone is reasonable. and

justifiable. The state is not always rational and always right as Hegel

and his followers imagine, but it is rational and right only when*
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easts and strives for the Right Ideal. The State of the Right Ideal is,

n to sav, the Creator Himself come to the earth.

The ideal of Communism supplanted Nationalism in Russia at

ike end of the First World War. Since that time it has stimulated a

nod deal of interest throughout the world and has won over a

considerable number of adherents in almost all countries of the

world. It is at least apparently an improvement on the national ideal

mdmoch nearer to the Final Ideology than Nationalism. It has the

following points of apparent similarity with the Final -Ideology:

It claims to be a complete explanation of life.

It has a universal outlook.

It assure economic independence and equality for all. The

state of the Right Ideal will assure economic justice and

equality for all because it is necessitated by the selfs

attributes of Truth, Goodness and Justice. Moreover, it

must provide for all men the reasonable satisfaction of

their fundamental economic needs because it is essential

for the continuation of life and of the process of

evolution. An easy satisfaction of the instinctive needs

relieves the urge of self of a part of its duty of maintaining

the body and enables it to satisfy its own needs more

adequately than otherwise; thus it is a help to the process

of evolution. The aim of all moral action, we have seen, is

to help evolution direcdy and consciously.

It is a dictatorship. Its emphasis on education, moulded to

suit the needs of the ideal, the protection of the

individual's faith in the ideal through a reasonable

intolerance of hostile opinion and the institution of a party

of the faithful (the Communist Party) influencing the

policy of the government by sheer will power and faith are

features which die Future Ideology will certainly have to

retain.

Marxism, however, does not satisfy the whole of our urge of

tlf and is, therefore, totally unsatisfactory. It ignores the real and the

nost important desire of our nature, the desire which is subserved

ltd our other desires, that is, the desire for Beauty, and gives us a
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substitute for it, which may no doubt deceive us for some time but

cannot deceive us for long. It makes us submit to an ethical svstcm

which does not conform to our nature and cannot give us an

enduring satisfaction. Tt is imperfect and docs not contain all the

elements of Beauty. As such it must break up in the long run and

make room for another, more satisfactory, ideal. Many enthusiastic

Communists arc pinning their hopes on Communism as tbc

ultimate solution of all human problems. But as a matter of fin

Communism is a passing phase in our history and may disappeaf

sooner than many other ideals, leaving behind only the truth that is

there in it. No need of our nature can be met permanently hf

means of unnatural substitutes.

While the Right [deal makes the urge of self the end and the

economic urge the means to thar end, Communism looks upon tbfi

economic urge as an end in itself and tries to ignore the urge of the

self altogether. But when we ignore it, we only try to satisfy it by

means of wrong and unsatisfactory substitutes. While the former

holds out a promise of unlimited progress for men, the latter is

bound to cut short our progress and disappear itself u some stage

in the future.

Although Communism appears to have some qualities in

common with the Final Ideology, it does not mean that it naftf

possesses any of these qualities. A wrong ideal always appears, at

fust, to have some elements of Beauty. But in due course of tin
as the ideal is worked out in practice, it turns out that really it do™
not possess any of diose elements. The reason is that the wrong

qualities of such an ideal are always influencing its (apparently)

right qualities in their outward practical expression and altenng

them and turning them into wrong qualities actually. Thus in the

present case the material outlook of the Marxist philosophy can

never allow it to become a complete and correct explanation of

existence, to create a genuine economic equality for all, to havsfl

really universal outlook or to incarnate itself in a politkri

organisation which is at once a perfect Dictatorship and a perfect

Democracy like that of the Right Ideology. Qualities of the Right

Ideal can never come to their own and can never find a true

expression or realization unless they are expressed and realized IS

elements of dieir own ideal. An ideal which is partially right and
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partially wrong is always totally wrong and that is why it is totally

abandoned and forgotten.

In modern times several philosophers have tried to interpret

the events of history with a view to explaining the historical

process and to forecasting the future of man, society and humanity.

The most prominent of them are Denilevsky, Spengler, Toynbee,

Schubart, Berdyaev, Northrop, Kroeber, Schwitzer and Sorokin.

Each of these waters counts a number of civilisations or culture-

civilisations in history and talks of each as constituting a socio-

cultural unity, all parts of which are integrated by a prime symbol

or a philosophical presupposition or principle and having, like an

Organism, a birth, a youth, an old age and a death- But the theories

of these writers, though very extensive and laborious, are hardly

clear, complete or accurate. No one of them, for example, detmes

the exact nature of his culture-civilisation or explains why a culture-

iCmlisation is born, why does it progress up to a certain limit, why it

begins to decline and why does it ultimately die and disappear. The

result is that their research does not provide us with any guidance

for the funire which it should be the object of social philosophy to

provide. For none of them is able to say whether this process of

the appearance and disappearance of civilisations is going to

continue indefinitely or whether mankind is heading towards an

ultimate civilisation which will be safe from the operation of those

laws of Nature which cause a avilisation to decline and disappear,

what are going to be the qualities or characteristics of this ultimate

riviksauon, or how we can create and preserve such a civilisation

by our own conscious planning or endeavour.

The vagueness of these writers is due to the fact that they do

not begin their study of history by analysing and understanding,

first of all, the nature of the smallest culture-civilisation area which

is the human individual History is made up of the activities of the

tinman individuals and human individuals act in accordance with

the laws of their nature which are permanent and unalterable.

Unless we are definite about the laws of human nature as operating

in the individual, we can neither interpret history nor predict its

course for the future. It is not possible to understand history as it is

unfolded in the human society, unless we understand its

rii mifestation in the human individual
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Another drawback of the theories of these writers is that none

of them explains the process of history as a continuation of the

evolutionary process at the material and biological stages of

evolution, which it really is. The evolutionary process of the world

is a single whole and its various parts can be understood only in

their relation to the whole. Although the latest phase of this

process, which is the process of psycho-social evolution or the

historical process, must have its own special characteristics, its full

significance can be understood only in the light of its past during

the biological and material stages.

Karl Marx is the only social philosopher so far who has

attempted to build a philosophy of history on a definite view of

human nature and to explain human history as a continuation of

the general evolutionary process. But since his views about the

nature of evolution and the nature of the human individual are

absurd, his interpretation of history is also absurd.

According to the view of human nature maintained in this

book, the motivating force of all human activity, whether it is

individual or social, is the urge for ideals. All human history m
therefore, the his tor)' of ideals.

When a number of individuals are inspired by a single ideal and

are able to live and work together for its realization the result is the

birth of an organized group of men which has been described

above as an ideal group. Ideal groups have evolved from [heir

primitive forms as families and tribes to the gigantic, highly

organized modern states which claim to be based on philosophical

or scientific ideologies. The ideal of the group is always the idea of

the highest beauty and perfection known to the group and actuaftj

felt and realised by them as such for the time being. In due course

of time, as members of the group make an effort to realise the ideal

in practice, the values, norms and meanings embodied in the ideal

and its qualities are externalised and socialised. The result is |

cultural, behavioural and material incarnation and objecti fixation of

the ideal in ^ie shape of a culture civilisation. All aspects of the life

of an ideal go nip, whatever may be the stage of its evolution, all its

cultural, behavioural and material elements, its science, philosophy,
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fine arts, religion, law, way of life, social customs, habits and

institutions, axe created by its ideal.

An ideal group continues to progress in all directions as lung as

its members remain oblivious of the hidden defects of their ideal

and are able to love, adore and serve it wholeheartedly and thereby

to grow their love for it to the highest possible level When,

however, the inner defects of the ideal begin to become apparent

and to tell upon their love for it, their efforts begin to relax and die

ideal group begins to decline steadily, till a time comes when it is

no longer able to continue its existence. It dies and disappears. The

ultimate and permanent culture-civilisation can be only that which

is founded on an ideal which is free from all possible defects and

has all the qualities demanded by our urge for Beauty, and that

idea] is the Right Ideal Man is progressing towards it slowly and

steadily, impelled by the forces of evolution working within his

consciousness, but he can certainly bring its advent near by his own

conscious efforts.

The instincts of attraction and repulsion in the animal and the

physical laws of attraction and repulsion in matter, which were

leading evolution during its biological and material stages,

respectively, are the earlier forms of the urge for Beauty which

manifests itself in the human being as the love of an ideal and the

hatred of everything opposed to the ideal The urge to love an ideal

is leading evolution now during its psycho-social period.

Since the spiritual influence of an ideal is always catching and

always spreads, not from one individual to another, but also from

one group to another, it happens many a time in history that a

number of territorial, racial and linguistic groups living close to

each other come to have similar ideals inspired by one leading

group in all the rest Such is, for example, the collection of the

existing national states of Europe.

Unfortunately, it is such a collection or congeries ot different

contemporary ideal groups, resembling each other in their ideals

plus their enslaved races and nations absorbing the cultural

influence of their masters, which almost all our social philosophers

mentioned above have described as a culture-civilisation having a

causal-meaningful unity. As a matter of fact an assemblage or a
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collection of different ideal groups, like that of the present

European states, however similar their ideals may be, can never be

a really causal-meaningful unity. An independent culmrecivilisation

that is really such a unity is never more nor less than an ideal pound
It is always a political organization or a state. A mere geographical

proximity of ideal groups belonging to a collection, or the

resemblance of their ideals, or the fact that most of them come

into existence, live, grow, decline and disappear almost

simultaneously, does not make them a unified culture-civiljs.n r,

On the contrary, they are always the open or the secret enemies of

each other. Each of them wants to expand and excel at the expeiMf

of every other and, therefore, each is at war with all the rest. In

such a collection some groups may die, while others may extend

the sphere of their ideological influence at their expense.

The reason is that, when the ideal of one group is adopted by

another group having its own political organization, it never

remains the same ideal but undergoes a change consistent with the

conditions and aspirations of the latter resulting from their

geography, history, race or language. The change in the ideal may
be apparentiy slight but, when it is considered important enough to

need a separate political organization, it alters the ideal radical^

The organizing and unifying force of a political group is its ideal. It

can never be a different group unless it has a different ideal. The
moment two separate groups or states come to have the same ideal,

they cannot but merge into a single group or state.
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Marxism

T,he fallacy of Marxism lies in the fact that it regards the

economic urge as the cause of our ideals while, as a matter of fact,

it is our ideals that give the economic urge whatever meaning or

force it acquires Of course, instead of ideals, Marx uses another

k-rm. "the contents of consciousness" or merely "consciousness",

which includes ideals,

Marx wrote in his Introduction to the Critique of Political Economy.

"In the sockl production of their subsistence men enter into

determined and necessary relations with each other which are independent

ot their wills—production relations which correspond to a definite stage

of development of their material productive forces. The sum of these

production relations forms the economic structure of society, the real

basis upon which a jundical or political structure arises and to which

definite, social forms of consciousness correspond. The mode of

production of the matenal subsistence conditions the social, political and

T nm,il life process in general. It is not the consciousness of men which

Eenniiies their existence but, on the contrary, tt is their social existence

whkh determines their consciousness. At a certain stage of their

development the matenal productive forces of society come into

COOttadiction with the existing production relations or, what is merely a

Juridical expression for the same thing, the property relations within

which they have operated before. From being forms of development of

the productive forces, these relations turn into fetters upon their

fcvdopment iTien comes an epoch of social revolution. With the change

m the economic foundation the whole immense superstructure is slowly
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or rapidly transformed. In studying such a transformation one rami

always distinguish between the material transformation in the ecooorair

conditions essential to production—which can be established with the

exactitude of natural science—and the jundical, political, religious, arm*

or philosophic, in short, ideological forms, in which men become

conscious of this conflict and fight it out. As litde as one judges what m

individual is by what he thinks of himself so Utde can one judge such an

epoch of transformation by its consciousness; one must rather explain this

consciousness by the contradiction in the material life, the conflict at hand

between the social forces of production and the relations in which

production is earned on."

Friedrich Engels, the friend of Marx, expresses the same

thought briefly but more clearly as follows:

"Marx discovered the simple fact (heretofore hidden beneath

ideological overgrowths) that human beings must have food, tinnk,

clothing and shelter first of all before they can interest themselves in

Politics, Science, Art, Religion and the like. This implies that the

production of the immediately requisite material means of subsistence and

therewith the existing phase of development of a nation or an epoch,

constitute the foundations upon which the state institutions, the legal

outlooks, the arnstic and even the religious ideas are built up. It implies

that these latter must be explained out of the former whereas the former

have usually been explained out of the latter,"

The idea contained in the above extracts is the very soul of the

philosophy of Marx. It has served him, according to his own

confession, as "the guiding thread" of all his studies. If, therefore,

this idea is absurd (and we hope the facts adduced in this and die

previous chapters will show that it is), then the theory of Marx in

its entire form, Lc. as a complete religio-socio-political ideology, is

also absurd.

There are four main facts which lend a plausibility to this idea.

Firstly, the urge of hunger is compelling in its nature and exists

before those contents of our mind which we call ideals come into

existence, at least in their well-defined shape. Secondly, peopk

generally (though not invariably) satisfy their hunger and other

instinctive desires before they satisfy the other proper needs of

their ideals. Thirdly, when an individual's ideal is not of an elevated

character, which is very frequendy the case in the earlier stages of
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our self-knowledge, the satisfaction and even the overseas faction

of his fundamental economic needs form an indispensable part of

his .deal And even when the individual's ideal is ver^ high in the

scale of Beauty, he has generally to satisfy his f^mental

economic needs as an end subservient to his ideal. Thus the

Mb&edoo of these needs always forms a part of his .deal and

colours visibly the manner in which he strives for the °f

hi, ideal in all its parts and with all its requirements. Fourthly, the

maladjustment of economic conditions in a society (like all other

forms of maladjustments winch result from our actions) is due to

the rule of wrong ideals and, when we become conscious of this

malad ]Ustment, we become conscious also of those elements of

perfection and incorrectness in the ruling wrong ideal which

bnng i. about. We immediately become dissatisfied with the rule of

Z .deal and there is a political revolution, the object of which is to

establish the rule of an ideal more perfect and more » accordance

with our nature in the light of the experience gained In the new

ideal we attempt to remove those elements of ugliness in the

previous ideal of which we had become conscious on account ot

the maladjustment which it had produced.

These facts would certainly enable a superficial observer to

interpret with enough of plausibility that it is only on.
^
basic

economic needs that grow into the form of our ideals. When two

kmds of desires, one subserving the other, are mixed up in an

activity it is so easy to mistake the subordinate desire as the

fundamental cause of the activity, especially when the subordinate

desire has a natural, internal compulsion of its own and exists

before the ruling desire comes into existence or at least becomes

Met and powerful. As a matter of fact Marxism, like the

psychoanalysis of Freud, is the result of a sectional view of human

nature.

There is no doubt that Nature, in its generosity and

helpfulness, has made the urge of hunger compelling in itself but

we can dominate and we do actually dominate its compulsion

whenever necessary. We turn to the satisfaction of hunger first of

all only when the ideal demands it, but when the demand of the

.deal is otherwise, hunger becomes our last and the least

consideration. Whenever peoples' ideals are threatened, they are
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prepared to oppose the compulsion of hunger, to eat less and make

sacrifices of all sorts and even starve themselves to death, it it l<

necessary for the sake of the ideal. In the recent World War

millions of Russian Communists sacrificed their lives including

their fundamental economic needs quite obviously tor the sake of

an ideal and not for the sake of hunger, although that ideal may

have been only the ideal uf economic justice. It points to the fact

that our more fundamental and more ultimate need is the ideal and

not hunger. We satisfy our basic economic needs as a means to an

end and die end if always the ideal. But sometimes the desire for

economic superiority is an indispensable part of our ideal In such a

case we are unable to control our desire for wealth because we

have no higher altruistic motives; we are greedy.

An ideal is only the ultimate end of our actions. There arc

innumerable immediate ends which we must achieve before we

reach the ultimate end. Each immediate end is essential foi the

attainment of the final end. It is subservient to the ideal but, when

the ideal cannot be achieved without it, it assumes an importance

equal to that of the ideal itself. We then attend to it before

everything else. It appears to us as if we care for n more than we

care for the ideal. As a matter of fact when we are exerting

ourselves to achieve an end of this kind, we do so only for the sake

of the ideal Such is the case with our fundamental economic

needs. They assume the importance of the ideal when, as a help to

the ideal, they are threatened, but they lose all importance when

attending to them means the neglect of the ideal Then we satisfy

the urge of the self at their expense; we oppose and counteract

their force.

Our fundamental economic needs arise from the biological

compulsion of our instincts like feeding, clothing, shelter, sex, etc.

The satisfaction of these instinctive desires is essential for M
maintenance of our life and race. It is fortunate that these

immediate needs have an internal compulsion of their own. But

they have no more importance than the importance of means to an

end. When we are eating, we are consciously or unconsciously

serving the ideal and satisfying its requirements. We shall continue

to eat and to maintain our health even if there were no instinctive

compulsion for eating, provided we understood clearly enough that
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eating is essential for living. It is on account of the natural

compulsion of the hunger instinct that it appears to us that we eat

for the sake of eating and satisfying our hunger and not for the

sake of our ideal. We do not eat and live in order to eat and live but

we eat and live for the sake of our ideals, and the proof is that we

ire prepared to give up eating and living when such is the demand

of the ideal. We oppose every economic need and every instinctive

compulsion, sacrifice everything, including our lives, when our

ideals demand this, whether the ideals are wrong or right, noble or

ignoble, selfish or unselfish.

So far as our basic needs are concerned, they are capable of

being completelv satisfied. That a person may go on accumulating

wealth even after his needs are satisfied, can be due not to the basic

economic urge but to the urge for ideals. In this case the person^

ideal may be greed or the accumulation of wealth; that may be his

estimate of Beauty and Power.

The chief element of Beauty in Communism, which attracts

the rich and the poor alike to it, is not the atheistic philosophy of

Marx behind it but it is its message of economic justice to all us

issurance that all will get adequate means of subsistence. This is a

need of the Right Ideal, and a demand of our consciousness itself.

It is on account of this element of Beauty, or similarity with the

Right Ideal, in Communism thai people mistake it for the ideal ot

their nature and become ready to devote themselves to it. Every

action of a person who loves the Right Ideal is directed to help

evoliiPon in himseif as well as in others. Nobody can sausfy the

urge of self and march forward on the road of evolution unless the

necessities imposed upon him by his instincts, which are

themselves evolved by consciousness, are satisfied, rhese

necessities form the immediate ends for the achievement of the

ultimate end, the Right ideal. He can, therefore, have no purpose in

^cumulating wealth and whatever amount of it remains over with

him after the satisfaction of his needs he must make it over to

people who need it. People accumulate wealth only when their

ideal is wealth, or when the accumulation of wealth is required by

their ideal. The Right Ideal, while it requires the producuon of

wealth as much as possible, does not require the accumulation of

wealth; it requires, on the other hand, the distribution of wealth as
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much as possible. No person living in a state founded on the Right

Ideal will, therefore, be permitted to accumulate wealth. Such a

state will, however, see that the necessities imposed by our instinct;

are reasonably satisfied in the case of all persons.

Since in the history of evolution the urge of hunger came into

existence before the urge of ideals the former need not be the

cause of the latter nor the latter need be the product of the former.

Ideals are peculiar to man and even in him they assume a dear-cut

form distinguishable from the instinctive desires only when a

person's age and self-knowledge have developed sufficiently. The

instinct of hunger, on the other hand, has existed since the first

animal came into being. The existence of the urge of hunger pnor

to the urge of ideals should rather indicate the lower and

subservient character of the former. Evolution is always leading

towards something better and higher. The process of evolution has

its analogy in die growth of a tree. As we move forward we reach

what is more valuable and more worthy of preservation; we achieve

something for which the lower achievements may be sacrificed, it

necessary, or which they may be made to subserve. Although the

flower, the fruit, and the seed grow last of all in a tree, yet they

form the highest and the most valuable products of the tree ami

the whole growth of the tree is subservient to the purpose of

acquiring these products. Just as the urge of instincts in die animal

world ruled the laws of matter, so the urge of ideals in the human

stage rules the laws of instincts. An urge that develops later in the

process of evolution must be the higher and the ruling urge. This is

not merely a theory, but we actually see the fact of it daily in our

experience. People frequendy rule and sacrifice their instinctive

desires for the sake of their ideals.

There is no doubt that, generally, we attend, before everything

else, to the satisfaction of hunger and other instinctive, compelling

needs of the body. When we are hungry, we would rather eat than

pray to God or indulge m Philosophy, Art or Science, But it will be

wrong to conclude from this as a general law of human psychology

that our economic needs matter to us more than our ideals or that

the latter are the product of the former. The reason is that there are

some occasions when we do not turn to the satisfaction of hunger and

other compelling needs of the body first of all when we sacrifice
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them completely for the sake of our ideals which reveal themselves

to us as our foremost concern. This fact leads us to the conclusion

that, when we do satisfy our economic needs before everything

else, we must be doing so, consciously or unconsciously, for the

sake of our ideals and as an end subservient to them, so that we

mav live and realise them. We are apt to ignore or underrate the

force of the ideals because even when our ideals are high enough to

be distinct from the instinctive desires, it is seldom that their love is

highly developed. But if we are to understand the real, natural

relationship of the ideal with hunger and other instinctive desires

and formulate a general law of our nature on the basis of it, we

must take into consideration those rare cases also in which the

ideals are high and their love is found to have been strongly

developed. For example;, we must take into consideration the man

who fasts continuously 01 eats once a day or submits to other such

ascetic practices in spite of opulence to please his Creator; or the

man who becomes a martyr for his religion or his country or his

nation; or the prophet who preaches devotion to one God to a

chafing, warlike, idolatrous people at the risk of his life and cannot

be bnbed into silence by any amount of riches or worldly power; or

the prince who leaves the luxury of his palace for a life of extreme

hardships in search of nothing but truth. No reasonable,

convincing explanation of such facts is possible on the Marxist

flew of human nature.

In the case of a man who sacrifices his life willingly for a

a or a country a Marxist may argue that he does so, not

because his ideal is a force independent of the economic factor, hut

because he believes that his nation, if not he himself, will benefit

economically, so that the urge to sacrifice his life is again of an

economic origin. But this reasoning is extremely fallacious. It does

not help us to explain his ideal as an outcome of his desire for foody

since he forgoes for himselr not only food but also his life for the

maintenance of which food was required by him. Starting originally

with the motive of feeding himself better in order to maintain his

He, how can he end with destroying himself in order to feed others

in a better way? It was more consistent with his original motive to

at less and continue to live himself than to die in order that others

may cat more. The fact thai he becomes ready to die shows that the
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desire which enables him to lay down his life is tor something

which is far more precious to him than mere eating and living, qa

his own part, or on the part of those for whom he is alleged to die.

That the society benefited economically after the death of the

patriot does not prove that he acted for the sake of an economic

gain, when we know it for certain that he himself had actually

spurned such a gain. Mis action as a member of his community

cannot but be due to his motives as an individual. The joint action

of individuals must obey those very laws of human nature which

hold good for each human being separately. A society is nothing

but a group of individuals and the action of the society is nothing

but the sum total of the actions of its individual members. This

implies that even when an individual is acting in the society and for

the society, he can act only on account of motives and desires that

are his own and for the sake of a benefit that accrues to him

personally. Obviously, the patriot dies for the sake of an idea, for the

sake of a psychological or a spiritual benefit and not for any

material or economic gain as a Marxist would give us to

understand, f lis motive in sacrificing his life is no other than his

love for the ideal which dominates all his other loves and desires,

even his desire to live on. The benefit that comes to him is the

satisfaction (entirely different in character from the satisfaction we

derive from the instincts) of having obeyed his ideal. In the absence

of this satisfaction he would have considered himself to be a

criminal and would have felt very miserable. Tine economic gain to

the society is an incidental result of the nature of the ideal tor

which he sacrifices himself. lie loves his ideal for its own sake and

because it is the highest good, the highest beauty known to him.

There are innumerable cases in which an individual becomes ready

to make all sorts of sacrifices for an ideal of which the nature is

such that there is no possibility of any cjunumic gam to anybody as

a result of his sacrifices for that ideal.

In the earlier stages of our life as individuals as well as in [he

primitive stages of our history as a race, ouj: ideals correspond to

our instinctive desires so much that they cannot be easily

distinguished from them. As long as the level of our self-

knowledge is very low, the urge of self and the urge of instinct

correspond to each other. The impulse for the ideal finds an
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ression in the desires of instincts because nothing more

:cuve than these desires is known to us. At this stage, naturally,

instinctive or the economic urge is the only urge that is

arent. It is in fact more conspicuous in man than it is in the

M at tins stage because the impulse for the ideal adds to the

e of the instinctive desires making them stronger than they

(i.e. biologically, as in the animal) are. Unlike the animal

. ... sits down quietly when its hunger is satisfied, we quarrel

Ettuously with each other for a greater and greater satisfaction

these desires for their own sake. We behave like children who

C llie whole of their attention to these desires because they are

able to control them for the sake of thek natural higher desires

of which they are not yet conscious. This fact is very important

since we have to guard against the misunderstanding that it creates.

Oo account of it, we are apt to overrate the importance of the

Roomie urge and to regard it as fundamental throughout. We

forget that the coincidence of the urge of self and the urge of

kstinct pertains to a particular stage of our development. As our

self-knowledge grows beyond this stage, the urge of self comes

more and more into its own, our ideals become more and more

separated from the instinctive desires which they begin to rule.

Slowly, thev rise higher from the body and its instincts as a balloon

rises gradually from the earth. But while they rise above the body

and its needs', they are not cut off entirely from it They rise above

it in order to rule it and to use it as an instrument m their own

service more and more efficiently. They rise from a lower

Ejection to a higher perfection. They approach nearer and nearer

j&Bcauty, Goodness and Truth which constitute the object of our

innate desire in the urge of self. Since they have a source

Ibdependent of the instincts, their development and evolution also have a

low of their own.

Alter all there must be some reason why our political, religious

or philosophical ideals and ideologies, even if they are determined

bv ;he economic factor and even if they are unconscious and

tbu>rted reflections of economic conditions develop around the

abstract ideas of Goodness, Beauty and Truth alone. Why is it that

tluv partake of these very qualities in one form or another more or

kss? Why is it that they approach these very qualities more and
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more as our knowledge of ourselves is growing? Even when trying

to remove economic maladjustments we express our eagerness for

democracy, truth, equality, fraternity, liberty, justice, freedom,

morality and such-like notions. Is it then too much to say that we

have a desire for these qualities as we have a desire for food? These

qualities, understood to the best of our knowledge, are our

common desire, whenever we are struggling for a social change

whether as French revolutionaries or as American soldiers in the

War of Independence or as the peasants of England headed by Wat

Tyler and Jack Straw or as the Communists of Lenin or as the

crusaders of Richard or as the Protestants of Luther or as the

followers of Colet, Erasmus and More, the leaders of the

Renaissance. The desire for Beauty, Goodness and Truth in their

greater and greater perfection is the urge of our nature, our self.

Whenever we awake to it, we discover it to be far stronger than our

desire for food, or the desire for life itself. The urge of self can

never be disobeyed, although it can be often misunderstood, so

that we often take a part of it for the whole. There is no doubt that I

Marx himself acted as an unwitting servant of this urge, when he

created his revolutionary philosophy infused with a fervour tor

justice and freedom, or when he summoned the labourers of the

world to action. Throughout his philosophy he has emphasised

justice, equality and freedom—abstract slogans which are

appropriate to a man of religion.

The desire for justice is a part of the urge of self; justice is

desired not only by Marx and his followers but by all of us to

whatever economic class we may belong, provided we become

really conscious of it Whenever we become really conscious of

injustice, we hate it, not only because it means an economic loss to

us, but also and more fundamentally because it is our nature to love

justice and to hate injustice. The proof is that we hate injustice not

only when it is done to us but also when it is done to others; and

we hate it in everything, not only in matters of money and

apportionment or wealth, but also in judgments of personal

excellence^ honour, capability and character against ourselves or

others. When we become really conscious of injustice, we hate it

again not only in others but also in ourselves. And honour and
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character are by no means money-earning equipments; rather, we

frequently sacrifice money to preserve them.

The cause of social and political revolutions as explained by

Marx contains but a fraction of truth. All social and political

revolutions are due to the urge of self. This urge, we have noticed,

is a definite desire of our nature capable of being definitely known

and sausfied, although we seldom care to understand it definitely.

But whether we understand it definitely or not, it is always goading

us to act in obedience to itself to the extent to which we

understand it. It is this desire which makes us feel what is right and

what is wrong, what is desirable and what is undesirable. It is this

desire which calls attention to the conditions that need to be

changed. In its absence we would be contented with anything that

happens to be our lot and we would act only when compelled by

our psycho-physical dispositions which we possess in common

wilh the lower animals. It gives meaning to the conditions, whether

fcey are economic or otherwise, against which we rebel in the case

of social revolutions. The conditions are known as unsatisfactory

because of our desire for Beauty. They are brought about by ideals

which are lacking in Beauty and which happen to have gained in

power and established their rule. The elements of imperfection or

ugliness in the ideal are reflected completely and accurately in the

conditions that they create.

An ideal is discovered as wrong in the course of action. If it is

wrong, it makes us act in such a way that we involve ourselves in

difficulties, that is, action in obedience to a wrong ideal creates

conditions which arc unsatisfactory to us. For example, there

appears an extremely unequal distribution of wealth resulting in an

ixtreme poverty for some persons an J extreme opulence for others

or crime and moral laxity become alarmingly frequent or we have

incessant wars which we do not know howT to avoid. Unsatisfactory

conditions, whether they are economic, moral, physical or

feellectual, established by the ruling wrong ideal make us

RCpnscious of the unsatisfactory nature of the ideal causing it. The

more intolerable the conditions that a wrong ideal brings about, the

qukkci and deeper is our consciousness of the elements of ugliness

that it contains.
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Since generally our self-knowledge is very poor, so long as ihe

conditions do not become unbearable, we continue to admire the

ideal that creates them more or less. But a highly self-conscious

man knows, long before the ideal is actually abandoned, that it can

have no permanence and cannot bring about anything but misery

and harm to the society that entertains it. As soon as we become

fully conscious of the aspects of imperfection in an ideal, owing to

the unsatisfactory conditions brought about by it, we proceed to

change it resorting to action as vigorous as possible. This action is

aimed at, and results in, a social revolution. As long as we act half-

heartedly, our consciousness of ugliness in the ideal is incomplete-

Having overthrown the rule of the old ideal, which is discovered by

us to be wrong, we establish the rule of a new ideal in which we

avoid the elements of ugliness which the old ideal contained.

But in the absence of a sufficient knowledge of Beauty, while

we avoid the known elements of imperfection in the new ideal, we

generally introduce some other unknown elements of imperfection

into it from which we suffer later on. Under the rule of the Right

Ideal, established really in every heart, there would be no economic

maladjustments or other unsatisfactory conditions and there would

be no social revolutions and no changes of social formation.

Our ideals are indeed determined by circumstances in this

sense that, as soon as the circumstances become intolerable, we

understand the wrong elements in the ideal that creates them and

consequendy desire a new ideal. The change may, therefore, be

considered as the result of circumstances in a sense. Really the

change is due to that meaning which we impart to circumstances on

account of our innate desire for Beauty. We should not lose sight

of the fact that we change to a new ideal because we want new

conditions and we discarded the old ideal because the conditions

brought by it were undesirable. In discarding the old ideal and

adopting a new one we give proof of our conviction, conscious or

unconscious, that conditions are determined by our ideals or, to

use a term of Marx, by our "consciousness" and not that our

"consciousness" is determined by conditions, economic or

otherwise, Lenin destroyed the rule of the old ideal in Russia

because he wanted to establish a new set of economic conditions
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which necessitated the rule of a new ideal, the ideal of
Communism.

That the cause of social revolutions is the urge of self and not
the economic urge becomes apparent only when we consider the

higher stages of self-knowledge, when our ideals begin to rise

above and govern our individual instinctive desires. Of course, the

ideal, however much it may rise in the scale of Beauty, remains
dosely related to our economic needs in this sense that the manner
in which we satisfy these needs is one of the ways in which our
love for the ideal expresses itself. The idea! has to rule the

instinctive desires in order to realize itself. Just because we strive

for the ideal for its own sake, we cannot help affecting the manner
in which we satisfy our instinctive desires on account of it. It

conditions the manner in which we satisfy these desires as

individuals and as a society. This manner is sometimes desirable

and sometimes undesirable depending upon the standard of
perfection that our ideal has achieved, and the approach that it has
been able to make to the qualities of Beauty, Goodness and Truth.
When it is undesirable, our desire for Beauty tests it and discovers

it as such. Then we feel the need to change the ideal that is

responsible for it + The change takes place away from those aspects

of ugliness and towards those aspects of Beauty of which we have
become conscious.

Our ideals are judgments of Beauty, depending upon our
knowledge and innate capacities which vary from man to man. The
same events are judged differendy by different persons because
their knowledge, understanding or intuition differs. Our ideals or
philosophical creeds, therefore, cannot be determined by economic
conditions or modes or phases of production. They follow a law of
their own; they have their own history, their own development.

Far from the mode of production determining the

consciousness of men it is their consciousness which determines
production and its modes.

Let us consider why it is that the phases of production change
at all They change evidendy on account of a continuous extension
and complication of our wants. Men produce wealth because they
need wealth and they produce it at every stage of their evolution in
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a manner which, according to them, best fits their needs at thai

stage. The nature of what Marx denotes as "the productive forces"

is nothing but man himself acting on matter or environment in

response to his own nature. It is not "men 31 who are "determined

by a definite development of their productive forces", as Marx

imagines, but it is the development of productive forces which is

determined by men, by their desires and activities, by their

increasing knowledge and by their discoveries of new facts and

possibilities following then research and exploration in obedience

to the promp rings of their nature. Marx is wrong when he says,

"\\ ha i individuals arc depends upon rhe material conditions of

their production". It is in fact the individuals who alter, maintain,

accept or reject the material conditions of production to suit

themselves, their nature and their desires.

The continuous extension and complication of our wants arc

due to an insatiable desire for Beauty. All the wealth thai

produce is not required for the mere satisfaction of hunger and

such-like instinctive desires. Our wants are not really as extensive

and as complicated as we have made them. We share our

fundamental needs with our ancestors, the cavemen of old The

modern man cats, drinks, clothes and shelters himself and the

caveman used to indulge in the same activities. That these needs of

the caveman were satisfied by him fully and adequately can be

judged from the fact that he was able to live on, prosper and have

an offspring which is the human race of today. The modern

civilised man too can satisfy these basic needs of his fully and

adequately by living like the caveman but actually the manner in

which he satisfies them is vastly different from that of the dwellers

of the caves. The difference is created only by our desire for Beauty

which has been finding ever greater and greater expression in the

manner of our living through the ages. Thus there has been an

evolution in our wants as well as in the modes of production. The

modes of production would not have changed at all unless mir

wants had grown in all directions.

We already know that our desire for Beaut}7 has many aspects.

We express it in four different ways, in die love of ideals, in mooj

action, in the pursuit of knowledge for its own sake and in arl 1

|

these ways of loving Beauty the first one is the most important and
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the most comprehensive, since our ideal is, to the best of our

knowledge, the whole of the Beauty that we desire. Other ways in

wh.ch we express our love for Beauty only subserve the .deal,

La ,', or mdirecdv. Art was defined as the expression of Beauty in

bnck. stone, colour, voice, sound, word, or movement. But there is

mother variety of art which consists in the expression of Beauty in

the manner of living, that is. the manner in which we satisfy our

desires. It is indulged in by all human beings more or less at all

times but it has reached its highest standard so far in the life ot the

modern man. It is this art which we designate by the name of

iiviksatwn,

)ust study the living of a civilised man of today. There is beauty

in the cut quality, and combination of colours of his dress. There is

beau* in the design and shape of his residential house, its

furniture, equipment and decoration. There is beauty in the

appearance and arrangement of his chairs, tables, books, carpets,

sofas wall pictures and other articles in his room. There is beauty

n the manner he talks, eats, drinks, travels, plays and behaves

{generally In order to introduce beauty into the manner of living he

requires, not only material objects, but also personal excellence,

polish, education and training. His taste or his desire for Beauty

which we find reflected in his material possessions is in fact guided

by his knowledge, education and training. As our knowledge grows,

we are able to live a more and more refined and artistic life. When

you meet a modern man of average means in his drawing room

you are impressed with him as an artist of a type, lo live a civibsed

and decent life is an art and belongs to the same category as the

painting of a beautiful picture. Like every other variety of art, it is

clue to our urge for Beauty. In the effort to express Beauty in the manner

ofiimg we extend our needs and make them more and more complicated. We

express Beautv not only in the material arucles that we produce but

also in the manner in which we produce them. The extension and

complication of our needs on account of our urge for Beauty both

as consumers and producers accounts for the changing phases of

production.

Economists, Professor Marshall being one of them, tell us that

we multiply our needs on account of our desire for variety or desire

for comfort or desire for distinction. But when we examine these
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motives closely, they turn out to have their source in our desire for
Beauty. We love variety in our dress, food and other requirements
because of our desire for Beauty which is insatiable. Whenever „
attribute charm to an object or feel an attraction for it, we do so on
account of our innate desire for Beauty. But nothing is permanent
attractive except consciousness or the source of Beauty itself \
continued contact with the object reveals the fact that, after all itls
not as charming as we thought it to be. Its beauty proves unreal
because it does not go with us the whole length of our desire it

does not grow with our desire and, therefore, does not satisfy the
whole of it Then we feel the monotony of associating with the
object; we become tired of it and look for Beauty in something
else, in other words, we desire variety. The love of variety is

therefore, really due to the love of Beauty; we desire a different
object to associate with in the hope that it will be more satisfactory
to our insatiable desire for Beauty. The desire for a different object
is a conscious or unconscious desire for a more beautiful object

Even when we desire variety for the sake of self-display or
social distinction, it is due to our desire for Beauty Social
distinction is obtained by conveying an impression of Beauty and
thereby winning the approval or admiration of society which is

really the society's response to Beauty. We win soc.al distinction by
displaying beauty in our dress, in our material possessions in «§
abilities character and the way of living generally. Our sense ot
social distinction is synonymous with the sense of approval of
persons we love or admire, that is, of persons to whom we
attribute Beauty or Perfection. It is secured by expressing beauty in
ourselves which is also a way of loving beauty in others. Thus the
desire for distinction is also at bottom a desire for Beauty.

It is the same innate desire for Beauty, the same artistic sense
so conspicuous, developed and trained in the modern man which
impelled the caveman to come out of his cave and build a hut of
twigs to live in. The possibility of a new way of seeking shelter
more comfortable than the first, was suggested to him by this
desire.

A refined method of satisfying a need is desired by us initially
not on account of the comfort that attends it, but on account of
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oJ needs and the means of satisfy them, and harmony

s no Lg but Beauty. It is true that, after sometime, when on he

I, hand the use of the article becomes ££
other we become used to comfort, we think more of the corntort

dm it bones than the desire for Beauty that it satisfies. Then we

tayle thft it is less beautiful than it should be and we wish to

have it refined still further.

Comfort implies an easier achievement of purpose; it implies

efficiency.

The more comfortable thing is the more efficient dun*

Effidency in its turn, is connected closely with the 'deal. Before

as Lg efficiency to an object we determine the purpose, the end

; for which it is efficient. An article that , useful and

Scient for one man may be entirely useless andtne fia«U for

another who has a different idea ,
end or purpose m view

Efficiency, therefore, means power for the

„ *s such it cannot be distinguished from Keauty_

EffS» because it is power. The moment we o

efficiency we think of a quicker possible approach to our ideal, we

2T& is of Beaut? itself. An efficient object reflects the

£ uryt the ideal. We have known that we attribute beauty not

^Tfo our ideal but also to all those subservient ends which bnng

the ideal nearer to us. Really these ends are not apart from the

tJZP^ the ideal and that is why they are attractive to

^ Tnu/since the capacity to give comfort is the same thing u

effiaency and efficiency is Beauty, our desire for comfort is a

dS for Beauty. Here it is necessary to repeat that our free desire

o Beau,- which is a characteristic of the urge of se^rs drfferen

from that lower type of attraction which is compelled by the urge

of our animal instincts and must not be confused with it.

Aeain it is not necessity that compels us to have a more

conned system of wants than the caveman had. Necessity has
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a different meaning for different persons, of different tastes,

understanding and education. Of two men having the same income

one may feel the necessity to Irve a more decent life than the other

because he has a greater desire for Beauty or, what is the same

thing, he has a better taste and a better sense of decency. He mav

feel it necessary to own a car or a radio or to have high-class

furniture, equipment or crockery in his house, while the other may

justly feel that he can do without many of these things. So far as the

bare necessity that is involved in our wants is concerned, ii is no

more than what the caveman used to feel. This necessity was rullv

satisfied by the caveman because be was able to maintain his life

very well and have a progeny which is the modern man. All our

wants beyond those that comspond to the hare satisfaction of our msttudm

animal desires are unnecessary as far as we are animals; they arc

necessary as far as we arc men. They are created by our desire tor

Beauty as men. As human beings we not only need to satis h mH
instinctive desires but we also want to satisfy them more and more

beautifully and artistically. Even if it is necessity which makes us

extend our wants more and more, it is similar to the necessity

which the painter feels of having a particular shade of colour in a

particular part of his picture. It has its source in our desire for

Beauty. Necessity is, no doubt, the mother of invention, but we

have to consider why it is that we continue to feel one necessity

after another and go on inventing without a stop. It is no doubt on

account of our desire for ever greater and greater Beauty and

Perfection. We can, therefore, safely modify the statement and say

that the desire for Beauty is the mother of invention. The standard

of that art which we call civilisation is improving and our life is

increasing in beauty, at least in one of its aspects, as fresh ideas are

enabling us to add to our wants.

Our instinctive desires are, no doubt, the fundamental cause of

our efforts to produce wealth; wealdi develops mainly around the

necessity that we feel of satisfying these desires as ideals or as

servants of ideals. But we must make a sharp distinction between

the necessity that we feel of satisfying the needs for which we feel a

biological compulsion and the necessity that we feel of satisfying

those needs, of a spiritual origin, which grow around them on

account of our desire for a refined living. The former arc our
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relations" than there is between the two states of a man who
of all opens a tap to have a bath and then discovers that he has to

adjust his position to receive the flowing water on his body or of a

man who switches on the light in his room to read a book and then

finds that he must (at the cost of some inconvenience to himself]

open the book and adopt a suitable posture to-read it. In his search

for Beauty man is always adjusting himself to himself This is true

of the human individual as well as of the human society, and we are

familiar with the close analogy between an individual and a group.

It is not merely an analogy; a perfecdy organised group is an
individual from a scientific point of view. As there is a

consciousness of the human individual, so there is a consciousness
of the human society, and the urge of consciousness in each case is

to seek more and more of Beauty, Some of the limbs of the

individual create a change in the environment which the individual

desires and his other limbs or rather the individual as a whole
adjusts himself to this change. By this adjustment the individual

goes in for the full benefit of the change that he had himself

initiated. In the case of the human society some men initiate the

change which is really desired by the society as a whole and other
individuals or rather the society as a whole adjusts itself to this

change. By this adjustment the society goes in for the full benefit of
the change that it had itself initiated. It is this adjustment that Kar!
Marx describes as the change of "production relations" to suit

"productive forces" as if "production relations" and "productive
forces" are fundamentally opposed to each other.

Unfortunately, Marx does not realise that the new productive
forces and the new production relations are both the creation of
society; both originate in the same unconscious and yet powerful
urge of the human society to advance a step nearer to Beauty and
Perfection in everything. Every change of environment, every new
development of productive forces that man brings about or accepts,

is for the sake of a greater satisfaction of his urge for Beauty. When
the society has brought about and adjusted itself to one change, we
have one set of production relations and, when it has brought
about and adjusted itself to the next, we have another set of such
relations. The change of society from one mode of production to

another comes as a result of the general will of the society
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originating in their urge for Beauty. Some men may, no doubt, find

it difficult to adjust themselves to a change brought about by their

more imaginative and enterprising brothers but, because the change

happens to be more satisfactory to the nature of man, the society

as a whole welcomes it and these men cannot resist it. The new

production relations are not independent of the will of society as a

whole, although they may be independent of the will of some

individuals temporarily.

Marx had stated that men are "determined by a definite

development of their productive forces
5
' and that production

relations are "independent of their wills". But it seems that

subsequent Communist philosophy has moulded or reinterpretted

such statements of his with a view to bringing them nearer to facts.

"Man" say the writers of A Text-Book of Marxist Philosophy, "is

conditioned but not determined by social structure and the stage of

economic development" (p. 21). Again, they write, "Man is pardy

determined by his environment. But his relation to his environment

is not a static one. In the first place the environment itself is as

much the creation of man as man is the creation of environment.

Interaction is continuous. The changes wrought by man react on

man himself and then man proceeds to yet further changes."

But this latter statement is still misleading. It is certainly

incorrect in the sense in which it is intended by its audiors, that is,

as suggesting that there is a real conflict between man and the

change of environment which is created or accepted by man. Man

adjusts himself to a change of environment favourable to himself

for the sake of a greater satisfaction of his desire for Beauty. We

cannot say, therefore, that the environment has changed him in

spite of him. When the change of environment is unfavourable to

him and comes in spite of him, he tries to resist it, oppose it and

minimise its adverse effects as much as he can; he tries to change

the environment again instead of changing himself. Man is

continuously bringing about or accepting changes of environment

that suit his desires and opposing and rejecting changes that do not

suit him. He changes the environment but the desires of his own

nature have a definite character and it is these desires which make

man what he is. We can realise and satisfy these desires more, but

we cannot change them.
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Whenever it appear to us that man has changed on accouuof

the change of environment, what has really happened « tha ,

2 change of environment was favourable to man and he h

karnt to exploit it for a fuller satisfaction at his unchanged

12es or it was unfavourable to him and he has learnt to re,*

t ee" fully to interference with the satisfaction of these esire^

neither case has man changed himself fundamentally. Man,

STn to Ins environment is cenamly not static but « , so

btLse hTS desire for Beauty is insatiable and he is himself dynatr*

and progressive.

To conclude the above discussion, the gradual increase in our

wants together with the means of satisfying them and b

Squint changes in the modes of production are due to o.

desire to introduce more and more of beauty into the mann t of

£ ng Lee artistic ideals, developing as they do gtadua
y
»

andard with the growth of knowledge, have to be included ,n the

^nsciousnel" used by Marx, it follows that a large par^

our "social existence" and "material life" which according to

determines our "consciousness", is itself determined by our

« n™usness". Man is his "consciousness", his desire for Bean,

in he orm of art of all kinds including the art of civilisation and «

h Lm of morals, religion, philosophy and science. ^
"consciousness" from man and nothing remains of bur> except d*

SI will Still eat, drink, seek shelter and satisfy his otki

n dn 'tiv needs to «he last limit of necessity, no doubt but that*

Txactb wbat the animal also does. He will not only have no

Religion, no pohacs and no philosophy, but will also be unabfc *

produce or reproduce anything. All producnon and reproduce

to mal whatever the phase through which it »

.pjj
and whatever the mode in which it is earned on, is

i

due to n,

"conTaousness" or his desire for Beauty which includes his tastt

for art in all its varieties.

The desire for wealth over and above that which is nece ,

for the maintenance of life is, however, a restricted form o
I

ur

desire for Beauty. It is confined to the expression of Beauty » die

tZer « 2iZ we satisfy our needs. Naturally, therefore wealdi

Toes not sl^ the who7e of our urge of self. By far the tno«

Liportant form in which we express this urge is the love of an
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ideal. We ascribe to the ideal the whole of the Beauty that we

desire. The ideals, therefore, rule our desire for wealth. But we

must allow for the fact that, although we always make the best

choice that we can, our ideals are not always of the highest

perfection. They are noble or ignoble, worthy or unworthy,

according as they have more or less of beauty in them. Sometimes

our ideal is so low and so close to the instinctive desires that it is

unable to rule them. In such a case wealth itself is our ideal and we

are greedy and selfish. In such a case we may be civilised but we are

not cultured. ]ust as civilisation is the standard of Beaut}' we

achieve in the manner of living, culture is the standard of Beauty

wc achieve in our ideal Civilisation and culture must go hand in

hand Civilisation without culture is dangerous.

When wealth is imagined to be the ideal of a man, it is not,

strictly speaking, his ultimate desire. Kvery ideal is a social ideal

because die nature of the self is social The real and ultimate desire

|| the self is for a companion, a self or a person. The ideal,

therefore, takes the form of an approval of some person or

persons, The ideal has always some social reference whether this

reference is clear or vague, definite or indefinite, conscious or

unconscious. Wealth is desired by us for the sake of some approval

that we seek through it Most of the wealth that a man may hanker

after, at present, will have no attraction for him should he come to

know that he is all alone, in the world. The greater portion of what

Marx understands as the material life of man is, therefore, really his

spiritual life. It is determined by an idea and not by any material object.

All wealth-production is in the service of the ideal. Wealth

ferves the ideal first of all by maintaining our life. But there is

another important way in which it serves the ideal. The immediate

object of whatever wealth is produced by us over and above the

lowest limit of our biological necessities is no doubt the joy of

biwng satisfied our desire for Beauty in the manner of living. But

by improving upon the manner in which the primitive man used to

a'jstv his instinctive desires we increase simultaneously our

efficiency and power which we harness in the service of the ideal,

r Every ideal is badly in need of efficiency and power- Since

unlimited expansion is the demand of even' ideal, an ideal can

expand only at the expense of other ideals. It is, for this reason,
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engaged in a continuous war with other ideals and finds itself

increasingly in need of power to cope successfully with rival ideals.

This power consists of various factors, e.g. the standard of the

ideal's beauty and the numerical, moral, physical, intellectual and

economic strength of men who love it. The higher the standard of

an ideal's beauty and the greater the number and efficiency of its

adherents and helpers, the greater the power that the ideal

commands.

Economic well-being is an important form of efficiency and

power for an ideal It is necessary for an ideal group, if it is to

participate successfully in the mutual struggle of ideals, not only for

the maintenance of its own life, but also for the satisfaction of its

natural desire for expansion. When the economic instrument

improves, the ideal is able to expand and enlarge its power.

Whenever it does so, it is able to make the economic instrument

still more efficient and the efficiency of the instrument increased in

this way is utilised by the ideal again to expand itself further.

The extent to which the ideal is able to satisfy its own needs of

expansion depends partly upon those economic conditions which

the ideal group has succeeded in setting up in the service of the

ideal. The ideal has to take notice of these conditions always in

order to improve them and to continue to adjust them more and

more to its own needs. The economic instrument is prepared by

the ideal as a partial help to itself and the ideal is strengthened by

the instrument in part. Receiving help from the instrument and

fashioning and improving the instrument on the part of the ideal

go on simultaneously mixed up with each other. Thus the way in

which we strive for the ideal is conditioned by the economic factot

But all along it is the ideal that determines the economic factor and

rules it and it is the economic factor that serves the ideal. When
Marx says that "the mode of production of the material subsistence

conditions the social, political and spiritual life process in general",

he is right and we have to agree with him for reasons explained

above. But when in the same breath he says, "it is the social

existence of men that determines their consciousness", he

oversteps the limits of his previous statement and substitutes it by

an assertion which he does not care to prove, as if it is merely a
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repetition of the former. He carelessly confuses the determining
cause with the limiting condition.

Wealth acquires its proper place only when it is subserving the

Right Ideal. In such a case there can be no economic injustice, no
greed, no unnecessary, unjust or harmful equality or inequality in

the distribution of wealth. But in the absence of the rule of the

Right Ideal the internal or external check on injustice is absent and,
since everybody has the freedom to acquire as much wealth as he
likes there appears necessarily a great variety in the standards of
wealth achieved by different persons. This gives rise to the so-

called "economic classes" ranging one above the other. A mere
economic class is never a united group of men. The individuals in

an economic class have nothing in common with each other except
perhaps their vocations or the approximation of their incomes to a

certain standard. They behave as individuals and not as a class.

More often than not they are the enemies of each other

The "struggle of economic classes'' of which Marx has made
so much in his theory is a highly misleading term. No struggle is

possible without the drive of the ideal. Every human struggle is

tsmiaitj the. struggle of ideals and not that of economic classes.

Moreover, what Marx understands as the struggle of classes is really

the struggle of individuals. It is the struggle of one individual
agamst every other individual who comes in his way, whether he
belongs to his own class or to a class above him or to a class below
him. The motive power of this struggle is the ideal which is indeed
the motive power of all our actions. It is controlled, checked or
teinforced by the force of the ideal. The economic gain which the
individual may aim at in this struggle acquires whatever force or
importance it does acquire, on account of his ideal. Every
individual of every economic class has his ideal, whether he is a
guild master or a journeyman, a feudal lord or a serf, a bourgeois or
a proletarian. An economic class becomes a united group of men
capable of joint action only when their ideal becomes one. In such
a case it is an ideal group and not merely an economic class. It is

ustntially the similarity of ideas that creates a unity and a
homogeneity in a group of men and not the similarity of vocations
or incomes. There are several ideals in every economic class and
several classes in every ideal group.
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Individuals, even when they belong to the same economic

class, must remain at war with each other (for example, when trying

to excel others of their class in canvassing and attracting

customers) so long as their views and ideals do not coincide. On

the other hand, persons having the same ideal will have a unity

among them, although they may belong to different economic

classes and have different standards of income or wealth. They will

go to the length of willingly sharing their wealth among themselves,

if they become conscious that their ideal requires it. Whenever men

acted jointly in history, they did so because they had a common

ideal. No economic class of men is ever able to act joindy unless

they come to have a single ideal or someone succeeds in inspiring

them with a single ideal by means of education and propaganda.

When Marx and Engels wrote their Communist Manifesto ending

with the words, "Workers of the world, unite; you have nothing to

lose but your chains", they did so because they felt the necessity al

a common ideal for the workmen. It is a proof ot thefl

unconscious conviction that tt is the idea or the ideal that rules our

actions and makes us into a united group of men and not the

economic factor. Moreover, in order to create a single ideal among

the workmen, Marx laid stress on the injustice that was being done

by the bourgeoisie to the proletariat and thereby appealed to the

latter's sense of justice and desire for freedom, qualities the desue

for which forms a part of the urge of self, Tt was because of hi

unconscious belief that the workers will act only in obedience to a

desire for the expression of diese qualities that he needed to

awaken this desire. Whenever people become conscious ol the

needs of justice which is an aspect of Beauty, they become ready to

serve it, no matter to what economic class they belong. We strugjjjg

fundamentally for die ideal. The struggle for the ideal is not

necessarily of an economic character. It is a struggle for everything

whether of a moral or material nature, that we require in ihe service

of the ideal.

A person's ideal is an idea which is most satisfactory to him

and tor which he feels the greatest attachment. When a number of

individuals come tn have the same ideal, their attachment for a

common ideal creates a unity and i harmony among them. When

an economic class is struggling tor an economic advantage, it caft:
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be due to one of the twu icasons: either the ideal of every member

of the class without exception is that economic gain for which they

are struggling or die desired economic gain is an end which can

subserve equally a large number of different ideals entertained by

different persons in this group.

In so far as they have the same ideal they will act in perfect

unity; they form an ideal group and not merely an economic class.

They belong to the same category as a set of religious fanatics

fighting a crusade heedlessly of all economic losses to themselves.

In the former case the ideal is wealth, in the latter case it is God.

The ideal of each group is the idea of Beauty as understood by the

members of the group. Each group struggles for a change which

thev think is in the right direction. The driving force in each case is

the ideal.

In so far as these persons have different ideals but the same

subservient end, they are not united permanendy. As soon as the

subservient end is gained, each will be ruled by his own ideal. It is

also possible that some individuals in the group may be required by

their ideal to part company with other men in the group in the

course of the struggle. Then we shall see cases of faithlessness to

the so called "class-interests". But the faithlessness of these

individuals to the class is really their faithfulness and loyalty to their

own ideals. Experience has shown that it is really very difficult to

make an economic class composed of persons of different ideals to

act with perfect unity. Their ideals have first to be harmonized by

means of education in all its suitable devices before they can act

harmoniously. This is one reason why the Trade Union Movement

started in England in the beginning of the nineteenth century could

not be successful. This is one of the reasons also why the workers

of England and America have not yet been able to feel one with

those of Russia in their scheme of creating proletarian revolution in

all countries of the world. It is a fact of history that as often as the

Communists of Europe tried to form a Communists' association

composed of workers of various nationalities, it was shattered by

disunion. Workmen ofdifferent ideals and ideologies cannot act together.

As soon as our ideal has developed sufficiendy to become

distinct from the instinctive desires, we cease to behave like
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aaimal, We manifest a new attitude, the human attitude, towards

life The economic urge ceases to appear as our only urge, lhe

deal or the sense of nght or wrong created by the .deal become

the driving force of our actions. The ideal may be very low and «

may err rrLrably in judging what is nght but, neverthekss we

only what we think to be nght. Sometimes it may be nght for us

»

the best of our knowledge to procure an economic gain. Then «

Toggle for it. On another occasion it may be right to sacnfce*

TheTwe sacrifice it willingly. Before performing every act we label

Tas "nght" and not as "economically beneficial" even when we

know that the result of our action will be an economic gain. Tta

fact that our judgments may be wrong or right, may vary from

person to person or may be conscious or unconscious, does no.

alter the conclusion.

If the judgment is wrong or if it varies for different persons, «

is due to a low stage of self-consciousness. If it is unconscious .us

still present in our minds and we can know its presence b

introspection. Even a thief or a robber pacifies his conscience by

r^Tof arguments to justify his crimes. He obtains a sanction or

Hornet oFright" from his conscience before committing

die* or robbery. Even he has a standard of nght or wrong

although we may consider his standard to be very low. A wro^

judgmL is due to a lack of self-knowledge but me conscious

of right or wrong has a course of evolution leading up to the

highest knowledge of the self. Economics, like politics, 0

^ordinate to Shies. A bad economics like bad politics »

invariably the result of bad ethics. The economic man or the

political man , the ethical man first of all. In fac, economy

politics and ethics cannot be separated rom each other The

economic man is at once the political as well as the ethical man.

Wherever there is an arithmetical inequality in the distribution

of wealth, we know it easily and tolerate it, or rather take it as,

matter of course, although it reflects undesirable social conditions.

The mere^ of undesirable social conditions or even d.

existence of * knovkdg* that thy «*/ is not enough to
,

bnng bom

a chanee We have to become conscious of the fact that tiiey ire]

J3k This consciousness must have its source evidently,

some internal standard of what is desirable and what is undesirable,
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what k wrong and what is right, and not » some stand of what

§ more or what is less economically or monetary. The

onLusness of more or less existed already but it was helpless

and unable to achieve anything. Of these two land, of

consciousness it is the former consciousness that induces action

and not the latter.

We act only when the consciousness of what is "desirable" or

W' comes to us, although the economic condiuons demanding

Jal change may have been known to us and may have exited

long before the dawn of this consciousness. It is a proof that out

Jon starts>«*W^ in the service of this consciousness dus

and not in the service of any economic gain. This is also

prced by the fact that our action intended to bring about a change

otnes to a stop, when the economic gain has reached a definite

Emit, which limit is again determined by the idea of what s

"desuable" or "right". If our fundamental ob,ect had been to gain

ecoTomtcally, Z, having once started to act for the achievement

of this object, we should have continued to act and to gain

Lonticaiv to any extent. We stop at a certain limit because we

L essentially for what is nght and not for what is more useful

Jononucally or what is greater as a mathematical quantityjn

money. Before opposing a system we judge it as wrong and

condemn it. The source of this judgment is a cntenon in our nature

,nd we have always to depend upon this cntenon alone when we

wam to invite a class or a group of men to action. Marx andTinge

too had to depend upon it when they wrote their Manifesto Thi

cntenon takes the form of an urge which

power house that supplies the energy we require for all our actions.

Original thought in philosophy is the forerunner of political

,voluoons because pmlosophy deals with ideals, the source o

Which is the urge of self. When old ideals lose their attraction for

us we are able to see the beauty of new ideals advocated by

philosophy and feel attracted towards them irresistibly. The

hilosoph of Rousseau brought about the French Revoluuon in

L nineteenth century as the philosoph.es of Genule and Karl

Marx brought about the Fascist and Communist revolutions in the

present century.
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The need of organizing and educating the labourers by

propaganda is a proof that the efforts of the labourer to create

revolutions in capitalist countries are not due merely to his desire

to get more wealth for himself. This desire was always there but all

by itself it was so weak that the labourer did not and could not

exert himself for it. Moreover, it was subservient to ideals of

national peace, national solidarity, imperialism, misunderstood

religion, contentment, etc., and it could not, therefore, acquire

sufficient force to induce vigorous action for its own satisfaction. It

was necessary to make it independent of the ideals that were ruling

it in order to enable it to have its own way. It was necessary to raise

it to the standard of the principal desire from its position as a

subordinate desire. In order to make it sufficiendy powerful it was

essential, not only to liberate it from the domination of another

powerful desire in us, that is, the desire for the ideal, but also to

reinforce it by that desire. Both these objects could merge into one

and could be achieved simultaneously by replacing the various

existing ideals of the proletariat, by a single suitable ideal

compatible with the purpose of the Communist revolutionary. It is

this replacement and change of ideals that is aimed at by the

theories of so-called "scientific socialism" and propaganda for the

organisation and education of the worker, which are really devices

of a spiritual approach to his heart. Their object is to disengage the

labourer's natural, innate desire for the ideal which is being utilised

by different ideals for the time being and make it free and available

to add its force to the force of his already existing weak and

inactive desire for more wealth.

The source of every ideal is the urge of self for Beauty, some

aspects of which are justice and freedom which include economic

justice and economic freedom, qualities which are particularly

attractive to the Communist The Communist propaganda is,

therefore, intended to awaken this aspect of the urge of self in the

labourer and make it so attractive in his eyes as to surpass in beauty

every ideal which may be ruling him, so attractive that his love for

it may overpower his love for every existing ideal with which he

may be inspired. This propaganda must naturally derive an

immense power from the theory of Marx which clears the way for
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the ideals of economic justice and economic freedom by an

attempted "scientific" repudiation of all other ideals.

If today the workman wants to upset capitalism everywhere in

the world, it is not so much on account of a desire for his own

personal economic gain as for the sake of his ideal of economic

justice which he wants to serve because it attracts him more than

any other idea. Serving the ideal is itself a source of satisfaction for

him. He loves not so much the economic gain that may come to

him as a result of his revolutionary activities, if he survives them,

but the justice that he hopes to establish in a part of die world

through these activities, whether he survives them or not. As long

as he desired only the economic gain his desire was never strong

enough to turn him into a revolutionary. It was weighed down by

his ideals. He does not so much envy the riches of the bourgeosie

as he hates their injustice and greed. One proof of this is that he is

not infrequendy being helped by those rich people who, as human

beings, are being affected as much as the labourer by a propaganda

which the Communist really intends for the latter.

The urge of self is the same in all human beings, whatever the

economic class to which they may belong. We all love justice and

hate injustice. The Communists' propaganda awakens in the

labourer's heart a desire which he shares with all other human

beings. The rich man who becomes conscious of justice and,

therefore, helps the labourers had evidendy to lose rather than to

gain economically by a proletarian revolution. Yet he is bound to

obey the urge of self in him because he becomes conscious of it;

we are all bound to obey it, whenever we become conscious of it,

whether we gain economically like the labourer or lose

economically like the rich man. Another proof is that the most

highly cultured men throughout the world, irrespective of their

classes— men, therefore, who are the nearest to the knowledge of

Beauty and who are the most qualified to understand it and love

it— are espousing the cause of the labourer, This is certainly not

class- consciousness but self-consciousness.

Every workman knows that he is a workman. He is fully

conscious of his class but it is possible that he may not be

conscious of the injustice of the capitalist system, because this
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system happens to be a part and parcel of the ideal that he loves.

Communism, as an ideal, cannot attract him unless he is able to

shake off the love of his existing ideal. As long as Communism is

not attractive enough for him to enable him to overcome the love

of his existing ideal, he can never join the Communists. England,

according to Marx, was the model of a country that was ripe for a

Communist revolution even in his own days about a century ago

but his forecast about England has yet to come out true and there

is little possibility of its coming out true in the near future.

Certainly, one reason why the prophecy of Marx has proved to

be wrong is that the English labourer loves his ideal of Bntish

Nationalism more than the ideal of Communism. He will not like

to change his ideal of Nationalism for that of Communism, He will

rather try to seek his economic rights constitutionally and in a

manner which does not violate this ideal. The socialist philosopher

ventured to make his forecast because he failed to see that it is the

ideal that induces action, that economic considerations do not

always count for everything and that the workers of England may,

therefore, continue to find some ideal of a spiritual character far

more attractive than some other, of an economic importance,

which he expected them to love.

The fact that ideals (which include philosophical creeds)

determine the social existence of men stares the Communist

philosophers in their face and they feel that they cannot ignore it

although they must also believe in the contrary dictum of Marx,

which is the very foundation of Marxism, that the social existence

of men determines their ideals, They are, therefore, confused and

their confusion often results in illogical and conflicting statements.

The following sentences occur inA Text-Book ofMarxist Philosophy:

"Man is conditioned but not determined by social structure and the stage

of economic development"

"But the Russian knows that a man's creed matters, that it may be a

positiveforce behind exploitation and parasitism and that you cannot destroy

the social disease if you do not accompany your political and industnal

measures with the refutation of capitalist philosophy and propagation of

an alternative . . . They know the fallacies of the system they repudiate and

they have a system of their own to be the master light ofall their seeing/'
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"This will occasion suxpnse in those who have always understood

that the first principle of Soviet philosophy was the economic

determination of ideas. But although no creed comes into existence as a

mete development of thought and out of all relation to social needs, yet

once a creed is born it has a force of its own. If it is believed, tt will help to

perpetuate the social system to which it belongs, if it is overthrown one of

the buttresses of that system will be taken away. Therefore, the Russian is

inclined to believe with Chesterton that the practical and important thing

about a man is his view of the Universe."

"We think that for a landlady considering a lodger it is important to

know his income but stall more important to know his philosophy. We

think that for a general about to fight an enemy it is important to know

the enemy's numbers but still more important to know the enemy's

philosophy."

"There has been no great movement in history that was not also a

pH'mophuol movement. The time of big theories was the time of big results."

"It is indeed impossible to keep the mind free from philosophy. The

man who says he is no philosopher is merely a bad philosopher" [Italics

are mine].

The admission that a man's creed may be a positive force

behind exploitation, that the social disease cannot be eradicated

unless the creed is destroyed, that a creed has an activity and a

force of its own, that the practical and important thing about a man

1S his philosophy or view of the Universe, that every great

movement in history was philosopbtcal rather than economic, that

big theories are the causes rather than the results of big events, that

philosophy is unavoidable, is nothing if not a contradiction of the

fundamentals of Marxism. It only means that the presence as well

as the absence, the appearance as well as the disappearance of

social disease, is determined by the philosophical creeds or the

ideals of the society and that the creeds or the ideals must be

changed in order that the economic conditions created by them

may change. The statement that "no creed comes into existence as

a mere development of thought and out of all relation to social

needs", which is made side by side with all these emphatic

pronouncements of the importance of creeds in determining social

conditions, proves nothing to the contrary when we know (what

we have already known) why and up to what extent really the birth

of a new creed is connected with the prevailing social conditions.
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Our creed determines the whole of our life, including our

social conditions. When the creed is wrong, it creates wrong social

condidons. These conditions are tested as wrong after a prolonged

contact with them because they fail to satisfy our urge of self which

is our internal criterion of right and wrong. When the conditions

are discovered to be wrong, we come to know that the creed or the

ideal determining them is also wrong. Therefore, in order to secure

a fuller satisfaction of our urge for Beauty, we change the creed

first of all. The fact that a new, a better and a more Perfect Ideal is

suggested to us by the existing social condidons which we have

judged as wrong is rather a proof that it is the ideal or the creed

that determines the social conditions and not the social conditions

that determine the creed or the ideal. The new creed comes into

existence in order to take the place of the old wrong creed which

had determined die old wrong conditions and the new creed is

itself expected to determine the new conditions which we judge as

right. In each case it is the creed that we believe to be the determining

cause of social conditions. If, on the other hand, the social

conditions had been the determining cause of the creed, we should

have tried to change the conditions direcdy without bothering

about the creed. But the fact that it is impossible to change the

conditions without changing the creed is a proof that the creed

determines or creates them. We change only the creed because we

are convinced that the social conditions are only a part of it and

that, when it is changed, the change of conditions will come

automatically as a result of it.

The fundamental misunderstanding of Marx that it is the

material life of men that determines their "consciousness" in

addition to being incompatible with facts of human nature and

human history implies that matter is the ultimate reality of the

Universe. But recent advancements in the domain of physics have

led scientists to question seriously the validity of this hypothesis.

These advancements have implications which point to

consciousness rather than matter as the final reality of the world

The growing scientific knowledge of this century is, therefore,

depriving Marxism of its foundations. Marxists, no doubt, still

attempt to reinterpret the philosophy of their master with a view to

reconciling it with the implications of modern physics but their

attempts which are concentrated mainly on belittling the
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Education and Art

Education

A_ — correct theory of education can follow only a correct

theory of the nature of man. According to the view of human

nature maintained in this book, no theory of education wiU be

correct unless it takes into cognizance the following facts.

(1} A person is forced by the internal necessity of his nature to

have some ideal of life always. Every ideal has a law of its

own which the person is bound to follow on account of an

inner pressure. All his actions, impulses and desires are

controlled, guided and directed by the ideal that he has

come to choose for the time being, whether righdy or

wrongly.

(2)
Every system, programme or plan of education represents

some ideal on which it is based. The text-books, the

mentality of the teacher, his attitude towards life generally,

the views of the managing and governing authorities,

whether they are public or private bodies, and the

environment and the atmosphere of the school, in so far as

they uphold that system, programme or plan of education

reflect the ideal, which is, therefore, continually attracting

the pupil towards itself. Education is a servant of ideals,

whether wrong or right, and can be adapted to serve every
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one of them equally. All wrong ideals are due to a wrong

education in a larger sense of the word. Education is in

instrument which can be used with equal efficiency for

better or for worse.

(3) Of all ideals there must be only one ideal that is correct. If

we do not discover that correct ideal and adapt our scheme

of education to it, we shall be only moulding it, whether

consciously or unconsciously, to suit one of the

innumerable wrong ideals, and a wrong ideal will not

induce anything but wrong actions in the learner.

(4) The Right Ideal is the Ideal of the Self. It alone is capable

of giving a permanent satisfaction to the individual and of

inducing a genuine moral behaviour in him. It accords with

the innermost desire of our nature and opens a vista of

unlimited progress of self-consciousness. It is the ideal ol

the Universe itself. A wrong ideal has no value because it ifl

unstable. We are bound to leave it behind and move

forward to another ideal after some time. Moral behaviour,

in accordance with absolute and universal principles of

morality, is impossible without a strong love of the Right

Ideal which it should be the object of education to create.

It is impossible to state a universal aim of education without

defining the ideal of life. Some of the aims of education that have

been suggested so far are as follows: to form character, to prepare

for a complete living, to produce a sound mind in a sound body, to

bring out the best that is in man, etc. But all these statements are

vague so long as we cannot define what is "a formed character", or

"a complete living", or "a sound mind", or what is it that

constitutes "the best" in man.

Sir TYP. Nunn, an eminent educationist of England, who has

written one of the best known books on educational philosophy,

points out the ambiguity of such statements and endeavours to

raise himself above diem by defining the aim of education as the

free growth of individuality. But this definition is equally vague,

since he does not tell us what the growth of individuality means or

how the individuality can grow. We may inquire whether the

individuality of an educated German, an educated Englishman and
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an educated Russian, fighting against each other, for example, in a

war like the recent World War has grown equally or not. If it has

grown equally, how is it that their ideas of morality and duty differ

radically from each other? If not, what factors have interfered with

its growth in one case more than in the other?

Sir Percy Nunn realises that we cannot define the aim of

education without defining die ideal of life. The aim of education,

according to him, must be the aim of life itself. One could,

therefore, expect that he would suggest an ideal of life guiding the

educator and pointing out the direction in which alone the

individuality could grow freely. But that is not the case. He is

opposed to having any ideal of life or of education at all except the

ideal of freedom to have any ideal one likes. Fie writes:

"....There can be no universal aim of education, if that aim is to

tndude the assertion of any particular ideal of life, for there are as many

ideals as there are persons."

The writer takes this view evidently on account of his

conviction that "the assertion of any particular ideal of life" or the

adaptation of the educational scheme to a particular ideal is to

interfere with the freedom of individuality and, therefore, with its

growrh. Bur is it possible to keep an educational system free from

the influence of all ideals? We have held that it is not possible.

Some ideal is being always taught to the pupil directly or indirecdy.

Even in the absence of a particular ideal purposely chosen by the

educator we cannot be sure that the pupil's individuality has grown

"freely". The child has to live in surroundings which are strongly

charged with the influences of particular ideals and these influences

have an unfailing, deep, though gradual and imperceptible, effect

on the whole oudook of the child. The child continues to be

influenced by such ideals by his teacher, his home, his school

atmosphere, his country and the traditions of his nation. No
educator can feel relieved of his duties by leaving the child to

himself in the midst of such influences, which take the form of a

refined and disguised compulsion or imposition on the child. If he

does so, he has hardly given him freedom. But how can he check

such influences unless he has a positive ideal to lay before his

pupils? Education, we know, should be a positive and not a

negative process. "Do this", and not "Do not do this", is the
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proper attitude for the educator. Therefore, we have to decide what

particular ideal we should place before the pupil. It can be no other

than the ideal of our nature which we have called the Perfect Ideal

The difficulty of finding a suitable ideal cannot be solved by

refusing to have any ideal. If we need a perfecdy satisfactory ideal,

we must discover it There is no need in all Nature but has the

means of satisfaction. A need cannot persist for ever without being

satisfied. When human nature is ultimately the same everywhere,

why should there be as many ideals as there are persons? That there

must be a single, perfectly satisfactory, ideal for the whole of

humanity, one can presume quite reasonably and scientifically. It is

true that, when that ideal is agreed upon, eve ryone will respond to

it in his own peculiar way. The manner in which each man will

strive for it will depend upon his own peculiar inclinations and

capacities. Since every individual is unique, the response of each to

his ideal will be unique but that does not amount to saying that

each man will have his own ideal Fundamental unity is possible

side by side with a diversity of details. Each of the one hundred

sonnets written by one hundred different poets will be unique and

different from every other, no doubt, but it is possible for these

sonnets to have the same theme, the love of England, for example.

If there is a fundamental diversity of ideals, it cannot but lead to

strife and chaos in the world. If individuaiity can grow equally

along various and opposite lines, it passes one's comprehension

what the growth of individuality can mean.

Sir Percy Nunn seems to think that any ideal is good enough

provided it is voluntarily chosen, as if mere choice will work a

miracle and change a bad ideal into a good one, If he had meant

that a bad choice will be ultimately abandoned in favour of a good

one so that no interference is necessary, it was perfecdy intelligible.

But evidently he does not mean that the educator can afford to

leave the pupil's life at the mercy of trials and errors. This is clear

from the attitude that he adopts towards the moral educanon of

childrei He writes:

<f
Wrule, then, the unperverted impulses of childhood may have a

biological bias towards the good it is too much to expect them to solve

unaided the problems of life which have baffled some of the best

intentioned minds and most highly gifted races of mankind. Beings, the
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deepest need of whose nature is creative expansion, must, therefore, on
the whole, seek the good and cannot be sans Bed unless they find it. But

the tragic history of human consciousness and the story of what man has

made of man show how doubtful is the search and how often it ends in

disaster."

If, as the writer believes, the pupil stands in need of external

help in matters of moral education, we need to know in what

direction that help will be given. Duty has a different meaning for

different persons. Morality is a relative term and acquires its

meaning from the ideal that it serves. It has a different meaning for

persons of different ideals. What kind of morality should we teach

the child? We cannot trust the ideal and the morality of the teacher

to be always satisfactory. There may be as many ideals and as many
systems of morality as there are teachers. Whatever direction the

external aid for education may take, certainly, to employ that aid

Bid amount to the "assertion" of a "particular ideal of life" which

Sir Percy wants so much to avoid.

As the educator cannot escape the necessity of teaching a

particular ideal to his pupils, he cannot escape the necessity of
teaching the Right Ideal to them, if he is to assure that their

individuality develops freely and safely from the influences of

wrong ideals. Of course, like all ideals, the Right Ideal will have to

be introduced to the child gradually, indirecdy and in a manner
which least interferes with his freedom and which taxes his

understanding least of all.

Even in the case of ideals which are out of keeping with our
nature the educator can arrange his educative influences in such a

way that the learner feels that he has accepted voluntarily and of his

own free choice what may really be imposed upon him from
outside. If we consider the opposition that Hider and Lenin had to

face in the earlier stages of the revolutions created by them in

Germany and Russia and the subsequent radical transformation

and conviction of the views of the masses in those countries in

favour of their ideologies, we understand the power of education as

an instrument of conversion. The ideals really imposed by these

dictators on their subject populations became gradually a part and
parcel of the being of every individual in the state. By means of
education the people were made to reconcile themselves to a
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slavery which they abhorred in the beginning. No one understood

in Germany just before the Second World War and no one

understands in Russia today that he and his nation have been

enslaved through the magic of education. If education can convert

people to wrong ideals, it can convert them much more easilv to

the Right Ideal which has not to be imposed from outside by the

educator but the desire for which is ingrained in the nature of every

person and has only to be awakened or stimulated by proper

guidance and direction.

The Right Ideal is the only ideal which, when allowed to assert

itself, will not interfere with the free growth of individuality. Rather

it is the only ideal that can guarantee its free growth. This is the

ideal of the innermost nature of man and its external teaching can

be defended with a much greater force of the argument which Sar

Percy Nunn employs to defend the external imposition of school

discipline.

1

'Discipline", writes Sir Percy Nunn, "is not an external thing

but something that touches the inmost springs of conduct. It

consists in the submission of one's impulses and powers to a

regulation wliich imposes form upon their chaos and brings

efficiency and economy where there would otherwise be

ineffectiveness and waste. . . , Its acceptance must on the whole be

willing acceptance, the spontaneous movement of a nature in

which there is an inborn impulse towards greater perfection and

expressiveness."

Education will hamper the free growth of individuality, if it

subserves one of the ideals imposed from outside directly or

indirecdy, e.g. State, Nationalism, Communism, Democracy,

National Socialism, etc. There is but one ideal towards which the

individuality can move freely and that is the ideal of our own

nature, the Right Ideal. We shall subserve outside ideals, or wrong

ideals, we shall leave the child exposed to the direct or indirect

influences of ideals which enslave the self, if we do not keep this

ideal in view. Europe may not realise it at present but it is a fact

that education in every European country, at this time, is intended

to reconcile people to slavery of one kind or another.
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Art

When we express Beauty in brick, stone, voice, sound, colour,

WJ „ r movement, we call it the art of archttecture, sculpture,

tinging, music, painting, poetry and danang respectively.

Art ,s a part of the urge of self. Art, like other activities of the

,df cLot be true to itself if it is inconsistent with the rest o the

itfge fo" Beauty. Beauty ceases to be Beauty if it is divorced rom

Goodness and Truth. No attribute of Beauty can be^separated from

B That art, whether it is poetry, painting, dancing, music or an

other variety of it, which gives an immoral suggestion is not only

unmoral and degenerate, but is also low and worthless as art. Such

rirt not the pure expression of self. Art gives a unique ouahty

"pi su^e which is distinct from the pleasure denved from the

:L£uon'of any of the instincts. Such a pleasure can be denved

onlv from an art wtuch is pure and worthy of itselt.

It does not mean that art should aim at morality. It

« anything. Like every activity of the self, it is a free expression of

JTS -chained, spon—s -and for its own sake I
t
should

1 only at the expression or the love of Beauty and the lov of

Beauty is not the love of a part of it but of the whole of it If art

Ignores Truth and Goodness, it is no longer an express^ of

Beauty and is, therefore, no longer art.

Art is not a free expression of the urge of self and, therefore

no, art at all, if it has not succeeded in making itself pure and fn*

from all tinge of the immoral. But we also know that a thoroughly

moral attitude is impossible without a strong love of the Dmne

^OfTo artists of equal ability and ment we can expect an art

of a higher standard from the one inspired by True Love.

Every activity of the self is the search for Beauty
^

and

dierefor^ helps the progress or evolution of the self unless n

fca es to'be purely the selfs own activity and becomes an activity

one of th/instincts. Art is a search for Beauty; it is, therefore

nihil help to the evolution of die self but unfornately u^n
variety of art becomes easily an instrument of erouc pleasure,

paSularly dancing and singing. Such an art can be certain y

pn^fied and exalted but, if it may be difficult to do so, it will be in
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the interests of human progress to avoid it because it is no longer

art but a form of sex appeal. Whenever we are observing a

demonstration of such an art, we need not deceive ourselves that

we axe enjoying art.

To a man of developed self-consciousness who has become

familiar with that intoxicating joy which is derived from the

contemplation of Beaut)' or the worship and adoration of

Consciousness, the pleasure which most people derive from art

looks insignificant. Such a person himself acquires a much greater

pleasure from art than other persons since it revives for him the

great joy of the expression of self with which he is already familiar

as a worshipper. If such a man is an artist, his art reaches a

standard of the highest perfection. Most people resort to art as the

only refuge from the worries of life because they are not familiar

with the joy attending an act of genuine and sincere worship. The

quality of pleasure derived from the activity of the self is the mm
whatever the nature of activity. The worship or adoration of

Consciousness affords a much greater scope for the ftdi I

expression than art ;
therefore, the pleasure one can derive from it

is immense. This point can be hardly understood by people who

have had no personal experience of the great joy of worship which

is the good fortune of highly self-conscious persons alone.

Poetry is particularly injurious to mankind if it is inconsistent

with the requirements of the Right Ideal. Then it passes on ugliness

for Beauty. It puts a spoke in the wheel of human progress. It

pictures death as life and attracts mankind towards it. It gives

poison coated over with sugar. Sometimes its harm is incalculable,

as it leads great masses of men into ultimate misery by directing

their urge for Beauty into wrong channels.

On the other hand, if poetry is consistent with Beauty, it is f

great power for progress. All progress depends upon the

expression of the urge of self and art helps the expression of this

urge by making it active. Therefore, all art, if it is worthy of itself, is

an instrument of progress. But poetry is more so, on account of the

fact that it can easily reach all, be enjoyed at little expense and as

often as one desires and also because it is more expressive and has

the capacity to come intimately into contact with our daily life.
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All expression and contemplation of Beauty is the activity of

the self. Art is, therefore, an activity which is of the same category

as worship or moral action and the pleasure derived from art is of

the same character as that derived from prayers. Since art is a free

expression of self, a slave or a man having a wrong ideal cannot be

expected to produce art of the highest quality. It will be often no

more than an imitation of Nature or an expression of the tastes of

the public whom it aspires to please. A slave is unable to create and

invent with the whole of his natural capacity. As his self is not free,

his capacities for creation and invention suffer from limitations and

his art suffers from a lack of originality. Art is an expression of

Beauty and the source of all knowledge of Beauty is the self. If the

artist is unable to express himself fully in his art, his art is not a free

expression of Beauty and is, therefore, not art of the highest

standard. Tine artist will be able to express himself fully and freely,

if he IS free from the love of all ideals that are foreign to the nature

of the self. Wrong ideals enslave the self and injure its capacity for

the realisation and expression of Beauty. The highest standard of

art is possible only when the self of the artist is perfectly free.
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Prophethood and Evolution

i 0 the chapter on Ethics we came to the conclusion that

moral action, based as it must be on correct moral

judgments, is not possible without a high degree of self-

consciousness and a high degree of self-consciousness cannot be

achieved without continued moral action for some time. This state

0f dungs creates a problem for life which life must solve if it is to

continue the process of evolution and" it solves the problem by

creating men who are known as "prophets". This state of things

moreover, is not unusual or peculiar to the psychological leye of

life. We have its analogy on the biological plane of life as well. It is

like saying that a man cannot resist disease unless he is totally

healthy and he cannot be totally healthy unless he resists disease

continuously for sometime. As in this latter case both good health

and resistance to disease can be assured by the regular use of

nourishing, vitalizing food, so in the former case, both a healthy

self or (which is the same thing) a high stage of self-consciousness

and moral action (resistance to immorality) can be assured by

feeding the self regularly on the life-giving knowledge of a

"prophet", that is, by offering strict obedience to him.

The term "prophet" is sometimes used to imply a man having

a foresight. In the above paragraph, however, it is used in the sense

of a man who rises to a very high stage of self-consciousness by a

stxdalfavour ofNature and becomes an inspired teacher and revealcr

of the will of the Creator. But how is it that Nature favours some
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men to reach a very high standard of self-consciousness and

become prophets and not the others?

The psychological phenomenon of prophethood is a

continuation, in a different shape appropnate to the human stage

of evolution, of the well-known biological phenomenon of

mutations or sudden variations of species which Nature manifested

earlier at the animal stage of evolution. It is a characteristic of

consciousness that resistance stimulates its activity. Whenever it

feels that its movement is being retarded too much on account of

these obstacles, it makes an extraordinary push forward and takes a

sudden leap. Such efforts of consciousness resulted, in the animal

world, in the sudden variations of species, i.e. the sudden

appearance, as if by miracle, of a type of species entirely different

from and registering a considerable improvement upon the

previous type. In the human world these efforts gave rise to the

sudden appearance of highly self-conscious men whom we call

prophets and who brought into existence, at various times in our

history, some highly advanced and cultured societies in the world.

In the animal world the phenomenon of sudden variations ol

species came to an end with the appearance of the first man, that

is, the fust animal that was biologically complete enough to make

possible the continuation of the process of evolution without the

creation of any more species. One can assume that in the human

world the corresponding phenomenon of prophethood must

similarly come to an end with the appearance of the first prophet

who is psychologically complete enough to make possible the

continuation of the process of evolution without the creation of

any more prophets, that is, with the appearance of the first prophet

whose practical life is an application of the Right Ideal to all the

fundamental aspects (e.g. to the social, ethical, economic, legal,

military and political aspects) of natural human activity. Indeed the

life-example of such a prophet will embody all the essentials of that

process by means of which life will be actually able to unfold and

evolve itself and to realise its aspirations and actualise its

potentialities in the future.

The extraordinary efforts of life, whedier they manifest

themselves in the animal world as sudden variations of species or
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in the human world as prophethood, arc due to a feeling of

restraint and constriction and the consequent necessity of a more

vigorous self-expression on the part of life. Tn the animal world

every such effort pushed forward the process of evolution by

several stages but every effort failed to realise those highest

possibilities of life which could be realised in the animal stage,

except the effort that came last of all and resulted in the appearance

of man, the perfect animal. When man had thus appeared, it took

him a considerable time before he could dominate completely over

the earth. In the human world every extraordinary effort of

consciousness similarly carries forward the process of evolution by

several steps but fails to realise all the highest aspirations of life

possible to be realised in man except the effort that comes last of

all. The first such effort that succeeds makes unnecessary, and puts

a stop to, all future efforts of this kind. If the effort were not to fail

each time, there would be no cause for it to be repeated. As soon

as there is an effort which succeeds completely, it results in the

appearance of a prophet who is a practical teacher of the Right

Ideal in all its fundamental aspects, i.e. whose life offers him full

opportunities to set an example of howT the human society of the

future will act, struggle and expand in the actual course of

evolution. The career of such a prophet represents a full expression

of the latent possibilities of life. Such a prophet must, therefore, be

the last link in the chain of prophetbood, the last embodiment of

the exceptional drives of consciousness in the human stage of

evolution, as man was the last embodiment of the extraordinary

leaps of consciousness in the animal stage, He is the complete as well

as the last prophet. The reason is that in him life achieves a

complete victory which it can never lose in future and can never

have to win again by creating another prophet. This victory is

maintained and protected by life throughout in the form of a

community of the prophet's followers which endures and keeps

alive by its existence his fundamental teachings till the end of the

world. Such a community may be visited by terrible vicissitudes of

fortune but Nature can never allow it to perish, since it embodies

an expression of the future hopes of life, a model of its future

destination, rough in details, but complete and perfect in all its

fundamentals.
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Such a community can never disappear from the face of the

earth because it represents what life wants to create and evolve and

not what it wants to demolish and destroy. It upholds those

principles of action which are in the very nature of life and bv

means of which life is bound to reach in actual fact its goal of

evolution in future. Having taken refuge with life itself once for all,

it becomes safe from death. Lite sustains the community because

the community sustains life, and the community sustains life

because life has realised itself completely in that community. Life,

on the one hand, and the selves of the individuals forming the

community, on the other, respond to each other so completely that

none likes to be separated from the other. Each has discovered

itself in the other and, therefore, each has an unending charm for

the other. In case one of them withdraws from the other, the other

advances automatically and irresistibly to meet it. Such meetings of

the two, following temporary separations, result in the appearance

of highly self conscious men within the community who maintain

the general level of their self-consciousness, whenever it tends to

lower.

This community is a complete victory of life, and life, having

once achieved a complete victory, maintains it throughout. It builds

more and more upon previous victories of this kind and never

loses them, since it has to go forward and not to come back. With

such a community extant in the world, life never feels the

constraint or the constriction which necessitates another

extraordinary drive resulting in another prophet In case there is

another prophet after the last and the complete prophet, Nature

does not require to favour him, as a moral and spiritual leader of

men, with opportunities to emphasise by his example all the

aspects of human activity which the process of evolution must

reveal, because life has already succeeded in creating such

opportunities in the case of one prophet in the past His teachings

as a practical leader of men, therefore, remain imperfect, one- sided

and incomplete, and the community created by him also hves for

but a short time unlike the community of the last and the complete

prophet, which has the capacity to endure as long as the wodd
lasts. Such a prophet can be only partially true, and partial truth is

no truth, as we know.
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that psychological growth which we understand as conscious and

responsible action and effort for the achievement of the ideal. The

process of evolution that was biological now changes in character

and becomes psychological. It now aims at a third finality or

completeness of a different nature which consists of the highest

evolution of the self. But here again it cannot proceed on its way

unless it makes use of the second biological completeness as a

foundation.

When we turn from the growth of the human individual to the

growth of the Universe itself, we find the same principle at work.

The evolution of matter reaches a finality or completeness

when matter becomes ripe for the production of, and therefore

actually produces, the first living cell. The evolutionary process,

which was of a physico-chemical nature so far, changes in character

and becomes vital or biological It makes the initial physical

completeness as its foundation and keeps on till it achieves another

finality or comp^teness when the first complete animal or the first

man with a fully developed brain and the capacity to love ideals

makes his appearance. The first completeness achieved in the form

of the living cell figures as an indispensable part of this second

completeness, since the human body is nothing but a huge

conglomeration of living cells.

On the appearance of man the process of evolution again

changes in character and shifts from the biological to the

psychological or ideological plane where we find innumerable

prophets emerging one after the other. Making this second finality

or completeness its starting point it continues its course for the

achievement of a third finality or completeness in the form of the

first complete prophet. This finality must form, as usual, an

indispensable foundation of the next finality which will be, of

course, a complete or perfect Universe.

Thus we see that in the creative processes of Nature there are

series of finalities, wholes or completenesses, Every finality, whole

or completeness is die culminating point of all the previous

achievements of life. It is not merely their aggregate but an

indivisible whole or a structure in which alone all these

achievements can exist in their perfection, although some of them
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may be no longer recognisable in their new setting. Every

completeness is, moreover, an indispensable foundation of the next

and can be distinguished by its capacity to ensure the continuation

of the altered process of future evolution. It alone, in exclusion to

any of its constituents secured in the past, or their mere sum total,

has the potentialities of future growth. It alone is the passage or the

channel of future evolution. We, therefore, come to the conclusion,

not only that prophethood comes to an ultimate completeness in

some one prophet, but also that the ideology and the life-example

of that prophet form an indispensable foundation of all the

subsequent evolution of the human race. He alone is the gateway

of all future evolution — a gateway of evolution which, in the last

fjfSWt, it is impossible for the human race to avoid — and that is why life

must exert itself incessantly and untiringly through the ages to

make him appear.

When Nature creates the first animal, that is, the first living

cell, its real object is to create a complete animal or man and, when

it creates the first complete animal or man, its object is to create a

group or a communis of hundreds of rrullions of animals like him,

so that they may fill the whole earth and dominate it completely as

the highest form of animal life. But when Nature decides to do a

thing, it is never in a hurry about it. It never fails in its ends and

designs but it achieves them by a slow, gradual and systematic

process,

V\"hen Nature creates the first animal, it is confident that by

exercising its instincts of self-preservation it will evolve itself

further into higher and higher species, till man, the complete

animal, will make lus appearance. Whenever such evolution is

retarded or stopped, life aids it by means of sudden drives resulting

in the phenomenon which is known as "mutations" or sudden

variations of species. Finally, when man comes into existence as a

result of one of these drives, Nature achieves its object that is

implied in the creation of the first animal and, therefore, the

creation of new species comes to a stop. Having brought the most

perfect type of animal, man, into existence in this way, Nature

relies on the instincts of procreation in him and in his offspring as

well as on their powers as the highest type of animal life to do for it
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the rest of its job, that is, to multiply their numbers and to spread

them throughout the earth.

Similarly, when Nature creates the first prophet, its real object

is to create a complete prophet and, when it creates a complete

prophet, its object is to create not only a complete prophet but also

a group or a community of hundreds of millions of his self-

conscious followers in order that they may fill the whole earth. But

here again Nature proceeds to achieve its ends by a slow process.

When the first prophet is created, Nature is confident that the urge

of consciousness in his followers will continue to evoke them

further till one day the first complete prophet with a complete

ideology will make his appearance among them. Whenever such

evolution is retarded or stopped, life helps it by sudden drives

which result in the appearance of new^ prophets. Each dnve of life

results in a success but each success, like the one preceding it, is

incomplete and, therefore, incapable of maintaining itself

permanently or, what is the same thing, of evolving itself

continuously. Nature preserves; pctpetuates or evolves only a complete succtsi

or the steps leading to it. In other words, the ideology of none of the

prophets that appear as a result of such drives has the capacity to

satisfy the requirements of future evolution and, therefore, to

endure forever; none of these ideologies is complete and, therefore,

none of them is capable of becoming the instrument or foundation

of future evolution.

The next drive takes place as often as the achievements of the

last drive, instead of evolving themselves or adding to themselves

continuously, begin to give way, proving themselves unfit to cope

with ever fresh obstacles in the way of life as manifested in them.

Because they are incomplete, their ultimate decline or dissipation is

inherent in their very nature. The occasion for the next drive

(which, of course, aims once again at producing a complete

prophet) becomes ripe every time that the ideology of the prophet

who comes into existence as a result of the last drive, proves itself

to be incomplete and unfit to hold its own and evolve itself further

for its very life in the midst of ever-changing hostile circumstances.

Finally, when the complete prophet comes into the world as a

result of one of these drives, Nature achieves its object that is

implied in the creation of the first prophet and the creation of new
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prophets, as leaders of new communities, comes to a stop. Having

brought the most perfect type of prophet into existence in this way,

Nature relies upon the urge of leadership in him and in his

followers as well as upon their powers as the embodiment of the

highest expression of life, to do for it the rest of its job, that is, to

multiply their numbers and to spread them throughout the earth.

To say that every prophet who comes before the last prophet

is necessarily incomplete, does not mean that his knowledge of the

self is incomplete with that of the last prophet. It only means that

the conditions of the society in which he appears and the

circumstances which he has to face are such that only a small

portion of his knowledge of the self, which is, in fact, always as

complete as that of any other prophet, before him or after him, is

able to have expression in his precept as well as in the personal

example of his life in which it is ultimately embodied. The

circumstances in which he appears are such that he is able to gjve

us only an incomplete view of life, A prophet's knowledge

becomes manifest and actual only in the course of his reaction to

circumstances. It is like two men having each a sum of Rs> 1,000 at

his credit in the bank, of whom one spends only Rs, 100 during a

month and the other spends the whole amount. The latter will

appear to us to be richer than the former, although, as a matter of

fact, both are equaDy rich. It is when and because a prophet is

unable to give us a perfect view of life that Nature requires to

repeat the experiment of prophcthood. Although the knowledge of

no prophet preceding the last prophet is incomplete, yet the

ideology of each one of them, as embodied in the example oj bis own

practical life, is incomplete on account of the circumstances in which

he comes to live his life. Of all the prophets the last prophet alone

gives a complete ideology to the world, an ideology, which, as

reflected in his practical life, embraces all aspects of human nature,

and that is why he becomes the last prophet.

This does not mean that of the series of efforts that

consciousness makes in order to produce a complete prophet only

one—the last of all—succeeds and all others go waste or tail

completely. The results of every effort that comes next arc higher

in some way dian diose of the previous one because even* effort

aims, not only at compensating for the loss of the achievements of
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the previous effort, but also at adding to those achievement? in

such a way that their total result is a complete prophethood. In

other words, it wants to compensate for the lack of that progress

which would have been possible if the ideology of the previous

prophet had had the capacity to and had continued to evolve itself

into a full-blown ideology. The result of ever)' effort is what it is

because the previous effort had taken place. These drives of

consciousness, therefore, assume the shape of a process of building

on the past successes for the achievement of a final complete

success. The last effort secures results which include all the

previous successes plus something mote to make a complete

systematic whole or a configuration, a pattern or a structure in

which the past successes exist in their perfection, whether or not it

is possible for us to recognise them in this structure. This whole

may be different from its constituents, as they display themselves in

the past, m certain things, but it is their creative continuation and

not their denial. The last effort of life, as a result of which this

whole comes into existence, subtracts nothing from the previous

results but rather adds to them and their apparendy altered

character in the final whole is due to this addition rather than to

any subtraction. Thus the teachings of the last prophet, the find

whole of prophethood, which Nature creates by its repeated efforts

includes the teachings of all the previous prophets, whether it may

be possible for us to recognise them in his teachings or not.

Every incomplete ideology, that is, the ideology of every

prophet preceding the last prophet, succumbs to the forces of

evolution and is effaced by them completely in the long run

because Nature does not care for the parts of a whole, however

good and beautiful they may be in themselves, unless they are in

the whole in which they are meant to exist. Nature wants to create

wholes and, when it succeeds in creating them, it preserves them

and uses them as the basis of future evolution, or rather thev

preserve themselves and persist and evolve because as wholes they

acquire powers, properties or potentialities which enable them to

persist and evolve. When a product of creation which was intended

by Nature to be a whole fails to be one, it is allowed to perish with

everything good and beautiful that may be there in it, not because

Nature wants to destroy what is good and beaudful, but because it
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wants to preserve it where alone it can be best preserved, that is in

us complete setting within a complete whole. In other words, after

discarding the incomplete product Nature makes a fresh attempt to

create the intended complete whole, where the discarded product

comes to live again, and permanently. In one sense, therefore, none

of the ideologies of the old prophets is swept away completely.

Each lives in its perfecdv developed condition in the form of the

complete ideology of the last prophet. Each finds its full expression

and realises its destiny in the ideology of the last prophet. The

ideology of the complete prophet, of course, as reflected in his

actual practical life, embraces all aspects of human nature and thus,

being a complete whole, is in favour with the forces of evolution

and has the powers and the potentialities to endure for ever.

A prophet was defined above as a person who is gifted with a

high standard of self-consciousness by a specialfavour ofNature. But

Nature's gift of prophethood is not a favour to one man; it is

meant to be, and it is, a favour to those innumerable men in every

generation who attain to a high standard of self-consciousness by

accepting his guidance and leadership. Although the essential

quality in prophethood is a high degree of self-consciousness which

I die follower of a prophet may also nearly achieve, yet the difference

between a prophet and his highly self-conscious follower is great and

fundamental. It is similar to the difference between a man who has

visited a city and seen every nook and corner of it himself and a

man who has only listened to its description from him and

visualised every nook and corner of it. Or, it is similar to the

difference between the inventor of a highly complicated machine

and a man who has been only trained to use it efficiendy. The latter

can never attain to the high standard of the knowledge and skill of

the former. The self-consciousness of the prophet is of a standard

and quality which can never be achieved by any of his followers

and which remains for them an ideal to be realised till the end of

the world. The reason is that the follower of a prophet, however

much he may evolve his self-consciousness, can yet never become

a prophet. >

A prophet is blessed with a high level of self-consciousness

independendy of all external guidance whde his follower acquires it

by virtue of his absolute obedience to him. The leader creates

!
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values which are unknown to the follower and which the follower

realises and acquires by means of only his absolute obedience to

the leader. The prophet leads other men on behalf of

consciousness. The follower leads other men on behalf of the

prophet and creates not his own followers but the followers of his

leader The leader achieves a high standard of self-consciousness as

the sole result of a sudden drive of consciousness aided by his own

urge for Beauty. The follower achieves it by a long, difficult and

laborious process which is not free from temporary and occasional

,hps and errors, at least in the beginn.ng. The former can appear

only when circumstances favouring a special drive of consciousness

are present, while the latter can acquire self-consciousness under all

circumstances, provided he can avail himself of the life-example of

his prophet. The former may be compared to a man who is raised

to the top floor of a high building suddenly by an electnc hft and

the latter to a man who struggles towards it step by step along a

staircase.

Self-consciousness is in the nature of man which is permanent

and which man will know how to express more and more in future.

Every man is potentially self-conscious and waits to become

actually self-conscious sooner or later. Self-consciousness,

therefore does not come to an end with the appearance ot the

complete prophet, it rather blossoms forth more and more

abundandy and self-conscious men appear more and more

numerously after he has come into the world. Only, no one of

these men is, bV the very nature of things, able to discover hansel

in a position to become a new centre of a partial or total spmtual

authority or to create an independent society of his followers by

assuming the ride of a prophet. The reason is that, with the

community of the complete prophet extant in the world, the cause

of the sudden drives of consciousness outside the prophets

community disappears and the drives come to a stop, having

become both unnecessary and impossible. The result is that no

man who is not a follower of the complete prophet, is able to rise

ft , the higher stages of self-consciousness. The tide of a prophet, d

,11 its varieues, implying a wholly or partially authontauve and

independent spiritual leader, becomes, therefore, the prerogative o

the complete prophet which neither anyone of his innumerable and
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ever-increasing self-conscious followers nor anyone besides them

ever has reason to share. What comes to an end most naturally and

necessarily after the appearance of the complete prophet * not the

principle or the quality of self-consaousness, which exists enfolded

in the nature of man and which must be unfolded increasingly in

the future but rather theformation ofnew communities under new prophets.

This provision of Nature is extremely important, since it makes

possible that permanent unity of the human race, essential for their

continued evolution, which only the leadership of a single man can

assure.

Every prophet who comes into the world leaves behind him a

community of his followers who, in spite of their pretensions to an

all-embracing love and cosmopolitanism, quite naturally, bebeve in

him and nobody else. This process highly subversive of human

unity cannot continue for ever. Consciousness cannot go on always

dividing humanity into an increasing number of highly prejudiced,

narrow-minded and dissenting communities. Its real and ultimate

intention in creating one prophet after another is not to divide

mankind more and more, as this is contrary to its very nature, but it

is rather to provide for its ultimate unity on the basis of a single

complete ideology taught by a single prophet; and, like all its other

intentions, consciousness does not fail to realise this intention of its

own sooner or later. That the ultimate unity of the human race IS

essential and inevitable follows from the very nature ot

consciousness which, in spite of the diversity of its creation, is one

and seeks oneness.

Every extraordinary effort of consciousness which results in

the appearance of a new prophet aims at creating, through him, a

community which is able to exemplify, as perfectly at least as

essential how the future, actual, conscious evolution of humamty

that is the future practical and conscious achievement of the Right

Ideal by the whole of the human race, can and will proceed. In

other words, very far from aiming at subdividing humanity,

consciousness aims at creating, through one of its sudden efforts, a

nmmmto which enjoys a standard of life and a stage of evoluuon

by virtue of which it is best fitted, not only to rise to higher and

hLher levels of evolution itself but also to absorb graduaUy all the

other communities and thereby to unite the whole of humanity
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within its body. The ideology of this community provides for the

unlimited evolution of mankind and endures for ever, since it

embraces all the fundamental aspects of human rucure

Consciousness is in search of such a community and repeats its

effort only when such a community has failed to appear, that is,

when the ideology of the last cornmunity created by it has failed to

hold its own on account of its inherent shortcomings. When

consciousness repeats its effort, a new prophet and a new

community come into existence. But whether or not the new effort

results in the last prophet and the last community depends on the

fact whether or not the circumstances in which the prophet comes

to live his life are, this time, such as to favour the basic intention of

consciousness involved in the effort. If they prove favourable, he

and his community are able to exemplify completely the process of

future evolution; consciousness succeeds in its purpose and does

not require and ceases to create new prophets and new

communities for the future. It, then, rather waits for this final

community (since the community continues to live for ever), not

only to rise to higher and higher levels of evolution itself, but also

to absorb all the other communities into itself, and thereby to fulfil

its purpose of uniting the whole of the human race on the basis of

the Right Ideal In this way, all the ideologies of the past disappear

visibly ,
but, as a matter of fact, they do not disappear; they

continue to live, having reached their perfection and their ultimate

goal in the Final Ideology.

Man, as a self-evolving being, must be left at some stage of his

evolution to make further discoveries about himself without fresh

assistance from outside and that stage is reached as soon as the

complete prophet has come into the world, that is, as soon as all

the assistance that is essential as the foundation or the seed of such a

progress becomes available to him for the first time. Then is man

able to rely upon such assistance permanently without prejudice to

the possibilities of his continued evolution of the future.

Supposing the ideology of one of the prophets is so complete

that it has the potentialities of uniting the whole of the human race

on the basis of the Right Ideal and actually succeeds in uniting

them into a single family. Then, if the coming of prophets as the

propagators of new ideologies and the founders of new
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communities, with new names and designations, should never

come to a stop, as a principle, consciousness will create another

prophet who will again slice off a portion of humanity to be his

followers and then another one and another one ad infinitum with

similar consequences in each case. In this way, consciousness will

do no more than tear to pieces a unity which mankind was able to

win after thousands of years of hard and bloody struggle. In this

way, it will not only lose entirely its accumulated victories of the

bast but will also act contrary to the urge of its own nature. This is

evidently an absurd conclusion! We must, therefore, infer that the

finality of prophethood, in the sense in which we should

understand it, is a fact and is indispensable to the ultimate unity as

well as to the continued evolution of the human race.

The last of the prophets, whenever he comes into the world, is

the first as well as the last of them. He is the first because he is the

first to satisfy completely the requirements of life as a specimen to be

followed by humanity for the sake of their continuous evolution of

the future. All the prophets of the past live in him again. And he is

the last of the prophets because he is that last type of life on the

psychological plane which Nature intends to spread to the whole

world and after which no fresh types on that plane are needed or

created. He is the prophet of the past as well as the prophet of the

future. The first complete prophet is the final prophet in the sense

in which the first complete animal (man) is the final animal, that is,

as a type of life and not as an individual of a type. In other words,

he is the last prophet who really needs to found a community of his

followers and whose community is really needed by life. For these

reasons we shall refer to him in the pages that follow as the

Complete or the Last Prophet or only as the Prophet and to his

revelation as the Prophet's Book or only as the Book,

When man came into the world, he procreated and spread

throughout the earth gradually on account of his superiority over

the lower animals till, in the course of millions of years, the whole

of the earth was filled with his offspring. Since the first human

being was a type of life that represented a complete animal, life

favoured it and helped it to prosper, to multiply and to dominate

the earth. As, after the appearance of man, the first complete

animal, the world is gradually filled with a race of men, so, after the
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appearance of the first Complete Prophet, the world is gradually

rilled with a race of his self-conscious followers. The ideology of

the Complete Prophet obtains a victory over all the other

ideologies gradually on account of its superiority over them as a

higher type of life.

The complete animal, man, spread throughout the earth

because he procreated. The procreation ot the complete animal is

biological. The procreadon of the Complete Prophet, as a prophet,

is psychological. On the biological level the achievements of life are

disseminated and spread from one organism to another by means

of the urge of sex. On the psychological level they are transmitted

and spread from one man to another by means of the urge of

leadership, which includes the urge to obey. Leading and obeying,

although opposite in character, are (like the urge of sex in the

opposite sexes) two aspects of the same urge to transmit the wave of

life. This urge is a part of the urge of consciousness and the instinct

of sex is only a lower expression of it. Leading and obeying on the

psychological level of life is similar to the union of the opposite

sexes on the biological plane of life. As an organism begets an

organism, so an idea begets an idea. Men who will be inspired by

the Prophet will make his ideal their own and will thereby

constitute his psychological offspring which will go on multiplying

and spreading throughout the earth. As the biological offspring of

man enjoys a superiority over the other animals on account of

which it is able to dominate the earth completely at last, so the

psychological offspring of the Complete Prophet enjoys i

superiority over the rest of mankind by means of which it is able to

dominate them completely in the long run. As the present race of

men required a first man to be their progenitor, so the future race

of highly self-conscious men needs a first self-conscious man of

the same type, i.e. a prophet, to be their spiritual grandfather.

To be the psychological offspring of the Last and the Perfect

Prophet will be a dignity, a privilege, a pride as well as a promise to

rule the world. But it will be necessary for those who wish to share

this dignity, this privilege, this pride and promise, to place their

utter reliance on the Prophet and to obey him totally and without a

question. Obedience, faith and loyalty are aspects of love. They will

have to love him, therefore, with all the love of which they are
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capable, better than they love the parents of their physical body.

They will have to depend upon him completely as an embryo

depends upon the mother in her womb. It is only in this way that

they will be bom of him psychologically and will come to deserve

the privileges that will belong to his psychological "offspring".

Their love of the Prophet will not be unnatural or artificial. The

Prophet's love is already a part of the nature of every man, since

our urge for Beauty demands a human leader or teacher to guide its

sans faction. By loving the Prophet, therefore, they will be only

giving expression to an urge of their own nature. Whenever we

love a human leader, whether he is a king or a dictator or a prophet

or any other person, we use or misuse this love according as the

leader is a true or a false, a complete or an incomplete

representative of Consciousness. Everybody has a leader whom he

loves and, therefore, everybody is making use of the love which is

meant really and ultimately for the only human leader of men, that

is, for the First as well as the Last of the prophets.

There is no doubt that the fundamental urge of human

consciousness is to love the Creator and nobody else. But a love is

always a system of loves; we love every object that brings us nearer

to the Beloved. The love of the Creator must manifest itself in the

form of innumerable subservient loves and the most immediate

and obvious form of subservient love in which it can manifest itself

is the love of the Prophet which is an indispensable condition for

the birth and growth of the love of the Creator. The Prophet, as

the parent of the higher life of man, has a greater right to his love

and obedience than the mother, the person to whom an individual

owes the birth and growth of his physical body. In fact, the

Prophet has not merely a right to our love but our nature, provided

it is correcdy guided, compels us to love him more than we love

our parents. Moreover, if we love and obey him, we shall do so

only in our own interests. By loving the Prophet we shall grow our

love for the Creator, give expression to the urge of our

consciousness and evolve ourselves and, as our love for the Creator

will grow in this way, it will add further to our love for the Prophet.

The growth of the Prophet's love will be at once the cause and the

result of the growth of the love of the Creator. Since the love of

the Prophet will arise in the service of the love of the Creator, as a
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part of human nature, the two loves will grow simultaneously; by

growing the one we shall grow the other.

Those who will submit themselves completely to the orders of

the Prophet in accordance with the demand of their nature will, so

to say, take a new birth, and will start a new career of growth. By

their complete submission to him they will feed themselves on the

vitalising milk of his knowledge and will grow and evolve their self,

as a baby feeds on the nourishing milk of the mother and grows

and evolves his body.

When a child sucks the nipples of his mother's breasts he

simply acquires a support, a stimulus or a spur for that urge to

grow and evolve which is already latent in his nature. This urge is

strengthened as the child grows so that he is able to look after

himself more and more and requires less and less assistance Irom

the mother. Before long the child comes to know that his own

body, strengthened by the milk of the mother, can manage to

supply him with the nourishment that he got from her body, He

becomes independent of the mother. The mother is happy that the

child has grown and has learnt to grow further, and the child is

happy that he is satisfying more and more of those hopes and

desires which the mother entertained when she fed him and which

were implied in her act of feeding. A time comes when the child

feels that he has grown as strong and healthy as his parent But,

although the child becomes independent of the mother in one way,

he is not at all independent of her in another way. The

nourishment that he got from the milk of the mother enters into all

his future nourishment. It is the seed from which all his future

nourishment is growing. Thus even the biological relation between

the mother and the son, the mother as the nourisher and the son as

the recipient of nourishment is a permanent one. In the same way,

though the follower of the Prophet may become nearly as self-

conscious as his master in due course of time on account of his

unqualified and utter obedience to him, the psychological

relationship between the two, one as the leader and the other as the

follower, can never come to an end.

The Book of the Prophet, of which the Prophet himself, that

is, his practical life, becomes the explanation or the commentary, is
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a simple, easily digestible mental food, as the milk of the mother is

for a baby, because it is required primarily to feed and nourish men

at a very low level of self-consciousness, men who are mere babies

as regards their self-knowledge. But as a spiritual food, it has the

potentialities of rearing giants of spiritual power, as the milk of the

mother, in spite of its simplicity as a diet, has the potentialities of

rearing giants of physical power. It possesses all the spiritual

"vitamins" essential for the growth of the self and it is, therefore,

equally suitable and adequate as a food for a man who is a "child"

and a man who is a "full-grown youth" as regards his self-

consciousness; in other words, it is suitable and adequate as a

spiritual food at all stages of the growth of the self. The man who

submits himself completely to the orders of the Prophet at once

puts himself in a position to drink from his knowledge and thereby

to grow and evolve his self indefinitely.

If the end of an individual's progress is the achievement of the

highest self-consciousness, it must have a beginning, and the

beginning is made as soon as the individual surrenders himself

totally to the authority of the Prophet Birth and growth, on the

psychological level of life, are very much similar to birth and

growth on the biological level. Every grown-up man must begin as

a child and every child must have a father. He who gives himself up

to the unqualified obedience of the Prophet takes a new birth

which is the birth of his self-consciousness and, as his physical

body has a course of growth from his birth to the prime of his

youth, so his self-consciousness too has a course of growth from

the moment it takes its birth till the end of his life, It continues to

evolve bit by bit till it reaches the stage of its highest evolution,

where the man discovers at last that the commands of the Prophet

which he was carrying out with absolute submission and humility

are not external to him but they are his real, internal desires which

he, at his best, cannot but love to follow of his own free choice.

Having discovered his nature in this way, he finds as if he can

go the rest of his path himself almost without depending upon the

Prophet any longer. But, in spite of it, there is nothing in his life to

show that he has become independent of the Prophet. The reason

is that the path of life which has become visible to him now and

which he is impelled to follow by the urge of his own nature is no
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other than the path of the Prophet himself. He still follows in the

footsteps of the Prophet, but now he does so without effort,

automatically and even irresistibly. His complete dependence upon

the Prophet has awakened and given a spur or a stimulus to that

urge to grow and evolve his self-consciousness which was latent in

his nature. Although he can never attain to that standard of self-

consciousness which is enjoyed by the Prophet, yet there is a stage

in his development when he feels that he is drawing very close to

that standard. But even at this stage he does not abandon the path

of the Prophet, not only because he obeys him in spite of himself,

but also because he knows that the road to the highest stages of

. self-consciousness which he now follows out of his own irresistible

desire is, even in the minutest of details, no other than the way

prescribed by the Prophet Such a man is the true "descendant" of

the Prophet. He is similar to him psychologically in belief and

action as the son is similar to the father in form and features. He is

the Prophet's offspring by a psychological "birth"

A prophet is the progenitor of a psychological type of life just

as the first individual of every species, whenever he comes into

existence, is the progenitor of a biological type of life. The

biological types continue to evolve till they end with the

appearance of the first complete animal, i.e. the first human

individual. The psychological types, similarly, continue to evolve till

they end with the appearance of the first Complete Prophet. As

there was the last and the most perfect of species or the biological

types of life, so there is the last and the most perfect of prophets or

the psychological types of life.

This means not only that the ideology of the Last Prophet

alone will bring about and perpetuate the unity of the human race

but also that it alone will carry them forward to the stage of their

highest evolution. This means further that evolution to the highest levels

ofself-consciousness by means ofworship and moral action will be possible only

for thefollowers ofthe Last Prophet and notfor those ofany otherprophet At

the animal stage evolution took place along one line alone and it

was that which was leading to the emergence and earth domination

of the last of the natural species, i.e. man. Similarly, at the human

stage, evolution continues along one route alone and it is that

which leads to the emergence and world-domination of the last of
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the natural ideological communities, i.e. the community of the Last

Prophet.

We have already known that evolution depends not only on

the efforts of the creatures to evolve themselves, but

s pouse of Reality to these efforts in view of the general chem

of things inherent in the Universe, that is to say, on the btent

ISties or potentialities of life. This is what happened a the

Sal 1^ of evolution. That is why all the species, in spite of

,

EtSTffbn. to exist and, therefore, to evolve themselves into

Ser and more complicated forms by me, *ug£

could not continue their evolution and could not turn tnto the

human form of life. This is what must happen at the human stage

oColuu" People belonging to an ideological cc—jote
L that of the Last Prophet may also resort to worship^d mo

action Yet Reality will never bless their efforts with good results

a„d wul no; evolve them towards higher stages of evolution so

ongl theTdo not enter the community of the Last Prophet and

d0L offer strict obedience to htm. Nature helps and ody

those species and those ideological couimuniu.es which help and

favour its own objectives and aspirations.

Some thinkers have proposed the creation of a *
combining all the religions as a device for the umficattor,mof

Zkind. But, apart from the fact that it is

scheme into practice, humanity can never be convinced and

heXe inspked and evolved to the highest stages of love by any

S^SLl or man-made religion. It is only a natural rebgion

kTsed witli life and vigour by the personal example of a prophet-

founder and claimed and believed to be the direct reve anon o the

Creator which can create a genuine faith or a sincere love « to

£rt, Even if a consciously planned edectt^,

«™
existence and succeeds in creating a community oft* ^to^*
community must lack the capacity to endure. After some ame it

Zt begin to shrink in numbers till it b wiped out enurely
;

As a

I bred animal cannot continue its race for long,^
.deolosv cannot continue to have its followers beyond a

S Every unnatural non-prophedc ideology,

SncS or\iteucctual, created by a spintual man, a potaaJ leade

or a thinker, in disregard of the prophetic ideology in force at the
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time, belongs to the same category. It is an unconscious, eclectic*]

fusion of the founder's own ideas with some of the ideas of the

prophets. Such are, for example, the ideologies of Communism,

Fascism and National Socialism and, in fact, all wrong ideologies.

Unless we submit totally to the guidance of a particular prophet

who should be the prophet of the age, we cannot evolve our self-

consciousness as individuals and as a society. As heat flows from

one body to another that may be in contact with it and as a candle

lights another candle held close to its flame, so the light of love or

self-consciousness is kindled in a person who establishes by virtue

of his beliefs and actions, a psychological contact with another

person who is at a high stage of self-consciousness. The light of

love concentrates itself first of all at one point and from there its

rays spread far and wide over the earth. That point is always the

personality of a prophet. As we cannot have a child without a

father, so we cannot have a self-conscious man without a prophet.

Although the outward form of natural ideologies has been

changing from time to time, it will be wrong to suppose that the

eternal or essential part of any of them is only its moral essence or

the principles of Universal Ethics that underlie its teachings or that,

for this reason, the outward form of the last of these ideologies

will, after some time, be ignored in favour of its essence or

subjected to endless alterations at the discretion of its followers.

Such a view can be due only to a misunderstanding that the forms

of natural ideologies have been only changing and not evolving

towards a stage of perfection or to a misunderstanding that a

definite external form is not indispensable to the existence of a

natural ideology and that, in any case, a natural ideology remains

the same, no matter how its form may be changed. These

misunderstandings axe, in their turn, due to an erroneous view of

the qualities and charac tens tics of life as they manifest themselves

at the biological and psychological planes of evolution.

As a matter of fact, a definite external form is as essential to

the existence of an ideology as a definite physical form is essential

to the life of an organism. As a human being consists of the spint

plus the physical body, so an ideology consists of its moral or

spiritual essence plus its external form. A type of life, whether
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biological or psychological, can exist, act and function in this

external, objective world only as a whole consisting of the form

plus the essence, or it cannot exist, act or function at all.

All mlution, whether it takes place at the biological or the psychological

level, is essentially the evolution offorms and theforms are as unalterable at the

psychological level as they are at the biological level The essence of all

organisms at the biological stage of evolution is the same, viz,

consciousness as an urge to live a life of the highest efficiency, yet the

urge to live achieved its most perfect expression in a particular

biological form which is man. Similarly, the essence of all

ideologies at the psychological stage of evolution is the same, viz,

consciousness as an urge to love an ideal of the highest beauty. Yet,

the urge to love achieves its most perfect expression in a particular

ideological form which is the Ideology of the Last Prophet. This

form is unchangeable like the physical form of the human being.

An ideology without a definite and permanent external form is as dead

and lifeless as an organism without its physical body.

As every natural species has a set of inherited physical features

which characterise it and distinguish it from odier species, so every

natural ideological community (i.e. a community following a natural

or prophetic ideology) has a set of inherited ideological features

which characterise it and distinguish it from other such

communities. These ideological features consist of the particular

forms of worship and religious institutions practised by the

Prophet and his immediate followers. As there is a biological

heredity operating at the animal level of evolution, so there is a

psychological heredity working at the human level of evolution.

Biological heredity stamps a particular physical form upon a

species, separates it from all other species and gives it a continuity

tn time and thus makes possible the final emergence of a species of

the most perfect physical form. Similarly, psychological heredity

imparts a particular ideological form to a community, isolates it

from all other ideological communities and gives it a continuity in

time and thus makes possible the ultimate emergence of a

community of the most perfect ideological form. A species cannot

alter its physical features radically without changing into a new

species. In the same way an ideological community cannot change

its ideological features without becoming a new ideological
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community. A species outgrows its physical features only when by

a sudden drive of consciousness there occurs a mutadon and a new

species comes into existence. This process, we know, has ended

£th the emergence of man. Hence man will continue to have bs

present physical form and features rill the end of the world and

Sre wiS be no lugher species to replace him. S^rlv, a na^

ldeological community outgrows its ideologtcal form and features

only when a sudden drive of consciousness gives nse to a new

prophet and a new community. This process comes to an end wUh

the emergence of the Last Prophet and his community. Hence the

onginal forms of worship and religious instttuUons of the ideology

of the Last Prophet must continue to be a part and parcel of it till

the end of the world. These forms and institutions cannot hinder

but must rather safeguard and guarantee the continued evolunon of

mankind ,n view of their perfect harmony w,th the creative o

the Universe and their being in special favour with the forces ot

evolution*

These facte point to the conclusion that no alteration of any of

the rnstitutions of a natural ideology, even with the intenUon of

improving it, is possible, simply because the altered or improved

ideology however wisely it may have been improved or altered, wd

be wortnless for the purposes of evolution. It ts neither accident^

nor meaningless that a natural ideology (i.e. a propheUc rekgion

has an unconquerable tendency to persist in the form in which n

was left by its founder. It is due to a tendency which is in the very

nature of life. Whatever form life takes in its nasctnt condiUon^^katever

the apparent causes and conditions that may have enabled a to take that

foJlbeconesftxedfor eve, This is true as much of the forms and

institutions of a newly-emerging natural ideology at the

psychological stage of evolution as it U of the form and features

o

a newly-born organism or a newly-emerging natural spec.es at the

biological stage of evolution. As long as a religion lives, its

fonowers rests' heresy and innovation with all the power that they

command. It may be totally abandoned by its followers, in case it i

unable to satisfy the requirements of evoluUon at any stage of the

Z of the community, but it is never allowed by them to get mixed

up or associated with any beliefs and actions which did not form a

part of it in the beginning. Such a demand is in the very nature of
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man and is a part of his urge for Beauty. It is the

KSponse to the desire for Reality within turn. That ts why Reality

responds to and evolves only an individual who follows a religion

created and enforced at the rime by Reahty itself. It is this aspect of

human nature which guarantees the continued preservation of the

last of the natural ideologies and thereby the creation and

maintenance of a permanent unity of the human race on its basis.

In case we decide not to follow a particular prophet and to

follow onlv the general pnnciples of the teachings of all the

prophets, we shall not be able to follow the teachings of any of

diem. We shall leave religious principles to the judgment of the

mdividual who may put upon them any interpretauon he bkes and

may choose any combination of them, making freely hjs own

additions and subtractions. As such judgments of individuals, who

have necessarily to remain at the earliest stages of self-

consctousness under such conditions, are bound to be extremely

faulty, they give rise to an infinite vanety of wrong and conflicting

views of 'the needs and requirements of the Right Ideal which

means a large number of conflicting religions. Such individuals can

never constitute a homogeneous society and can never organise

themselves into a state founded on the Right Ideal. In other words

in their case, the Right Ideal is not able to acquire a political

realisation and thus ceases to be the Right Ideal. A society of such

individuals can never expand to unify the whole of mankind as a

World-State based on the Right Ideal. Even if we have an eclectic

religion planned to be the poliucal ideal of a society by a council of

Z men-supposing such a difficult planning is carried to a

successful conclusion-it will be unable to inspire but will, on the

other hand, be highly suspected and inwardly despised. It will not

be able to play the role for which religion is really intended.

Obedience to general ethical principles taught by all the

prophets is not possible for any human indivrdual without his

direct and personal contact with Reahty which should be deep and

mtimate enough to inspire, control and determine all his activities,

and this contact can become deep or intimate only by offering

strict obedience to the Prophet of the age. This is the greatest and

the most fundamental of all the laws of human nature and moral

principles which constitute the common factor of the teachings of
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the prophets. In the absence of it all the other principles taught by

them are, in practice, reduced to nothing.

With the community of the Last Prophet extant in the world,

the need for the sudden drives of consciousness outside the

community disappears, but it continues to exist within the

community itself. Having succeeded once in creating a Complete

Prophet, consciousness counts upon the community of his

followers to pass on the wave of life gradually to the whole of

mankind, as the Prophet himself had passed it on to them.

Consciousness makes every complete success achieved by it a

stepping stone or an instrument for the next higher success. The

community of the Last Prophet is, therefore, an indispensable

instrument for the evolution of the whole of mankind. Consciousness

makes this community a channel or a passage through which alone life flews

down to the whole of the human race. This community is, therefore, die

centre of the hopes of consciousness for the achievement of all the

rest of the objectives of evolution. Consciousness tries to maintain

the community's level of self-consciousness not only because it is

impelled by its nature to preserve a hard-won and full-fledged

victory of the past but also because it is a necessary condition of

the future evolution of the whole of humanity. The highest level of

self-consciousness in the community is also the highest level of

self-consciousness in the whole of humanity and, therefore, by

maintaining the former it also maintains the latter.

The community of the Prophet expands like every other ideal

group. It encroaches more and more upon the world of wrong

ideals beyond itself, not only by absorbing men who are willing to

enter it/ but also by exerting an unconscious and indirect influence

in favour of certain aspects of the Prophet's ideology on the rest of

humanity, that is, on men who are unwilling to enter it Influences

of the Prophet's ideology, in the form of ideas, continue to pour

slowly and imperceptibly into the mental world of humanity at

large, shifting their ideals more and more towards the Right Ideal.

These influences are accepted and absorbed by the human race

gradually and increasingly because they are such as to respond

readily to the inner urge of human consciousness. They manifest

themselves frequendy in the form of cultural movements of

various types in various parts of the world, based on ideas taken
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consciously or unconsciously from the ideology of the Prophet. On

account of these influences the wrong ideals appear and disappear

sooner than otherwise and the newly emerging wrong ideals are

nearer to the Right Ideal than they would be in their absence. They

thus quicken the process of evolution going on in the direction of

the Right Ideal among people outside the community of the

Prophet.

But while the ideology of the Prophet sends out its influences

to the wrong ideals and thereby weakens them more and more, the

wrong ideals too send out their own influences, in the form of

ideas, to the ideology of the Prophet, influences of an opposite

character which tend to weaken the ideology. These influences act

as an impediment on the urge of consciousness in die community

and on account of them the level of self-consciousness in the

community tends to go down considerably very often. But

whenever there arises an occasion of this kind, the urge of

consciousness in the Universe comes to the help of the

community. It makes an extraordinary effort or a sudden push or

drive which results in the appearance of a highly self-conscious

individual or a number of highly self-conscious individuals in the

community who quicken the progress of the community and

restore its level of self-consciousness. Evidently, this push or drive

of consciousness must achieve its success and, therefore, manifest

itself in men who are already in a position to favour it by reason of

their growing self-consciousness, on account of their absolute

obedience to the Prophet. These men are, therefore, the followers

of the Last Prophet and they remain true to themselves, to their

real nature and to the Consciousness of the Universe only to the

extent to which they follow him and no more.

As a generally strong, healthy and growing organism has

occasional periods of disease, so the community of the Prophet

must now and then have a period when its self-consciousness

suffers a set-back. It is the period when the social organism of the

community suffers from "moral" disease in a larger sense of the

word. As physical disease is caused by germs which enter the body

and sap its vitality, so moral disease is caused by ideas which enter

the mind and sap the love of the Perfect Ideal. As the organism or,

rather, the vital force that creates, maintains and grows the
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organism, reacts towards disease automatically and creates anti-

bodies or and-toxins which cope with the danger and destroy or

make ineffective and harmless the germs of the disease, so the

social organism of the community or, rather, the vital force that

creates and evolves the social organism of the community, that is

to say, the Consciousness of the Universe, reacts automatically

towards the moral lapse of the community and creates new right

ideas to cope with the danger and destroy or make ineffective and

harmless the wrong ideas that had caused the moral disease of the

community. In other words, whenever the self-consciousness of

the community shows signs of dwindling, an automatic, sudden

drive of consciousness must take place within the community and

result in the appearance of a highly self-conscious man or a number

of highly self-conscious men who have an inner experience which

enables them to acquire an extraordinary realisation and conviction

of the truth of the Prophet's teachings and especially* that aspect of

them which is being ignored by the community for the time being.

By virtue of this inner experience they go a step deeper into the

meaning of the Prophet's Book and explain it in a way that dispels

the gloom of ignorance that has come to prevail at the time and

thus assure the protection of the community from the evil effects

of the invading wrong ideas.

This process can have nothing to do with the stretching or the

twisting of the text with a view to meeting new situations and

satisfying new requirements. It is entirely different from it because

the ideas are already there in the Book and are simply unfolded or

uncovered. It is similar to the process by which a plant brings on

new leaves and branches. When a plant grows, it does not alter but

simply comes out with itself. The new leaves and branches are, in a

sense, new but really they are as old as the seed itself They were

already in the plant and they come out, not because the plant has

altered, but because it has grown. Just as a strong, healthy organism

can always oppose an effective cure (lying potentially in its nature)

to every disease that comes from outside so the ideology of the

Prophet is able to oppose, an effective remedy (lying potentially in

its nature) to all wrong ideals that appear from time to time (in the

world outside the Prophet's community) and encroach upon the

love of the ideology which its believers entertain for it. The cure in
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each case, in the case of the organism as well as in the case of the

community, comes from within because each is a complete whole and

each has the potentiality to live continuously.

When an individual overcomes successfully the attack of a

d.sease, he developes an immunity which is either complete and

permanent or which at least makes the second attack of the disease,

occurring within a specific period, less dangerous than the first.

Medical science has made this principle the basis of measures, like

mictions and inoculations of certain kinds, by which it seeks the

prevention of certain diseases. It is, indeed, striking that in the case

of very many diseases we do not know, so far, of a more certain

Way of protecting the body from disease than creating the disease

in 'the body. The disease that comes and goes away safely is a

blessing in the long run because it leaves the body stronger and

better fitted for a long and healthy life afterwards. The person who

has suffered from many diseases and recovered completely from

each has evolved and brought into full play all the latent forces of

his body for defence against illness. He is, therefore, better

qualified than others to enjoy a long life.

Similarly, the influences of wrong ideals, the wrong ideas that

spread from wrong ideals, sometimes slowly like the infections of

ordinary diseases and sometimes suddenly like epidemics, are

sources" of danger to the life of the Prophet's ideology and a

hindrance to its growth and expansion. Yet, since the ideology is a

complete whole, it is always able to overcome every such danger

sad turn it into a blessing for itself. By offering successful

resistance to wrong ideas continuously, the Prophet's ideology

becomes more and more immune from further attacks of moral

diseases and still better fitted for a long and successful career. In

other words, through the efforts of self-conscious individuals to

defend the ideology from the influence of wrong ideas by evolving

new right ideas capable of opposing them and existing potentially

m the nature of the ideology, the ideology evolves itself in such a

way that it develops more and more into a systematic philosophy

which it becomes increasingly difficult to assail or call into

question. Finally, a time comes when no wrong ideology is able to

compete with it as a rational explanation of the Universe or as a

Systematic and intelligible philosophy of life. At this stage the
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ideology becomes perfectly immune from all possible attacks of

wrong ideas.

To evolve itself continuously, to outgrow ceaselessly every

condition in which it can be attacked or adversely influenced by

wrong ideas emerging from time to time, is a special feature, an

exclusive characteristic of the Prophet's ideology which no other

ideology shares with it. The ideologies of all the previous prophets

fall short of the expectations of consciousness and are required to

yield place to the ideology of the Last Prophet just because they arc

lacking in this quality or characteristic.

All knowledge is the knowledge of the self. We wish to know

what is other than the self in order to know the self in relation to it.

To know what is other than the self is really to know the self. The

knowing subject and the known object, although distinguishable,

are not really separate from each other. The knower and the known

are one and the same. This is evident from the nature of self-

consciousness in which the same mind is at once the knower and

the known. The subject and the object are, again, not separate

compartments of the same mind but each of them is the whole

mind. The aim of al' cognition is to know the self. The

advancement of knowledge means the development of human self-

knowledge. Therefore, all advancements of knowledge, all progress

of science and philosophy, must lead to a greater elucidation of an

ideology that is based on the nature of sell. The Book of the Last

Prophet, as a description of the true nature of the self is the seed of

all the knowledge that the human race evolves till the end of the

world. Every fresh advancement of knowledge is already present in

it as the leaves, the branches and the flowers of a tree are already

present in the seed. The evolution of the Prophet's ideology, i.e.

the evolution of its knowledge as a rational, coherent and

systematic world-view is, therefore, helped by the growth of

knowledge in die world. In fact, all advancements of knowledge are

tantamount to the evolution of the Prophet's ideology itself. The

ideology grows through the efforts of self-conscious men within

the community as well as through the efforts of scientists and

philosophers outside the community. As scientific and

philosophical knowledge accumulates, self-conscious men within

the communitv employ it to interpret and elaborate the ideology
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further. All such knowledge enters their minds, not only to emerge

as a new effulgence of light on the Prophet's ideology, but also to

be itself purified and purged of its errors. In their minds truth

meets and compares itself with truth and thereby loses its

admixture of untruth. In this way, while advancing, human

knowledge frequently throws light on the ideology, the ideology

too often gives a lead to human knowledge which in its developed

form it employs again for its own further elucidation and

exposition.

All knowledge purged of errors and misconceptions, all real

knowledge, that has been written so far in aU the books of the

world and that will be written in books from time to time in future,

forms a part of the Prophet's ideology and sooner or later all

knowledge has to be written in the light of it or as throwing light

upon it. The Ideology, therefore, grows without a limit. It continues

to grow long after the need to defend it against wrong ideals has

ceased to exist. All search of knowledge has been in the past, and

will be in the future, no more than an attempt to disclose a bit

more of the latent splendour of the ideology of the Last Prophet. It

is impossible to exhaust in writing all the knowledge that the

ideology contains even if the water in all the oceans of the world

were to be turned into ink and used for the purpose. The ideology

of the Prophet begins to grow with the emergence of the first

prophet, the first self-conscious human being. It reaches its first

completeness in the life-example of the Last and Complete

Prophet, and it continues to grow further on the secure foundations of

this completeness rill the end of the world. It is like a tree which is

rooted deeply in the ground and has the capacity to grow to such

enormous dimensions as to fill the whole world. All the other

ideologies are like rank, unnecessary growth under this tree which

tends to obstruct the growth of the tree by using away some of the

water and manure meant for it but which the gardener must uproot

sooner or later.

The self-conscious men who appear in the Prophet's

corrimunity as a result of the extraordinary drives of consciousness

reach a high stage of self-consciousness and have a mystic

experience on account of which they feel that the Prophet's

message (which is, of course, a true interpretation of the nature of
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every human being) is growing independently and automatically out

of their own consciousness and is not only his message but also

their own. They are favoured by a drive of consciousness and rise

to a high stage of self-knowledge because of their intense love and

absolute obedience to the Prophet; yet they do not get a new

"revelation" in the usual sense of the word because it is no longer

possible or necessary. They only acquire a standard of self

consciousness which enables them to understand the revelation of

the Prophet as thoroughly as it is essential in order to combat and

crush the wrong ideas that happen to be attacking the

consciousness of the community at the time. For these reasons

they have no choice but to merge their own authority into the

authority of the Prophet and to reaffirm and reiterate his message

without altering it in the least Whenever anyone of these self-

conscious men, being deceived by the independent character of his

own mystic experience, arrogates to himself the title of a prophet

or any other similar or equivalent title which makes hinua new

centre of spiritual authority or the founder of a new community, he

mars rather than makes the picture of prophethood. The reason is

that Nature does not require to favour him, as an independent

spiritual leader, claiming to offer a complete ideology to the world,

with opportunities to exemplify by his practical life the expression

of all the fundamental aspects of human nature. He, therefore, not

only misunderstands a part of his nature which he cannot express,

but also misinterprets and misrepresents that part of the teachings

of the Last Prophet which he himself cannot exemplify. He,

therefore, harms rather than helps the process of evolution. He not

only creates another needless, nay, harmful, split in the human

society but also turns the wheel of human progress in the opposite

direction. He brings back Ins followers to the days when

prophethood had not yet reached its climax in the Last Prophet.

His followers have to ignore a considerable portion of the urge of

human consciousness and to leave out a good deal of the

requirements of human nature. They have to neglect some

fundamental and important part of the teachings of the Complete

Prophet— that part of it which their leader is unable to support by

the practical example of his life. They are, therefore, as regards the

stage of their evolution and the principles for which they stand,

similar to the communities of the old prophets lingering on beyond
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the climax of prophethood to be absorbed by the community of

the Last Prophet. They, in other words, live for a short time only.

But these mistaken and misguided self-conscious men are not

without their use. They serve to raise the level of self-

consciousness in the community of the Last Prophet (in that par

of it of course, which does not join the new claimant ot

prophethood) directly as well as indirectly. They raise it directly

because they stress and propagate vigorously (and thereby draw a

closer attention of the Prophet's followers to) certain aspects of the

Right Ideal. They raise it indirectly because they create among the

followers of the Last Prophet a vigorous reaction in favour of that

part of the fundamentals .of his teachings (e.g. his teachings as

regards the true nature or attributes" of the Creator or as regards the

need of action in the service of the Perfect Ideal or the importance

of the ideal's worship and adoration or of war or political

independence or collective and soctal life as means or the

.volution of consciousness in the individual and the society) which

these pseudo-prophets ignore. The result is that the followers of

the Prophet are led to understand and emphasise this poruon of his

teachings in a way which would have been otherwise impossible.

This reaction reveals itself again in the appearance of self-conscious

men in the Prophet's community who lead suitable counter-

movements for the proper exposition and defence of such

fundamentals of his teachings. We the commun.ty of the

Prophet thus gams much on account of these men, it loses little

because the men who leave the Prophet's fold to join the new

claimants of prophethood are mostly those whose love for the

Prophet's ideology has already waned and fallen a victim to the

influence of wrong ideals.

The natural conservatism of the followers of the Prophet is not

a check on, but rather a guarantee of, their own future evolution as

well as the evolution of the knowledge of the Prophet s ideology,

lust because they adhere to the Prophet's Book through thick and

iifl they are able to evolve a higher and higher understanding ot it

as time goes on. The tree grows because the seed remains intact.

On account of their conservatism they preserve the seed of the

ideology, the meaning of the Book, from the misguiding effects of

wrong 'ideals. How Utde it is realised that there is a kind ot
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conservatism which can, not only exist side by side with unlimited

progress, but which is also an indispensable condition of such

progress!

Since the Prophet's Book is a replica of the real nature of every

human being, with every advancement of their self-knowledge, the

followers of the Prophet go a little deeper into its meaning. As a

facsimile of human nature it is fully intelligible only to those who

have discovered its original in their own hearts, that is, to men who

are highly self-conscious: We understand only as much of a

prophet's teachings as We understand our own nature,

Tt does not mean that as time goes on the letter of the Book

will be discarded more and more in favour of its spirit or meaning.

The meaning lives in the letter and the letter is nothing without the

meaning. Letter and meaning are inseparable from each other

Since neither of them can exist without the other, they form an

indivisible unity, a single whole. We see the whole dimly first of all

but, as our knowledge grows, it becomes clearer and clearer till it is

completely exposed to our view, both letter and meaning having

evolved in significance. A sea has a surface and a depth. The letter

of the Book as the surface of the ocean of its meaning must go

with the meaning always, no matter how deep we discover the

meaning to be. If wc attempt to discard the letter of the Book and

preserve its meaning, we shall be only giving it a new letter and

along with it most certainly a new meaning. Although the Book is

the same for everybody in letter, it is different for everybody in

meaning which everybody understands to the extent of his own

self-knowledge. Evolution leads man towards a better and better

understanding of his nature and must, therefore, lead him towards

a better and better understanding of the Book. Thus, although new

prophets, the founders of new communities, cease to appear, the

Book itself (i.e. its knowledge) has a course of evolution and grows

and expands with the growing self-knowledge of men. We have

already compared the Book to a seed. A seed has the whole of the

tree in itself and, therefore, the more it grows into a tree, the more

it remains exacdy the same. Quite in the same way all the

knowledge of aU times will be already present in the Book and,

although the knowledge of the Book will evolve ceaselessly, the

Book itself will remain the same always.
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The revelation of a prophet is the result of an exceptinai

achievement of his urge for Beauty made possible by the

manifestation of a special drive of consciousness in his person. It is

an outcome of the feeling of Beauty in the state of its extraordinary

development due to a special favour of Nature. The human urge

for Beauty is able to know and its knowledge is generally described

as intuition. The cause of intuition is no other than the urge of

consciousness for Beauty. Intuition is the love or the desire for

Beauty. Tt is the voice of consciousness as we understand it. It is

revelation of a low or a high standard depending upon the strength

and quality of the love of which it is a product. Intuition develops

with the growth of love or with the development of self-

consciousness. It has a voice which speaks and becomes clearer

and clearer as we progress in self-consciousness till in some gifted

persons known as prophets the stage of what is commonly

understood as revelation is reached. We follow this voice when we

appreciate Beauty or produce works of art of all kinds or make

discoveries of science and philosophy. When this voice pronounces

moral judgments, it is known as the voice of wnsdettce. When we act

morally, we understand this voice correcdy and obey it, we obey,

that is, our own revelation. All our decisions and conclusions for all

our beliefs and actions are dictated by the voice of intuition or the

voice of revelation. Revelation is the voice of love; it is the voice of

consciousness as we understand it and love it; it is the voice of our

ideal whether the ideal is right or wrong. Therefore, like our love,

our revelation can be either right or wrong. To the extent to which

our love or our ideal is right our revelation is right and to the

extent to which our love is wrong our revelation too is wrong.

Revelation, understood in this sense, can never come to an end.

Revelation is the speech of consciousness and speech, as a quality

of consciousness, is permanent like all its other qualities.

Different persons have different capacities for love. When a

person is capable of loving strongly and succeeds in developing his

love, there are moments when his consciousness becomes deeply

absorbed in love and when, therefore, love takes full control of lus

consciousness. In this state of a deep and concentrated love, which

has a tendency to recur like our moods, the voice of his

consciousness, of his love, which is usually inaudible, becomes
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strong enough to induce the activity of brain centres that hear and

thus becomes audible and automatic as if it is a message whispered

into his mind by an agency outside himself. This voice is above

time and has the capacity to predict, vaguely or clearly (like some of

our dreams), future events, as the person himself would take them

to be at the time of their occurrence. It is the voice of

consciousness, but whether or not it will be pure and free from

error (not as a basis of prophesies but as a guide to the Right Ideal)

will depend upon the fact whether the person's love is pure and

free from error or not. To the extent to which it is impure, the

voice will be impure and coloured with error. As all revelation is

the voice of love, whether the love is right or wrong, so revelation

that is automatic and audible is the voice of a strong concentrated

love and not necessarily of a right or pure love. To the extent to

which a person's love is mixed with error, to that extent the

automatic and audible voice of his revelation is also mixed with

error. The mere existence of an automatic and audible voice is,

therefore, not a proof of its dependability or of us being tree from

error. A wrong love distorts, suffles or suppresses the voice of the

Right Love and muddles it with its own voice. As there are

standards of moral and aestheuc judgments, so there are standards

of revelation whether it is audible or inaudible.

Revelation is no doubt the voice of the Creator, since its

source is the urge of self which is the common urge of the human

and the divine consciousness. The love of the Creator or the urge

of self is the privilege of every human being. In fact, it is the cause

of all our activities. The voice of the Creator, therefore, speaks in

the heart of every man even* moment of his life, but it is familiar to

a man only to the extent to which the Creator is familiar to him. To

the extent to which a man fails to understand his Creator he fails to

understand His voice and commits errors in his beliefs and actions.

Revelation is guiding the life of every man every moment of bis

life. Sometimes it errs and sometimes it docs not. Revelation, in the

sense of an intuitive grasp of a truth, is not an exclusive gift of a

prophet A prophet shares the capacity to receive divine revelauon

with every other human being. But while the revelation with

ordinary* men becomes mixed up with error, revelation of a great

prophet is perfectly free from error, since his love too is perfectly
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free from error, and his love becomes free from error because his

^lf-consciousness is raised to the highest level by a sudden strong

drive of consciousness. Men love and think of their Creator

differendy. So the voice of the Creator too speaks differently to

them.

The pronouncements of revelation or the judgments of

intuition become more and more valid as our love becomes purer

and stronger or as our self-consciousness grows. The higher the

standard of self-consciousness that a man has acquired, the more

powerful his intuition and the more valid his moral and aesthetic

judgments. At the highest stage of self-consciousness reveladon

becomes perfecdv free from error because at that stage it is not the

intuition of man but the intuition of the Creator that speaks in

man. At this stage revelation is above human criticism and valuation.

There can be no distinction between revealed and unrevealed

religions as all religions are revealed. In fact, all knowledge 18

revelation. But a distinction must be made between a reveladon

that is and a revelation that is not free from error. There are some

religions which are based on a comparatively low standard ot

revelation—a revelation that is mixed up with human philosophy

or human ,udgments. Such religions arc indeed open to human

criticism and valuation.

The human self is not a hindrance to the passage of divine

fctht. Rather, it is the only passage through which divine light can

come. It is made and adapted by Nature for that purpose. But the

condition is that it should be free from obstacles, and obstacles are

created by wrong loves of which a man may not be conscious

sometimes but which, all the same, continue to flourish at the

expense of the Right Love.

Revelation, as the voice of Consciousness, is never so pure and

free from error as it is when it is the result of a sudden drive of

consciousness. Then it is able to steer itself clear of all hindrances

and distorting effects of wrong loves. The drive of consciousness

pushes it above the level of wrong loves and so it escapes being

coloured or distorted by them. Revelation will, of course, be the

result cf a sudden drive of consciousness only when conditions tor

such a drive are present, that is, when no revelation capable ot
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serving the purpose and satisfying the aspirations of consciousness

exists already in the world.

As the Right Love grows, it clears the consciousness more and

more of wrong loves and takes a greater and greater control of it

till finally it dominates it and fills it completely. The human

consciousness becomes absorbed in the Divine Consciousness.

Man loses touch with space and time and passes into a state which

may be apparently a state of complete self-obliviousness but which

is, in fact, a state of complete self-consciousness. This state passes

away after a short time, but, once achieved, it has a tendency to

recur as a mood recurs whenever circumstances favourable to the

mood come to exist. If conditions, favouring a sudden drive of

consciousness, are present, it will not only aid the development of

self-consciousness in some one man (who is prepared and fitted for

it and, therefore, deserves to receive it best of all his

contemporaries) so that he is able to attain the stage of self-

consciousness described above quickly and with less than normal

effort but it will also have anodicr extraordinary result. In the effort

to compensate for the lack of its progress in the human society,

consciousness will take full control of the speech faculties of the

man in the state of his complete self-consciousness (apparently a

state of complete self-obliviousness) and make use of his conscious

and unconscious memories of the immediate and distant past in

order to speak out its own purposes and desires of the past,

present, and future. Its object is to guide human activities, through

this man, in the direction of evolution. Consciousness in its dnre,

thus, forces a passage for itself, for its quality of speech, through

the speech faculties of die man and manifests itself as a voice over

which the man has no control It is a characteristic of this voice

(since it is the voice of mtuiuon or love and not of reason) that it

mentions facts as wholes and does not subject them to a detailed,

logical annlvsis. This state of the human self, favourable for the

reception of pure revelation has, when once achieved, a tendency

to recur as often as it is possible and necessary. The voice of

Divine Consciousness, latent in the nature of every man, becomes

audible and automatic in this man in such a way that it leaves him

no doubt that it is the pure voice of Consciousness, speaking for

the guidance of mankind. This conviction is engendered, sustained
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and strengthened by the voice itself and becomes so strong that the

man cannot afford to disobey the voice or to suppress it or mix it

with the desires of his lower nature. But if any self-conscious man
comes to have such a conviction after the appearance of the Last

Prophet on the ground that he hears an automatic voice, his

conviction will be unfounded for reasons already explained. The
drive of consciousness will not require to manifest itself in a new
automatic and audible revelation of the pure type in any person

after the Last Prophet.

A part of the revelation of a man who has been raised to the

status of a prophet by a drive of consciousness may be entirely

pure and free from error, being in the form of an automatic voice

that is beyond his control. Even the rest of his revelation is of a

very high standard, being the outcome of an exceptionally high

degree of self-consciousness, which is difficult to achieve under
ordinary circumstances and which the Prophet is able to achieve

only as a result of a sudden powerful drive of consciousness. But,

in any case, the latter kind of revelation must be of a lower kind

than the former. It cannot be free from error and there must be

occasions when his revelation of the former type will criticise and
reject his revelation of the latter quality. If such occasions of self-

reproach and self-criticism arise, they will, of course, be an

indication that the automatic and audible revelation of the man has

a level of its own and is perfectly pure and free from his revelation

of the lower type and, therefore, free from all admixture of his own
human philosophy and wisdom.

When consciousness makes a drive, it chooses the man who
deserves it best of all his contemporaries. The choice is not the

cause of the drive. It is made in the course of the drive and is

rather the result of the drive, which can reach its maximum only in

a man who is best fitted for it. The drive does not take place in the

man because he is most suitable for it but the man proves himself

to be most suitable for it because the drive is able to achieve its

maximum success only in his person. Thus the drive may begin in a

number of persons ar the same time and wait to see who gives it

the fullest scope or the greatest facilities. For this reason a drive of
consciousness, whether it is intended to create the founder of a

new community or to raise the level of self-consciousness in the
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community of the Last Prophet, directly or indirectly, by

emphasising a part or the whole of the Right Ideology, may be

attended by a sort of a general awakening in a part of the human

race or a part of the Prophet's community. Sometimes it may be

accompanied by a more or less simultaneous appearance of a

number of men who may imagine themselves to be the recipients

of a light which is meant to pass on to other human beings. It is

possible, therefore, that some of these men, unable to understand

their correct position, may claim to be the founders of new

communities, in opposition to the justified claims of a man in

whom the drive has achieved its biggest success and who is,

therefore, meant to be their leader, or at a time when the

community of the Last Prophet has already come inro existence

and when, therefore, the drive aims at no more than raising and

restoring the level of self-consciousness in this community, directly

or indirectiy. But in case the drive manifests itself in a number ot

men in the community of the Last Prophet, everyone of them may

be useful in his own way. The reason is that everyone of diem will

be a follower of the Prophet and not the founder of a new

community, and his message will be subject to evaluation and

criticism in the light of the practical life of the Prophet.

The success of the drive is not entirely a one-sided affair.

When the drive of consciousness begins in a man, it waits foe him

to give it facilities to push forward. If it is able to get the facilities

that it requires, it is enabled to extend its foothold in the man and

thereby to aid him to give it further facilities. In this way not only

does it make use of the facilities that the man is able to offer but

also creates more facilities for itself through him. This mutual co-

operation of the human consciousness and the consciousness of

the Universe reaches its maximum in one man in whom, therefore,

the drive achieves its greatest success. The man who is entrusted

with the mission of a prophet leads a good life and resorts to

prayers and devotions frequently even before he receives the

mission. This preparation for the mission on the part of a would-bc

prophet is at once the cause and the result of the drive of

^consciousness manifesting itself in his person.

The man in whom the drive of consciousness achieves its

highest results must be a perfect specimen of humanity from a
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physiological point of view, more particularly as regards the
structure of his brain which is die passage and the immediate
instrument of consciousness. If he is not such a type of humanity,
the limitations of his physical constitution will stand in the way of
the drive achieving the full measure of its success in his person and
the drive will have to favour another man with a more suitable

structure of the brain.

The nature of every human being is fundamentally the same.
All human beings possess the same instincts and the same urge of
consciousness. Yet the mental dispositions of all of them are not
identical Human beings have various temperaments and capacities.

They are peevish or jovial, obstinate or accommodating, proud or
humble, patient or resdess, talkative or thoughtful, stern or mild,
prudent or reckless, malicious or forbearing, cruel or kind, brave or
timid and so on. Education and discipline can alter such
characteristics of men to a considerable extent but never
completely in every case. Some persons have to put in a greater
effort than others in order to behave well. The same environment,
training, educadon and discipline do not produce the same results

and do not create the same temperament in every individual. The
differences of human temperaments or moral constitutions are
created by differences in the structures of human brains. On
account of these differences, consciousness has greater or lesser
facilities of expression with regard to certain of its qualities in the
case of different individuals. As ail apples in a tree are not perfecdy
round and symmetrical, so all human brains axe not of a perfecdy
harmonious and symmetrical development. Different centres of the
brain are differently developed in different persons. Majority of
human beings have more or less abnormal brains and, therefore,
somewhat abnormal mental and moral dispositions. A perfectly
harmonious and balanced structure of the brain must result in a

perfectly normal and balanced temperament—a temperament in

which all the qualities of consciousness are able to have their
correct and harmonious expression. Such a temperament will,

therefore, give the greatest facilmes and the fullest scope for a drive
of consciousness. In such a temperament alone can the qualities of
consciousness achieve their most harmonious and, therefore, their
fullest expression. Since the brain is the passage of consciousness,
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its harmonious structure must be a condition for a big stride of

consciousness.

When an individual wants to submit himself to the discipline

of the Right Ideal, his idiosyncrasies or the pecuhanties of h»

™ntal and moral dispositions interfere with this disaphne ana

before, with the evolution of this consciousness to die high*

levels This is one reason why it is not easy for ever)- man to

app oach the level of evolution which can be achieved by a grea

who is, of course, physiologically a P«^,^^
tsSSj. It is difficult to tell how much of a person s ^aracter

due to die physiology of his brain and how much to his mental

oudook o to die naLe of his ideal. But in a healthy person**

penological factor , ultimately stronger than the P^f^
one and I capable of overruling it. The rigorous disaphne of th

Right Ideal, which of course becomes easier to obey Wrth the

!S of the ^consciousness, compensates for the lack
of

physiological symmetry of the brain. *
J«*

»

harmonious character even when the structure of the
:

brain »

lacking in harmony and thereby tends to reduce or limit the activuy

the'bram centres that are developed too much and to somite

and increase the activity of the centres that are developed too httk.

"^discipline continues uninterrupted for a long time from

le uon to generation, it must mould the structure of the human

bin and make it more and more harmonious and symmetrical

iTs we conclude that the common individual will have a tar more

symmetrical and harmoniously developed brain in future than he

haTo la nd it will, therefore, be possible for him to reach a ar

h gher level of self-consciousness in future than it is poss.bk^Ot

hiTtoday. The forces of evolution tend to minimise the mental

a^ormaLs of individuals and to develop them more and more

into perfect biological specimens.

Although a prophet has periods when his self is deeply

absorbed in Consciousness, he never loses touch w.th himself an

one eason why he is able to do so is that the structure of his bra n

X ted for a big drive of Consciousness. If a wooden disc of a

eltr haL and a uniform density ,s made to float on war,,. ,

ST mam perfectly balanced, one of its flat surfaces bcin

completely above the level of water. But if its density is greater on
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one side than on the other, it will be unable to maintain its

equilibrium and the heavier side will sink below the surface of

water. Some such thing (I confess the example is rather a crude

one) happens in the case of a prophet As he has a perfectly

proportionate and symmetrical brain and a perfectly balanced

mental constitution, therefore, when his self dives into

Consciousness, he does not lose his mental equilibrium, 1 Ic

remains perfectly sane and perfectly healthy mentally, during and

after the periods when he gets deeply absorbed in Consciousness.

He is, therefore, able to distinguish between himself and the Divine

Consciousness even at the moment of his highest self-realisation.

But even an ordinary individual may be able to retain his mental

health at a very high stage of self-consciousness provided he is a

true follower of the Prophet of the age and offers a strict

obedience to him. The reason is diat such a person traverses his

path leading into the highest and the most unknown regions of

self-consciousness not alone but in the company of a leader who is

most thoroughly familiar with that path. But in die absence of this

condition of absolute obedience to his prophet the individual will

either never reach a high stage of self-consctousness or, if he does

so, he will lose his mental balance and, as a consequence, fail to

distinguish between his own self and the self of the Creator. Ffis

utterances during periods of absorption are insane and his insanity

takes many forms. But, for die reason just explained, a faithful

follower of a prop he t is always in a position to understand and

guard himself against such errors in case they should arise and

thereby to protect his individuality for a conscious progress of self-

consciousness.

A prophet is strongly impelled to lead other people and to

create a community of his followers and his followers too are

impelled strongly to lead other people and thereby to enlarge their

own numbers by adding new members to the community. The
Prophet's urge to lead is not peculiar to the Prophet. This urge is a

parr nt the urge ot Consciousness which is common to all human
beings but which, like even' other aspect of this urge, attains to its

maximum force and its clearest manifestation in the case of a

prophet. The aim of this impulsion is to aid and complete the

growth of life as a whole. The urge of consciousness is not only to
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live in a group but also to create a group by leading and

commanding as well as by following and obeying other men. As a

souTe ofmm at a higher level has the impulsion to flow down to

lower levels, so Hfe at higher levels transmits itself to lower levels in

order to aid andcomplete its own highest development as a whd*

An individual ,S an inseparable part of a group as a living ce 1
.
s
an

inseparable part of an organism. The man who is all alone with h,

views and opinions feels like a piece broken from a whole. He fee s

restless and has no satisfaction unless he gathers together by his

side a number of human beings with similar views and opinions

that is, men who believe .n his own ideal. He must find followers

or follow others .n order to satisfy the urge of his Consciousness to

create and live m a group. People who give their knowledge to

others satisfy their own urge of Consciousness and do a dut> to

themselves.

Whenever a man feels that he knows better than others, he is

tmpelled to impart his knowledge to others or to lead others
;

and

whenever he feels that he knows less than others, he is impelled to

acquire knowledge from others or to follow others. In other words

when a man feels that he is nearer to Consciousness than his felkm

men he is urged to assist them to approach Consciousness and,

whenever he feels that he is farther away from Consciousness than

some of his feUowmen, lie ,s urged to approach Consciousness

'through them. Since every person knows better than -me men

and less than some other men, every person is a leader as well as a

follower and by satisfying our urge to lead and the urge to obej »e

are all helping the process of evoluuon and bringing each other

nearer and nearer the source of consciousness every moment. The

ur~e to lead and obey m the human consciousness is a

manifestation of the urge of Consciousness in the Universe tc
,

pass

on the wave of Ufe gradually from a point where it is the highest to

the whole of humanity with a view to evolving it continuously. It is

Nature's provision for *dmg and bringing to a completeness the

process of evolution through the agency of human beings. On

account of this urge the ideal spreads from one man to a constantly

increasing group of men and hfe goes on feeding one part of

after the other in order that the whole of it may reach its fullest

growth. This urge enables life to grow and procreate on the
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psychological level of evolution as the sex urge enables life to grow

and procreate on the biological level On the biological level of life

it expresses itself in the process by which one cell grows another in

a living organism or by which one organism procreates another.

But on the psychological plane it manifests itself in the process by

which the ideal of one man becomes the ideal of another.

Every part of life has the urge, not only to evolve itself, but

also to share its evolution with other parts in order that the whole

of it, and not merely a part of it, may reach its highest evolution.

The reason is that life is one; it is a single whole and must evolve

itself as a whole or not at all. A man who does not give his

knowledge to other men fails to satisfy an urge of his

Consciousness and harms his own continued evolution. He can

reach his highest evolution only in the whole of which he is a part

and, if he does not aid the evolution of this whole, he does not aid

his own evolution and denies the urge of his consciousness its

complete and continuous satisfaction.

The urge to lead and follow is a characteristic of all

Consciousness. It characterises the human as well as the Divine

Consciousness, The real and the ultimate leader of all life is the

Consciousness of the Universe and every other leader at every level

of life is a representative of Consciousness as it appears to the

leader and his followers and as it manifests itself at that level of life.

A prophet too, like every other leader, is a representative of

Consciousness and creates a group on behalf of Consciousness.

But, unlike other leaders, he is a true representative of

Consciousness and in him the voice of Consciousness is pure and

free from error.

Every self, whether human or divine, is at once a leader and a

follower. The Divine Self leads as well as follows Itself. Ultimately,

every self leads itself and follows itself because, whenever it is

leading or following another self, it is only reaching itself,

advancing towards itself. Every self obeys its ideal which is a part

of itself. Therefore, every self is at once obeying itself and leading

itself for the sake of its own self-realisation. This is true also of the

Divine Consciousness. The Divine Self too has an ideal and is,
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therefore, following and leading Itself for the sake of Its own self-

realisation.

No ideal, whether wrong or right, can have mote than one

group or one leader. A group may be scattered geographically and

may have several parts but it is one as long as it has one leader

When an ideal has two leaders and two groups, it is not one ideal

but two ideals. Men's ideals may remain the same in theory but

they will be different in fact if their actions differ, and their actions

will differ if their groups differ. Ultimately, the ideal takes the form

of the practical life of the individual. But the practical life of the

individual is his practical social life which he leads in company with

other men of the same ideal and under the guidance of their

common leader. The urge of love for the ideal includes the urge ot

love for men of the same ideal. It can, therefore, find an adequate

satisfaction only in a group.

No individual is meant to be alone. Every man is a part of a

group. His ideal makes him responsible towards itself as well as

towards the group in its capacity as a community of human beings

striving collectively for the same ideal. His responsibility towards

the ideal includes' his responsibility towards such a community.

Every individual in the group can satisfy both these responsibilities,

which are really inclusive of each other and which require his

simultaneous attention, only if he offers absolute obedience to one

man, a leader who, on account of his superior devotion to the ideal

must be taken to be the representative of the group as weU as of

the ideal. The leader's responsibility towards the ideal too will

include his responsibility towards the group and, therefore,

absolute obedience to his orders (which will be, of course, the

outcome of a love superior to that of any other individual in the

group) will enable his follower to satisfy his own responsibility of

the same kind in the best of the ways possible. Action in obedience

to such a leader alone will be conducive to the complete

satisfaction of the self as it alone will satisfy the individual's desires

to, group hie led m accordance with the needs of the ideal. W e see.

therefore, that moral action of the highest standard resolves itself ultimately

into action in obedience to the 'implied or explicit orders of the leader of the

group oj the Right Ideal.
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A superior love is an intense love but it is not to be identified

with a mad and reckless passion. The best love should always be

able to take care of itself and to guide itself correctly and

successfully to its end. A superior love should manifest itself in a

harmonious expression of all the qualities of Consciousness which
are known collectively as the qualities of the head and heart. The
leader should be a man who has proved himself to be capable of

giving the right expression to these qualities at the right time, better

than anybody else in the group.

The leader of the group of the Right Ideal cannot be a despot.

As a highly self-conscious individual, he is bound to be extremely

sensitive of his responsibilities towards the ideal and towards the

group and these responsibilities must compel him to consult the

best among his tollowers for his own guidance, although their

advice cannot bind him. Such a leader can never act except in good
faith and can, therefore, never create a situation in which the

interests of the ideal require his followers to shake off his authority.

The reason is that, even when he appears to his followers to be
wrong, they will not disobey him, on account of their faith in his

good intentions and his loyalty to the ideal. Unless there is a

perfectly clear evidence to show that such loyalty has been
abandoned in favour of another ideal, absolute obedience to the

leader will be essential for the individual in the interests of his ideal

and will be in accordance with the urge of his nature. There are

bound to be occasions when the judgment of the leader will appear

to him to be wrong because it will differ from his own. If on such

occasions, the individual obeys the leader rariicr than himself, it will

not amount to a suppression of his own freedom but it will be a

free and willing subordination of his own judgment to the

judgment of the leader in the best interests of his ideal. Our action

is free action whenever we judge it freely to be in the best interests

of our ideal. The individual's faith in the leader will be strengthened

and will become ultimately unshakable, when events will show his

judgment to be more valid than his own. But even when events

have shown conclusively that his judgment was wrong, the

individual will have served the ideal better by obeying the leader

than by disobeying him.
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It is a far greater service to the ideal to maintain the unity of

the ideal group on an error than to shatter it for the sake of a

correction- When the unity and, therefore, the power of the ideal

are shattered, no correction of errors is possible. Errors made by a

perfectly harmonious and disciplined group of men rectify

themselves far more easily than to justify any breach of discipline

on the part of men who want to put it on the right track. A group

is meant to function as a single individual. Like an individual, it

must be sometimes wrong and sometimes right and, like an

individual, it must learn by experience- An individual who is too

impatient of the errors of his leader wants (whether he knows it or

not) to rebel against his ideal itself. He wants to hamper the free

expression of the urge of his own nature. It may look strange and

yet it is a fact that an individual can give a perfecdy free expression

to his individuality only by losing it in die individuality of the

group. He has to be right or wrong with the group because he is an

inseparable part of the group. To obey, and not to disobey, the

leader is the urge of our nature.

Except at the very last stages of the evolution of humanity, of

which it is difficult to give a detailed forecast at present, it will be

impossible for men to serve their ideal without acknowledging the

authority of a living human leader. We cannot do without a leader

because we cannot do without group life. The future man will have,

from time to time, his leaders who will be the representatives of the

Last Prophet in his capacity as the first representative of

Consciousness to lay before men their Final Ideal complete in all its

fundamentals.

The Perfect Prophet must come at the end of a long chain of

prophets for reasons already explained. He cannot, therefore,

appear during the earliest stages of human history. Again, his

ideology is to evolve itself from simple principles and programme

of life into a completely rational and systematic philosophy of the

Universe capable of ousting all other philosophies only by reacting

continuously towards all sorts of wrong ideas emanating from all

possible wrong ideals. As such he cannot appear during the last

stages of human evolution. We have to come to the conclusion,

therefore, that he must come sometime in the middle of the history

of human civilisation.
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The career of the ideology of the Last Prophet divides itself

automatically into four natural periods.

During the First Period the community of its believers spreads

from one man to a considerable section of humanity. Their general

level of self-consciousness is very high and their actions exemplify

the process of actual, conscious evolution of humanity. During this

period the ideology eclipses almost all the contemporary wrong

ideals and succeeds in getting a greater and greater number of

converts from them. But as time goes on, new wrong ideals

continue to appear.

The Second Period in the career of the ideology begins when the

wrong ideals have gained in power and superficial attractiveness

sufficiendy to be able to exert a harmful influence on the ideology

of the Prophet, to overshadow its beauty and to encroach

imperceptibly in a thousand and one ways upon that love which its

believers entertain for it. This is a period of a hard struggle between

life as expressed in the Prophet's community and its obstacles

arising from the adverse effects of the surrounding wrong ideals.

But, in spite of overwhelming dangers, the ideology is able to resist

a total disintegration. It persists and holds its own in a considerable

part of the community because it represents a high standard of life

which Consciousness seeks to maintain at all costs. The struggle

that the ideology undergoes during this period is extremely

beneficial to it, since on account of it the ideology befits itself all

the more for its future life and expansion. In due course of time,

on account of this struggle, it is able to evolve itself gradually into a

systematic philosophy and thus succeeds in attracting greater and

greater attention from people outside the community.

While the Prophet's ideology struggles for its life in this way,

the wrong ideals continue to emerge, expand, reach the apex of

their glory and then decline and ultimately dissolve and disappear,

giving place to new wrong ideals which in their turn have a similar

fate. This process of the evolution of wrong ideals is hastened by

their mutual wars and struggles in all their phases and varieties. The

end of this process begins when the adherents of one of the wrong

ideals become disappointed with their ideal in such a way that it is

impossible for them to be duped by another wrong ideal again and
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nothing but the Right Ideal appears to them to be capable of giving

the fullest sausfactfon to their nature. The ideal, therefore, dissolves

and yields place to the Right Ideal. This comes about also because,

in the meantime, the understanding of the Prophet s ideology has

grown inside and outside the Prophet's community in such a way

That it is acknowledged as the most accurate and the most perfect

philosophy of man and Universe. As a philosophy of life it comes

Lo comparison with other ideologies and succeeds ,n waning

over first of all, the best and the most sensitive of minds, and later

on the common man, to the conviction that it is the most

satisfactory explanation of ex.stence. As a philosophy it begins to

acquire adherents in every country in the world and slowly their

numbers increase.

Two factors contribute to the gradual development of the

Prophet's Ideology into a philosophy during this period. My, the

growth of scientific and philosophical knowledge throughout the

world and, secondly, the efforts of self-conscious thinkers within

the Prophet's community to interpret the Ideology in the light ot

this knowledge so as to make it more and more comprehens.ble to

the world. As a result of these efforts the Ideology absorbs more

and more of scientific knowledge and thus develops more and

more into a science. In short, the Ideology is pressing itself already

on the attention of scholars as the only rational and scientific

explanation of the Universe when the believers of some wrong

ideals have reason to become thoroughly dissausfied with the,

.deals. As a consequence, they are attracted by the Ideology, they

adopt it and become completely satisfied with it In this way the

Ideology gets a large influx of devoted converts from one of the

most advanced sections of humanity. These men set the stage for a

second rise of the Prophet's Ideology, not merely as one ot the

religions this time but also as the only complete and «^n™8

rational or scientific explanation of man and Universe. Thus the

emergence of the Final Ideology, as a result of the mutual struggle

and consequent disruption of wrong ideals one after the other is

only the re-cmergence of the religious ideology of the Last Prophet

in the form of a complete and systematic philosophy of hie.

Here the Prophet's Ideology enters the Third Pertod of its

career. During this period the Ideology grows once again (mainly
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through the efforts of its new devotees) into an important political

power in the world. It fights and conquers wrong ideals for its self-

defence and thus, incidentally, delivers people from their obstinacy

and unreasonable persistence in the love of wrong :deals. By

shattering the organisations of wrong ideals one after the other it

enables their believers to see the superiority of its own philosophy

as the most convincing and the most satisfactory explanation of

existence. In short, it takes an active part in the war of ideals and

brings it to an end by conquering all wrong ideals throughout the

world. During this period too, the old community of the Prophet

gets a new life since it is relieved of its struggle against the adverse

effects of wrong ideals which have been long undermining its love

insidiously. The spell of wrong ideals having broken, their

unrecognised, mysterious attraction having disappeared, the

community regains bit by bit their love for the Right Ideal which

they had lost. As their self-consciousness grows, they gam in

strength and courage and become ardent supporters and helpers of

the new community of converts struggling for the supremacy of

the Right Ideal in die world.

The Fourth Period in the career of the Prophet's Ideology begins

when it has conquered all wrong ideals and united the whole of the

human race by establishing its own rule all over the earth. Since,

during this period, the human race is free to worship and adore

their own ideal, the Perfect Ideal, as well as to act and struggle for

its realisation, their love for the ideal grows to the fullest extent and

as their love for the ideal grows their unity also grows till they are

able to function as a single individual.

The love of man for man, we know, is a part of the urge of

self, a part of love of the Creator. We are disunited because we

misunderstand our nature. Since we lack self-consciousness, we

give different interpretations to our desire for ihe Perfect Ideal

which is one. What is really one desire is divided by us, in our

ignorance, into several desires and the result is our discord and

disunity. To the extent to which we understand our nature, we are

united and to the extent to which we fail to understand it, we are

disunited. To the extent to which accurate understanding of human

nature is the common property of all mankind, there is, even now,

a unity among the human race side by side with their acute
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differences. At present we are struggling to know more and more

of ourselves. As time will go on, we shall understand our nature

more and more and hence our unity will grow more and more and

our disunity will become less and less. When the Right Ideology

will establish itself as the only political power in the world, it will

not only unite the human race under one government but will also

create conditions in which their love for the Right Ideal and,

therefore, their self-knowledge and their real unity will increase to

the highest limits. It is difficult to imagine the immense powers,

mental, material, and moral, which the human race (united as a

single individual) will command at this time.

As the human race will evolve their self-consciousness through

their absolute reliance on the Prophet, they will enrich themselves

more and more with his spiritual knowledge, with the result that

they will begin to feel more and more independent of him. But, in

spite of it, there will be, owing to a constant growth of their own

self-consciousness, their own inner light, an ever greater and

greater conformity to the external form as well as to the innermost

meaning and spirit of the Prophet's teachings in every action of the

individual and the society till they become what the Prophet, nay,

the Creator, would have finally made them Himself. At this stage

man will be giving a perfecdy free and full expression to the urge of

his nature.

With the emergence of man, the driving force of evolution

ceased to operate in the biological world and instead applied itself

wholeheartedly to the task of ideological evolution in the world of

human beings. Hence as soon as man came into existence

biological mutations came to an end, bur since the process of

biological evolution cannot be repeated now we have no means of

observing how they actually occurred in the past. Experiments such

as those carried out by De Vries, Tower, Morgan and Johannsen

cannot but produce artificial mutations which are due to the

plasticity allowed by Nature to the individuals of each species to

van' within certain limits which cannot be overstepped. As some

species have more of this plasticity than others, the characters of

their offspring produced under certain artificial conditions, e.g.

crossbreeding or selecting of mates, etc, can be made to look like a

natural mutation. Artificial mutations are mosdy of a negative
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character, registering the loss of some quality found in the parent

individuals. Even if their results are positive their occurrence is so

rare and their scope is so limited that they can give us no idea of

the degree of wealth and abundance in which mutations must have

occurred during the biological ages. In any case they are very

important, since they indicate that biological mutations are possible

and must have occurred in the past. But for those who doubt their

occurrence a convincing proof will be found in the nature of

consciousness itself as it stands revealed in the history of the

human society or the course of ideological evolution which is

known to us far more definitely than the course of biological

evolution. We know that the emergence of every new ideological

community in the past was due to a psychological mutation giving

rise to a man of an exceptional psychological efficiency and

superiority, whose followers or ideological descendants formed the

new community. Since Consciousness is one and its essential

tendencies remain the same at each stage of evolution, we have

reason to believe that the emergence of every new species in the

past must be due to a biological mutation giving rise to an

individual of an exceptional biological efficiency and superiority,

whose descendants constituted the new species.

The tendency of Consciousness to compensate for a continued

slackness of its movement by a sudden big effort, wrhich is the

cause of mutations and prophets at the animal and the human
stages of evolution respectively, is a very general one and mutations

and prophethood are not the only results of its operation.

Obstacles always stimulate the activity of Consciousness, wherever

it may be and whatever may be the stage of its evolution and the

sphere of its action. The sudden automatic appearance of a prophet

in a deteriorating society is like the sudden automatic appearance of

a storm in an area where the pressure of atmosphere has lowered

or like the sudden automatic reaction of an organism towards

disease which results in the restoration of its health. Psychology is

only a higher kind of Biology, and we see the evidence of this

tendency of Consciousness on the psychological plane of life in the

activity of our own consciousness. Whenever we constantly fail to

act up to our sincere convictions, we experience a mental reaction

and make an extraordinary effort to prove worthy of ourselves. It is
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on account of this that we find some men and women becoming

social and political workers, recluses, fakirs or monks after having

lived for some time a life which they considered below themselves.

And it is on account of this that sometimes, when we feel we have

been too lazy, we start working with a sudden burst of enthusiasm

and then go on working for hours at a stretch. Our creative activity

of the highest order expresses itself by fits and starts. A poet has

the capacity to create and write, but he does not write always. He

waits for inspiration which comes to him suddenly when his

creativeness is at its lowest ebb. Then it operates almost irresistibly

and in spite of htm. Life remains long almost at a standstill and

then suddenly gathers itself for an effort in the creation of

something new, something hitherto unknown, and we have a

"mutation".

Every organism in Nature looks to its own maintenance and

growth and contains within itself the principle by which it

overcomes its own defects and compensates for its own lapses.

Such is the case with societies, communities or social organisms

too, Prophethood is the reaction of the human social organisms

towards diseases of wrong ideas and is as natural and essential for

its continued evolution as the reaction of an individual organism

towards disease is essential for its health and growth.



IDEOLOGY OF THE FUTURE
Hitherto the development of civilization has been lopsided. Mankind
has made an astounding progress in the domain of material
sciences, Physics, Chemistry and Technology, while it has made no
progress whatsoever towards understanding the true nature of man.
The result is a chaos in the social sciences and a complete disorder
in human affairs which threatens the extinction of civilization and
even the total annihilation of mankind. Thinking men all the world
over are painfully convinced that unless man develops an
understanding of his own nature in near proportion to his
understanding of matter the human race may not survive at all.

Here is a book that fulfils the crying need of mankind at this hour. It is
a book on the Science of Man. ... The author's thesis that the urge
for ideals is the real, the ultimate and the sole dynamic power of
human action seems to be a long overdue discovery of the most
important of all the laws of human nature. It has to be accepted as a
scientific truth since it accounts for, explains and imparts a
coherence to all the known facts of existence, accumulated so far by
the scientists, philosophers, and mystics of the world. The author
has given what is no doubt the final refutation of the psychological
theories of Karl Marx, Freud, Adler and MacDougall and his theory of
the process of history is far clearer and far more convincing than the
theories of Marx, Spenglerand Toynbee.

A remarkable feature of the book is its integration and correlation of
all the facts of Knowledge belonging to diverse fields of inquiry. The
accomplishment of this important task, though rarely possible in this
age of specialization, was indeed essential for a book on the
Science of Man. ... One is extremely refreshed to note as one reads
the book that the writer is able to quote a striking biological analogy
in additional support of each of his significant conclusions in the field
of Psychology.

There is no doubt that the emergence of this book marks the
beginning of a new intellectual revolution as it constitutes one of the
most important additions to contemporary thought in a sphere where
it was needed most.

Dawn, Karachi

2 Dec. 1956
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